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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 31, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMIiTrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

2221, New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Williams, and
Dirksen.

The CHAIRMAN. Today's hearing relates to the method of reporting
statistics of imports into this country and of exports from this country.
At present our statistics are kept, basically, on a free-on-board
basis. That is, our exports are valued at our' border, going out,
but our imports are valued at the foreign country's border. Ocean
freight and insurance costs are ignored.
. On the other hand, most other countries of the world keep their
statistics on a cost, insurance, and freight basis. They value both
imports and exports at their own border. The transportation and
freight charges incurred to get the merchandise to that point is taken
into account in determining the value of both their imports and their
exports.

The United Nations has recommended that all countries report
trade statistics under a uniform method; and the cost, insurance, and
freight method used generally by foreign countries-but not by us-
was selected by the U.N. as the most appropriate. . .

The measures before us today--Senate Joint Resolution 115
and S. 3522-call for cost, insurance, and freight reporting of import
statistics and for a statistical segregating of U.S. financed or sub-
§idized exports. S. 3522, however, is limited to agricultural, com-
modities.

(S.J. Res. 115 and S. 3522 follow!)

(S.7. Res. 115, 89th Cong., 1st se..)I I

JOINT RESOLUTION To require that reports on imports Into the United States include the landed
value of articles imported, and for other purposes

Whereas many statistical reports of the Departments and agencies on imports
into the United States show only the quantity of. articles imported or the value
of articles imported in terms of their foreign value; and %,

Whereas a more accurate appraisal of the effect on the United States economy
of imports into the United States can be made if such reports also show the value
of articles imported in terms of their landed value in the United States; and

Whereas most countries which are parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade account for the value of Imports in terms of their landed value in the
respective countries: Now, therefore be it

Resolved by the Senate and House V/ Representatives of the United States of America
in Congress assembled, That (a) the Secretary of the Treasury shall include in all
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reports on imports into the United States the value of articles imported on the
basis of cost, insurance, and freight values, representing the fc.reign value plus
the insurance and shipping charges incident to landingtthe imported articles at
the port of entry.

(b) The Secretary of Commerce shall include in all reports of import statistics
published by him the cost, insurance, and freight values of articles imported as
reported by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Szec. 2. The Secretary of Commerce shall, in all reports of export statistics
published by him, classify exports, not including reexports, by three categories,and shall show, with respect to each category, the value or quantity, or both, of
articles exported. These categories shall be (1) total exports, (2) exports of
articles the production of which has been subsidized by the Government of the
United States, and (3) exports made under Government-financed programs
additionally classified to show the exports under this category which also fall
under category (2).

18. 2, 89th Cong., 2d aess.)
A BILL To require the Secretary of Agriculture to report to the Congress each year certain information

relating to the Import and export of agricutural commodlles

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congres assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Agricultural
Trade Statistics Reporting Act of 1966".

Szo. 2. It is hereby declared to be in the public interest that the Secretary of
Agriculture should compile and publish an annual standard reference work con-
tainng certain statistical information with respect to the volume and dollar value
of this Nation's foreign trade in major agricultural commodities for the preceding
calendar year, the trends in United States imports and exports o, such commodf.
ties, and the effect of such trade upon the balance-of-payments position of the
United States.
Szo. 3. (a) The Secretary of Agriculture (hereinafter referred to as the "Sec.

rotary") shall, not later than February 15 of each calendar year, submit to the
appropriate committees of the Congress a report containing the Information
described in subsection (b) of this section and cause such report to be readily
available to all other committees and Members of Congress, to all trade publica-
tions, and, upon revest, to any other interested party.

(b) The information to be contained in any such report shall specifically dis-
close with respect to the Immediately preceding calendar year-

(1) the quantity and dollar value of imports into the United States and
exports from the United States of each ma or bicultural commodity;

(2) the extent to which such dollar value reflects or fails to reflect, in thew
case of each major agricultural commodity, costs attributable to transporta-
tion, insurance, and other expenses incident to handling-

(3) the extent to which In the case of each major agricultural commodity,
exports were paid for in dollars, other freely convertible currency, local cur-
reny not convertible funds of the United States Government on a cash or
ore t basis, or were donations valued without reference to payment;

(4) what effect imports and exports of all agricultural commodities had on
the balance-of-payments position of the United States Government; and

(6) the percentage of our total domestic production in the case of each
major agricultural commodity, which was exported; the percentage of the
total exports, In the case of each such commodity, which was paid for by
each of the methods of financing described In paragraph (3); and the per-
centage of our total production and consumption, in the case of each such
commodity, which was imported.

(o) Such report shall also set forth statistics and other Information covering a
period of prior years In sufficient detail to show, with respect to each major
arcultural commodity, the prevailing trends in the Import and export of the

fferent types or classifications of that particular commodity.
(d) The Secretary shall include in such report such other pertinent Information

as he deems appropriate.
(e) The Secretary shall Include in such report the citation of any public laws

relevant to the subject matter being discussed.
(f) As used In this Act the term 'major agricultural commodity" shall include,

for example, cotton, beefl pork, veal, live cattle, nonfat dry milk, cheese, butter
and poultry; and in providing the information specified in subsection (b) (1) of
this section, the Secretary shall give separate statistics for each of those com.
modities.
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SEo. 4. The Secretary shall coordinate the administration of this Act with other
departments and agencies of the Government concerned therewith and with
interested private organizations; and such departments and agencies of the Gov-
ernment are authorized and directed to cooperate with the Secretary in the ad-
ministration of this Act, including the coordination of all procedures, forms, and
means necessary or appropriate for carrying out the provisions of this Act. The
Secretary shall inclu e in 3 annual report such recommendations for legislation
and administrative actions as he determines would facilitate the administration
of this Act.
SE0. 5. (a) The Secretary, before submitting to the Congress the report re-

ferred to in section 3 of this Act shall submit such report to the General Account-
ing Office for examination. Te Comptroller General shall examine the report
to the extent he deems necessary to certify whether or not-

(1) such report is In conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles-

(2) suoh report accurately reflects the effect of trade in agricultural corn.
modities on the balane-of-payments position of the United States;

(3) except for the initial report, such report was prepared on a basis
comparable to that of the previous year;

(4) such report follows the reporting practices and procedures followed by
major international trade organizations with which the United States is
associated including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the
Or anizatfon for European Cooperation and Development; and

5) any departure from generally accepted methods of repor'ig the
information contained in such report was coordinated with and apprLved by
the Comptroller General.

(b) The opinion of the Comptroller General with respect to the matters referred
to in subsection (a) of this section shall be included in the report.
SEc. 6. Notwithstanding the reporting date prescribed in section 3 of this Act,

the Secretary is authorized, In the case of any of the first four annual reports to
postpone the date of submission to any date not later than May I if he determines
that the report for such year cannot be submitted prior to that date and notifies
the Committees referred to in section 3 of this Act in writing of the necessity of
such postponement and the reasons therefor.

SEC. 7. The Secretary shall submit the first report under this Act in the calendar
year 1967 covering imports and exports during the calendar year 1966.

(Departmental comments on S.J. Res. 115 follow:)
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET,

Hon. RUssELL B. LONG, Washington, D.C., August 9, 1986.

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in reply to Senator Byrd's request of October 8,
1965, for the views of the Bureau of the Budget regarding S.J. Res. 115, "To

-require that reports on imports into the United States include the landed value of
.axtIcles imported, and for other purposes."

For the reasons discussed in the reports which the interested agencies ar
making to your Committee, the Bureau of the Budget is opposed to enactment of

-S.J. Res. 115.
Sincerely yours,,. WILFREzD H. ROumzL,

Assistant Directorfor Legialative Reference.

DEPARTMENT OF AoRIcuLTuRE,

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG, August 31, 1966.

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to the communication of October 8, 1965,
-we submit our appraisal of Senate Joint Resolution 115 proposing (1) a supple-
mental statistical series on U.S. imports showing c.i.f. valuation and (2) a classic

-fication of exports by three categories.
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The Department does not support enactment of Section 1 of S.J.- Res: 115
regarding import statistics, nor can it support enactment of Section 2 pertaining
to export statistics, as introduced.

IMPORTS

The proposed c.i.f. valuation of U.S. imports' under Section 1 of S.J. Res. 115
would result in the availability of more detailed information. However, in the
opinion of this Department the additional burden and expense to the A erican
importer and Government inherent in the proposal are not warranted at this time.

Under the import valuation proposal in S.J. Res. 115 the Secretary of the
Treasury would be directed to include in all reports on UA. imports the value of
imported articles on the basis of cost insurance, and freight(c.L.f.) and the Secre-
tary of Commerce would be directed to include in all reports of import statistics
published by him the c.l.f. values of articles imported, as reported by the Secretary
of the Treasury. This new statistical series would supplement the present series.

U.S. imports, as now.published by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census, are generally (but not In all instances) valued at the export values
in the country of origin. This method of valuation is prescribed in the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended (46 Stat. 708, 52 Stat. 1081, 70 Stat. 943; 946; 19 USCA
1402, 1965 ed.). It is the basic, primary, and principal valuation method for the
calculation of ad valorem duties whenever this type of duty Is Imposed on mer-
chandise to be imported. Thus, freight and insurance charges are excluded.

The export or "'f.o.b." valuation of imports is doubly advantageous In inter-
national trade analysis: (1) If universally used, a symmetrical or balanced system
would result; that is, the exports (which are generally valued f.o.b.) of exporting
countries would equal the imports of importing countries, except for the time lag
between exportation and Importation; (2) imports valued at their export value
are better "building blocks" for the construction of balance-of-payment statistics.
This valuation method permits freight and insurance services appropriately to be
accounted for elsewhere In the balance-of-payment accounts, since such services
may have been provided domestically, Ie by the Importing country. Moreover,
even if these services are provided by foreign interests and hence require an
international payment, such payment is not necessarily owed to the country
from which the merchandise came.

Despite the desirable features of f.o.b. valuation, it is appropriate to recognize
that in some instances c.i.f. valuation might be more convenient to the importer
than f.o.b. valuation. When an importer makes one combined "payment, for
example, on a o.i.f. basis, that valuation may be more easily available to him than
if he has to break It down into Its components to determine the cost of insurance
and freight and thereby derive f.o.b. valuation.

It must be stressed'that the valuation of Imports on a c.i.f. basis would have
no effect whatever on the balance-of-payment statistics of the United States.
The use of c.i.f. valued Import data In balance-of-payment statistics would require
an additional adjustment, viz. the subtraction of the freight and insurance
components from the c.i.f. Values, since these components refer to services which
very often are not rendered'by the country of origin of the imports, as explained
above.

EXPORTS

The Department does not support enactment of Section 2 of the proposed
legislation which relates to exports, as Introduced. Section 2 of the proposed
S.J. Res. 115 provides that the Secretary of Commerce shall classify exports, not
including reexports, by three categories.

For category'(1) of Section 2 of S.J. Res. 115 no change from present procedures
is required as total exports are classified in U.S. trade statistics summaries.

Category (2) refers to "articles the production of which has been subsidized by
the Governnient of the United States." The scope of this category is not clear.
It 'could refer to those commodities only the production or general marketing of
which (In Contrat to marketing for export) Is subsidized by direct Government
payments. Moreover, the word subsidy carries an undesirable connotation.
The public declaration by our Government that it subsidizess" the production of
articles may give rise to the Impostion of countervailing or anti-difmping duties
against our'roducts It foreign niarkets. As far as export assistance Payments
are concerned, this Department, in Foreig A ricultural Trade of the Untted States'
periodically published statistics of agricultural exports' classifld in terms of such
assistance payments. Thus, after appropriate clarification of c egory (2), the
imposition of the reporting burden proposed for that category Is unnecessary.
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Wit4 regard to category (3) exports under Governmeot -financed programs are
poriodiclly. reported il the above publication of this Department. These sta-
tiStlcs require improvement in quality 'and'timeliness. We feel, however, that
Section 2 of S.J. Res. 115 is not the vehicle tQ achieve such improvement.

Q0ir interest is more specific than the I dentiflcatio'n fn export statistics of
Government-financed programs as a group, oz proposed in category 3 of Section 2
of'S.J. ies. 115. The diversity of these programs makes it deirable to report at
least six specified Government-financed programs, data On Which are now com-
piled and published by the Economic Research Service. In our present statistical.
program, the sum of exports tnder these six operational programs is considered to.
beeNual to "Government-financed exports." Total exports minus the sums of,
the six specified Government program exports are considered "commercial ex-
ports.", The Economic Research Service also reports as a portion of "commercial
exports". short and medium-term credits for agricultural exports extended by the,
Export-Import Bank and the Commodity Credit Corporation under its credit
sales program. The present reporting program is imperfect because of (1) time
lags between the accounting for exports under specified programs and the time of
exportation at which total exports are enumerated and (2) differences in valuation,
between total exports, as evaluated by the Bureau of the Census, and specified,
program exports, as evaluated by the operating agencies in charge of the various
programs. The Economic Research Service of this Department has formulated
proposals for a joint study with the Bureau of the Census of the feasibility of
reporting "Food for Peace" program exports and commercial exports by the.
Bureau of the Census.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that there is no objection to the presentation
of this report from the standpoint of the Administration program.

Sincerely yours,
ORVILLE L. FREEMAN,

Secretary.

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,

Hon. RVBsELL B. LONG, Washington, D.C., July 11, 1986.

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Setlate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in further reply to your request for the views
of this Department with respect to S.J. Res. 115 a joint resolution "To require
that reports on imports into the United States include the landed value of articles
imported, and for other purposes."
_ The first section of the oint resolution would require (a) the Secretary of the

Treasury to include in adl reports on imports into the United States the o.i.f.:
value of articles imported, and (b) the Secretary of Commerce to include in all
reports of import statistics published by him the o.i.f. value of articles imported
as reported by the Secretary' of the' Treasury. :Section 2 of the resolution woUld
further., require •the Secretary of. Commerce, in all reports of export statistics
published by him, to classify exports by three categories. These categories would
be (1) total exports, (2) exports of articles the production of which had been
subsidized by, the 'Goverhment of the United States, and (3) exports under
government-financed programs, additionally clarified to show the exports under
this category which also fall under category (2).

The Department of Commerce favors the collection and publication of foreign
trade.statistics which can be used- ina more, meaningful analysis of the impact
of fdrbign trade on the U.S. economy. If applied in: an, appropriate manner,
import data on a c.i,f. basis (their landed value) could be useful for limited statis-
tical purposes unrelated .to balance of payments analysis.- However, we feel
that S.J,'Res. ll5iin'requiring that" the Secretaries of Treasury aiid Commerce,
provide in all reports'oh imports into the United States the value of articles ion
the basis of both their' foreign vale :(as presently reported) 'and their landed.
valub is'not desirable ov necessary.: The benefits of completely duplicating thel
collection and reporting of import statistics, as proposed in S.J. Res. 115, would,
not, be commensurate with the costs. These costs.inyolve burdens both
agencies resppqible for collcting, verif ing, 'and publishing imnp6rt statistic'
4i to those engaged in irrport trade. j Tl1e lack of cbi niability between the
bOnef1ts of S.J. Res? 115 and its cost is emphasized the!act that it" is possle",
thhro uh ai indepon'dent statistical estimate program to eriVe.1port statistI4t
oaa f'bsfs. .While it would notbe p64sb e to dovelo0 snli i~ ort statistic ,
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in detail by commodity: classifcation and by county, as are available from presentreports on imports, it 14 possible to provide suffcient detail to satisfy the ' needs
of most users of suoh'statistis.

In view of the" importance'accorded reports oxh our balance of payments iol-
ton, both in this country and abroad, it should be noted that the availability
of import data on a oi. basis would in no way alter our balance of payments
account. The f.o.b. valuation of imports in balance of payments analyses used
b$ this country is internationally recognized as correct. Countries reporting
imports on a c.i.f. basis must presently adjust their merchandise trade data to
exclude the value of frel ht and insurance in preparing their annual submission
on balance of payments C such, international bodies as the International Mone-
tary Fund. The inclusion of all payments of ocean freight and insurance charges
in the U.S. balance of payments Would be highly inaccurate and confusing be-
cause a part of these services are supplied by U.S. f&ims and to that extent do not
involve international financial transactions. Moreover, the present balance Of
payments procedures of providing for ocean freight services separate from ni'r-
chandiso transactions assure bb0ttot allocation by country of the merchandise
payments and ocean freight services.' Such allocation also recognizes that the
country supplying the merchandise is often not the same country that is supplying
the ocean frelgbt services.

For slightly dIfferent reasons, this Department feels that the enactment of
section 2 of S.J. Res. 115 respecting export statistics would not be desirable or
necessary. Various -government agencies regularly issue trade reports- that
reflect, in lar e measure, ti~e export information required by this section of the
resolution, _ ? addition, on the basis required by the resolution, the information
on exports related.to various domestic and international programs may not be
readily available, if available at all, to the exporters at the time of'the export
declaration. Some information requhed by the resolution could not be made
publicly available at the time regular reports on exports are made due to security
restrictions under the Department of Defense Military Assistance Program.

Since matters concerning the reporting of foreign trade statistics are somewhat
complex and have serious implications, as indicated in S.J. Res. 115, there is
attached a more 'detailed explanation of our position on the resolution. The
Department of Commerce further notes that the Finance Committee on February
9, 1966, directed the Tariff Commission pursuant to section 332 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, to make an investigation of the methods of valuation used by the
United States and its principal trading partners to determine the duty applicable
to imports. It would appear that this investigation will also provide an oppor-
tunity to appraise the differences in methods of valuing imports for statistical
purposes. Should the Committee have questions on the matters covered in the
supplementary memorandum or desire further information on any other points
in connection with the bill, this Department stands ready to cooperate fully.

For the above reasons, however, the Department of Commerce does not favor
the enactment of S.J. Res. 115.

We have been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there would be no
objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint of the Adminis-
tration's program.

Sincerely, RoBERT . G

General Coun8el.
Enclosure.

MUIMORANDUm To SUPPLEMENT STATEMENT OF THE 0BJEC'IONS Or THE DEPART-
MENT OF COMMERCE TO THE ENACTMENT OF SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 115

The Department of Commerce feels that the issues raised by the introduction
of S.J. Res. 115 merit a full statement of the Department's views. Moreover, the
implication of the requirements of the resolution for the reporting of foreign trade
statistics of the United States are both substantial and complex. The following
paragraphs deal separately with section 1, import statistics and section 2, export
statistics.
Requirement of Senate Joint Resolution 115 on the Reporting of Import Statitics

There has been much discussion over the years on the _preferable method of
valuing Imports for duty purposes. Since the United States values imports
mainly on the basis of foreign value for duty purposes it has been recognized
that the lack of information on the landed value of United States imports is a
handicap in certain applications of import trade statistics. In fact, the Depart-
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ment of Commerce has considered on several occasions In the recent past a project
to develop import values on a cost plus Insurance and freight basis, known gener-
ally as a o.l. basis. The need for developing such values, and the expressed
demand for this Information, however, have not to date appeared great enough to
justify the conclusion that this work should be done in preference to or to the
detriment of other more clearly necessary and more widely supported statistical
services.
Dual Reporting of Import Values--Problems and Priorities

The collection and reporting of the value of Imports on a o.l.f. basis, in addition
to the current f.o.b. basis, would add greatly to the cost and burden to the govern-
ment and to Importers. The Bureau of the Census believes the additional cost
and complexity of processing the extra field of data-the o.l.f. value-for each
transaction on a continuing basis would be substantial. This Is particularly true
in light of the faot that the Import statistics program Is already at the saturation
point In terms of the present Bureau of Gustoms entry' form and the Census
tabulating procedure. For shipments consisting of numerous commodities, the
import entry form Is very crowded. The addition of another field of information
might require a complete redesigning of both the entry form and the tabulating
procedures unless some other Item of information were dropped. It Is true that
the difficulties of collecting and processing a duplicate set of Import values for
each transaction discussed here represent mainly technical problems. Their
solution, however, Involves Important considerations of priorities In the selection
of the type and nature of the Import statistics to be presented by the government.

The additional reporting requirement would greatly Increase the burdens to
Importers. At the time the customs entry form is to be filled out, the necessary
information may not be available readily, if at all, to the Importer. For instance,
where freight and insurance charges are aggregated in one sum for an entire
shipment Involving several different kinds or commodities, the allocation of these
costs among the various classifications of commodities would present great
difficulties. The trend toward containerization, I.e., an increasing volume of
small shipments being consolidated in one container under one freight billing,
further magnifies the problem of allocating transportation and Insurance costs
on a detailed commodity-by-commodity basis. While such problems as these
might be surmounted, It Is felt that alternative means of deriving c.i.f. values
should be considered.

Customs verification of Import valuations Is vital to the reduction in the
incidence of fraudulent undervaluation of merchandise subject to ad valoreni
or compound rates of dut and to the maintenance of the accuracy and validity
of the statistical data. The burden of verifying a second sot of values for each
item would cause a time lag in the preparation and publication of our trade
statistics. This Department feels that such a time lag could prove detrimental
by delaying both government and business decisions based, in part at least,
on such reports.
Import Valuation-Hitorical Background; Practices of Other Coutries; U.N.

Recommendation
The value reported in U.S. Import statistics, historically (since 1832) has

reflected the f.o.b. value required by law to be reported for customs purposes.
(See sections 402 and 402(a and subsection 484(e) of the Tariff Act of 1930,
as amended, and section 301 of title 13 of the U.S. Code.) These statistics are
compiled from copies of customs entries. Similarly, the Import statistics of
other countries of the world also reflect their respective customs valuation re-
quirements.' While Canada, Australia Venezuela South Africa and a number
of other countries besides the United States use Lo.b. valuation of imports for
customs and statistical purposes, most countries use some form of the c.l.f.
(cost plus Insurance and freight) basis of valuation. Thus, the difference between
the basis of valuation reflected in the import statistics of the various countries
simply reflects an historical development of different valuation bases required
for customs purposes. It does not necessarily represent a decision as to the
valuation basis that would be considered preferable for statistical and analytical
purposes if such statistics were independent of customs valuation.

The United Nations has recommended the use of c.i.f. values at summary
statistical levels, as one among many other steps which must be taken to achieve
international comparability in trade statistics. Undoubtedly, the choice of c.i.f.
as the valuation basis for imports was Influenced by the recognition that most
countries have long employed that basis, and, therefore thar far fewer countries
would be compelled to undergo readjustment of their statistical procedures.
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Futthen-more,: the "ited'7Natonsh'has'hown dh awareness that differences in
method of valuation are" n'ot thb' oh1y obsicles .to' iternational computability of
trade statistics. Amng'other sighfieantp 1robleins In achieving cofiarability
'a differences in the treatment 6f ln-tansit trade, difference In 'timing, coverage,
e..oepts of commodity classification and discrepacie8 in coui~ty-by-country

aUocations Oftrad6 movements. This, the U.N had not felt it riecesary to recoim-
mend that f.o.b. countries supply c.f. data at below the detail of the 3-digit
level of the SITC. (Approimately 177 groupings of commodity classifications).
,For purposes of internatlon l comparisons, trade data Ip.the further detail q the
'different i obl Ait is 'not considered' geierally 'useful.. C.|.f. esti-
"mates at the*surumar(37igdit SITC) lov.l boultl be dtrived'frdm presentf..b.
values by the 'use of aPpropritte factois'developed $tatistically.. Thus the' U.N.
recommendation- for c.i.f. values 'to improve international comparablifty€ '' d
be met" *ithbtit the costly 'and burdensome effort. thatkvould be imposed"'dfn
importers and the' government by the requirement of S.J. "Rs. 115. ,

Balance of Paymene. Considerations; Import Trade Analysis.
In balance of Payments analysis, f.o.b. Valuation is internaitionally recognized

as correct and b.|f. f. countries must presently adjust their merchandise tragi data
to exclude the v4he of freight and insurance in' preparing their annual'stAtistical
submissionhto the'International Monetary Fund. It is Inaccurate to incltide all
payments of 'oeefi freight and insurance charges in the balance of payments,
because a part of these services may be supplied by the. importing country itself,
and to that exteht uch payments do not represent an international transaction.
Thus,-the application of c.if, values to all U.S. rtierchandise imports would over-state the magnitude of our foreign payments. Under present U.S. balance of
payments procedures, merchandise transactions 'and ocean freight services are
carried in separate accounts, with the latter Item adjusted to exclude freight
payments to domestic carriers. This procedure, in addition, provides for:the
correct country allocations of merchandise and freight payments respectively,
recognizing that the country, supplying the merchandise is often not the same
country that is supplying the freight (and insurance) services.

In balance of trade analysis--the net balance between United States merchan-
dise exports and' imports--either c.i.f. or f.o.b. valuation can be used. C.i.f.
valuation, of course, might be considered preferable for this purpose because it
values imports at the same point as that reflected for exports--the ports and
borders of the United States. ' However, use of c.i.f. for balance of trade purposes
inVolves the over-valuation of payments and misallocation by country cited in the
balance of payments discussion above. In any 'event, an important feature in
balance of trade analysis and the formulation of trade policy decisions is in the
measurement of changes in the movement of the balance over time periods. For
this reason, the accuracy of import data, and the consistency of their construction
.as a statistical series fok comparable measurement of short or long term trends,
appear far more importar' than the particular basis of valuation, Whether cif.
or f.o.b. If c.i.f. data are preferred for thi type of analysis, they could be esti-
"mated on the basis of the regularly compiled f.o.b. data with appropriate consist-
ency over time.

For commodity analysis of the impact of imports on the domestic economy,
cIS. values might be considered 'preferable to f.o.b., but would' still understate
the true price of a'n iported'commodity in the internal U.S. market. The c.i.f.
value, it should be noted, excludes such cost factors as inland U.S. freight, agents'
commissions, and tariffs.

-Misting Legal Authority Provides Freedom of Planning for Stotitical Needs'
Legal authority already exists for the collection and reporting of import trade

,statistics on a e.f. basis. Furthermore, present statutes provide the necessary
authority for providing any foreign trade statistical service that is deemed neces-
sary or appropriate. "A significant'step in assuring clear authority for reporting
of a well.-integrated United States trade 'statistical ,program was the enactment
in 1962 by Congress of Public Law 87-826 (13 U.S. C. 301). This Act freed the
planning and administration of the program from the then existing outdated,
confusing, and sometimes' conflicting legal provisions which had grown up Over

'a long period of years. 'It 'substituted a delegAtion of 'authority to the Secretary
of Commerce to enable him' to plan a meaningful statistical program; both as to

-content and as to data collection methods and rejp'fing'requirements, in full
light of changing statistical needs and changing business practices.

S.J. Res. 115 'Would require that particular 'types 'of the Information miust
be collected,'and Would 'pregeribe-by law ertaift features which must be incorpo.
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rated in each report of import statistics. This would appear to- be - Astep back.
ward toward Individually legislated program features:and reporting requirements.
Enactment of the resolution Would unnecessarily restrict the flexibility of the

:Secretary in carrying out the responsibilities placed upon him by existing statutes
in providing a meaningful,, coordinated statistical :program.
Alternative Proposed for Obtaining Appropriate C.I.F. Value.

For the reasons stated above the approach called for by S.J. Res. 115 for
developing information on the oif, value of imports does not appear practicabld.
Import. statistics on a c.i.f, basis, which :would be. sufficiently' precise for, any
statistical service currently deemed necessary or appropriate, can be produced by
means of a' statistical estimating project. It is possible, by means of a survey,
to obtain freight and insurance -costs on a sample of shipments and to drive
constants,: In percentage or value terms, which would then be applied to adjust
presently reported f.o.b. values to a c.i.f. basis. Periodic sample surveys would be
required to update the constants for changes over time. The Department of
Commerce would, of course, develop a specific proposal for such a project if it is
deemed desirable.
Requirements of .J. Res. 116 on the Reporting of zXport atistics

S.J. Res. 115 requires the compartmentalization of U.S. exports into two sub-
categories which will identify (1) shipments of articles the production of which has
been subsidized by the U.S. Government, and (2) export shipments financed by
the U.S. Government. These objectives present difficulties Of 'definition and
implementation.
Problems of Definition and Implementation

In identifying a "subsidized"' item, the question arises aS to whether the finished
product which incorporates a subsidizedraw material (e.g., textiles and clothing
made from cotton) should be considered a subsidized export. ' For basic farm
commoditles, certain producers may elect to remain outside the government's
subsidy program while other producers of the same commodity, e.g., wheat, may
choose to receive government parity payments. Are wheat exports by the latter
group considered subsidized? Are those of the former group not subsidized?
Assuming that a definition of "subsidized 'production" could be agreed upon,
there remains the problem of identification of subsidized items at the time of
export shipment. For example, where the export Is made by a trader. or whole-
saler rather than P producer, the exported commodities cannot be related to all
the circumstances of their production. Where finished products are concerned,
even the producer of the exported goods may not know whether the components
were subsidized. In the case of unmanufactured commodities such as grain,
exports may be made from storage facilities where supplies from unsubsidized
and subsidized sources have been physically intermingled and are no longer
distinguishable.

The problems relating to the matter of government-financed exports are similar
to those encountered for government-subsidized shipments. From the standpoint
of definition, the extent of government participation in the financing of export
ranges all the way from outright gifts or grants to simple credit guarantees.
Within the range are loans for dollars and loans for foreign currency, for very
long terms at low interest rates and for medium-long' terms at rates only frac-
tionally below commercial rates. ...

However, assuming that a suitable definition were -arrived at, there are practical
difficulties involved in attempting to identify government-financed shipments in
the export statistics. (An exception is Department of Defense military grant-aid
shipments which are presently being tabulated separately, direct from Department
of Defense shipment documents, and not from export declarations (Form 7525).

Appropriate government agencies, have participated on many occasions in
attempts to find a reliable method for identification of (nonmilitary government-

'financed exports at time of shipment, but no method for achieving thishas yet been
developed. For the most part, such shipments are made by private exporters
and the nature of many of the government program is such that at he time of
export no determination has been made as to, whether the transaction will or will
-not be covered within the program. If government financing is subsequently
arranged for, it would be virtually impossible to associate this information with
the statistical record already processed for the transaction. *Even for trang-
actions where government financing for the exportation has already been arranged
at the time of shipment, capturing this information may be subject to more than
the usual statistical reporting difficulties.
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- A statistical reporting ytem has best chances for success if the information
called for is available, in the regular course of business, to the individual who
normally prepares the report. Identification of the type of financing would not
necessarily appear on the Invoices, or shipping documents which are the usual
source of information for filling out export declirations.

Presently Available Statistics on Government-Financed Exports
Grant-aid shipments under the Defense Department's Military Assistance

Program are currently shown, as an aggregate total, in the monthly export statistics
published by the Census Bureau. -However, detailed data by commodity or
country of these military shipments are security classified and cannot be divulged.

Separate supplementary statetics providing information similar to that required
under section 2 of 8.J. RIe. 115 are presently being developed and published by
government units other than the Census Bureau. It should be note*, however
that these statistics are developed from fiscal expenditure reports and reports of
agencies' operations of the export programs available only after some time lag
from the date of shipment usually on a quarterly (not monthly) basis, and usually
not always in full commodity detail. Using such source material, the Department
of Agriculture has since 1957 prepared and published information on agricultural
exports segmented to show government-financed shipments which are subsidized,
and commercial exports with and without subsidies. (See table 1, "Foreign
Agriculture Trade of the United States"1 May 1965.) The .Office of Business
Economics, in addition, regularly supple data on total exports financed- by
government grants and credits. These are published with the balance of pay-
ments quarterly statistics which appear In the Survey of Current Business I
quarter-end months.

It might be well to note that the multiplicity of data on "total" exports cur-
rently published by the Census Bureau is already a matter of concern to users of
the existing trade statistics. The addition of supplemental categories as outlined
In S.J. Res. 115 would only increase this concern. Consideration should be given
to whether the function of our basic trade statistics, as compiled and reported
by the Bureau of the Census ought simply be to accurately recording the inter-
change of goods between the United States and the rest of the world. The burden
of analysis In terms of government financing or subsidization should properly be
left to other, more appropriate, government agencies.

The variety of existing export totals now reported In Census Bureau publica-
tions include:

a) Total exports (including reexports), including special category.
b) Total exports (including reexports), including special calegory, but

excluding military grant-aid.
(c) Same as (b), but seasonally adjusted.
(d) Total exports (including reexports), excluding special category-used in

area distribution of exports.
(e) Domestic exports, including special category-used in commodity distri-

bution of U.S. exports. (Excludes reexports.)

Measuring U.S. "Competitive" Performance in Exports by Means of S.J. Res. 115,
Section 8

United States export statistics are designed to measure the value of all mer.
chandise leaving the United States customs area. As Is indicated above, they
are reported on a basis that accurately reflects such movements. Comparisons
of export and import trade for special purposes such as Indicating the "true
competitive position" of the United States in world markets usually requires
certain adjustments in the data which can only be developed in special analysis
of exports and Imports. It would not be meaningful to include in the general
reports on United States foreign trade the categories of exports on the basis
called for in S.J. Res. 115. The categorizing of foreign trade on the basis of
government support, either with respect to export or Import trade, Involves
implicit assumptions as to the nature of the trade. Such assumptions are better

left to separate analytical reports In which the nature of the trade can be explored
In detail and the validity of the implicit assumptions can be justified.

In view of the above, the Department of Commerce is of the opinion that
section 2 of S.J. Res. 115 is not a practical or necessary requirement for the
purpose of reporting United States exports.
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. D8PARTMZNT OF STATE,
Washington, D.C., June 07, 1966.Hon. RvsszLL B. LONG,

Chairman, CommitUe on Finance,
U.S. Se1. I

DEAR MR. CHAIMMAN: This is in reply to your request of October 8, 1905,
for the views of the Department of State on S.J. Res. 115, a resolution to re-
quire that reports on imports into the United States include the landed value
of articles imported, and for other purposes". I

S.J. Res. 115 would require the Bureau of: .Cuqtoms in the Treasury Depart.
ment and the Bureau of Census in the Department of Commerce to compile
statistics showing the cost, insurance and freight of all articles imported into
the United States. The resolution would also require the Commerce Depart.
ment to classify exports by three categories (1) total exports, (2) exports of
articles the production of which has been subsidized by the Government of the
United States and, (3) exports made under government-financed programs.

It is this Department's understanding that the purpose of S.J. Res. 115 is
to insure that United States foreign trade statistics accurately reflect the competi-
tive position of the United States economy in world trade. It is alleged that
current statistical procedures utilized by the United States Government over-
state United States export and understate United States imports, thereby in.
flaming the United States export surplus.

The Department of State favors the collection and publication of all foreign
trade statistics which are relevant to the consideration of United States competi-
tiveness In world trade and the balance of payments. However, Section I of
the Resolution would simply add to the present f.o.b. values, the insurance and
freight costs of our imports. Section II, relating to export statistics, would
not provide for the comparable addition of Insurance and freight costs. Ac.
cordingly, were the United States trade surplus to be computed using this sta.
tistical system, the export surplus would be reduced by the amount of freight
and insurance which had been artificially added to only one side of our trade
balance.

Import statistics are used for two principal purposes, balance of payments
analysis, and the measurement of the Impact of imports on the United States
economy. For balance of payments purposes, f.o.b. statistics are clearly pref-
erable. This has been recognized by the International Monetary Fund which
requires c.i.f. countries to adjust their trade data to exclude insurance'and freight.
The use of the c.i.f. basis of valuation would overstate import payments to the
extent that the freight and insurance services are provided by domestic companies.
Moreover, It would introduce inaccuracy with respect to the geographic allocation
of foreign payment flows since freight and insurance services are often provided
by a country other than that providing the goods.

No system of import data can, in itself truly reflect the competitive effect of
imports on the United States economy. However, the use of f.o.b. data is pref-
erable since it much more closely reflects merchandise transactions and, there-
fore, reflects the relative ability of domestic industry to supply goods at com-
petitive costs. While c.i.f. valuation is closer to the delivered price of imported
goods, it does not take into account such costs as duty payments, importers
markup, inland transportation, etc. More important, import statistics cannot
reflect factors other than price, such as quality differences.

The Department is informed that the collection of a complete duplicate set
of import statistics would impose a tremendous burden on importers and the
government agencies responsible for the collection of import data. It is possible,
however, through an independent statistical estimating program, to derive import
statistics on a cost, insurance and freight (c.i.f.) basis. While it would not be
possible to develop such important statistics in detail by commodity classification
and by country, we understand that it is possible to provide sufficient detail to
satisfy the needs of most users of such statistics.

Section II of the resolution would require that all export statistics be broken
down to indicate whether production of export articles concerned has been govern-
ment subsidized or financed. The Department of Agriculture and the Depart-
ment of Commerce already publish data on government-financed exports and
these would appear to be adequate for most uses. It has been asserted that if
exports are subsidized or government-flianced, they are not competitive and
should, therefore, not be entered in any determination of the United States trade
surplus. In actuality, most United States goods moving under subsidies are

68-6661-66--2
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agricultural goods for-whioh there Is little doubt that the United States is the
most efficient produ6er-n the world. The subsidies are a result of the particular
policies we have chosen in order to effect certain farm Income objectives and are
not Indicative of our competitive position. Government-financed exports, in-
cluding surplus agricultural products, represent purchases which the recipient
nations would not. otherwise have made from any nation, had It not received
the aid funds. An indication of the relative: strength of the United States com-
*petitive 'position even in these products is shown by the fact that before the
United States "tied" its aid most of the purchases were made In the United States
and this percentage has not increased markedly since aid was "tied."

For thoabove reasons, the Department of State recommends against enactment
of S.J. Resolution 115.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that, from the standpoint of the Adminis-
tration's program there is no objection to the submission of this report.

Sincerely yours, DOUGLAS MAcAR'rHUR 11,
Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations.

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THI UNITED STATES,
Washington, D.C., July 22, 1966.11en. RUSSELL B. LONG)

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Your letter of June 29, 1960, requests our comments
on S.J. Res. 115, a joint resolution to require that reports on imports into the
United States include the landed value of articles imported, and for other pur-
poses.

We have no special Information that would assist the Committee in the con-
sideration of this measure and therefore have no comments to offer in regard
thereto.

Sincerely yours,
FRANK 1. WEITZE,,

Assistant Comptroller General of the United States.

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS,

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT,

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG Washington, June 28, 1966.

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This is in response to your request for a statement of
our position on S.J. Res. 115. Section 1 of this resolution would require that
reports on imports include the value of articles determined on the c.i.f. (cost,
insurance, and freight) basis, in addition to the present bafis, which may gen-
erally be considered as an f.o.b. (free on board) basis. Section 2 would require
that reports on ex ports show separately exports of articles the production of
, which has been subsidized by the U.S. Government and exports made under
U.S. Government-financed programs.

For the reasons given below, this Office Is opposed to both sections of S.J. Res.
115. With respect to section 1, the analytical advantages of the c.i.f. basis, even
as a supplement to the f.o.b. basis, are outweighed by the disadvantages, regard-
less of the cost of adopting the c.i.f. basis. With respect to section 2, there is
considerable doubt that there are any significant analytical advantages in sepa-
rately reporting exports financed or-subsiclized by the U.S. Government.
"Sect ion 1

Under the existing system, the U.S. Government values both export and Impor!t
flows, generally, , eaking, on the f.o.b. basis, that is, at the border of the exporting
country. The Value of goods traded internationally may, howcyer, be determined
on several ba§es, of which f.o.b. and c.i.f. arc. the most frequently used. The
merits of a given basis of valuation essentially depend upon the analytical purpose
to be.. served by thb trade statistics. On the whole, we believe that the principal
analytical purposes are being well served by the existing system.
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One Important purpose of trade statistics is to attempt to gauge a country's
ability to compete in International markets. ' This is done by making direct com-
parisons of the trends in imports and exports over a period of years. . For this
purpose, the consistency, of the valuation basis over a period of years Is more
important than the particular kind of valuation basis chosen.

Given a choice, however, tho f.o.b., basis of valuation is preferable over the c.i.f.
basis because f.o.b. more closely approximates purely merchandise transactions.
C.i.f. data reflect services undertaken with regard to merchar.dise transactions, as
well as the merchandise transactions themselves. Such data-therefore make it
more difficult to analyze the reasons behind changes in flows of goods traded inter-
nationally. Particularly in cases where transportation costs constitute a large
portion of total landed value, the volatility of freight rates would tend to make it
more difficult to identify changes in production costs, i.e., changes in the ability of
domestic Industry to produce a good at competitive cost.

A second important purpose of trade statistics is to attempt to assess changes in
the ability of domestic producers to compete with foreign products in the domestic
market in terms of comparative prices. The c.i.f. valuation basis Is sometimes
said to be preferable for this purpose because it more closely approximates the
market value of the Imported good in the U.S. market. However, this is clearly a
matter of degree, since c.i.f. valuation necessarily falls far short of providing an
adequate measure of price competitiveness. Among other things, the fully rele-
vant U.S. market value of an imported good, in addition to its foreign cost, insur-
ance, and freight, should also include the U.S. duties paid, importers' margins,
inland transportation, and other costs. Furthermore, a full understanding of the
competitive situation would also require examination of factors other than prices
in many cases, such as quality differences, delivery dates, and terms of sale.

A third significant purpose of trade statistics is to provide a basis for analyzing
concessions exchanged in trade negotiations. Inconsistencies in the valuation
bases of imports as between countries have been said to imply some disadvantage
for the United States. In fact, statistical differences between trading partners
have been allowed for in past trade negotiations and are being accounted for in
the current one. Where import data are compared, countries on an f.o.b. basis
are as a matter of course permitted upward adjustment to achieve full equality
and comparability In statistical comparisons.

In the current negotiations, where some countries have emphasized differences
in tariff rates on the same commodity a more precise knowledge of differences in
values to which tariff rates are applied is sometimes required. This need is being
satisfied by a sample study of import documents made by the Tariff Commission.
Any need for further adjustments in other areas of the negotition could be ad-
equately served by a similar approach without necessitating the proposed adoption
of a new basis of valuation.

A fourth important purpose of trade statistics is to analyze the balance of pay-
ments. In this case theft .o.b. basis of valuing trade is clearly preferred. This is
because not all freight and insurance transactions related to a country's imports
give rise to an international payment. Use of the c.i.f. basis of valuation over-
states import payments generally to the extent that these services are provided
by domestic companies, and offsetting credits would have to be entered in the
service balance.

As a result, the trade balance would show a mixture of merchandise and service
transactions, and both the trade and the servicebalance would show a mixture of
domestic and foreign transactions. This obscures and complicates analysis of
foreign payments flows and necessitates adjustments in the data. In addition,
the geographical allocation of payments flows becomes more difficult, because
freight and insurance services may have been provided by a country other than
that providing the goods.

In terms of the general objective of achieving greater international compara-
bility and consistency with respect to trade data, adoption of the c.i.f. basis by
the United States would achieve this objective in one limited sense, namely
that the United States would thereby join a majority of nations in valuing both
its exports and its imports at its own border. At the same time, however, there
would also be a loss in comparability and consistency. Since all countries value
their exports on an f.o.b. basis, c.i.f. valuation of Imports necessarily causes a

'given good to be valued differently in the trade statistics of the exporting and
the importing countries, with the difference being the amount of freight and
insurance.
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&clion *
With respect to the second part of. the resolution-requiring additional break.

downs of exports to show Government-financed transactions and exports which
move under Government subsidies or the production of which is subsidized
separately-it is not clear what analytical purposes could be served.

The Department of Commerce shows, as one of the nine different ways in which
exports are now being reported, the value of exports which are financed by the
U.S. Government. In addition, the Department of Agriculture publishes data
on exports of farm products, both Government-financed and commercial, as well
as exports moving under export subsidies. While It might be useful to have these
data brought together and published by one source rather than by two different
agencies, there does not appear to be an unsatisfied need.

In any case, the main question is whether an examination of Government-
financed shipments does in fact help to measure our competitive position in foreign
markets. Most Government-financed goods move to countries which could. not
purchase these goods without financial help. These goods are therefore generally
bought from the source which offers such financial help rather than front the
source which can provide the goods most economically. I

Our experience, however, is noteworthy In this regard. Some time ago the
United States imposed a requirement that recipient countries use aid funds for
purchases in the United States. Previously, aid funds had not been tied in this
way. Yet the imposition of the requirement did not result in a substantial
increase in Government-financed exports from the United States. This was
because the recipient countries had already been spending a high proportion of
their aid funds for U.S. products. This would indicate that the United States
is fully competitive with respect to at least a substantial portion of aid-financed
exports.

Most U.S. goods moving under subsidies are agricultural goods for which there
is little doubt that the United States is the most efficient producer in the world
The subsidies are a result of the-particular policies we have chosen in order to
control our agricultural surpluses and are not indicative of our competitive
position.

For an analysis of a country 's ability to produce efficiently as shown by export
competitiveness, one generally compares the movements of goods into highly
competitive markets. For these purposes, export data, uninfluenced by flows
of Government-financed goods, are available in sufficient detail.

Furthermore, Government policies affecting transportation rates, public utility
rates, taxation, and a host of measures as well as subsidies directly influence a
country's ability to compete in export markets. Some countries use these meas-
ures to increase exports, but the effects of these measures cannot readily be Isolated.
If we wished to show our commercial exports unaffected by these factors, we would
face insurmountable problems of allocating costs and benefits. But more impor-
tantly, we would distort our trade balance if we compared exports, devoid of the
effects of Government programs, with imports, which included goods entering the
United States under some foreign government-influenced program.

In short, this Office sees no significant analytical advantages to the enactment
of either section 1 or section 2 of S.J. Res. 115. On the contrary, there appear to
be serious disadvantages In doing so, completely aside from the question of the
feasibility and expense of administering them.

The Bureau of the Budget advises that from the standpoint of the Administra-
tion's program there is no objection to the submission of this report.

Most sincerely yours,
CHRISTIAN A. HERZTER,

Special Representative.

(Departmental comment on S. 3522 follows:)
COMPTROLY ',R GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,

Hon. RUSSELLj B. LONG Washington, D.C., August 4, 1968.

Chairman, Commillee on Iinanc.,
U.S. Senate.

DEA MR. CHMRMAN: This is In reference to your letter of June 29, 1966,
requesting our comments on S. 3522, a bill to require the Secretary of Agriculture
to report to the Congress each year certain information relating to the import
and export of agricultural commodities.
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We have no comments or suggestions to make concerning enactment of the bill
insofar as it affects the Department of Agriculture, but we do have certain ob-
servations and suggestions with respect to the bill as it affects the General Account-
ng Office.

Section 5(a) of the bill would provide that, before submitting the specified
report to the Congress, the Secretary of Agriculture shall submit the report to
the General Accounting Office for examination and that the Comptroller General
shall examine the report to the extent deemed necessary to certify whether or not
the report is accurate and Is prepared in accordance with certain provisions enu-
merated in the bill. We believe that this requirement would present great dif-
fioultics to the General Accounting Office since it would require a preaudit of
statistical Information that would to quite voluminous and that would have to
be compiled from many sources both domestic and international. Our audit
efforts would of necessity be both extensive and time consuming. If the bill in
its present fornmbecomes law, the end result would be a substantial annual diver-
sion of our efforts away from audits of expenditures of public funds. Further-
more, because of the scope of the work that would be involved the requirement
that our review be made before submission of the report to the congress undoubt-
edly would delay its submission to the Congress welU beyond the date established
In section 3 or In' section 6 of the bill.

We would prefer to see the requirement for the annual examination eliminated
entirely from the bill. If this is not possible, however, we beli,3ve it would be
preferable for the bill to require that (1) we perform an examination of the first
report on a postaudit basis; (2) our examination be limited to a review of the
reasonableness of the methods and procedures followed by the Secretary of
Agriculture in compiling the required information; (3) we prepare a report to the
Congress expressing our opinion as to whether or not the Secretary's report fairly
presents the information so compiled; and (4) subsequent examinations, if any,
be performed when deemed by the Comptroller General to be necessary or
desirable.
We have the following comments on specific provisions of the bill as written.
Section 5(a)(1) would require the Comptroller General to certify whether or

not the report is in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
We'are not aware of the existence of any generally accepted accounting principles
for the preparation of the type of statistical data contemplated in the report.

Section 5(a)(5) would require the Comptroller General to certify whether or
not any departure from generally accepted methods of reporting the information
contained in the report was coordinated with an approved by the Comptroller
General.
i In line with our comments above, If the requirement for an annual examination
is retained, we would prefer that this section of the bill require only that we
review and report on the reasonableness of the methods and procedures followed
by the Secretary of Agriculture in compiling the required information an" that
we express an opinion as to whether or not the Secretary's report fairly presents
the information as compiled. The requirement that any departure from generally
accepted methods of reporting be coordinated wvith and approved by the Comp-
troller General would tend to dilute responsibility for preparation of the report.
It would seem to be understood that any material departure from generally
accepted methods of reporting not disclosed in the report by the Secretary
would be disclosed by the Comptroller General.

'Section 5(a) would 'require the Comptroller General's examination to be made
before the report Is submitted to the Congress. Because of the time factor dis-
cussed previously, and to avoid dilution of responsibility for preparation of the
report, we believe this requirement should be changed so as to require the
Comptroller General's examination on a postaudit basis.

Sincerely yours, FRANK H. WrITZEL,

Assistant Comptroller General of the United states.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen, would you like to be recognized
before we call our first witness?
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STATEMENT OF HON. EVERETT, McKINLEY -DIRKSEN, ,A USo
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS".,

Senator, DiRK EN. I do appreciate your action in scheduling hear-
inf on Senate Joint Resolution 115. .

t seems to me that the Congress and the people are entitled to have
more meaningful information on ThS; trade than we have had before
We should have statistics that are tul y, representative, statistics that
accurately reflect our position in world trade, and'statistics on which
we can intelligently evelop trade legislation that will be 'required
when the present law expires next June 30. In order to obtain this
type of information it seems essential that the Department of Com-
merce, as it regularly reports trade statistics, should be concerned with
commercial transactions or dollar sales when reporting exports, and
likewise it should be concerned with the price paid byo Ur 'Mporters
for the merchandise that comes into our country. 'Stated another
way, we should know how much we receive for what we sell and how
much we pay for what we buy. The purpose of Senate Joint Resolu.
tion 115 is to see that we have precisely s type of'statistics.

Let me make one thing perfectly clear at the outset, the purposeof
Senate Joint Resolution 115 is not to change the method by which we
value imports for duty purposes, nor is the purpose to change the
method by which we calculate our balance of payments. The purpose
is to obtain more meaningful trade statistics for use in developing
legislation and assessing our trade position.

There are several matters that give me concern. But I believe that
I can put them into two categories. First, it appears that our export
figures are inflated by including as commercial sales items for which we
do not receive dollar payments, and never will. The recent sale of
wheat to India is an example. Second, I am convinced that we
completely distort our trade picture by assigning an f.o.b. foreign port
valuation basis to in ports. There may be some rationale foi using
this basis of value when calculating tariffs to be imposed on these
items, but it is an utterly unrealistic. basis for determining our trade
position. Another illustration can be used to demonstrate this.
Consider the purchase of German automobiles, for instance; we should
have their vale determined so as to reflect import values, When they
are sitting on the dock at Baltimore or some other domestic port, not
wheu they are sitting on the dock at the foreign port Of origin. Every
importer knows what lie pays for imported merchandise, and it is
determined on the basis of landed value, not foreign value.

I have reason to suspect, Mr. Chairman, that the impressive trade
surpluses that have been reported over the years, and as recently as
August 25 of this year, by the Department of Commerce may prove to
be mirages when subjected to closer examination. In fact, I am
advised that we may well be experiencing a trade deficit this calendar
year' if realistic reporting methods were being used.

I hope that during the course of these hearings we will be able to
develop some meaningful answers.

The CHAIRMAN. We have many witnesses to be heard today so
there will have to be an afternoon session. Our first witness is
perhaps the most senior junior Senator in Washington, the Senator
from Alabama, Hon. John Sparkman, chairman of the Select Com-
mittee on Small Business.

16
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Senator Sparkmanj I believe, you would like to l.estify' on S. 3522
and we would be very happy to hear your views on that'subject.

STATEMENT OF HoN..JOHN SPARKMAN' A U,S., SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ALABAMA; ACCOMPANIED BY HERBERT L. SPIRA,:
COUNSEL, SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON SMALL' BUSINESS

Senator SPAUAN. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman. I
appreciate the opportunity of testifying on this matter. I am also
grateful for your committee's early consideration of. S. 3522, the
Agricultural Trade Statistics Reporting Act, and the opportunity
afforded me-to make a brief statement on itsbehalf: -

The activity of members of'this committee in the'field of export
and imp ort statistics.is well known.' The'Senator from' Connecticut,
Mr. Rib loff, and the Senator from Illinois, Mr; Dirksen, have
thoughtful resolutions before this committee, in recognition of its
jurisdiction over matters relating to trade agreements, tariffs, and,
nontariff policy. TheSenator from Connecticut, who is also, a ,con-
gressional delegate to the GATT round of trade negotiations in
Geneva, told the Senate earlier this month:

We too 0ftbii take for granted Information . . . based on o tinioded experience
and old statistics. Congress cannot frame policy of the future based upon data
from the past.

Inquiries we have conducted before the Senate Select Committee
on Small Business, of which the chairman of this committee is a
valued member; often call forth similar sentiments. I commend the
Committee on, Finance for the attention it is devoting to this funda-
mental objectt.

Following the introduction'of S. 3522, the history 'of agricultural
reporting was reviewed in the Agriculture Department's Foreign*
Agricultural magazine, and I would like to offer this article for
inclusion in your record at an appropriate point.

It appears that President Washington compiled the first'statistics'
on crops and livestock in this country, and a system for gathering:
such data from each State was established in 1866. The Depart-
ment's article concludes:

As U.S. crop reor tng enters its second century, it is bound' to become more
international, in scope. ''Selling this country's -bundahce in world markets and
helping friendly nations under. goVernment' programs . . . requires accurate
agricultural reporting; -Also (problems) can hardly be defined, 'and much less
remedied without knowing (supply, demand, and trade figures).

My bill is thus intendedto provide a vehicle for 'recordkeeping,
collection, and accounting techniques of the modern era to be applied
to the presentation of international agricultural statistics.

Since the enactment of the securities laws of the 1930's, most
substantial business concerns in this country have, been improving
their reporting services to their stockholders and ,to:the public. It is
interesting to note that a diversified company such as AT. & T.;
whose $11 billion of revenues approximate the agricultural: trade of
the United States released its annual financial report-,of last year on
February 16, 1966. Another corporation, I.T. & T,. having near]
150 affiliates in 42 countries, received its auditors'-opinion on Marcl
3, .1966, The Inter-American Development Bank, an international
governmental entity, had its 1965 financial report certified on Feb-

17
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ruary 7, 1966. I feel that it is not too much to hope for continuing
progress i having our agricultural trade statistics currently available
to Congress and to the public in a business-like manner.

In an effort to gain'the benefit of some expertise, I asked the major
accounting firms to give me their views on S. 3522. Several have
done so, and I am informed that at least one other is preparing de-
tailed comments. I would like to request permission that these also
be included in the committee's record. I believe they will illustrate.
the extent to which it is recognized that accounting definitions and
classifications bear upon policy decisions on exports and imports whit.h
must be made by the Congress.

The United States is the world's largest agricultural exporter, with
farm produce making up a quarter of all U.S. merchandise exports.
We are also the second largest agricultural importer. Sometimes, we
export and import different varieties of the same commodity, such as
meats. Accordingly, it is my belief that there should be available,
in concise and familiar form, a standard annual document which per-
mits comparisons to be drawn and trends to be perceived. This trade
report could bring together both exports and imports, commercial
and noncommercial shipments, and give us both their volumes and
values. The report would be designed to make clear the overall effects
of our total agricultural trade on the U.S. balance of payments.

Section 4 of the bill would encourage the Departments of Agricul-
ture, Treasury, and Commerce, as well as the Bureau of the Budget
and the Federal Maritime Commission to work together on procedures
and forms for the collection of the necessary statistics. It would
supply an impetus for common approaches to such problems as how to
account for donations, how to report credit and foreign currency sales,
and what valuation methods are appropriate for commercial exports
and imports. It would authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to
take the lead in bringing about agreement, in areas where it may not
exist today. It would dso provide for making refinements as future
opportunities arise. Section 6 allows a 4-year trial period for co-
ordinating technical and policy differences that might be involved.

Section 5 of the bill envisions that the General Accounting Office
will assist the Agriculture Department, as an independent accounting
firm counsels a private corporate client. It should be emphasized
that section 5 does not contemplate exhaustive audits and verifications
of facts and figures. The language .would empower the Comptroller
General to "examine the report to the extent he deems necessary" to
give his opinion.

As I stated in introducing S. 3522, this bill is proposed as a basis
for discussion and consideration. I am certain that it can be im-
proved, and I am pleased that several private organizations and.
members of the committee have joined in this process of development.

An expression of congressional policy in the direction of making our
agricultural reporting more international in scope may call for some
new effort and thinclg. However, I submit that a mechanism of
this kind would be of value to both the executive branch of the
Government and the public, and would assist the membership of both
Houses of Congress in their deliberations on agricultural trade and the
Nation's balance of payments. And I am submitting with the state-
ment some letters from private groups which comment on the bill.
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(The letters referred to follow:)
ARTHUR ANDERREN & Co.,

Chicago, Ill., August 1, 1966.Ron. JOHN SPARKMAN,
Select Commitee on Small Business,
U.S. Smale, Washington, D.C.

DEvAR SENATOR SPA RKMAN: I have your letter cf July 26 and have read the
copy of Bill S. 3522 which was enclosed. I assure you that this bill would be an
excellent one for Congress to pass. We need this information badly, both for
making private delsions and for determining where our country is going in
relationshipto balance of payments. I particularly approve the basis of these
reportsa8 listed on page five of the Bill.

I think the Bill is well drawn and I cannot make any suggestion to improve it
at the present time.

With best wishes.
Sincerely, LEONARD SPACUK°

ARTauR YOUNG & Co.,

Ron. JOHN SPARKMAN, New York, N.Y., August 3, 1966.

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: Thank you for your letter of July 26, with which

you enclosed a copy of S. 3522. We have no suggestions to make in connection
with this Bill, but would like to commend you for the effort being made to make
the information as informative and reliable as possible.

Sincerely yours, RALPH E. KENT.

HASKINS & SELLS,
CERTIFIED PUBLc ACCOUNTANTS,

HOD. JOHN SPARKMAN, New York, August 5, 1966.

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: I appreciate being given the opportunity to comment on proposed

bill S. 3522, which you sent me with your letter of July 26, 1966.
It seemed to me that the information to be included in the annual report required

by your bill is basically statistical in nature. Accounting is brought into play
only insofar as the tabulation of data involves the traditional accounting func-
tions of recording, classifying, and summarizing, which functions are common
requirements of all reporting systems. Generally, the preparation of such a re-
port would not involve the application of generally accepted accounting principles
as they are used in reporting financial position and results of operations of business
enterprises. Consequently, I suggest that Section 5(a)(1) of the bill be deleted.
In making this suggestion, I do not want to imply that sound accounting prac-
tioes or procedures are not required. On the contrary, they are required and I
believe you have recognized this in Paragraphs (2) and (4) of Section 5(a). The
requirements in these paragraphs seem to be effective substitutes, in the circum-
stances, for generally accepted accounting principles.

'The requirement in Section 5(a)(2) that "such report accurately reflects the
effect of trade in agricultural commodities on the balance-of-payments position
of the United States" should include a standard against which accuracy of the
report may be measured since several different results could be canained if different
underlying assumptions were used in preparing the report. I believe such a
standard is provided in Paragraph 4. Therefore, I would suggest combining
Paragraphs (2) and (4) as follows: "(2) such report fairly reflects the effet of
trade in agricultural commodities on the balance-of-payments position of the
United States in accordance with the reporting practices and procedures followed
by major international trade organizations with which the United States is asso-
ciated, including the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the Organiza-
tion for European Cooperation and Development; and." You will notice that
I have substituted fairly for accurately in the suggested wording. The additional
effort in compilation which would be required to achieve complete accuracy of
the results may not be warranted.

19
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Having established the standard forlthe preparation of the report) it seems to
me that the remaining requirement for adequate reporting is consistency, and,
of course, this requirement is contained in Paragraph 3 of Section 5(a).

I hope these comments will be useful to you and to the Committees which will
be considering the bill.

Sincerely,
JOHN W. QUEENAN.

ERNST & ERNST,
Cleveland, August 19, 1966.Hon. JOHN SPARNXMAN,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
. DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: I appreciate your sending me a copy of Senate bill

number S. 3522 for suggestions and comments.
I have reviewed the bill with several of our partners and we feel that this would

be a very constructive step for our Government to take. However, there are
some practical. considerations which we would like to discuss with you.

Mr. J. 0. Kay, our partner in Washington, will be in touch with you in the
very near future to arrange an appointment so that he can discuss the bill with you.

Again, thank you for sending us a cipy of the bill for our comments.
Sincerely, T

R. T. BAYER.

E9NST & ERNST,
Washington, D.C., September 6, 1966.Hon. JOHN SPARKfA N,

U.S. Senate, Vashington, D.C.
DEAR SENXTOIt SPARKMAN: As Mr. I. T. Baker, our managing partner, indi-

cated to you, wA are pleased to have the opp-Qrtunity to comment on your proposed
legislation, the "Agricultural Trade Statistics Reporting Act of 1966." Several
of our partnlers and executives have reviewed the bill. Also, in order to gain
greater insight into. its background and expected results, we have discussed it in
some detail with your staff.

May we say at the outset that the objectives of the act have our enthusiastic
and unqualified support. As a firm we are constantly engaged in studies and
research which depend, to a large extent, on the availability of government
generated statistics. As a matter of fact, our office here in Washington is cur-
rently working on a transportation economics research problem for the Navy
Department in which a report. such as the one you contemplate would be of sub-
stantial use. Add to this the several other projects we undertake each year in
which the report could be of benefit, and multiply that by the many other econo-
mists, consultants, trade sources, educators, analysts, and others who would use
it, and its potential contribution to the statistics using community could be of
significant importance. It is precisely because of the report's potential usefulness,
both as an annual (1cument in itself and perhaps as a model upon which to extend
into other fields of reporting the same principles, that we have reviewed the bill
carefully, critically and, we hope, constructively.

As we seo it, the proposed report would serve two presently unsatisfied needs:
(1) It would bring together under one cover a variety of data regarcing key

United States agricultural commodity trade, which are presently either reported
separately or are not reported at all.

(2) It would attemptrto establish meaningful and consistent bases of accumu-
lating the various statistical elements making up the report in order to permit
direct comparisons and useful analyses.

While these two objectives are largely interdependent, the mechanics of effec-
tively achieving them are somewhat different., and we will duscuss the problems
'they pose separately.

The statistical system of the Federal Government has in recent years been
streamlined to a considerable degree. Nevertheless, the absolute vastness of the
statistical gathering machinery within the Federal establishment makes a report
such as you envision a project. of substantial magnitude. For example, even a
cursory review of the proposed legislation, coupled with our own experience in
working with government statistics, suggests that the following agencies would
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represent a partial list of those organizations from which either data or advice
would be solicited for inclusion in the report:

Interstate Commerce Commission
Treasury Department
Federal Reserve System
Bureau of the Budget
General Accounting Office
Department of Agriculture

Economic Research Service
Statistical Reporting Service
Foreign Agricultural Service
Agricultural Marketing Service
Commodity Credit Corporation

Department of Commerce
Bureau of Census
Bureau of International Commerce
Business and Defense Services Administration
Office of Business Economics
Maritime Administration

Each of the agencies from which data would be gathered has its own system
for disseminating information, presumably designed to meet its own special needs
in terms of timing, kinds of data, levels of detail, units of measure, and so forth.
It follows then that the individual bits of data coming into these agencies, upon
which their reports are based, are also highly individualized and are established
in formats to meet special analysis and output requirements. We believe there-
fore that a potentially serious problem in the area of mechanically identifying,
coordinating, and synthesizing data from a variety of agencies is likely under the
proposed legislation. Indeed, the very difficulties experienced by your staff in
gathering and analyzing data, which gave impetus to this bill, could pose similar
problems in generating a sound report. We will discuss later ways in which we
believe these problems could be lessened.

In addition to the mechanical problems of coordinating vast amounts of data
from a variety of sources, there are technical difficulties associated with the content
of the statistical elements themselves. Many of these technical difficulties, in
turn, apparently relate to matters of policy which may have far-reaching and
important implications. In short, assuming the data can be obtained, how is it
possible to define precisely and equitably the meaning of the line items to be
included in the report and then how can consistency of reporting among data
sources be assured. For example, in order to facilitate direct comparison and for
other analytical reasons, imports and exports should -each be reported either
c.i.f. or f.o.b., but not imports one way and exports the other way. Which is the
appropriate way? Should they each be reported both ways? The method of
valuing donations of conmmriodities poses another problem which would first have
to be reconciled, then implemented, and finally policed to ensure proper reporting.
Undoubtedly, many other statistical elements are currently being accumulated in
a fashion which would require considerable reworking before they become suitable
for inclusion in the annual report. --

Your bill of course recognizes that problems will exist in these areas and pro-
vides that the Comptroller General examine the report after preparation by the
Secretary of Agriculture but before submission to the Congress to ensure adherence
to generally accepted accounting principles, consistency, and accuracy. While
we fully endorse the Committee s attempt to introduce sound business Tractice
to the preparation of this report, we believe that a role for the Comptroller General,
somewhat altered from that presently envisioned by the bill, would enhance the
quality of the final report.

First, by having the Comptroller General review the report, after it has been
completely prepared leaves open the distinct possibility that substantive, impor-
tant objections will be raised. Should this result, the report, noting the Comp-
troller General's exceptions, could be forwarded to the Congress, or the report
could be returned.to the preparing agency for revision, thus causing delay in its
submission to the Congress. Under either alternative, the final product will be
somewhat compromised, and its value correspondingly reduced.

The establishment and maintenance of reporting standards is an essential
element in assuring a report of high quality. As we understand the kinds of
statistics that would be generated, most would probably lend themselves more
readily to the establishment of guideline standards rather than to the application
of generally accepted accounting principles.
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The remaining duties of the Comptroller General, as described in the bill
appear to be within the normal capability of the preparing agency. Occasional
and periodic review by the Comptroller General, rather than a mandatory annual
study, would appear to provide sufficient safeguards against incomplete or Incon.
sistent reporting practice. Possible solutions to the several problems outlined
above will be presented later.

The bill also provides for a normal report delivery date of February fifteenth,
covering the preceding calendar year, except that the first four reports may be
postponed until May first.

We have described above what we believe represent the principal problem areas
in terms of generating a useful and meaningful annual statistical report. They
are:

The mechanical problems associated with coordinating data from a varietyof agenciesThe technical problems associated with defining terms so that consistency

of reporting is maintained
The policy problems associated with reconciling differing needs and objec-

tives for statistical reporting
The problems associated with introducing the Comptroller General in an

an after-the-fact role
The problems associated with imposing a regular report due date which is

unrealistically close to the reporting period ending.
The last problem listed is the easiest to handle. We would suggest that it is

Impractical to expect a thorough, well-planned, and carefully reviewed document,
resulting from an intricate data gathering system, which in turn depends upon
literally millions of separately reported statistics from thousands of individual
sources, to be ready for delivery forty-five days after the period closing. Since
most users of the report will be more interested In its completeness and accuracy
than In its early availability, we sug gest that a period of somewhat longer duration
be permitted to pass before its delivery is required.

The remaining problems lend themselves to no quick and easy solution. But,
our experience in conducting audits and performing management consulting
assignments would lead us to suggest that a carefully planned, detailed program,
describing the report output expectations, listing input sources preparing in
advance term definitions, working out policy differences, and establishing before
you start where you are going and how you plan to get there, will be the single
most important element in the success of the annual report.

While your bill provides for the Introduotioli of certain business techniques,
one key element to all of our work is missing-that of preparing the audit andlor
work program. It is our standard practice to prepare a detailed and exhaustive
plan for the conduct of each engagement we undertake. It Is an Integral and
absolutely necessary first step in conducting all of our work. In this respect, we
believe that your bill would be substantially improved, and the resulting end
product markedly enhanced by including a provision for the development of a
detailed plan specifically tailored to produce a first-rate annual document which
Its originators can look upon with pride and its users can study with satisfaction.

A plan of the type suggested would, we believe, address Itself to the principal
problem areas as we see them. Such a plan, prepared in advance of any data
gathering, by presenting a clear understanding at the outset of the data to be
generated, would necessarily delve Into the details of the data's availability-from
whom-in what form-for what tinie period, and so forth. If voids in data
availability became readily apparent, alternative sources could be sou ht in
advance. Differences in reporting techniques and formats could be reconciled in
advance. Problems associated with defining terms, establishing guidelines, re-
searching reporting practices of other organizations, and the myriad of other major
and minor problems could be overcome, again, In advance. Such a plan, intel-
ligently prepared and carefully implemented, should result In a meaningful report
after the first year rather than allowing a four-year "shake-out" period that your
bill implicitly anticipates. If work Is started on the plan at an early date, no
delay in the preparation of submission of the first annual report would be expected.
Finally, we suspect that whatever cost is Incurred through the plan preparation
phase would be more than offset the first year by increased efficiency in report

prparation.Our final point refers to the reference in your cover letter to Mr. Baker regarding

your plan to produce a report that would bear a general resemblance to annual
reports of businesses. Again, while we believe the approach of modeling the
report after typical business practice has considerable merit, we believe that report
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format determination could properly be the responsibility of the people who plan
the program.

Again, let me thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important
piece of legislation. We will follow its progress through the Congr with
considerable interest, and if we can be of any further assistance or clarify any
points mentioned in this letter, please let us know-

Sincerely, J. 0. KAY, Partner.

PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO.,
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,

New York, N.Y., August 19, 1966.Hon. JOHN SPARKMAN,

U. S. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.
My DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: I would like to express my appreciation for

your interest in writing me on July 26 and asking for my comments on the enclosed
Bill S. 3522 introduced in Congress by you and several other Senators. You
are of course aware that a number of government agencies, including the SEC
REA, and SAA, rely on independent audits of financial statements by certified
public accountants. In requiring in your bill that the Comptroller General ex-
amine and report on statistical information developed by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture relating to the import and export of agricultural commodities, you are creating
a great "leap-forward" in utilizing the services of qualified accountants. In my
opinion, your action is far-sighted and commendable since I believe that account-
ants should pay more attention to the development of economic statistics. It is
part of their training to appraise the authenticity of raw data furnished to them.

My specific comments on the proposed report to be issued by the Comptroller
General are as follows:

1. The Bill requires the Comptroller General "to certify whether or not such
report is in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles." This
terminology as used by members of the American institute of Certified Public
Accountants relates principally to the carryin$ value of assets and liabilities and to
disclosure of commitments and contingencies in a corporation's statement of
financial position determination of revenues and earnings in a corporation's
statement of earnings, etc. Such principles would likely have limited application
to the statistical information In the reference work envisioned by Bill S. 3522. 1
would suggest as an alternative to the requirements of See. 5(a) (1) that the Comp-
troller General be required to express his opinion as to whether the data is fairly
presented on the bases Indicated in Sec. 5(a)(4).

2. The Comptroller General is required by Seo. 5 (a) (2) to certify whether or
not such report "accurately reflects the effect of trade and agricultural com.
modities on the balance-of-payments position of the United States." Since
certain of the information contained in the report will likely be based on estimates
and statistical interpolations, possibly subject to correction when later and final
figures may be available, I believe that the substitution of the words p resents
fairly" for "accurately reflects" would eliminate lengthy and involved quali-
fications which accountants might otherwise consider necessary.

3. The Bill provides that the Secretary of Agriculture submit the report to
the General Accounting Office for examination, and that the opinion of the
Comptroller General with respect to such examination be Included in the report,
which is to be submitted to the Congress not later than February 15th of each
calendar year. Due to the many complexities in gathering and compiling, let
alone examining, the required data, it may prove to be physically impossible
to meet this "deadline". I note that the bill provides for an extension of the
report date to May 1 in the case of the first four annual reports, if certain con.
ditions are met. You may consider it desirable to extend the report date on a
permanent basis, particularly if the opinion of the Comptroller General with
respect to his examination is to accompany the report submitted to the Congress.

4. I would judge that a considerable amount of the basic information needed
for such a report is presently available in existing compilations by the Depart.
ments of Agriculture and Commerce and by the Census Bureau. Since the U.S.
Government's official year ends June 30, you may wish to consider changing
the reporting period from a calendar year to a fiscal year ended June 30, with
the report being made available for distribution and study by members of Congress
prior to the commencement of the January session.
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5. If I may be permitted, in the present International situation, to paraphrase
the Old Chinese proverb that "one picture is worth a thousand words", one
chart may be clearer than a thousand figures. You may Wish to emphasize
the use of charts and graphs, supplemented by interpretations regarding the
meaning of the graphed or charted data. 0

6. Although the definition of the term "major agricultural commodity" in See.
3 (f) is obviously very general, I suggest that the word "grain" be included, also
that some indication Do given of the extent to which manufactured and processed
goods which include the raw material components are to be Included.

I hope that the foregoing comments may be helpful to you.
Sincerely yours, W. E. HANSON, Senior Partner.

NATIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION,
Omaha, Nebr., June 17, 1960.

Hon. JOIN J. SPARKMAN,
Chairman, Select Committee on Small Business,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: Our sincere compliments to you for introducing
S. 3522 which bill would provide for refinements and:changes in the system of
reporting agricultural imports and exports. You are absolutely correct in your
indication that the Department of Agriculture should be more business-like in
acquainting the Congress and the public with the results of commercial and
government activities in exporting and importing agricultural comnnodities.

Having testified ctore your Committee on May 19 with particular reference to
the problem we now have, we were delighted whef advised you were going to
introduce a bill designed to correct it. After obtaining clearance from your office,
we released a news bulletin relative to the matter. It did not go into the mail
until Friday evening. You will find two Copies of the news bulletin enclosed and
we hope they meet with your approval.

We hope you will be successful with the scheduling of hearings on your bill
real soon. We will (1o everything we can to assist in this effort. Also, one of our
representatives, either Bill Jones or myself, will appear before the committee for
testimony.

The problem we have now with USDA reporting of inports and exports is
much more serious than many people realize. The system in use now not only
misleads the public and the industry, but it does not provide Government officials
and members of the Congress with the information and tools they need in making
policy decisions. As a result, we feel our foreign trade policies have not been in
the best interest of domestic industry.
. Please accept our congratulations and appreciation for your forthright recogni-
tion of problems facing American Agriculture.

respectfully yours, DON F. MAODANZ,
Executive Secretary- Treasurer.

CERTIFIED LivESTOCK .MARK.TSASsocITION,0
Kansas City,-Mo., July 7, 1966.

In re S. 3522.
Hon. JOHN SPAUKMAN,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR SPARKMAN: Thank you very much for your letter of July 1
enclosing a copy of the above bill and with additional information in connection
with its introduction which you enclosed.

Our trade association very much welcomes this type of an approach, and I
appreciate your reference of our continued interest to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee for their appropriate consideration. '

On July 16, the president of our Association, W. V. Emrch, and I expect to
attend the meeting of the Alabama Livestock Markets Association in Montgom-
ery, and I will be pleased to make particular reference of your active interest and
concern In this respect along with your other steps in the interests of the livestock
industry if you have no objection.

Vryt ruly yours, C. T. "TAD" SANDERS,

General Manager.
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(From the Cow Business, June 27, 19661

Senator John Sparkman of Alabama also has introduced a bill which would
require the Departm~ent of'Agricdlture to issue anannual full statement on com-
mercial and governmentt activities in exporting and'importing of agricultural com-
modities. Total volume and value in foreign trade Would be mandatory. Senato
Sparkman said that inconsistencies in government reports niake it difficult for
Congress to arrive at policy involving import and export programs. His bill
would provide that the General Accounting Office certify to the balance of pay-
ments accuracy of the report.

The CHAIRMAN. We will also print'thiS article in the record of these
hearings, Senator Sparkman. ft is a very interesting article.

(The article referred to follows:)

[From the Department of Agriculture's Foreign Agricultural magazine)

A CENTURY OF AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS

The first U.S. crop report was a friendly gesture by an American President to a
citizen of a country formerly our enemy. I

The President was George Washington. The citizen was Arthur Young of
England, who asked Washington to supply statistics on average yields and prices of
crops and livestock, prices and rents of land, and prices paid by farmers.

To obtain the information, Washington addressed a circular letter, or ques-
tionnaire, to several gentlemen, "the best informed of the agriculture" in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. H is report to Young
consisted of several hundred words ana four statistical tables.

FIRST PRESIDENT FORESEES NEED

Washington's report reflected his intense, lifelong interest in agriculture. In
his.final message to Congress, he urged government support for agriculture that
would include 'collecting and diffusing information."

Numerous attempts by the States, the Federal Government, and private in-
dividuals and organizations were made over the next seven decades to set U) an
effective system of making crop and livestock estimates. But none was successful
until the establishment of the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1862.

Starting with 1866-100 years ago-we have continuous dattt by States, on the
acreage, yield, production and prices of the major crops, and on numbers and
value of livestock.

EARLY EFFORTS TO OBTAIN FOREIGN DATA

From the beginning, efforts were made to collect statistics on foreign agriculture
as well as domestic. The first annual report of the commissioner of agriculture in
1863, announced that the new Statistics Division would collect. data that "exhibit
the commerce, both foreign and domestic, in leading agricultural products."

In 1873, Jacob Dodge, chief statistician, spent several months abroad studying
European methods and arranging for the exchange of information with foreign
countries. Dodge's position on the need for international data has a markedly
contemporary ring:

"In these days of international commingling, by cominerce; immigration, and
travel, demand for statistics more comprehensive than national statements have
arisen, and international comparisons have therefore become an urgent necessity
of progress in government, industry, and the arts"

An office was set up in London in 1882 to provide "accurate reports of crop
prospects" and other i nforrnation of value to agriculture. * An act of Congress in
1888 required U.S. Consular Officers to make monthly reports on crop conditions.

TODAY S SYSTEM-DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN

Since those early (lays, the collection of statistics has developed apace wit'l the
demands of the times. Crop and livestock estimates for the United States
agriculture are now the province of the Statistical Reporting Service and its net-
work of 43 field offices that are financed cooperatively with the States. flaw
data come from questionnaires mailed to hundreds of thousands of voluntary crop
reporters, supplemented by enumerative surveys and objective field mensurenients.
Modern electronic computers are used in processing the vast amount of data Ihus
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obtained. Production information on every aspect of agriculture Is released in
hundreds of reports each ye.ir.

Collecting statistics on foreign agriculture is now tne responsibility of the Foreign
Agiculture Service. A global network based on 94 agricultural attach6s and
officers, stationed at 60 key posts and covering more than 100 countries, provides
current information on all principal commodities moving in world trade.

THE SECOND CENTURY

As U.S. crop reporting enters its second century, it is bound to become more
international in scrape. Selling this country's abundance in world markets and
helping friendly netion2 under such government programs as Food for Peace
requires accurate agricultural reporting. Also, diet deficits in food-s(arce m-gions
can hardly be defined, much less remeditd, without knowing how much each
country produces, how much it needs, and how its economy functions.

The CHAIRMAN. This reporting problem reminds me of the, friend
of mine who went into the airplane business. He was teaching people
how to fly or taking them joy riding and things of that sort. He told
me that he just could not understand what the trouble was. Every
-day on a cash-h, cash-out basis he made a profit, and yet at the end of
a year and a half he was broke. He could not figure out why the
business was losing money.

He finally discovered that there was such a thing as depreciation.
For lack o that articular item his business went broke. He said
that if you go in that business you ought to let an accountant tell you
how to depreciate the equipment because if you do not, you may think
you are making moneybut you can be losing money all the time.

Now, the thing we are talking about here is much the same. If you
want to find out whether you have got a favorable balance or unfavor-
:able balance, you really need the p roper records. You have to look
.at every item involved and that is the sort of thing I take it you favor,
;Senator Sparkman.

Senator SPARKMAN. That is right. Yes, sir. A good statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen, you bave a bill in on that subject.

You might want to ask Senator Sparkman a question or two.
Senator DIRKSEN. I am here to listen and learn. I am interested in

the integrity of our trade figures and I like to hear what others have to
say who defend what we are doing at the present time.

lam sorry that I was a little late.
Senator SPARKMAN. Well, I am very glad that you got here.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. Senator Sparkman, I am pleased to be a co-

* sponsor of this bill and I congratulate you on your statement.
What you are trying to do is get an accurate, up-to-date record of

irmports and exports of the agricultural commodities, is that not true?
Senator SPARKMAN. The Senator is correct m his statement.
Senator TALMADGE. For instance, every time we see a statistical

:,report on agricultural commodities, they say our exports are so much
and then you have to find out how much of it was subsidized, do you

i not, under our Public Law 480 program?
Senator SPARKMAN. There are many factors that enter into it that

are not shown when you lump it all together.
Senator TALMADGE. I thank you and I congratulate you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you so much, Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

9)9
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The ClUInMAN. The next witness willbe Mr. Winthrop Knowlton,
Assistant Secretary for International Affairs of the Treasury Depart-
ment and he-is he here? And I believe you will be accompanied by
Mr, James Hendrick.

STATEMENT OF WINTHROP KNOWLTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, TREASURY DEPARTMENT;
ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES P. HENDRICK, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Mr. KNOWLTON. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry to say that there has
been a momentary breakdown in our reproduction facilities and
copies of my statement have not arrived but should be here any
moment.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have the original?
Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead and proceed, then, and we Nill reproduce

it if need be.
Mr. KNOWLTON. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity of

appearing before this committee to testify on Senate Joint Resolution
116. Section 1 of this resolution would require the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Department of Commerce to compile import statis-
tics showing cost, insurance, and freight charges. Section 2 of the
resolution would require the Commerce Department to classify exports
by three categories, (1) total exports, (2) exports of articles the
production of which has been subsidized by the Government of the
United States, and (3) exports made under Government financed
programs. I would like to address my remarks to the first section of
the resolution and in particular two aspects thereof.

The first is the very great burden which it would place boih on
importers and on the Customs Service in developing the information
required. The second is the effect which cost, insurance, and freight
statistics would have on the presentation of our balance of payments
position.

The CHAIRM.AN. Well, if it is too big a burden for you fellows to do
it that way, we might fix the law up to relieve you of that problem.
Just charging that tariff based on what the value is on this shore
rather than the value over there would save you that problem, would
it not?

Mr. KNOWLTON. I would like to have Mr. Hendrick, who is our
expert on customs, go into this.

The CHAIRMAN. If instead of basing the tariff on the value over
there, we base it on that value, plus insurance and ocean freight over
here, then we would solve that problem for you, would we not? All
you would have to keep is one set of books.

Mr. KNOWLTON. I am not sure it would be the right sbt of books
to be keeping for balance-of-payments purposes, which is a matter
I will get to in just a moment.

On the problem of data collection, I would like strongly to empha-
size that the adoption of this resolution would impose a real and serious
burden on the Bureau of Customs. U.S. customs duties are not
assessed on a cost, insurance, and freight basis. Accordingly, in the
absence of legislation requiring that this be done, there is no existing
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reason why the forms filed with customs by importers would normally
contain information on a cost, insurance and freight basis. At first
blush it' might be assumed that itwould be a relatively simple matter
for the customs regulations to be amended so as to require im porters
to provide, in addition to the usual information furnished the' ureau
of Customs, further data with respect to insurance and'freigbt. I- do
not believe, however, that such a solution would work out. satisfac-
torily, either from the standpoint of the Congress or the Bureau of
Customs.

Before explaining why this is the case, I feel it would be useful to
discuss precisely what information is being called for under Senate
Joint Resolution 115. From our reading of the resolution, it would
appear that considerably more would be required than simply adding
the cost of insurance and freight to foreign invoice value. The more
that would be added, the more complicated implementation of the
resolution would become from the standpoint of customs administra-
tion and American importers generally.

Our reading of the resolution, particularly the last "whereas"
clause, which notes that most members of the GATT account for the
value of their imports in terms of landed value, leaves us with the
impression that what would probably be expected here is a reporting
of imports substantially on the same basis as that now used by those
countries which are members of the Brussels Convention. Generally
speaking this would mean that in addition to the customary cost,
insurance, and freight data-insurance and ocean freight--informa-
tion would also be required with respect to inland freight, loading
charges, commissions, and taxes. If Senate Joint Resolution 115 were
construed in this way, its implementation would be complicated in-
deed for the Bureau of Customs.

American importers, and I might add parenthetically the Bureau
of Customs itself, have little operating familiarity with the valuation
of procedures under the Brussels Convention. In effect, a require-
ment such as this would entail working with a whole new set of valua-
tion techniques, having no relationship whatsoever to U.S. duty col-
lection procedures.

Even this, however, could be feasible from the standpoint of
customs administration, provided that the Bureau of Customs were
not expected to verify the values that are submitted. In other words,
if Senate Joint Resolution 115 so required, the customs regulations
could be amended so as to compel American importers to submit
figures on the basis of the Brussels Convention, as well as on the normal
basis customarily required for duty assessments in the United States.
The Bureau of Customs could then transmit these figures without
further review to the Department of Commerce for statistical report-
ing purposes.

From past experience however, we must point out frankly that
such a procedure would not be likely, to produce satisfactory sta-
tistical results. Our experience has been that unless the Bureau of
Customs verifies the figures that are submitted, they tend to be
unreliable statistically. This would be particularly true in a case
such as this where the importers would be working on a basis with
which they have little or no experience.

If Senate Joint Resolution 115 requires the submission of valuations
on the basis of the Brussels Convention, and if, in addition, it is
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expected that the Bureau of Customs would verify the accuracy of
the submission received, this will result in a very heavy additional
statistical reporting burden for the Bureau, of Customs-perhaps
a doubling of Customs present statistical reporting workload. Al-
though no detailed administrative cost analysis has been made,
the additional burden would, under these circumstances, probably
involve increased costs for the Bureau of Customs running between
$1 to $1 million annually.,

This may appear to be a relativly small sum in terms of the total
U.S. budget. In Customs terms, however, this is a substantial sum
of money. It must be realized that the total Customs appropriations
is only $86 million; that Customs is short of funds which it requires
for more agents, inspectors, port, investigators, and other personnel;
that in the past year-

The CHAIRMAN. Could I just ask you a question there at that
point? You people keep giving us a bunch of faulty and misleading
figures. All that is being suggested here is that you give us the
correct figures. You say, well, you have given us $86 million to
give some bum information. If you want the right information it
would cost a million more.

Now, why to save 1 percent or 2 percent should we have you keep
bringing us erroneous and misleading information up here?

Mr. KxowLT oN. Mr. Chairman, if you will let me--
The CHAIRMAN. It just seems to me as though it is not worth paying

$86 million for information if it is not going to be correct.
Mr. KNOWLTON. Mr. Chairman, if I can continue I will try to

explain why I think the information we are giving you is the best
information and not erroneous and misleading.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, here is an invoice somebody sent us in, con-
nection with a different problem. Here is the cost of the merchandise,
here is the commission, and here is the Casing and packing. Here is
the hauling and docking, here is the inland freight, here is the storage
and lighterage, here is customs and export clearance, here is the local
insurance premium, and here is the patties, whatever that is. Like
petty cash, I guess. So he totals it all up, $4,207, that says f.o.b.,
Japan. The reason he does that is that is what you are going to levy
a tariff against. Then he adds two more items below that, ocean
freight, marine insurance, one of them for $84.70 and the other
$28.30, and then he comes out, c.i.f., New York.

He needs that information for his own purposes to find out whether
he made money or lost money-to put on his books what he paid fo'
this thing. So there it is then $4,320 and zero cents.

Now, you people take those last two items off for your purposes and
all we say is put them back for h.ilance-of-trade purposes so we will
know whether we have a favorable or unfavorable balance. Why
can t you give us that information? You take it out. Why not just
put it back on and tell us what it was?

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Knowlton, there is ondy one thing we are
interested in. What do we pay for what we receive? What would we
get for what we sell? That is the whole business, and that means
everything, every item, every cost saving has got to be in the figures
and I do not believe we get figures like that.

Mr. KNOWLTON. Senator Dirksen, if I could complete my statement
I think-
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Senator DnKSEN. You can continue.
Mr. KNOWLTON (continuing). I could describe the reliability of the

figures we have today; from a balance-of-payment standpoint they
are the best figures.

Senator WILLTAMS. Before we leave that point, though, do you not
keep these two different items so that you could make them available?
. Mr. KNOWLTON. I would like to have Mr. Hendrick answer any

-questions on the details of Customs forms.
Senator WILLMS. How do you know what you take off if you do

not keepa record of it?
Mr. HE DRICK. Senator my name is J. P. Hendrick, Deputy

Assistant Secretary of the 'ireasury, having jurisdiction over Customs
matters.

The invoice which Senator Long was telling us about is unusual in
that, it includes figures on ocean freight and insurance. We have no
requirement in our invoice form to show those particular items, nor do
we have any requirement to show various other items which, if we
understand Senate Joint Resolution 115 correctly, .would be required;
namely, inland freight, loading charges, commissions, and taxes.
All of those items as we understand it must be shown if one is to get the
calculations under the Brussels system.

All our invoice form does is to ask for enough information so that we
can calculate the duty. Almost always the form is used to calculate
an ad valorem duty on export value. In general we ask for enough to
calculate that and nothing more.
. Senator WILLIAMS. Well, then, there is a very simple solution.
Just put a couple or three more lines on your inquiry and then carry
the totals on your report.

Mr. IIVNDRICIK, A very simple solution, Senator, excepting that we
calculate the cost of it to be very substantial to our Customs personnel.
Looking back over the years I am sure yoru will remember the Randall
Commission-back in 1963, I believe it was. When we got the com-
monts that were made to the Randall Commission on International
Trade, there was only one thi PverbodX agreed to and that was
Customs simplification. Everything be simplified.

Ever since then we have been trying to simplify our Customs forms.
Adding two or three more lines to the invoice form, of course, would be
a complication. You will say not a substantial complication. We say
it would be costly but whether it is worthwhie-Mr. Knowlton, I
believe, would like the opportunity to show whether this additional
information is worthwhile. Quite obviously if it is needed, well, the
additional expenditure should be made.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, look. We want t6 know what our
balance of trade is, what our balance of payment is, and what these
policies you fellows have been recommending may be doing to our
domestic economy. We want the figures on it.

You come down here and say you cannot give them to us. And then
you say that you are saving 2 percent by not knowing what you are
doing. My reaction is, well, let us pay the other 2 percent and find
out what you are doing. That is basically the thing we are talking
about here. You tell me we have a favorable balance of trade but you
leave out the items of ocean insurance and freight. You do not know
whether we have a favorable balance or not.

Mr. KNOWLTON. I would like to move on to that point specifically.
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Senator WULJ1AAs. Every time we ask for additional, information,
an extra line or two, We are told that it costs an extra million or two.
When we passed the Customs Simplification Act which eliminated
some of the lines you came back next year and asked for more money.
If you take a lint off you ask for more money just as when you put
one on.

Now, if it costs so much extra to add these extra two or three
questions, will you furnish a list of your appropriations for the last
10 years and show us where you have reduced your appropriations
when we have simplified it? My experience has been every time we
simplified it we had higher costs. Whichever way we go we still get
less information each year.

(Pursuant to the above discussion the following information was
submitted by the Bureau of Customs:)

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, BUREAU OF CUSTOM s, SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE TO
CUSTOMS SIMPLIFICATION

The simplification of customs procedures and the many steps taken to increase
effectiveness and efficienc, of customs in the last decade have been reflected by
customs ability to cope with an ever.increasing workload rather than by reduced
appropriations.

Customs costs of operation (appropriated funds) have risen from $44.0 million
for 1956 to $84.3 million for 1966. This increase, however, largely reflects
statutory pay increases. (More than 95 percent of all customs expenses are for
personal services and directly related expenses.) Customs employment during
this period rose by less than 12 percent. During the same period, however,
customs workload as measured by many varying criteria, Increased from between
49 percent to more than 88 percent. For example, in 1956 there were 1.1 million
formal import merchandise entries filed, as against more than 2 million in 1966.
In 1956 customs cleared 138.9 million people entering the United States as against
192.0 million people in 1966. In 1956 custom s collected less than $1 billion as
against $2.5 billions in 1966. During this eleven years customs employment
(other than reimbursable employment) rose only from 7,266 to 8,091 employees.

Attached is a chart covering the years 1956 through 1966 showing customs
costs of operations (appropriated funds), total customs collections, the number of
customs employees, the number of entries of merchandise and the number of
vehicles, aircraft and persons cleared by customs.

There is also attached a graph covering the years 1955 to 1965 showing the
relationship between customs workload and customs manpower.

Customs costs of operation, collections, workload, and manpower, fiscal years 1956-66

195 1957 1958 1959 1960 101

Cost of operation. $44,044,779 $44, 224,739 $49,903,261 $52 472, 936 $5, 227,481 $59,779,062
Collections ....... $983 172,412 $1, 059, 208, 252 $1, 121,96, 901 $1, 303,685, 166 $1, big, 602 83 $1, 423, 04,282
Entries filed ...... 1,068,976 1,116,211 1,175,271 1,312,279 1,476,094 1,398. 123
Vehicles arriving.. 35, 927, 774 38, 209, 342 39, 090,893 40, 645, 531 43,242767 44,820,209
Aircraft arriving.. 129,931 145,074 161,921 169,621 167,029 16%046
Persons arriving.. 128,912. 827 132, 321, 187 137. 673,041 144,033,444 149,642. 907 157, 268. 785
Employees ........ 7, 2M 7 ,1 75  7,187 7, 119 7, 213 7,328

1962 1963 1964 1905 1966

Cost of operation ...... $03,2 828 $07,869,973 $72,472,145 $78,759,912 $84,273,117
Collections ............ $1,623, 620, 223 $1, 721, 509, 766 $1,813,193,13T $2, 061,543,620 $2, 473,616,824
Entries filed .......... 1,547,940 1, 629,311 1,714. 169 1,830, 685 2,010, 649
V'elitcles arriving ...... 45, 000 &Y4 41,537,017 50, 583,564 53,466,758 57,020.738
Aircraft arriving .... 164,4C8 179,838 192. 060 210, 226 237,678
Persons arriving ....... 167, 702, 671 164,108, 527 174, 266,417 181,184, 104 192,031,846
Employee ............ 7,537 7, 768 7, 792 7,939 8,091
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Senator D[RKSEN. In that connection let me ask, how much would
it cost and what would be the labor involved in making a pilot project
out of just one country, just one?

Mr. HENDRICK. How much would it cost to add this information?
Senator DIRKSEN. Yes. Would that be an awesome burden?
Mr. HENDRICK. Well, as Mr. Knowlton has testified, our figure is

1 to 1.5 million per year for this.
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Senator DXRKSEN. For one country?
Mr. HENDRICK. For this additional information.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is for all the countries.
Mr. HENDRICK. For all the countries.
Senator DIRKSEN. I am asking about one country. Let us take

Japan, for example.
Mr. HENDRICK. I would have to fig ure that out, Senator Dirksen,

and my facility for making rapid calculations is very poor. We could
submit that for the record if you would like.

Senator DIRKSEN. Just offhand out of a long background.
Mr. HENDRICK. What we would have to do would be to take world

trade exports to the United States, find out what proportion of that is
represented by Japan, and then we would take that fraction and apply
it to the figure of 1 or 1.5 million.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, can you give us a guess as to what percentage
of our trade is with Japan?

Mr. HENDRICK. Well, Senator, it would be so much easier if we
were to submit this for the record. My guess might be completely
wrong.

The CHAIRMAN. But you are up here as an expert on international
trade. Do you not have some vague idea as to what percentage of
,our trade is with Japan?

Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes, I can give you those exact figures.
The CHAIRMAN. We do not need it exactly, just guess at it. You

are an expert in that field.
Mr. KNOWLTON. In 1965 our total exports to all areas were.$26.3

billion excluding military items. Our exports to Japan were $2.1
billion.

Senator DIRKSEN. How much?
The CHAIRMAN. $2.1 billion.
Mr. KNowLToN. Imports were $21.5 billion on the same basis, to

-the world, ana our imports from Japan were $2.4 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me that it would not cost much

to do what Senator Dirksen is talking about.
Mr. KNOWLTON. I would like to continue to get to the basic pointwhich I think is the purpose of spending this money and what you

get out of it and what you think you get out of it.
Senator DItKSEN. Before you do, let me ask one question. Is it

an impossible burden to set up a pilot project for one country and
to get the information that this committee wants?

Mr. HENDRICK. Of course it is not an impossible burden. Nothing
is impossible, Senator, and I understand that the Department of
'Commerce witness is going to give you some information in "egard
to a pilot project already undertaken on that. I do not have the
details on it myself, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Here is a letter from Mr. Raymond Bomnan,
Assistant Director for Statistical Standards, Executive Office of the
President, Bureau of the Budget, Washington, D.C., February 1,
1962. He says:

There is something to be said for each of these two methods of values. As ex-
plained more fully below, C.I.F. valuation is the more appropriate measure of
imports in relation to domestic economy-
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which is something we are very interested in. He goes on to say:
FOB valuation may be more appropriate in other contexts, particularly whenl

the emphasis is on international payments. Ideally statistical system should
produce both.

Now, that is what the Bureau 6f the Budget says-that's the Presi-
dent talking.

Senator WILLIAMS. In line with - those figures you gave about'the
imports and exports, the imports as I gather it are dollar purchases,
is that correct?

Mr. KNOWLTON. That is the dollar value f.o.b.
Senator WILLIAMS. Dollar value. Imports representing dollars.
Mr. KNOWLTON. Imports from Japan.
Senator WILLIAMS. On the exports, do those figures represent dol..

lar sales alone or do they include charitable gifts tinder CARE or
some other aid program where we sell for soft currencies? Are they
all included as exports based on dollars of what they cost or on what
we actually receive back into this country?

Mr' KNoWLPON. These exports-the only items excluded from the
export figures I gave you are military sales. It would include Public
Law 480. It would include exports made under our AID program.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have a breakdown of those exports
which show the extent of our exports for dollar sales? Under Public
Law 480, we cannot get paid for those which are sold for soft our-
rencies. We do not get those currencies back. You know that.
Do we have that breakdown?

Mr. KNOWLTON. We do have breakdowns but we do not have them
in a great deal of detail.

Senator WILLIAMS. That gets back again to this confusing picture.
You point out that our exports are in excess of our imports-some of
those statistics give us a favorable balance of trade except for the
fact that we are giving our goods away. And that is a misleading
figure. You Will admit that, will you not? '

Mr. KNOWLTO . As I say, we do have that breakdown, and in the
Survey of Current Business the figure is given.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that is what I asked you. You do have a
breakdown.

Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Will you furnish that breakdown for the record

at this point?
Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Showing the actual dollar sales as represented

by the exports. And exclude the gifts and the various soft currency
sales, or separate them.

Mr. KNOWLTON. I would be happy to submit Whatever breakdown
we do have for the record. I do not have the specific figures with me
at the moment.

(The following information was subsequently submitted for the
record:)
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U.S. exports
[Millions of dollars]

1st
1960 1961 1962 1 1963 1964 105 quarter

Commer calexports .................... 17,691 17,745 18,271 19,350 22,196 23,508 7,033
Exports financed by U.S. Government '... 1,898 2,209 2,333 2,721 2,801 2,768 760

Total 2- - - - - - - - - -1......... 798 19Q,9M& 20,604 22,071 25,297 26,278 6,7

'Under farm products disposal program, Forelgn Assistant Act and related programs and Export-Import
Mank Act.

I Excludes exports under mflltary grants.
Source: Survey of Current Business, June 196.

Mr. KNOWLTON. To continue this very briefly on the Customs
aspects of this, I just want to point out that in the past year Customs
collections have been rising at a rate of 20 percent whereas personnel
increases have been less than 2 percent.

Apd finally it must be remembered that many Customs border
stations are in such deplorable condition that they scarcely do credit
to the United States.

In a situation such as this, it would be serious, indeed, if the
Bureau of Custons were required to absorb with its present appropria-
tion important, new statistical reporting burdens such as those
contemplated in Senate Joint Resolution 115.

I would also like to point out that the same administrative and cost
problems with respect to collecting the data required by Senate Joint
Resolution 115 would apply to S. 3522. This bill would, among
other things, require the Secretary of Agriculture to report to Congress
on the quantity and value of imports and exports for each major
agricultural commodity as well as on the costs attributable to trans-
portation, insurance and handling of such commodities.

Now, I would like to turn to the balhnce-of-payments aspects of
the problem.

With respect to the use of c.i.f. statistics in connection with the
balance of payments, I would like to point out that c.i.f. figures give
a distorted and confusing picture.

The U.S. import statistics used for balance-of-payments purposes are
compiled from copies of the custom entries. In these entries over 90
percent of our imports are valued on either an f.o.b., factory or f.o.b.
port basis in the country of exportation. Thus, as indicated earlier,
the statistics include neither freight, nor insurance payments to
Americans or foreigners.

It is true many other countries collect import data on a c.i.f. basis.
Whether a country collects its data on an f.o.b, or c.i.f. basis is not a
matter of balance-of-payments policy, but rather the result of long-
standing practice ith respect to the method of valuing goods for the
imposition of customs tariffs. I believe that one of the principal
reasons for the U.S. adoption of the f.o.b. system was that the c.i.f.
basis would have resulted in a large variation in the duties payable at
various ports because of the large differences in transport costs from
foreign ports to widely separated U.S. ports.

Thero has been wide international recognition that f.o.b. valuation
is the most useful approach for balance-of-payments analysis purposes.
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The International Monetary Fund "deems it desirable for countries
valuing imports on a c.i.f. basis to adjust their merchandise trade data
to exclude the value of freight and insurance in preparing their annual
statistical submissions to the Fund- The IMF Balance of Payments
Manual (p. 41) states that-

Both exports and imports should be entered at transaction values at a uniform
boundary, namely, at the customs frontier of the exporting country (f.o.b.)

There are several reasons why we believe f.o.b. data is preferable
for balance-of-payments purposes:

1. First, U.S. exports, like those of other countries, are calculated
on an f.o.b. basis. If c.i.f. import statistics are compared with f.o.b.
export statistics, the resulting figures are asymmetrical. This is
because the c.i.f. import figures include freight and insurance pay-
ments while the f.o.b. export figure does not include such payments.
The trade balance computed on this asymmetrical basis would alvays.
show a smaller surplus or a larger deficit than if calculated' on the.
present basis.

We could, of course, make a new reporting system more symmetrical
byj calculating both imports and exports on a c.i.f. basis. The result.
would be a merger of the merchandise trade account with the freight
and insurance account both on the export and import side. This is
clearly less Useful analytically in determining the respective competi-
tiveness of our goods and transportation facilities than a system-such
as the present one-which permits the two accounts to be examined
separately.

2. Second, imports calculated on a c.i.f. basis would include both
payments by U.S. residents to foreign transportation and insurance
firms, and to U.S. transportation and insurance firms. Payments to.
the latter, of course, are not foreign exchange costs to the United
States.

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, now, Mr. Knowlton, I was not interested
in the balance of payments as it relates to what we are trying to find
out. I thought 1 made it abundantly clear and I thought this.
resolution makes it clear that our interest is in the trade balances.
We wanted to know whether accurate data goes out to the country,
to the manufacturers, to the importers, and, of course, to the exporters.
Are we topside or are we not? That does not involve the question
of balance of payments at all. I am thinking in terms of c.i.f. versus
f.o.b. and the comparability of these two systems from our standpoint.
And I have a sneaking suspicion, without having fully run it down,
that where surpluses have been reported in our balance of trade, not
our balance of payments, that when you put this all together, and
you include these costs, like insurance and freight, and so forth, that
maybe you will wind up with something less than a favorable balance.
In fact, you will wind up with an unfavorable balance.

Now, if that were the case, then, of course, it is a misleading figure
and it does mislead fie people of this country. But I just kept, out
the balance of payments and I thought we were holding this within
a narrow. channel, namely, the balance of trade.
I Now, you are devoting a great deal of your statement to this question

of balance of payments. It is important, of course, but for my
purposes it is not. I was thinking merely of the kind of trade balance
figures which are uttered by departments of the Government and go.
out and on which the business fraternity of the country relies.
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Mr. KNOWLTON. Senator Dirksen, I would like to make several
comments. First, -I would like to have the Commerce people who are
here comment on the trade aspects of this, and I really would like
to comment on the balance-of-payments aspects, wNhich are what I
am concerned with at the Treasury.

Second, I should point out that the present statistics that are
available do give us data on transportation payments, both U.S.
payments to foreign carriers and payments by foreigners to U.S.
carriers. That information is available in a separate account.

Third, this resolution as worded says that the Secretary of Com-
merce shall include in all the reports of important statistics published
by him the cost, insurance, and freight values of articles on board as
reported by the Secretary of the Treasury. Among the import
statistics reported by the Secretary of Commerce are balance-of-
payments import statistics. So it seems to me as presently Worded
these will get involved either inadvertently or advertently, if that
is the word, with our balance-of-payments statistics and that does
concern me a great deal because of'the factors which I am describing
in my statement.

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, what you are doing is involving yourself.
I (lid not involve you. I have seen it said time and time again both
in primt and orally, well, to be sure, we are behind the eight ball on
balance of payments. So what? We have got a huge favorable
trade balance.

.Have we? That is the question I am interested in. Do we have
that, favorable trade balance?

How are you going to prove it? You have to take comparability
as between these two systems to find out whether or not that is the
case. And that is the only thing I was looking for.

Mr. KNOWLTON. Well, J believe that the present system, which is a
symmetrical system, which takes the freight, and insurance statistics
out of both your imports and your exports, does give an accurate
appraisal of our trade position for balance-of-payments purposes. I
believe it is the best possible, most accurate possible, picture of the
true situation.

Senator ANDERSON. Senator Dirksen, he suggests somebody else
could give the information. Do you want it now?

Senator DIRKSEN. No. I just want it sometime or other.
Senator ANDERSON. I thought you may want to ask for it now.

Go ahead.
Senator DIRKSEN. These valuations are established at a foreign port

and then, of course, you have got to add to it before they are dockside
all the way by the American buyer and he will have transportation, he
will have insurance, he may have other items. Now, you have
managed somehow to get all transportation costs, internal costs like
those obtained in Germany, for example. I cannot see why this is
such a Herculean task in order to give us a truly comparable figure and
see where we are, not on our balance of payments but on our trade
balances.

Mr. KNOWLTON. Well, as I said, I would like to have the Commerce
Department express themselves on the trade aspects of this. The
balance of payments, therefore, that creates

Senator ANDERSON. The question I raised, "Are they supposed to
testify now?" I think Senator Dirksen is entitled to an answer to his
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question. Are these people in the room today who can testify to what
he wants? Do you understand what Senator Dirksen wants?

Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Are the people here who can tell him?
Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes, I believe there are people here who can tell

him.
Senator ANDERSON. Somebody is bound
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will wait on them.
Mr. KNOWLTON. I thought they were going to testify after I was.
Senator ANDERSON. What are their names?
Mr. KNOWLTON. I am about through.
Senator ANDERSON. I beg your pardon?
Mr. KNOWLTON. I am almost through and then perhaps they can

comment on the trade aspects specifically.
The third point on the balance-of-payments aspects of this, the

merging of statistics on transportation and insurance services with
statistics on goods raises an additional problem of allocating imports
by country. Let us suppose, for example, that German goods are
shipped to the United States on a Norwegian freighter, and as a
resu t both Germany and Norway earn foreign exchange. Under
the present reporting system, Customs obtains the value of the goods
and, for balance-of-payments purposes, these can be identified as
German exports. Aggregate data on import freight charges are
gathered by the Department of Commerce from surveys of foreign
shipping companies. Freight payments are allocated geographically
and. separately on the basis of the nationalities of the shipping com-
panies in question. If, however, the entries for goods and transporta-
tion services are merged into one account, which is what the pro-
posed resolution recommends, it becomes impossible to tell from the
merged figure how much of the c.i.f. import value of a particular item
should be credited to Germany and Wow much to Norway. If we
were to establish a system to enable us to make this allocation, we
would find that it is, in fact, the system we have today.

In this connection, the report of the Review Committee for Balance
of Payments Statistics to the Bureau of the Budget (the so-called
Bernstein Committee) stated, in April 1965:

The preferred balance of payments practice is to distinguish the value of the
goods from the transportation and related costs of international shipment.
Accordingly, the procedure Is to value goods at the border of the exporting country
and to include transportation and related shippinF costs incurred up to that
point. For overseas trade, the costs of ocean shipping are excluded and treated
separately in the transportation account.

The report further states:
In general, the Committee finds itself in accord with these basic definitions and

related conceptual principles as adopted and qualified by the Balance of Payments
Division in the Office of Business Economics, Department of Commerce, for
measuring the merchandise trade component of the balance of payments. These
concepts and principles follow closely those set forth for international reporting
by the IMF, which reflect in turn a high degree of consensus among experts.

In closing, let me say that figures are often only as good as their
readers. I there are-and I am inclined to believe there will be-
many readers who are unaware of the fact that the proposed c.i.f.
import figures required by this resolution:

Are not comparable to our export figures;
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Include sums that are not payments to foreigners at all; and
If used in conjunction with available export figures will

understate the true U.S. trade surplus,
then, will these figures lead to greater understanding and less con-
fusion, or less understanding and more confusion about our true
balance-of-payments picture? I believe the latter is the more likely
result. This belief, coupled with the burdensome data-collection
difficulties described at the beginning of this statement, comprise the
bases for Treasury's opposition to section 1 of Senate Joint Resolution
115.

On section 2 of Senate Joint Resolution 115, the Treasury Depart.
mient defers to the views of the Department of Commerce. Similarly,
except for our concern about the administrative burden of data collec-
tion, which I mentioned earlier, the Treasury Department defers to
the views of the Agriculture Department of S. 3522.

Senator DIRKSPN. Well, now, Mr. Knowlton, I am so glad the
Treasury Department defers to the Commerce Department. Let me
tell you what Mr. Giles, General Counsel for Commerce, on page 2 of
his report to the committee on this resolution said. I quote him:

The lack of comparability between the benefits of Senate Joint Resolution 115
and its cost Is emphasized by the fact that it is possible through an independent
statistical estimating program to derive import statistics on a c.i.f. basis.

Then on the same page he says:
Various government agencies regularly issue trade reports that reflect in large

measure the export information required by this section of the resolution.

Then finally he says:
C.i.f. estimates at the summary level could be derived from present f.o.b.

values by the use of appropriate factors developed statistically. Thus, the U.N.
recommendation for c.i.f. values to improve international comparability could be
met without a costly and burdensome effort that would be imposed on importers
and the government by the requirement of Senate Joint Resolution 115.

If that is true, why have you not been up here before, long before?
If it can be done and done cheaper, and you do not have the burden
of this resolution on you, why has it not been here? I was not
interested in the balance of payments as such for this purpose. I
wanted to see what the trade balances were because if there is some-
thing wrong with them, that becomes a challenge for every business-
man in the country to see what we do about it and get on-

Mr. KNOWLTON. The reason I have not been up here, Senator
Dirksen, is that I think these statistics would be misleading from the
balance-of-payments standpoint.

Senator DIRKS5. That is not what Mr. Giles said and you said the
Treasury defers to the Commerce counsel.

Mr. KNOWLTON. On section 2.
Senator DIRKSEN. And he is the General Counsel down there.
Mr. KNOWLTON. Section 2 of your resolution.
Senator DIRKSEN. You get me all bewildered. Well, you have

stated your indication and frankly it was not much of a case. So I
have nothing more to say except we are not getting what we want.

Senator WILLIAMS. On what basis of statistics are our negotiators
in Geneva operating today as they sit down with Common Market
countries?

Mr. KNOWLToN. Sorry. I did not hear your question.
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Senator WILLIAMS. What basis and what figures are our negotiators
in Geneva using when they sit down at the present trade negotiations?

Mr. KNOWLTON. Well, the representative from Governor Herter's
office is here to testify this morning, and I think that that is a question
lie might better answer than I.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you not know?
Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes, I do know.
Senator WILLIAMS. What basis -
Mr. KNOWLTON. I believe they use the f.o.b. figures, but adjust-

ments are made in the negotiations to come up with comparable rates
to those used by the EEC negotiations.

Senator WILLIAMS. They use the f.o.b. figures both as related to our
exports and also our imports, is that correct?

Mr. KNOWLTON. Those are the figures with which they start, but
differences in the reporting methods of the United States and the other
countries involved are taken into account by our negotiators in the
negotiations. I would rather have the representative of Governor
Herter's office comment on the details of how this is worked out.

S0&nator WILLTAMS. Under the present system if we export $100
worth of merchandise f.o.b. here and there is a $10 transportation
charge, the Common Market countries figure that on the basis of
$110 imports, do they not?

Mr. KNOWLTON. For what. purposes?
Senator WILLIA.S. For balance-of-trade purposes.
Mr. KNOWLTON. For balance-of-trade purposes, I believe all or

virtually all of the Common Market countries calculate their imports
on a c.i.f. basis.
I Senator WILLIAMS. And it would be the basis of $110. Now, if
you use the same fifgiire,-they ship a hundred dollars worth of mer-
chandise over here, and it costs $10 transportation when it conies off
here; in this country we only count it $100, do we not?

Mr.. KNOWLTON. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. And that is where this difference arises.
Mr. KNOWLTON. There is a difference, there is no question about it,

but as I said, I believe our trade negotiators take this difference into
account in their negotiations.

Senator WILLIAMS. But in your reporting system you do not take
it into account as you report the statistics?

Mr. KNOWLTON. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Would it be too complicated if you did take it

into account and reported and gave us comparable figures?
Mr. KNOWLTON. Well, I pointed out what some of the difficulties

would be from the customs standpoint, and I have attempted to point
out what some of the undesirable features of having these figures,
which are not comparable from the balance-of-payments standpoint.,
would be to people trying io analyze the balance of payments.

Senator WILLIAMtS. Do I interpret your statement to mean that
you like the system as it is and do not think it could be improved upon?

Mr. KNOWLTON. Fr70m the balance-of-payments standpoint, that
is my view. That is the view of the International Monetary Fund.
It is the view of the Bernstein Committee which was set up to do an
exhaustive analysis of our statistics, and it is the view of most experts
on balance-of-payments statistics throughout the world.
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Senator WILLIAM . Is it also the view in relation to reporting the
balance of trade? You think it is a better --

Mr. KNOWLTON. I have really no firm convictions on whether this
would be desirable or undesirable from the standpoint of our trade
statistics.

Senator WILLIAMS. At least we have one satisfaction; we have at
least somebody satisfied with the job as lie is doing it, are you not?

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, Mr. Knowlton, for purposes of the record,
let me make it as crystal clear as I can, not only for your benefit but
for the benefit of other witnesses, what this joint resolution seeks to do.
It says "to require that reports on imports into the United States in-
clude the landed value of articles imported, and for other purposes."

I do not want to change the valuation system for duty purposes,
and I do not want to change the calculation system so far as balance
of payments is concerned. What I want is an honest expression of
what our trade balance is, and the only way we can get it is to get
the information that will show in reports on imports what the landed
value is.

Now, it is as clear as crystal.Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes, sir. I understand what you do want. I

think my only point is that while that may be what you want, exist-
ence of these figures may lead to misinterpretation about our balance-
of-payments situation.

Senator DInYsEN. You see, we are going to be around the world
looking for trade and we have to know exactly what those trade
balances are. If we have a deficit balance as far as Japan is concerned,
with Germany, exactly where does it lie? And what do our enter-
prisers do in oider to cure it? And if you have no figures that stand
up, obviously they will be working in the dark.

So quite aside from duty valuation and balance of payment., it is
the trade balance that I am interested in.

Well, you have spoken your piece, and we tlank you. If you are
through

Mr. KNOWLTON. Yes. Thank you very much sir.
Senator DIRKSEN (presiding). Well, in the absence of anyone else,

we shall hear-did you have anything more to say, Mr. flendrick?
Mr. HENDRICK. No; thank you very much.
Senator DIRKSEN. Well, Robert L. McNeill is here, Acting Assistant

Secretary of Commerce.
Is Mr. McNeill here?
Mr. McNeill, I have to absent myself a moment to go down to the

Judiciary Committee where another matter is pending. I will be
back. Meanwhile, I am sure Mr. Williams will take over here, and
I am sure Will be very gentle with you, too.

Senator WILLIAMS (presiding). You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. MoNEILL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE.
TARY FOR TRADE POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE;
ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY LAMAR, DIRECTOR, IMPORT -OLICY
STAFF, BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE; MAX LECH.
TER, CHIEF, MERCHANDISE TRADE SECTION, BALANCE-oF.
PAYMENTS DIVISION, OFFICE OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS,
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE; AND MISS FRANCES HALL,
DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL TRADE ANALYSIS DIVISION, BU.
REAU OF INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE, DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE

Mr. MCNEILL. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before your
committee to discuss Senate Joint Resolution 115. 1 have with me
Mr. Harry Lamar, Director of the Import Policy Staff, Department of
Commerce.

The joint resolution would require the Secretaries of the Treasury
and Commerce to include, ill all reports on imports into the United
States, the c.i.f. or landed value of articles imported. In addition,
the resolution would require the Secretary of Commerce, in all reports
of U.S. exports, to identify those articles the production of which has
been subsidized by the Government of the United States or exported
under Government-financed programs. The requirements of Senate
Joint Resolution 115 are aimed at providing additional informationon both U.S. imports and exports, which presumably would be useful
in more accurately appraising the significance of foreign trade to the
U.S. economy.

Senate Joint Resolution 115 raises two basic issues concerning pres-
ent reports on the foreign trade of the United States.

The first issue concerns the lack of information in published import,
statistics on the c.i.f. or landed value of imports entering the United
States.

The second issue concerns the manner in which published export
statistics reflect the value of U.S. exports of articles which have been
subsidized or exported under U.S. Government-financed programs.

Both issues appear to be related to the possibility of overstatement
of the present export surplus in our balance of trade and the implica-
tions of such an overstatement for our present trade policy.

Present U.S. foreign trade statistics as compiled and published by
the Bureau of Census measure exactly what they are designed to
measure: the value and quantity of all foreign merchandise received
in the U.S. customs area and the value and quantity of all merchandise
shipped from the U.S. customs area except supplies destined for our
Armed Forces abroad for their own use.

It is difficult for the Department of Commerce not to favor any
proposals which provide more information and permit more meaningful
analyses of the impact of foreign trade on the U.S. economy. The
Department is of tihe opinion, however, that the information sought
in the resolution for the purposes of better anal zin the impact of
foreign trade is already available or could be developed by alternative,
means which would avoid the practical and somewhat burdensome
problems posed by the resolution.
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I should first like to discuss the desirability of publishing import
statistics on a c.i.f. basis, as would be required by section 1 of Senate
Joint Resolution 115.

The resolution recognizes that present reports on imports into the
United States show the value of articles imported in terms of IVheir
foreign value, referred to generally as f.o.b., whereas many other
important trading countries account for the value of imports in terms
of their landed value in those countries, referred to generally as c.i.f.
The need for reporting United States import statistics on the basis
of the c.i.f. value of imports-or their landed value--has been stressed
by those who believe that our present trade statistics overstate the
U.S. balance of trade through the omission of the cost of freight and
insurance in reporting the value of imports.

There has been much discussion over the years on the preferable
method of valuing imports and, in particular, the preferable method of
valuing imports for duty purposes. Since 1832, U.S. import statistics
have reflected the f.o.b. value; that is, the value of the article free on
board-f.o.b.-in the foreign port of export. This f.o.b. value is re-
quired by law to be reported for customs purposes, and thus, import
statistics are com iled from copies of customs entries and serve as the
official basis for the reporting of U.S. imports. Similarly, the import
statistics of other countries of the world also reflect their respective
customs valuation requirements. Thus, the difference between the
base of valuation reflected in the import statistics in the various coun-
tries simply reflects an historical development of different valuation
bases required for customs purposes.

Senator WILLIAMS. May I interrupt you just at that point?
Mr. McNEIL,. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. I think that is part of the confusion. Now, in

this paragraph you indicate that historically the U.S. import statistics
have reflected the f.o.b. value, that is, the value of the article free on
board in the foreign port of export. And over on page 2, in the second
paragraph, you state that-

The present U.S. foreign trade statistics, as compiled and published by the Bureau
of Commerce measure exactly what they are designed to measure, the value and
quantity of ail foreign merchandise received in the United States.

Now, you do not reflect the value as received. You put the value
as f.o.b. the foreign port, do you not?

Mr. McNEILL. Yes, Senator. If I may, the balance-of-trade
statistics published by the Department of Commerce are for the
purpose of measuring the balance of trade in merchandise as between
ourselves and the rest of the world. Our balance-of-trade statistics
are not designed to measure the balance in services, such as ocean
freight and insurance; or in services, such as tourism. They are
designed very simply to measure, both in dollar terms and quantity
terms, the balance of trade in merchandise between ourselves and
the rest of the world.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that, but your statement on page
2 is not exactly correct, as you report it. You do not report them
based on the value received in the United States. It is the value at
the export pot-port of export.

Mr. McNEILL. Yes, sir. That should perhaps be modified to say
the quantity and value of all foreign merchandise, on an f.o.b. basis
abroad which is shipped to the U.S. customs area.
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Senator WILLIAMs. This is just typical of the way we ofttimes use
that phrase which creates this misunderstanding.

Mr. MCNEILL. Yes, sir. That should have been corrected. That
should have been expressed, I believe, the way I just corrected it.

Shall I continue?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. McNEILL. I would like to emphasize, therefore, that the present

method of reporting imports ill no way constitutes an attempt to
misrepresent the value of U.S. imports as has been alleged. Both
f.o.b. and c.i.f. are perfectly valid bases for valuing and reporting
imports. Both have advantages and disadvantages in their use for
analyzing the effect of imports on the U.S. economy.

I would like to briefly discuss three broad areas in which import
statistics are used for such analytical purposes.

Iii balance-of-payments analysis, f.o.b. valuation is internationally
recognized as correct and c.i.f. countries must presently adjust their
merchandise trade (lata to exclude the value of freight and insurance
ill preparing their annual balance-of-payments statements and their
statistical submissions to the Internationpl Monetary Fund. It
would be highly inaccurate to include all payments of ocean freight
and insurance charges in the balance of payments, because a part of
these services may be supplied by the importing country itself, and
to that extent, such payments 1o i)t represent an international
financial transaction. Thus, the application of c.i.f. values to all
U.S. merchandise imports would overstate the magnitude of our
foreign payments. Under present U.S. balance-of-payments pro-
ce(hres, merchandise transactions and ocean freight services are
carried in separate accounts, with the latter item adjusted to exclude
freight payments to domestic carriers. This procedure, in addition,
provides for the correct country allocations of lerchan(ise and freight
payments, respectively; recognizing that the country supplying the
merchandise is often not the same country that is supplying the
froiaht-and insurance-services.

Secondly, in bplance-of-trade analysis-the net balance between
U.S. merchandise exports and imports-either c.i.f. or f.o.b. valuation
can be used. C.i.f. valuation might be considered preferable for this
purpose, because it values imports at the same point as that reflected
for exports-the ports and borders of the United States. However,
use of c.i.f. for balance-of-trade purposes involves the overvaluation of
payments and misallocation by country cited in the balance-of-
payments discussion above. In any event, an important feature in
balance-of-trade analysis and the formulation of trade policy decisions
is in the measurement of changes in the movement of the balance over
a period of time. For this reason, the accuracy of import data, and the
consistency of their construction as a statistical series for comparable
meas irement of short- or long-term trends, appear far more important
than the particular basis of valuation, whether it be c.i.f. or f.o.b.

Thirdly, for commodity analysis of the impact of imports on the
domestic economy, c.i.f. values might be considered preferable to
f.o.b., but would still understate the true price of an imported com-
modity in the internal U.S. market. The c.i.f. value, it should be
noted, excludes such cost factors as inland U.S. freight, agents'
commissions, and payment of U.S. tariffs.

If the purpose of foreign trade statistics is to provide a measurement
of the value and quantity of merchandise moving into and out of the
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United States, it would app ear that the collection or publication of
such statistics should not be burdened by speical requirements to
serve particular analytical purposes. In fact, it appears that the
purpose of specific types of trade analyses would better be served by
special studies which would not duplicate the detailed collection and
publication of import statistics already required by our basic statutes.

A significant step in assuring clear authority for reporting of a well-
integrated U.S. trade statistical program was the enactment in 1962
by Congress of Public Law 87-826 (19 U.S.C. 301). This act freed
the planning and administration of the program from the then exist-
ing outdated, confusing, and sometimes conflicting legal provisions
which had grown up over a long period of years. It substituted a
delegation of authority to the Secretary of Commerce to enable him
to plan a meaningful statistical program, both as to content and as to
data collection methods and reporting requirements, in full light of
changing statistical needs and changing business practices.

Senate Joint Resolution 115 would require that particular types of
information must be collected, and would prescribe by law certain
features which must be incorporated in each report of import statis-
tics. Enactment of the resolution would therefore constitute, in part,
a return to practices in effect prior to the enactment by the Congress in
1962 of Public Law 87-826. We believe it would unnecessarily re-
strict the flexibility of the Secretary in carrying out the responsibilities
placed upon him by existing statutes in providing a meaningful, co-
ordinated statistical program.

Senator WILLIAMS. May I interrupt that at that point?
Mr. McNEILL. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do I understand you have been voicing an

objection to the compilation of these statistics as requested?
Mr. McNEILL. In the manner in which they would be required by

the resolution, the answer is "Yes," sir. We believe that the purpose
of the resolution, which is the acquiring of knowledge as to the adjust-
ments that insurance and freight would involve in the conduct of our
foreign trade, can better be accomplished without imposing the burden
on the Customs Bureau and the expense on the U.S. Government,
including the Census Bureau, through a procedure of estimating, sir,
and we are in process of developing such estimates. I will talk later on
this if you would care.

Senator WJANIAMS. All right.
Mr. MONEILL. The desirability of developing U.S. import statistics

on the basis of their landed value has several ramifications, one of which
this committee has already turned its attention to. I refer to the
study being conducted by the U.S. Tariff Commission on the U.S.
customs valuation laws and specifically on the question of the desira-
bility of the United States adopting the Brussels definition of value for
customs purposes.

The Bureau of the Census, the Tariff Commission, and the Bureau
of Customs are jointly participating in a study designcd to develop
estimated c.i.f. values for January-June 1966 imports, in terms of the
overall total and broad commodity groupings. This will permit
direct comparisons of c.i.f. values and foreign market f.o.b. values for
that period. The study is based on a sample of import transactions
drewn by the Bureau of the Census from its detail statistical records.
The c.i.f. values for the sample items will be obtained from Bureau of
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Customs records and from customs brokers. It is expected that the
study will be completed within the next two months. A similar study
will later be made for the period of July-December 1966, thereby pro-
viding estimated c.i.f. values for the entire year of 1966.

I have also been informed that the Bureau of the Census is now
tabulating the results of a c.i.f. value study made by the Tariff Corn.
mission for a period' earlier than 1966.

It is believed that such an approach can provide sufficient detail
on the c.i.f. value of U.S. imports to satisfy the needs of market users
of such statistics. The Department has already indicated to the
committee some of the technical problems and the substantive burdens
that would be imposed on the Government and importers by the
resolution.

The Department of Commerce will await with interest the results
of the Tariff Commission study respecting the desirability of shifting
to the Brussels definition of value for customs purposes. In the
meantime, the Department of Commerce feels that the need for infor-
mation on the value of imports on the c.i.f. basis could accurately
and more simply be met by the type of estimating procedures that
the Tariff Commission, in cooperation with the Bureau of Census
and the Bureau of Customs, is using and which should be available
in the next few months.

Senator WILLIAMs. Now, before you approach the second part of
this my attention has been called to a statement here in the Inter-
national Commerce under date of May 16, and it is entitled "Come
Out in the Open-Quote C.I.F. Prices."'

And it-I will put all this article in the record but it goes on and
points out the difference in the c.i.f. and f.o.b. prices and urges that
they all be on one basis and at the bottom it says:

Ask the Commerce Department field office and, they will explain the advantages
of this.

(The article referred to follows:)
(From the Department of Commerce weekly publication "International Commerce," May 16, 19W

COME OUV IN THE OPEN-QUOTE O.I.F. PwcEs

If you want to offer merchandise to one of the advertisers in these pages tell
him what it will cost him delivered to a port in his own country, before he pays
the import duty imposed by his own country. Don't make him guess.

You can figure the inland insurance and freight to shipside to be added to your
f.o.b. factory cost far more accurately than he can. You know how far you are
from the port and by what means and routing you will get the goods to the dock.
He can only guess-and foreign businessmen are as reluctant to guess their way
through a deal as you ate.

But don't stop at the dock. Figure in the marine insurance and ocean freight
to the buyer's port, because if you leave that part to him the chances are both the
insurance and shipping business will be lost to American firms and the return lost
to the U.S. balance of payments.

An f.o.b. price is a puzzle.
A c.i.f. price is a hard fact on which a buyer can act.
Ask the Commerce Department Field Office.

Mr. McNE[LL. Sir, if I may refer to the International Commerce
notice that you have just referred to, this is a notice to businessmen
telling them that if they want to submit a bid to a prospective foreign
customer, that what is of interest to that prospective foreign customer
is the price that he is going to have to pay. This price will include
not only the f.o.b. val tie at, the United States but all other cost
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factors, of course, that will enter into the hoped for transaction.
The notice simply says that as a businessman, in conducting your
business, you might, want to quote all the cost factors that are known
to you and that enter into your competitive ability to win the bid.
The notice, sir, does not refer to the subject or the particular ques-
tion that this joint resolution addresses itself to.

Senator WILLIAMS. Perhaps not, but it emphasizes the importance
to the businessman to have all these known factors at his disposal
when he purchases.

Mr. MoNeILL. Yes, sir. There is no doubt about that.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, would it not be equally important for

businessmen here and the Department of Commerce to have the
same information?

Mr. MONEILL. Sir, I think I have said in my statement, at least
once and perhaps more than once, that c.i.f. as a valuation method
has a lot of things going for it. It has a lot of advantages as well as
disadvantages, as does the f.o.b. basis.

We believe that the procedure that I have just been describing,
which is to arrive at c.i.f. equivalents through a scientific procedure
of estimation, provide for the user, the domestic user, the necessary
information. So I do not quarrel, sir, with the objective. It is just
the means by which the objective is to be accomplished.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think that the present method of
reporting where we use f.o.b. on our exports and where we do not
include the freight when we are computing our imports, do you think
that is an accurate method?

Mr. McNEILL. I think it is completely accurate, sir. It measures
the f.o.b. values.

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you think it is misleading when you'put
the two together?

Mr. McNEILL. I beg your pardon?
Senator WILLIAMS. When you report on one basis on your imports

and use another basis on your exports, do you think it is misleading
as to the true state of our trade?

Mr. McNEILL. Sir, our exports are valued on exactly the same
basis as our imports. So there is complete comparability and com-
plete symmetry. I think this is a sound and logical way to compile
the export and import statistics of the U.S. Government.

Senator WILLIAMS. And you would object to any change in the
reporting system, is that correct?

Mr. McNEILL. Sir, the reporting system takes fully into account the
objectives of this particular resolution which is to have published
along with merchandise import statistics what some service charges
might be, which would be the insurance and freight charge. The
insurance and freight charges are already reported in the balance of
payments, but not in the balance of trade. But the figures are readily
available. We are saying here that through a procedure of estimation,
a scientific procedure of estimation being conducted by three highly
qualified agencies, the Tariff Commission, Bureau of the Censns,
and Bureau of Customs, that we will to our satisfaction, and I think
to the satisfaction of the committee, be able to derive very accurately
statistical information as to the insurance and freight transactions
and that these transactions can be made available to the public in
publications of the Department of Commerce and other departments
of the Government.
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Senator WILLIAMS. You-said can be. Have they been heretofore?
Mr. MCNEILL.: In balance of trade statistics they have kot, sir,

because we have -not yet finished our estimating procedure: We
expect that this will be done, as I indicated in 2 months, and that we
will be in a position shortly to make available to the public information
as to c.i.f. values of imported products that'can be compared to the
f.o.b. values of those same imported products, not on a statistical
position by a statistical position basig but on a general category basis.

Senator WILLIAMS. '1hen I gather you are conceding the fact
that the present method of reporting has not been completely factual
or- --

Mr. McNEILL. No, sir. I am not conceding any such thing. I am
simply saying in respect to measuring the foreign trade of the United
States the system 'that we currently have is accurate. There has de-
veloped, as expressed in .the sense of Congress resolution that- is before
us, an interest by certain domestic users for additional statistical in-
formation. We as the Department of Commerce are here testifying
that since there now is a demand for the statistics, that we are de-
veloping and will be in a position shortly to provide those statistics.I I am not, sir, quarreling at all with the way we compile the figures
on pur balance of trade. I think this is the only sound way to do it.

Do you want me'to continue with my statement?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
Mr. McNEILL. Section 2 of Senate Joint Resolution 115 requires

that the reports on U.S. exports classify by quantity or value or both:
(1) shipments of articles the production of which has been subsidized
by the U.S. Government and (2) export shipments financed by the
U.S. Government. These objectives present serious difficulties of
definition and implementation.

However, assuming that suitable definitions for "Government sub-
sidized" or "Government-financed" exports were arrived at, there
are practical difficulties involved in attempting to identify such ship-
ments in the export statistics. An exception is Department of
Defense military grant-aid shipments which are presently being
tabulated separately direct from Department of Defense shipment
documents, and not from export declarations- (form 7525).

Appropriate Government agencies have participated on many oc-
casions in attempts to find a reliable method for identification of
nonmilitary Government-financed exports at time of shipment, but
no method for achieving this has yet been developed. For the most
part., such shipments are made by private exporters and the nature of
many of the Government programs is such that at the time of export
to determination has been-made as to whether the transaction will or
will not be covered within the program.

Seator WILLIAMS. Would you explain that point? I do not under-
stand. You are telling me that when a shipment leaves this country-
of grain, we will say-for X country, no one knows how that is going
to be paid for, under what program?

Mr. M',JNEILL. If I may use your example, sir, suppose that you
have a silo, 50-percent occupied with grain produced under a Govern-
ment price-support program, and 50 percent of the silo occupied by
grain produced by-persons not within the price-support program, and
if a broker transacts an export shipment and draws from that particu-
lar silo the necessary grain to fulfill the export shipment, would that
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broker have knowledge as to what portion of that export shipment
represented grain produced under a price-support program of the U.S.
Government and that produced not under a price-support program of
the U.S. Government?

If I may, sir, just give you another example, let us suppose that the
depletion allowance available to certain natural resource industries
should be deemed to be-to fall within the definition of this resolution
as a Government subsidy or what have you. Let us suppose that
from that petroleum, sir, is produced a series of petrochemical products
that are exported from the United Statees. How would the exporter,
even though he be the petrochemical manufacturer, or if he be a simple
exporter, have any knowledge as to whether or not the depletion
allowance was utilized )y a particular oil-producing firm at a given
time?

Senator WILLrAMs. Depletion allowance has got nothing to do with
this wheat shipment right now.

Mr. MONEILL. I was giving you a second example, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. I know. Let us go back to the shipment of

wheat and stay with it.; You are loading this shipment of wheat on
the bcat in New 'ork. Are you telling me that the man that is
exporting that wheat does not know under which program it is being
shipped, whether it is being sold under a program for dollars, or
whether it is being sold under a program for soft currencies or whether
it is an outright grant?

Mr. McNEILL. If I may, Senator, my comments on grain were
initialy directed to an entirely different question-the question as
to %e identification of materials produced in this country-that is,
the knowledge as to whether particular fields fell under some govern-
mental subsidy. Your question is a different one. If grain is loaded
on a boat to go to the United Arab Republic, or to India, pursuant to
the Public Law 480 program of the U.S. Government, the question
is whether the exporter knows that this was a Public Law 480 ship-
ment. I think the answer to that is very clear; yes, of course, he
would know.
Senator WILLIAMS. Certainly he would.
Mr. MCNEILL. Yes.
Senator WLLIAM S. And so would the Department of Commerce if

they wished to get that statistic, would they not?
Mr. McNEiLL. The Department of Commerce has available to it

through the Department of Agriculture and other agencies information
as to the value of Public Law 480 shipments and other program
shipments.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, in reporting the amount of our exports
on an annual basis which the previous witness gave is, that included
the dollar value of these shipments without regard as to whether they
were for dollar sales, grants or sold for soft. currencies, did they not?

Mr. McNEILL. If I may Senator, we publish an aggregate export
figure that gives the total dollar value of all the merchandise leaving
the United States. You had earlier asked, I believe, or some Senator
had asked, for a submission as to how we break that down into Public
Law 480 shipments? Government-credit shipments, and so forth.

In our regular reports by the Office of Business Economics and
other statistical reporting agencies of the U.S. Government we clearly
identify total U.S. Government-financed shipments by dollar value
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annually and quarterly. We give to the public, we give to all users*
of these statistics, exactly the measure as to the portion of total
American exports represented by Public Law 480, represented by
AID shipments, whether they be grant shipments, whether they be
AID-financed shipments, all of this information is presented honestly
and openly by the U.S. Government in its statistical reports, print.
cipally those issued by the Department of Agriculture. Its foreign
agricultural trade publication periodically present" program-linancing
of U.S. .exports.

Senator WILLIAMS. I want to congratulate you on such a fair report.
Now, will you give me the summary of that report, the value of our

exports as they were given b' the previous witness and also the value
of our exports on dollar sales Iasis, in other words, .the complete break.
down both as to grants-

Mr. MoNEILL. Surely. We will put it in the record if you so wish.
Senator WILLIAMS. Could you give it to me now?
Mr. McNEILL. Orally, sir?
Senator WILLIAMs. Yes. They are soreadily available it -would be

easy.to put them in. They gave us the total value of all -exports last
year and since we have such a ready-

Mr. McNEILL. Yes, Senator, if you would like I would read .from
the March 1966 issue .of the Survey of Current Business. There are
laterissues. :I happen to have this one in my briefcase. If you would
like I could read all of the important information and I could read
all of the export information with its subb'eakdowns.

Senator WILLIAMS. No. I just wanted. Ahe figures. !What w!as
the total value. We will use first all inclusive value ,of our -exports
last year or as of that report.

Mr. McNBILL. The fire I believe that Assistant Secretary
Knowlton gave you for U.S. exports ino1965 wAas $26 billion.

Senator WILLIAMS. $26 billion.
Mr. McNEILL. $26.3 billion to be exact. That excluded military

grants and Defense Department shipments under sales contracts
with foreign governments.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, will you give me a breakdown of that
$26 billion. How much of it represented dollar sales?

Mr. McNrmLL. Sir, if you want the figure-the figure I believe
you want would exclude Public Law 480 kind of transactions.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, without getting into identification of the
law because we have so many different .programs-we may have a
Public Law 4000 someday.

Mr. MCNEILL. If you take out from that $26.3 billion figure .1 gave
you, Public Law 480 shipments, shipments financed by the Agency for
International Development, shipments pursuant to grants by theAgency for International Development, and shipments from the
UnitedStates shores that are financed by the Export-Import Bank--if
you X out all of these shipments you would come out with a figure of
$23 billion-$23 billion, 508 million.

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, those were sold for repayment in dollars.
Those were dollar sales, is that correct?

Mr. McNIL. Yes that latter figure is a dollar sale figure.
Senator WILLIAMS. That latter figure is a figure of our exports based

on straight sales, no subsidy, no discount or anything?
Mr. McNEiLL. I beg your pardon?
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Senator WILLTAMS. I say these are not subject to any grants.Mr. MCNEILL. These are dollar sales.
Senator WILLIAMS. Soft currency sales are all eliminated.
Mr. McNireL. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And that would leave about $3 billion of such

grants and soft currencies and that includes our aid to India and all of
our foreign aid grants and sales?

Mr. McNVILL. Yes, sir. It covers both U.S. Government grants
and loans made to foreign importers and governments, and those paid
to U.S. exporters in connection with program shipments to foreign
purchasers.

Now, I as an individual would think that the Eximbank should be
excluded because the Eximbank financing is repayable in dollars.

Senator WILLIAMS. How much is that?
Mr. LECHTER. Quite substantial. It would be perhaps a half

billion dollars of the $3 billion that has been excluded.
Mr. McNEILL. Perhaps add a half billion to that $23.5 billion.

That is transactions-
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you not have a breakdown of the difference?
Mr. MCNEILL. Not in this particular publication, but we certainly

have it.
Senator WILLIAMS. I was just congratulating you on having such

a variety of figures.
Now, on this $3 billion, do you have-how much of that is repre-

sented by sales in soft currencies, how much is in grants, and as well
as the others?

Mr. McNEILL. You wanted, what, the agricultural-the Public
Law 480 statistics?

Senator WILLIAMS. Not necessarily agriculture. I am just speak-
in of dollar volume of exports now, whether it is agriculture or-

V. 1McNEILL. I thought we had been through that.
Senator WILLIAMS. A little Metrecal in it. I am talking about our

grants, sales in soft currencies which are earmarked for expenditures
m those countries, and so forth, and then the amount financed by the
Export-Import Bank.

Mr. McNEILL. Sir, I am sorry. I had given you $26.3 billion
export figure. I had deducted from that the soft currencies trans-
actions as well as some hard currencies transactions of the Export-
Import Bank and AID to give you a $23.5 billion figure which is a
firm dollar figure, and which is about a half billion less than it should
be because the Ekimbank should be taken into account. That
would be a half billion dollar add-on. What you would then have
left as Government-financed -exports would essentially be those
transactions pursuant to the AID. program- both grants and dollar
loans-and those that are repayable in local currencies.

You would again I think have to add on those transactions of AID
that are repayable in dollars. So I think in the soft currency sale
you would essentially be talking about Public Law 480 or the largest
single portion of the soft currency sale would be Public Law 480.

Senator WILLIAMS. How much was Public Law 480?
Mr. McNEILL. One point-sorry. The chart I have before me is

for the fiscal year 1964, and the figure then was $1.5 billion. I believe
that last fiscal year's was $1.4 billion, Public Law 480. Excluding
barter.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Excluding barter?
Mr. McNEILL. Yes.
Miss HALL. We get goods back for thAt.
Senator WILLIAMS. How much was the barter? They are included

in your statistics, are they not, in this $26 billion?
Miss HALL. Yes, but they are paid for by an equal value of imports.
Senator WILLIAMS. I know they are balanced out, but let us be

realistic. We know that this barter, much, of it is a one-way street.
We are giving away commodities and accepting in repayment a com-
modity which we may never use and some of it has never been brought
in. What is the amount of the barter?

Mr. McNEIL. I wonder if I may, those of us here do not have all
the statistical facts with us. I wonder if we could supply'you with
exactly the figures that you would like, either privately or for the
record.

Senator WILLIAMS. The reason I was asking these questions is not
that it is so important to have them here. I am just asking them to
emphasize the fact that they are not available where we as members
of the Congress can get them or where the .business community can
get them and they are so hard-to dig out. You may have them irf the
libraries but it is impossible for us to get them and it would seem to me
that the base of this resolution is that this information should be
readily available.

.Now, we mentioned the barter sales which are sizeable items but
those barter sales are not sales for dollars.

Mr. McNEILL. Sir, all of this information is available to the Senate
and House and available to any American citizen.

Senator WILLIAMS. Sure it is, but to be frank with you, as one
member of the Senate, I have notsense enough to find it and.I cannot
find anybody in the Department that can show me where it is and
that is what I am trying to get. I think we should have a breakdown
and I hope-I will let you proceed but I will hope you will furnish
such a breakdown and itemize the breakdown so that we can see
these different categories that are used to make up this $26 billion
and then we can arrive at a figure, actual figures as to what we are
receiving in terms of sales for' dollars. Now, I used to operate a little
business before I came down here and our sales for dollars are really
what keeps the mill going around.

Mr. McNEILL. Yes, sir. We will be delighted-.
Senator WILLIAMS. It is not what you give away. It is not the

value of your trade necessarily except as you can realize cash from
that trade.

Mr. McNEILL. Yes, sir. As I say, this information is published
regularly. It is available. We will be glad to provide you with
copies of the material.

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate your help-if you can have some-
body do a little research work and dig that out of the available
statistics for us.

Mr. McNEILL. We will, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you.
(The information referred to follows:)
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U.S. ezporls by type of financing, 1964-65

[MUllons of dollars)

1964 1985

Total U.S. exports of merchandise ---------------------------------------------- 26,489 27,346

Military grant-aid ---------------------------------------..................... 818 779
Exports, excluding military grant-aid ------------------------------------------- 25,671 26,567

Public Law 480 and AID, total .............................................. 2,859 2,641
Public Law 480, total ------------------------------------------------------- , 747 1,503

Title I sales for foreign currency -------------------------------- -- ----- 1,223 925
Title It disaster relief -------------------------------------------------- 116 94
Title IiI, donations .----------------------------------------------------- 18O 177
Title III, barter -------------------------------------------------------- 123 182
Title IV long-term supply and dollar credit sales ------------------------ 99 125

AID expenditures for commodities iW the U.S -------------------------------- 1,112 1,138
Exports, excluding military grant-aid, Public Law 480' and AID ---------------- 22,812 23,926

Export-Import Bank-financed exp orts -------------------------------------- 256 373
Exports, excluding military grant-aid, Public Law 480, AID, and Export-Import

Bank .----------......... .. ................................------------------- 22,58 23, 53

NoT.w--The statistics shown above for Public Law 480 shipments and AID expenditures are drawn from
data collected by the Department of Agriculture and the Agency for International Development for pro-
grampurposes. They donot therefore, necessary coincde exactly in valuation, timing, and coverage with
the values for U.S. merehandiLs exports repotted by the Bureau of the Census.

Sources: FT 900E Total Zport Tade, Bu-eau of the Census; Foreign AgTicultural Trade of the U.S.,
Economic Research service U. 8 Department of Agriculture; Operations Report, Agency for International,
Development; Office of BuIne ei Economics estimates.

Mr. McNEILL. If Government financing is subsequently arranged
for, it would be virtually impossible to associate this information
with the statistical record already processed for the transaction.
Identification of the type of financing does not normally appear on
the invoices, or shipping documents which are the usual source of
information for filling out export declarations.

Grant-aid shipments under the Defense Department's military
assistance program are currently shown', as an aggregate total, in
the monthly export statistics published by the Census Bureau. How-
ever, detailed data by commodity or country of these military ship-
ments are security classified and cannot be divulged.

Separate supplementary statistics providing. information similar
to that required under section 2 of Senate Joint Resolution 115 are
presently being developed and published by Government units other
than the Census Bureau; It should be noted, however, that these
statistics are developed from fiscal expenditure reports and reports
of agencies' operations of the export program available only after
some timelag from the date of shipment usually on a quarterly
basis, and not always in full commodity detail. Using such source
material, the Department of Agriculture has, since 1957, prepared
and published information on Government financing of agricultural
exports, and more recently on both agricultural and nonagricultural
exports. Agricultural exports are then further segmented to show
Government-financed shipments which are subsidized, and com-
mercial exports with and without subsidies.

AID makes similar information available.
The Office of Business Economics, Department of Commerce, in

addition, regularly supplies data on total exports financed by Govern-
ment grants and credits. These are published with the balance-of-
payments quarterly statistics which appear in the Survey of Current
Business in quarter-end months.
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United States export statistics are designed to measure the value
of all merchandise. leaving the United. States customs area. As is
indicated above, they are reported on a basis that accurately reflects
such movements. The categorizing of foreign trade on the basis of
government support, either with respect to export or import trade,
involves implicit assumptions as to the nature of the trade. Such
assumptions are better left to separate analytical reports in which the
nature of the trade can be explored in detail and the validity of the
implicit assumptions can be justified.

I would conclude by again observing that the Department of Com-
merce favors the collection and publication of foreign trade statistics
which can be helpful in better analyzing the impact of foreign trade
on the U.S. economy. It is believed, however, that, to the extent
that the information sought by Senate Joint Resolution 115 is not
already available, more practicable and less burdensome means exist
for developing such information.

Thank you, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Just as a matter of understanding, we have over here before the

Senate for consideration now a measure whieh proposed that certain
agricultural commodities be sold for soft currencies. One suggestion
is over a 40-year period, deferred interest, and: when they are repaid
in these currencies, it has to be spent in the country in which it is sold.
In effect, as both of us understand, it is a grant.

Now, how would they be included in the statistics under your pres-
ent method of reporting? I am not speaking of what you are going
to do later.

Mr. LECHTER. At the present time, sir, the figure that Mr. MeNeill
quoted excluded that type of financing or aid. It reflected deductions
for that kind of'a transaction and we have an idea, for example, in
1865, that about one and a half billion represented the Public Law
480-type assistance. Of that 1% we actually used $200 million fer
our own purposes, so on a net basis we gave out $1% billion under
Public Law 480.

Now, that $1% 'billion is excluded from the $23.5 billion that,
Mr. McNeill quoted as exports excluding Government-financed-type
Shipments. The breakdown, in other words, that you are asking for,
we find we can roughly derive here in a later issue of the Survey of
Current Business,- June 1966. For example the Export-Import Bank
is a half billion dollars of the exclusion. foreign currency, mostly
Public Law 480, is about $1 billion of the exclusion. And then we have
other Public Law 480 assistance and the AID program which make
up the balance of the exclusion.

Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you. That will be all right.
Now we will have tb recess the hearings as I have a call to come to

the floor.We will suspend. Senator Dirksen will be back in a few moments
and resume the hearings.

(Short recess taken.)
Senator DIRKSEN (presiding). Mr. McNeill, did you finish with

your testimony?
Mr. MCNEILL. Yes, I did, Senator. Would you care, sir, for me

to briefly summarize what I said in the statement?
Senator DIRKsE.N. Yes, I would.
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Mr. McNETLt. What I said in a nutshell, Senator, was that both
c.i.f. and the f.o.b., are valid bases for valuation purposes. I said
that in respect to the c.i.f. valuation, we in the Department of Com-
inerce have not had a demand for import statistics on the o.i.f. basis.

The introduction by yourself, sir, of Senate Joint Resolution 115
is an indication that on the part of yourself and your colleagues in
the Senate, also perhaps in the House of Representatives, as well as
recent inquiries that te Department has received from a few inter-
ested private persons, that there, now exists a demand for import
statistics to reflect the adjustments resulting from payment of insur-
aitce and ocean freight. I note that the professional judgment of the
Department of Commerce, a judgment that I believe to be shared by
professional people in the Customs Bureau, the Bureau of the Census,
Office of Business Economics, and Tariff Commission is a judgment
that this information can be made available to the public in a manner,
however, sir different than the manner suggested in your resolution,
which would be a requirement that each commodity imported into
the United States should show, in addition to the f.o.b., the c.i.f.
adjustment.

The agencies that I just referred to, principally the Tariff Commis-
sion, the Bureau of Customs, and Bureau of the Census, since there
is an apparent demand for c.i.f. information, started a project designed
to arrive at figures for the insurance and freight 'adjustment, utilizing
the professional methods of the statistician that we refer to as estima-
tioll or sampling. We are sufficiently far ahead in this project, Sena-
tor, that in perhaps 2 months we will be in a position to make available
for the public c.i.f. information for the first 6 months of 1966.

We will continue this project for the second 6 months of 1966, and
at. the conclusion of this calendar year, or shortly thereafter,' will
publish for the 2% years as well as the whole year what the c.i.f.
-adj ustments will be.

We are satisfied, sir, that the process and procedure that we are
using will derive accurate information and that this would provide
the users of statistics with what we believe to'be sufficiently adequate
and accurate information to accomplish the purpose of the resolution.

Senator DwKstg.. Does that-1 mean that you will publish both
f.o.b, and c.i.f. figures?

Mr. MoNEILL. It will mean that, sir. It will not mean that for
-each product or for each transaction into the United States, that is,
-each product imported into' the United States, we would have a c.i.f.
figure. It means that'on a more general basis we will have c.i.f.
figures and they will be published.

It would be administratively difficult, as the Treasury representa-
tive earlier indicated, if perhaps not impossible, to have a c.i.f. figure
for each product imported into the United States.

Senator DIRKSEN. Couldn't it be done for at least one country?
Mr. McNEILL. If it could be done-it could be done for one

,country, sir. It could be done for imports for all countries.
Senator DIRKSEN. That is true, but Iam thinking now of the volume

of work.
Mr. MoNEILL. Well, we will, sir have our estimates which will

-cover general imports into the United States as well as some estimates
by geographic area also. I believe the Treasury representative testi-
lied that if you import steel rods from Germany and if those rods are
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transported on a Norwegian freighter and if the insurance on that
shipment is covered by Lloyd's of London, that it would be incorrect
and inaccurate for that shipment to attribute the c.i.f. equivalent to
Germany. The value of the merchandise would be attributed to
Germany but not the value of the international ocean freight or of
the insurance. This would be a very difficult thing.

But we will have estimates and we think they wili be sufficient and
accurate for the purposes.

Senator DIRKSEN. On the basis of the studies you have carried on
thus far, what is the factor or formula by which you would convert
f.o.b. into c.i.f.?

Mr. McNEILL. If I understand the Senator's question, if we added
insurance and freight, what percentage of value would that add to the
imported product?

I indicated it would be 2 months before we would be in a position to
publish that. We don't have that final figure. However, I believe
the expert judgment on the basis of what has been accomplished to
date is that that figure might be somewhere in the neighborhood of
8 or 9 percent.

Senator DIRKSEN. 'I was going to say if you use only three-digit
figures and skip around all over the trade area, I don't know that that
would have too much significance.

Now, the Wall Street Journal for August 25 reported I think $25.5
billion of imports and about $28.9 billion for exports. So that there
was a trade balance of $3.35 billion. However, if we had that broken
down so that f.o.b. was converted into c.i.f. for one country which
included all transactions, that would be reasonably conclusive.

Mr. McNEILL. Sir, we believe that what we are doing will be con-
clusive without the necessity of taking the country sample as you sug-
gest, and each product included in the figure.

Senator DIRKSEN. Do you have any more?
Mr. McNEILL. I think, sir, that, in substance, is a summary of

what I indicated.
I was asked several questions including the basic question that you

asked the first witness, Assistant Secretary Knowlton. The question,
I think, is: Is the current method of recording transactions in our balance
of trade accurate? That is does it give an accurate indication of the
competitive position of the united States with its international trade?
Perhaps that is an inaccurate paraphrase of your question.

My answer to that was that the way that we keep our record on trade
account, that is, on our bal!ance-of-trade account, is designed for one
purpose and only for one purpose and that is to measureby quantity
and by dollar value the balance of our exports and our imports, that is,
the balance of the merchandise transactions conducted by the United
States in international trade.

We attempt to do no more and no less than that. When you go
beyond the balance of trade and talk about services such as payment
for ocean freight or insurance, you then enter the larger realm of
recordkeeping, the larger picture, the so-called balance of payments.
We do have an accurate record of balance-of-payments accounting of
insurance and freight expenditures. I recognize we are talking here
about an interest on the part of the Senate. of the United States and
private citizens to. have the balance-of-trade record augmented by
also showing what the insurance and freight factor would show, and
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this I say is what we are proposing to do and are doing through our
estimating procedure. a

Senator DIRKSEN. But if the prices at port abroad don't reflect all
the costs that had to be paid, then you still have a distorted figure.

Mr. McNEILL. I beg your pardon, Senator.
Senator DIRKSEN. I say if you take landed value abroad and you

don't include all the costs, you still have a distorted figure.
Mr. McNEIL. Sir, the figure that we have in our exports is a

figure that shows accuratel the quantity, that is, in the case of steel,
the number of tons, and the dollar value of this number of tons of
steel before it is shipped abroad, that is, at the port. The figure that
we have in imports is the same figure representing the value of the
imported product f.o.b. You have a symmetry and you have com-
parability in our balance-of-trade accounting because we measure
similar things.
Senator DIRKSEN. Well, of course, that is the very thing I quarrel

about, is that it isn't comparable and therefore-
Mr. McNEILL. It is comparable; sir.
Senator DiRKsEN. I doubt it.
Mr. McNEILL. It is f.o.b. on one side and f.o.b. on the other side.
Senator DIRKSEN. If it is strictly f.o.b. on both sides, that is a

different thing, but that isn't the frame in which we are operating.
Mr. McNEILL. Yes, it is, sir. We value our exports on an f.o.b.

basis and wo value our imports on an f.o.b. basis.
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Vail points out that foreign countries value

both exports and imports from their shore. We, however, take c.i.f.
at a foreign port-

Mr. McNEILL. Those countries
Senator DIRKSEN (continuing). And f.o.b. over here.
Mr. McNEILL. Those countries that adhere to the Brussels Con-

vention on Valuation-and these countries I think constitute a
majority of certainly the industrial countries-I am not sure of the
less developed countries-value imports on the basis of c.i.f. We do
not. We value them on the basis of f.o.b. But insofar as our records
are concerned expressing the value, we are completely consistent in
using, the same factor on both the import and export side.

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, I go back--
Mr. McNEILL. The inconsisteiicy, if there is one is that some

countries hap pen to use a different valuation base than we do but
insofar as the reportiug of our balance of trade is concerned, we
report the balance on merchandise account, not including other cost
factors such as insurance or freight to which your resolution is ad-
dressed.

We do take these into account and report these, but not on our
balance of merchandise account, but in our balance-of-payments
accounting.

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. McNeill, I still go back to my elementary
thesis. What do we get for what we se and what do we pay for
vhat we buy? With every factor taken into account. Unless that

is shown, obviously I don't believe that you could show a trade balance
or that you can show comparability. I don't think you can show an
accurate figure to the country.

Mr. McNEILL. Senator, I recognize that this is not the area of my
competence, if indeed I have any area of competence, but your simple
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question is the most basic question in respect of accounting, what we
pay for what we buy and what we get for what we sell. And this is
the balance-of-payments account. This takes into account not only
the trade account that we are talking about but all of the other
factors that bear on it.

Senator DIRKSEN. But I didn't mention balance of payments.
I held this resolution strictly to this question of imports and I thought
I had made it clear when I recited the text and the title of it which did
not deal with the question of imports at all-

Mr. McN .EILL. Well, sir --
Senator DIRKSEN (continuing). Because it is a joint resolution to

require that reports on imports into the United States include the
landed value of articles imported, and for other purposes.

Now, that is very simply stated.
Mr. McNEIL. We understand that, sir, and we understand your

desire for that information, and I had earlier indicated in my state-
ment and a summary of it to you that we indeed recognize the validity
of c.i.f. We have no quarrel in substance with the validity of c.i.f.
as a valuation base. And I indicated that we indeed intend to provide
that information and we expended considerable hours and dollars in
deriving the estimates that'soon will be published.

But again to come back to your question, your basic question and
forgetting the other aspects of the balance of payments, and confAiing
ourselves simply to the balance of trade area, our current system reports
exactly. what is our balance of trade. Trade in merchandise, not trade
in tourism or services or both.

Senator DIRKSEN. I think, Mr. McNeill, that is it.-- I would like
to call on Mr. Kaplowitz before that clock runs out.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. McNeill. Thank you, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Kaplowitz, *Xe had you yesterday in execu-

tive session. We didn't know that we would have you back quite so
-soon.

STATEMENT OF PAUL KAPLOWITZ, CHAIRMAN, U.S. TARIFF
COMMISSION; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HOWARD, CHIEF,
TECHNICAL SERVICES

Mr. KAPLOWITZ. Glad to be back. I don't know how much help
I will be.

Senator DIRKSEN. You have a rather extended statement here
-with a lot of tables. Suppose we put this in its entirety in therecord
and you just interpret your statement as briefly as possible, and I
presume you have listened to the discussion this morning and have a
pretty fair idea of what we have been trying to contrive, whatwe are
trying to understand, and what we are trying to get done.

Mr. KAPLOWITZ. Yes, Senator.
Senator'DIRKSEN. So if there is no objection, and I see nobody

around to object, we will put your statement in the record.
Mr. KAPLOWIqZ. That will be the report of the Commission to the

Committee on Finance on Senate Joint Resolution 115.
To briefly summarize what the Commission report states: It points

out that the collection of import statistics by the United States as
-well asby other-countries is ordinarily made on the basis of the value
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used for the collection of ad valorem duties, that the U.S. valuation
laws define value on an f.o.b. basis and that the valuation laws of
most other countries on c.i.f. values of which the so-called Brussels
definition of the value is a prime example.

The report further points out that the adoption of the resolution
without an accompanying corresponding change in our customs

valuation laws would impose a costly and burdensome task upon the
administrative agencies, that the Commission is in the midst of a
study of the U.S. customs valuation laws in response to a resolution
of this committee calling for a report by February28, 1967 which would
include "suggested recommendations for improvement of the customs
valuation laws of the United States," and the Commission's "views
as to the feasibility and desirability of adopting the Brussels defini-
tion of value"; and that in making its study the Commission would
give full consideration to the objectives of Senate Joint Resolution
115 and would formulate conclusions with regard thereto upon the
completion of its study.

The Commission's report also refers to work, Senator, in connection
with what has been transpiring for the last couple of years in gathering
c.i.f. information. In early 1964 the Commission's staff began
assembling data for that year that would aid in making an estimate
of the cost of insurance and freight on products imported into the
United States. These data were needed to, (a) aid in the Commis-
sion's technical assistance to the Office of the Special Representative
on Trade Agreements Negotiations in Geneva; and (b) give the Com-
mission such information for use in investigations that the Commis-
sion would be making, and summaries of trade and tariff information
which are a compendia of data relating to individual commodlities or
groups of commodities.

Specifically the Commission was seeking-if possible-to obtain a
factor which when added to statistics published by the Bureau of the
Census would give approximate c.i.f. value for imports. The Coi-
mission could not cover all of the thousands of products and millions
of entries entered each year, but limited its research to a few important
products which were considered representative of total imports.

Progress has been slow primarily because of the difficulty of obtain-
ing the information and also because the burden of other more pressing
work has limited the amount of staff time that could be assigned.

In the study the Commission has had the cooperation of the Bureau
of Customs in making documents available and the expert advice
of appraisal officers and also the cooperation of the Bureau of the
Census in'tabulating the data collected. The data collected over the
past 2 years is now being assembled and will be ready in time to be of
use to the Commission in making a final report on valuation to the
Committee on Finance due next February. I

The Commission is continuing to collect information to further
improve the data available in charges for insurance and freight on
imported products. The Bureau of the Census is now doing a scien-
tific stratification of import statistics for the first 6 months of 1966 in
order to select representative samples of imports for this purpose.

The Commission will give technical assistance in obtaining the
necessary data from various ports of entry. This information for
1966 will materially add to the value of that already obtained by the
Commission.

68-666--66---5
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I have Mr. John Howard of the Commission's staff who is Chief of
our technical services who is steeped in statistical lore and who can
further enlarge on the activities of the Commission in connection with
our c.i.f. work. What I am really saying here is that I believe that
the Finance Committee directive to the Commission to make a study
of the valuation laws and consider the appropriateness of adopting
the Brussels definition of value arose out of your resolution, Senator
Dirksen. I think it is related to it. And it is a very serious subject.
It isn't something that you can come to conclusions about overnight.
We are making a study in depth and we hope to come out with some
answers, at least some suggestions as to what we might do.

If the adoption of the Brussels definition of value is not found to
be desirable and the Congress decides not to adopt it, this does not
mean that there is no need nevertheless for additional information 'of
the c.i.f. t pe. As'a matter of fact, as our report points out, we, the
Tariff Commission, find uses for it and we would like to have it even
if no one else would.

Senator DIRKSEN. I think, though,. Mr. Kaplowitz, you probably
burdened your staff with supposed objectives that are not in the
resolution.

Now, at the bottom of page 1 of your statement, I think your first
item of objectives is correct where you say:

To provide U.S. import data which when compared with U.S. exports acc..
rately reflect the U.S. balance of trade.

That is the crux of the matter. But you see, No. 2 goes to t bft
international collection and publication of import trade data on a
uniform basis. I would assume that is a natural consequence of what
you find in No. 1, and then speak about paving the way for the United
States to become ultimately a signatory to the Brussels Convention
on Customs Valuation.

I don't believe I said a thing about customs.
And No. 4:
To supply the best possible raw material for U.S. officials responsible for

assembling balance-of-payment data.
* Important and urgent as the balance-of-payments problem is, I

made no such recital in the resolution.
No. 5:
To measure more accurately the disparities between U.S. duties and those

imposed elsewhere.

I didn't cant to bother about the customs valuation, disparities in
duties. I just want to see a trade picture accurately set forth as
between our exports and our imports, to see whether we are topside
or whether we are not.

Now, No. 0:
To facilitate analysis of unit values of Imports on a basis comparable with the

unit values of U.S. producers' sales.

Well, I am not even sure that I know what that means. But what-
ever it means, it may be all right, but it is something that I wasn't
particularly interested in. I might be, but I am still trying to get a
picture and just as simply as possible.
I Now, on page 8 of your statement you say in the middle of the page:
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If the Committee should decide that it is desirable to obtain regularly data on
freight, insurance, or other charges to arrive at a "landed value" of imports-

And we are interested in that-
the Commission believes that a satisfactory and less expensive method could be
devised than that proposed by S.J. Res. 115.

Now, I queried the Secretary of Commerce on other occasions here
and I have queried Government witnesses and I would have to assume
that studies in this field have been taking place over a considerable
period of time. I am just wondering why no report' has been made to us
f there is a simpler, less expensive way than is suggested in Senate
Joint Resolution 115. It certainly has not been sent to us. If it has,
it completely escaped me.

Now, do you have a report on that. point that is current and ready
and could be submitted to the committee? If you do, that is precisely
what we would like.

Mr. KAPLOWNITZ. No; Senator, we don't have a report ready at this
time, but we expect within the next few months to have completed a
sufficient part, of the work to have the report, and If I may ask Mr.
Howard to remark on that-

Mr. HOWARD. We are assembling the data we have collected over
the past 2 years, Senator. We hope to use it in our report to the com-
mittee on the valuation study and it will be a part of that report. I
ani sure that some of it Will be available for public release prior to the
submitting of that report, I would say some time in October or
November.

I do have with me preliminary data-worksheets-on various com-
modities that I will be glad to submit to your committee. They are
not final. They are subject to revision but certainly I will be glad
to submit them to your committee as work copies.

Senator DIRKSEN. Good. Can they be deciphered enough to your
pal ticular interpretation--.

Mr. HOWARD. I think so.
Senator DIRKSEN. Do you think that standing alone in the record

one could make heads or tails of them?
Mr. HOWARD. I could make them-convert them to a form that

could be put in the record and I think could be understood by anyone,
yes, sir.

Senator DIRKSEN. Fine. Keep in mind the fact that when these
hearings are printed, there are others who will be examining them.

Mr. HOWARD. I understand, sir, and I think we can convert these
to that basis.

Senator DIRKs N. Fine. Well, the record is open for that purpose.
If there is nobody in this committee room to object, it-shall go in.

(The data referred to above follows:)
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U.S. imports for consumption in 1964: Value as reported in offi i statistics and pre.
liminary estimates of c.i.f. value for selected TSUS items and parts

U.S. imports for con.
sumption Ratio of

c~i.f.
TSUS item or part Description value to

Reported Estimated reported
value C.i. value value

1,O00dollar. 1,000dollar, Percent
106.10-107.75 .................... Meats other than bird meat ....... 407,350 492,486 120.9
Schedule 1"Pt. 9, Subpt. A . Edible nuts---------------------72,83 80874 111.3
Schedule 1-Pt. 11, Subpt. A... Coffee, tea, mate, and spices ---- 1,268,342 1, 334298 10. 2
240.14-240.18 .................... Plywood ...................... 121,424 171,72 141.3
952.65 ------------------- Standard newsprint paper ......... 752, 531 ,45 10& 9
,Schedule 3-Pt. 3, Subpt. C Woven fabrics of wool ............. 142, &91 30101.9
473.70 -------------------- J---- Titanium dioxide pigments ------- 15, 010 16,451 109.6
&,hedule 5-Pt. 3, Subpt. B__ Glass and glas products (flat) 6 5,935 0,186 123.6
,Schedule&6-Pt. 2, Subpt. B -.- Iron or steel (plates, sheets, tubes, 789,781 891,663 1l2.9

bars rods, wire).
657.20 ......................... Miscellaneous metal articles not 20, 276 21,797 107.5

coated or plated with precious
metals.

660.44 ......................... Vston-type engines ............... 22,021 24,399 110.8
672.15_ .................... Sewing machines ................. 51,753 53,664 103.5
680.35 " Ball bearings ................... 22, 580 23,032 102.0
Schedule -Pt. 5 .......... Electrical machinery and equip- 484,747 517,710 10&8

ment.
692.05-602.11 ............... Motor vehicles excluding motor- 611,494 674,478 110.3

cycles.
Schedule 7-Pt. 2, Subpt. F .... Photographic equipment and sup- 96, 208 99,287 103.2

plies.

&-u re: Reported value official statistics of U.S. Department of Commerce; estimated value, based on
preliminary data collected by the U.S. Tariff Commission,

Mr. KAPIOWITZ. I might point out that attached to our report on
Senate Joint Resolution 115 are some tables dealing with the steel
sector products that indicate the kind of statistical information that
wle would'be able to get in other sectors.

Senator DIRKSEN. Well these don'tquite jibe. Let me find page 6.
You have a page 6, Mr. kaplowitz, in annex 1, so you willfhave to
find it there, showing various products, especially steel sector prod-
udets, value of U.S. imports as reported in official statistics and esti-
mated c.i.f. values, 1964-65, expressed'in thousands of dollars. But I
notice down in your totals, stati Ziical reported value for 1964, $744,000;
1965, $1,176,000.

Now, estimated c.i.f. value-now, I will just take the last one for
1965, $1,354,762.

Now, there is a disparity of $150,000 in those two figures. Now,
you tell me what that statistical reported value is compared with your
estimated c.i.f. value for the year 1965.

Mr. HOWARD. The first column you read, Ser.ator, the $1,176-
Senator DI KeEN. Sorry,
ANhr. HOWARD. The 'first column that you read really I guess is

$1,176 million, as reported by the Bureau of Census which was pri-
marily an f.o.b. value.

Senator DIRKSEN. When you say primarily
Mr. HOWARD. Well, again, with a few exceptions in the
Senator DIRKSEN (continuing). Is it or isn't it?
Mr. HOWARD. Let us say it s.
Senator DIRKSEN. All right.
Mr. HOWARD. The estimated ci.f. value after adding insurance and

freight came out to $1,354 million. If you will notice at th bottom
of the page, we converted that to a ratio which shows that tYe ratio
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of c.i.f. to f.o.b. value is approximately 15 to 16 percent. In other
words, the figure that you asked someone a while ago on the total'
basis, when applied to steel-I think the answer then was 10 percent.
When applied to steel it's approximately 15 to 16 percent.

Senator DIRKSEN. Now, that weighted figure is in percentages.
Mr. HOWARD. Yes.
Senator DIRKSEN. In other words, c.i.f. is more than 15 percent

over your f.o.b. figure.
Mr. HOWARD. Yes, sir. Slightly over '15 percent greater than the

f.o.b.
Senator DIRKSEN. That is exactly the point I have been trying to

got at for quite some time.
Mr. HOWARD. Yes. We have only worked this out to a figure we

think is reliable on this one sector of steel. We are working on other
commodities to give you exactly the same information.

Senator DIUIKSEN. Now, this is one commodity but think of the
thousands of commodities and what, will that picture look like when
you get up to $28 billion in exports and $25 billion in imports and you
say, well, look at us. How ducky this is: $3.5 billion in trade balance
in our favor. And then we discover this, 15-0ercent disparity here.

Now, if we carry that to other commodities, what is that figure
going to look like that was published in the Wall Street Journal
on August 25?

Mr. HOWARD. For some of the commodities that we will submit to
you, the figure is much less than 15 percent, sir. It will be nearer 3
or 4 percent.

Senator DIRKSEN. Are you sure it won't be more in the case of
other commodities?

Mr. HOWARD. Some of it may be more. This tends to be one of the
higher figures, sir.

Senator DIUKSEN. Yes. But that is just the point I have been
trying to get at and have been fussing about for a long time, and when
you send these figures out to the country, well, it just buoys up
optimism and enthusiasm, what do we care about the balance of
payments? The balance of trade is in our favor.

_Query-is it in our favor? That is what I want to know. And if
it isn't, then we have got two headaches instead of one.

Mr. KAPLOWITZ. Well, Senator, isn't the real issue raised by this
point what we mean by balance of trade? The Commerce Depart-
ment representative just a moment ago indicated that they thought
the proper way to arrive at the balance of trade is by considering the
value of the merchancihe without the additional insurance and freight,
and so forth, the c.i.f. I understand your position to be that the
proper evaluation of our trade should be in terms of merchandise
plus the insurance and freight and the other charges, and I think this
is where there is an issue. Which posture is the correct one?

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, Mr. Kaplowitz if they sell us more than
they buy, then, of course, we owe them. )Right or wrong?

Mr. KAPLOWITZ. If they sell us more than they buy?
Senator DIRKSEN. Yes. If they sell us more'than they buy from

us, and I am just taking the whole wide world, then we owe them,
don't we?

Mr. KAPLOWITZ. Well, I mean, then you get into the area of-
Senator DIRKSEN. Oh, no.

63:
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Mr. KAPLOWITZ. On a merchandise basis-,
Senator DIRKSEN. No. That is a very simple elementary questionin arithmetic. We don't put any qualification in for the moment.

Let's take a specific figure. We sell the world $25 billion worth of stuff
and we buy $28 billion. Then we owe them $3 billion, don't we?
We owe somebody. I don't know how we pay it, in scrip or gold or
short-term securities or what it may be, but we owe somebody, don't
we?

Mr. KAPLOWITZ. I would think so, but I am only the Chairman of
the Tariff Commission. This is really over my head.

(Laughter.)
Senator DIRKSEN. Now, I just want to reverse that a little bit.

We sell them $28 billion and we buy $25 billion so they ove us $3
billion. Now, that is what we have been doing and that is what that
August 25 figure is, that everything is ducky. They owe us $3%
billion or whatever the figure is. Well, do they? That is the pointI am trying to make. And when you resolve and rationalize that
figure and get all its components in order, is that the way it is? Be-
cause if that were the case, why should we have a balance-of-payments
problem, actually? But if it is the reverse, we will have a balance-
of-payments problem. It is inevitable.

Don't think we can escape it. Then for good measure I have got
to find out somewhere along the line what we do about all the gifts
and grants and free stuff. Here over on the Senate floor is a bill,
food for peace $2,533 million and only 5 percent of it, has to be paid
back to us in dollars. So we are going to give it to them. In some
cases it will be on a loan basis. I don't suppose the loans will be paid.
Most of it will be grants, but we are getting such a complicated trade
picture here, what with military items and free goods over and above
what our regular trading balance is that it becomes rather confusing,
and frankly I don't know that anybody quite knows where we stand,
and I am trying to find out.

Now, this is supplementary to the Saltonstall resolution-that this
'committee passed quite some time ago. I have never in 33 years on
the Congress seen a complete balance sheet on the Government of the
United States. The contingent liabilities, the direct liabilities, every-
thing that goes with it. I would be kind of curious to know just
where this Government stands. And so this is supplementary to it.
We are just trying to get some information and if we are busted, well,
maybe we ought to do something about it. We can't go to the Bank-
ruptcy Court under the 1890 statute as amended. That is one thing
for sure. We are going to have to work it out in a different fashion.
* So everybody is muling around now holding their heads and we
don't have a cLear picture of what we are trying to do.

Well, I don't want to burden you with all this. We will let your
statement speak for itself and particularly that steel table on page 6
of annex 1. I - think that is a very interesting table. Then if you
carry on any studies in this field, I hope on your own you will address
a letter to the distinguished chairman of this committee and tell him
that you have been making some real progress in this bewildering
.Chinese jigsaw. puzzle, f.o.b. versus c.i.f., because it is going to have
to be straightened out sometime.
- Mr. KAPLOWITZ. I will make better progress once I understand it,
Senator.
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Senator DIRKSEN. Yes. If I can only understand it.
Now, unless you have something else, I was going to ask Mr.

Norwood next.
(Material submitted by the U.S. Tariff Commission follows:)

UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION,
Washington, August 19, 1966.

AIEMORANDUM TO COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ON S. J. RES. 115, 89TH CONGREiSS,
A JOINT RESOLUTION "To REQUIRE THAT REPORTS ON IMPORTS INTO THE
UNITED STATES INCLUDE THE LANDED VALUE OF ARTICLES IMPORTED, AND
FOR OTHER PURPOSES"

Section 1 of S. J. Res. 115 would require that, in addition to the statistics now
published, statistics on imports be collected and published on the basis of so-called
landed value.1 Section 2 would require that U.S. export statistics identify total
exports and separately exports made under Government-financed programs as
well as exports of products whose, production was subsidized by the Government.
The stated purpose of the proposed legislation is to obtain statistics which would
more accurately reflect the Impact of imports on the U.S. economy and to provide
trade data more comparable with the trade data of the major trading partners of
the United States.

As we understand it, the principal objectives of the resolution include the
following:

' 1. To provide U.S. import data which when compared with U.S. exports
accurately reflect the U.S. balance of trade.

2. To facilitate the international collection and publication of import trade
data on a uniform basis.

3. To pave the way for the United States to become ultimately a signatory
to the Brussels Convention on Customs Valuation.

4. To supply the best possible raw material for U.S. officials responsible
*for assembling balance-of-payments data.

5. To measure more accurately the disparities between U.S. duties and
those imposed elsewhere.

6. To facilitate analysis of unit values of imports on a basis comparable
with the unit values of U.S. producers' sales.

Import statistics
As a matter of law, U.S. customs officers determine the value of imported

articles for customs purposes in accordance with section 402 or 402a of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended. By virtue of joint action by the Treasury and Com-
merce Department and the Tariff Commission pursuant to section 484(e) of the
tariff act, customs officers also collect data on the value of U.S. imports for
statistical purposes on the basis of section 402 or 402a.2 Likewise, for statistical
purposes other countries generally use the same basis of valuation as Is set forth
for customs purposes in their basic tariff law. With few exceptions, th? United
States under sections 402 and 402a identifies the value of imported articles as
"export value", i.e., value in the country of exportation, whereas many countries,
including those that have adopted the "Brussels definition of value", 3 utilize as
the basis of valuation value in the country of importation. This difference in
the bases of valuation is the major explanation for the lack of comparability in
impnot statistics. Further lack of comparability is occasioned by the variations
in vame resulting from the divers valuation standards employed by the United
States and by certain other countries.

Section I(a) of the proposed resolution provides that the Secretary of the Treasury shall Include In all
reports on imports into the United States" the value of articles imported on the basis of cost, insurance, and
freight values, representing the foreign value plusthe insurance and shippingcharges incident tolandingthe
imported articles at the port of entry". Section 1(b) would require the Secretary of Commerce to publish
the data as collected under section 1(a).
2 Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated (1965), general statistical headnotes:
"1. Statistfeal Requi(reinents for Imported Article. Persons making customs entry or withdrawal of articles

imported Into the customs territory of the United States shall complete the entry or withdrawal forms, as
provided herein and in regulations issued pursuant to law, to provide for statistical purposes information
as follows:

"(1) the U.S. dollar value In accordance with the definition In Section 402 or 402a of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended, for all merchandise including that free of duty or dutiable at specific rates".

3 The Brussels definition of value is the name propularly used to refer to the definition of value for customs
purposes which is annexed to the Convention on Valuation of Goods for Customs Purposes, signed at
Brussels, Belgium, on December 15, 105.



Although S.J.: Rei.' 115 does not explicitly refer to -;hei "Btusdels definitiot of
lu' thv reotisl -with respectt to"1inded v-u"tghet wIth the,-'ptrn

definition- thereof" in section 1I(&) Wton&i suggest that tb proponents of the
resolution desire "ht, h~aceforth, U.S. imort. statistics with rpt.o, a U.$.
1mport6 shalbe collected and published (inte ali 1 ouBh ai i ~ rumslo
definition ofvalu6 or equ1Valpnt-4b 's. 4

At ;this juznctuzo) the " .iff "oinmisslon neither 'endorses nor' rMeots this
objective or tho other objectives previously mentioned.- It will be -rec~led that,

Aln response to"A reikolutidd of, the- Committee on F'lnance (Fiebruary 9, 1966), the
-Commission is cutreintly engaged in a oomprehensive.'etudy, with a view. to making

"etions-snd reomnend'atoris'for "Improvement --of the custom&. vXluation
lawV's of tl4e United State4." In -cor~nection therewith;a the- CorrklissfonkW asalso
asked to give-its "'vieowi as' to the feasibility and desrblt o, aopInt
']3fel 'djfin~(1tz~of vo.V8 " 4g th

16 the course of its atudii*, and, ini the pkepAration'o ita report to t)h ncie
CoinnlttO6eln *esone to the-F'ebriisty esoiu tion 'the'CorifiIo wil g6iW0ve full

oonaderaiouto t~ ol~le nt6ned maters. 6tneessity,8te(omiso
Own~ await- donllo ft analysts' before it 'cn foilt rOn~lusions oil
these important Issues.Wer belhove, neverthelesss' that th6 following Observatfoiq,

rltgprnrlytsttsia oidrtnswilbhlpu.
' Statistical ,Infrmation -showing the landed vAlue, of U.S. imporT4 would be

useful for' a number of purposes. ',Suoh information would aid'in the compoutation
ofthe sihdre of US. ltnpdtts In dotneatio c~nasumptiomi; In. some Investigatlons co0.

duoted by the Commission it has req ursted Importers to supply 8uch 4lata.

-Statistical informAtioh' Whioh would'also aid hl- comparing, U.S., trade w ith that
of its trading partners would oftOn be helpful.' -In supplIng tehnical assistance
In'the '0urrent negotiati ons in Geneva, for example, the, Comimission Is prepari ng
Comparable statistic' s on trade- between, this country rand Athe EEC countries.
This iniformation isgprticularly Important idicsInonte"a disparity"
issue raised by the ComnMarket negotiators.'~

.In 1964 tho C-ommissl~ion undertooli aa 'ttdy to provide Iiformation o~fi the cost of
freight and Inouranic6 In relation to 'the ;value- of Imports as hoWv sho"k in published
"statistics.- A principal pulrpoo'e1 was to 'obtain data that'would be helpful In the
"Kennedy-round" negotiations (specifically to provide statistics more -comparable
wit~xthose of thb EEC)-: Becauise of A'special need in tho trade-agreement negotia-

tions, the Commission assembled sephrtely 'td'e data obtained, In Its study of
freight -and "insurance charges on iron and Opeel products. Such data, shown in
Annex 1 of this report, sutpply sa examiple of the type of-infgrmation being obtained

",by the Commimission. ,Showni also* in Annex 2 tos comparisons oif the cornputcd
"ad valor; ei lAlohtse'l of 'current U.S. rates4 of duty loh~n id steel produc ts,
')Josed on ... an0.f.' valuesifor- imot.
7Receiltly, the (o66imissioni Anid the Bureau of the Census have collaborated to

develop data on frelght and 'Insurance costs that would supplement the detailed,
comodlty informatin colected by the Cormmson. As Aow' p1Annud, lnforAns-

t06h from- these stuldies wil be avalable by October or November. !-
Fo'r a ~gmient at' this time respecting th6 typo of Import data (~. ~ite
basd oi he fruselA definittion- of value or export vahieN Obat Is best suited to

t=6 compilation of Ibalance-of-trade and balance-of-payments Rtatistf~s, we defer
to the authorities responsible for auoh, compilations. We 'are not unmindful,
however, thAt t regardless'of Wvhich of the two approaoh(; 16 chosen for the 'colle-

"tioft and for publi catiolv of Import statistics, studied adjustments mutst perfo'rce,
be thade to 'account (Or Whether the relevant freight and lnsu'rtrce'payMents§ were
Mad= t for-eign or 'domn'eAti6 recipients. We are informed that for the -'-rpoPi
of analyzing International payments flows, the 11se of the t,A.9. (feit aIfong side)

*valuation, method Is -recommended by the International Monetary Funid. Ac-
cordingly, the niethod currently used by'the' 'United States for valuing, imports

bapers o uO, at this time to have some superoty vr'Jf.vautonfr
of0yet accounting.

Adminiflradve C'Onsideration-s
We suggest that In evaluating the proposed legislat,1i' the following adminis-

trative aspects be given careful consideration4.
Currently more than 3 million, documents containing statistical information

imors refiled ann~a~ywith the BureAu of'Customs..- In making its study,

'4W1 o.ta h1em"oeg au" sudI cinis ftep~oe leIsa0~ mihte
ctiiIao eitrrtto o noddytedete.'hetra o eie n*io 05o



th~e Commission has found that about hlf of these documents do not contain the
i0formation on freight and insurance that the" proPosed legislation would require.

Morq~e auh in istiol ofal ~ t~ Ayalb~ eIter. ti xo 4~.o i
broker; to require it" 4A11 ipt ft~ l$jnid addIt! oniAl burden
oji the import trade

The Imports -of some 1mportoAixt pr~ tcts"(e.,g.,; petroleum and iron ore) are
general ly entered by large U;S.Industral-coneerns. - ShIpnents of- these products -
Ore ofteixInad3 in coin payOwnpd (or leased) 'ressols which- can and do cakrry
other c~nt.1., For such products, customs documents (or even shifpping documents
contain lOttle Information that -raght, be used to deri~re a: charge for freight and
insurance.' Nflosp' ooixductivigi Ll~e Comtmission's study have encountere4 c6t
siderable dlffulty In obtidaig charges. representative" of f re~ght -and Insurance..
oosts for shipments, dat4 niot be~ng avaiable from 0overntnent, soured. The

Commissohievee "T,~ uarerZngequired by S,3 se _'9~l entt1
effort approximately dopble that niow, expended 'on collecting and'publishig
,iatistics on U4 .imports

As previftsiy lndicat 4 _Mn ontrles sghres~ etix ofvate
which In concept as well as in application includes charges In addition to frel h
and Insurance, which ohax s r not generAlly InlddIt, U08. f'e"cV-r value

or oter US. stndars r xaiviple; certAn b A ot~ nd, selling
comilsa.gnd advertisi nl~ises are included& The Comm1ission
does not presently ha oran with Which t. mat the atnount of, these

chage., ~e, t lx te whether, omd, 0 what' eten U.S,.trade data wvould_allf lort of co raility with the trade data of country nowv employing'the
Brussels definit hx Of value if freight Insurahce chart ere.-iddt the
airport vaI ow' published.sde e ooti rl. ~ oIf th~e omitte6 should th.Iisds ltoban aydtao
freightis range or oth' char (to arrive'at "'landed Valu, for Imports)
the Cbin Ion Il that 'A satis tdry exponiv , to co4
be des than thapood b 8.3. I 1.me rs o'f the commission's
staff ha 0- discuse office U of C ma "nd th Bureau of
the Qe ue various m~th A.U a.
Export latietics

8.1 Rei." 115 uld rej he UQWin each o 4ifiaon 'n export

No ~ Sxve annett

Sup ddton~g ra ould putj, lo mTer inr e b re
onT8wos J r~ddt arnepoted It eo o I~t ntaI

Moreover, the Oomm n eliev t acua e tio fr~~ and

4Saovi wulg b alot I le to otai. pu amr info b (

eith "puthshno theu1t data
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ANNEX 1

Steel sector products: Value of U.S. imports as reported in official statistics and
estimated c.i.f. values, 1964 and 1965

(In thousands of dollars]

statistical Estimated
TSUS value (reported) 0..1. value
Item Description

184 105 1084 I8

Iron'or steel waste and scrap:
1607. 11 Not containing chromium, molybdenum tung -..................

stan or vanadium In amounts specified In
hednote 4 of this subpart.

x607.12 Containing chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, -------..... ...............
or vanadium In amounts specified In headnote
4 of thIs subpart.

Pig Iron, cast Iron and splegeleisen, all the foregoing
inpigs, blocks, lUmps, and similar forms:

Pig Iron and cast on:
607.15 Not; containing chromium, molybdenum, 31,549 38,423 42 065 51,230

tungsten, or vanadium In amounts speci-
fled in headnote 4 of this subpart.

607.18 Containing chromium, molybdenum, tung. 42 15 a8 21
sten or vanadium in amounts specified In
headWote 4of this subpart.

Splegeleisen:
607.20 Not containing chromium, molybdenum, 37 365 48 4M

tungsten, or vanadium In amounts speei-
fled In headnote 4of this subpart.

607.21 Containing chromium, molybdenum, tung ............. ....................
sten, or vanadium In amounts specified In
headnote 4 of this subpart.

Sponge Iron- Iron or steel powers:
Sponge iron, including powders thereof:

608.02 Not containing chromium, molybdenum, 726 1,8 884 2,218
tungsten, or vanadium in amounts speci-
fied In headnote 4 of this subpart.

608 04 Containing chromium, molybdenum, tung- 772 1,6 858 1,958
sten or vanadium n amounts specified in
headnote 4 of this subpart.

Other powders:
60806 Other than alloy iron or steel ................ 835 668 898Alloy ron or steel:&
608.06 stainless steel powders...---------------- 20 44 21 45
608. 08 Other .............................. 4 +3 6
60810 Grit and shot, including wire pellets, of iron or steel. 223 314 275 387

Ingots, blooms, billets slabs, and sheet bars, all the
foregoing of Iron or steel:

Other than alloy Iron or steel:
e08.15 Valued not over 5 cents per pound .......... 2223 13,106 150 17,780
608.16 Valued over 5 cents per pound .............. 650 067 745
608.18 Alloy Iron or steel ------------------------- 13,480 21,610 14, 5 23,260

Forgings of iron or steel, not machined, not tooled,
and not otherwise processed after forging:

608.25 Other than alloy iron or steel ...... ............ 369 79 40
608. 27 Alloy iron or steel ............................... 1,429 45 1 693

Barb of wrought iron: -
608. 30 Other than alloy wrought iron.................. 71 81 7 87
W0 32 Alloy wrought iron .............................-- --... .. ..-........Barq of steel: -Deformed concrete reinforcing bars:

Other than alloy steel: ,
08. 40 Valued not over a cents por pound-------31,952 43,893 39,301 53, 98

60& 41 Valued over 5 cents per pound ---------- 174 41 193 4'
608. 42 Alloy steel ...................................................

Other bars:
Other than alloy steel:

Not cold formed:
Not coated or plated with metal:

608.45 Valued not over 5 cents per
pound--------------------- 25,394 37,973 31,080 44,479

60.o46 Valuedover5centsperpound- 3,686 7,042 4,250 8,120
608.48 Coatedorplatedwthmetal6 ........ 641 907 725 1,027
60& 0 Cold formed ------------------------ 1,770 5 2,020 2,917
80&.52 Alloy steel................................... 13,459 9,340 13,976

0 Hollow drill steel:
Other than alloy steel:

608.60 Valued not over 8 cents per pound ----------- 7 4 8 +4
60& 1 Valued over 8 cents per pound .............. ,1081 1,035 1,140

08. 62 Alloy steel ...................................... 1,214 1040 1260
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Steel sector products: Value of U.S. imports as reported in official statistics and
estimated c.i.f. values, 1964 and 1965-Continued

[In thousands of dollars)

Statistical Estimated
TSUS value (reported) .1.f. value
item Description .. ..No. 1964 I9 1964 195

Wire rods of iron or steel:
Other than alloy Iron or steel:

Not tempered, not treated, and not partly
manufactured:

60870 Valued not over 4 cents per pound ...... 8,67 25,605 42,7685 30,960
608.71 Valued over 4 cents per pound .......... 42,498 83,000 49,360 96,400

Tempered, treated, or partly manufactured:
608.73 Valuednot over 4 cents per pound ...... 40 9 48 11
608. 75 Valued over 4 cents per pound .......... 2,702 5,059 3,075 5,75

Alloy iron or steel:
608. 76 Not tempered, not treated, and not partly ,

manufactured ---------------------------- 1,669 1,951 1,795 2,09
608.78 Tempered treated, or partly manufactured. 8,870 7.902 8,095 8,205

Plates and sheets of iron or steel, not cut, not pressed,
and not stamped to nonrectangular shape (except
as provided in item 609.17):

Not coated or plated with metal and not clad:
Black plate:

608. 81 Corrugated or crimped ------------------ 16 46 18 51
6.82 Other- ------------------------------ 620 1,834 607 2140

Other:
Not pickled and not cold rolled:

their than alloy i .n or steel........ 84,061 199,093 98087 232,815
608.84 Alloy iron or steel ---------------- 1,739 1,65 1,787 1,701
608.85 Pickled or cold rolled:
60887 Other than alloy iron or steel ........ 47,218 162,064 63,840 184, 79
608.88 Alloy iron or steel -------------- 18,401 20,243 18,892 2, 943
608..90 Clad ----------------------------------------- 3 10 +3 +10

Coated or plated with metal:
608.92 Tin plate and tin coated sheets ------------- 18,734 20,807 15,032 22,740
608.93 Terne plate and terne coated steets ..............................................

Other:
608.95 Other than alloy iron or steel ........ 28,201 8,8 04 31,195 64,495
608. 96 Alloy iron or steel -------------------- 13 60 +13 61

Strip, of Iron or steel, not cut, not pressed and not
stamped to nonrectangular shape (except as pro-
vided in item 609,17):

Other than alloy iron or steel:
609.02 Not over 0.01 inch in thickness .............. 1, 45 1,824 1, 99 1,888
609.03 Over 0.01 but not over 0.05 inch in thickness. 5,261 6,834 6,707 8,341
609. 04 Over 0.05 inch in thickness .................. 2,348 2,991 2,895 8,688

Alloy iron or steel:
609.06 Not over 0.01inch in thickness .............. 4,627 83806 4,697 3,864
609.07 Over0.01 but not over 0.05nchin thickness.. 2,044 3,069 2,125 3,190
609.08 Over 0.05 inch In thickness .................. " 607 462 63

Plates, sheets, and strip, all the foregoing, of Iron or
steel, cut, pressed, or stamped to nonrectangular
shape (except as provided in item 609.17):

Other than alloy iron or steel:
609.12 Valued not over 8 cents per pound .......... 200 296 245 382
609.13 Valued over 8 cents per pound .............. 680 480 735 465
609.15 Alloy Iron or steel ............................... 263 600 271 619
609.17 Plates, sheets, and strip, all the foregoing, of iron or 307 364 320 380

steel, whether or not cut, pressed, or stamped to
nonrectangular shape, if electrolytically coated or
p lated with base metal other than tin, lead, or zlno.

Wire of iron or steel:
Flat wire:

Other than alloy iron or steel:
Not coated or plated with metal:

609.20 Not over 0.01 inch in thickness ...... 828 1,419 850 1,457
609.21 Over 0.01 nch but not over 0.05inch .. 2,429 2,975 2,535 3,105

in thickness.
609,22 OverO.05inch in thickness.......... 219 199 229 - 208

Coated or plated with metal:
609.25 Not over 0.01 inch in thickness ...... 11 33 +11 84
609.26 Over 0.01 inch but not over 0.05 '

inch in thickness - 1,299 1,8351 1,405 1,4
609.27 Over 0.05 inch in thickness24 13 26 14
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- tel eor Products: Value of U.S. imports a. reported in officialetatics and
estimated c.i.f. talues, 1964 and 100--Contnued

(in thousands of dollars)l

Decaiption

600.30
609.31

60M.32

600.35
60M.38

000.37

609.40

600.41

60.43

6M.45

80. 70

W9 75
M9 76

00.82

Statistical
value (reported)

1964 I 1985

Wire of Iron or steel-Continued
Flat wire-Continued

AHoyiron or steel:
ot coated or plated with metal:
-Not over 0.01 inch in thickness.,
Over 001 Inch but not over 0.05

inch in thickness .................
Over 0.06 inch in thickness ......

Coated or plItd with metal:
Not over 0.01 inch in thickness ......
Over 0.01 Inch but not over 0.06

inch In thickness ..................
Over 0.06 Inch in thleknees..........

Round wire:
Other than aQoy Iron or steel:

Under 0.060 Inch in diameter ..........
0.060 inch or more In diameter:

Containing not over 0.25 percent by
weight of carbon ..................

Containing over 0.25 percent by
A weight of carbon ..................Alloy iron or steel ...........................

Other wire: " , . .
Other than alloy irox or steel:

Not coated or plated with metal.
Coated or vlated with metal ..........

Alloy iron or steel: -
Not coated or plated with metal .........
Coated or plated with metal ............

AnglC shapes, and sections, all the foregoing, of Iron
or steel, hot rolled, forged, extruded, or diawn, or
cold formed or cold finished, whether or not
drilled, punched, or otherwise advanced; sheet
Oiling of Iron or steel:

Angles, shapes, and sections:
HOt rolled; Or, cold formed and weighing

over 0.29 pound per linear toot:
Not drilled, not punched, and not other.

w1s advsned:
Other than alloy iron and steel ......
Alloy Iron or steel ...................

Drilled, punched, or otherwise ad.

Other than alloy iron or steel ........
Alloy Iron or steel ..............

Cold formed and weighing not over 0.29
pound per linear foot:

Other than alloy iron or steel ...........
Alloy iron or steel ......................

Sheet piling:
Other than alloy iron or steel ........
Alloy Iron or stM .......................

Rails, Joint bars, and tie plates, all the foregoing of
steel:

Ralts:
Other than alloy steel .......................
Alloy steel . .......................

Joint bars and tie plates:
Other than alloy steel .......................
Alloy steel ...... .......................

Prpos and ttes and blanks therefor, alIthe foregoing
of lron (except cast Iron) or steel:

Welded, jointed, or seamed. with walls not thin.
ner thhn 0I05 Inch, and of circular cross section:

Other than alloy iron or steel:
Under 0.25 Inch In outside diameter.
0.25 Inch or more but under 0.376 Inch in

outside diameter
0.375 Inch or more in outside diameter..

Alloy Iron or steel:Uner 0,26 Inch In outside diameter ....
0.25 inch or more but under 0.375 Inch In

outside diameter
0.375 inch or more In outside diameter..

an 00.

.248
49

18,790

23,961

17,828
8,950

348
87

42

91,748
70

7,123
71

13

1,014

5
30

al.

85,645

3
20

208

c.1.f. value

1984 198

873

252
64

-11....

TSUB
Item
No.

18,75

22,698
9,752

464
53

49

132,658..

71

238

11

3,142

20

22

94,197

...477'

609.88
09. 90

,009.98
%ao0. 98

B10. 20
810.21

810.25

610.28o

010.30

610. 31

610.82

6l0a 33
610. 37

3 Less th

18,033

27,478

19,8635
7,187

377
70

44

108,810
73

7,687
73

-14

2,257

1,207

65... .

33

98,780

+3
+20

214

20,145

24,995
10,085

12
+1

4,277....... .

2,184

116

+1

24

108,77'

(,)

4,90

I-
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Sleel sector products: Value of U.S. imports as reported in official statisics and
estimated c.i.f. values, 1964 and 1965-Continued

[In thousands of dollars]

statistical Estimated
T8U8 value (reported) c.i.f, value
item Deowiptio..
No.

1964 1905 1984 198

Pipes and tubes and.blanks-Contlnued
Other:

Steel pipe conforming to the A.P.I. spec!.
fications for oil well casing and steel plpe
and tubes of rectangular cross section
whether welded or seamless having a wall
thlckinesn not less than 0,1M Inch:

Not4threaded-and"not otherwise ad-v noed:
810.39 Wther than alloy steel............... 1,999 3,238 2,380 3,770
610.40 Alloy steel ................. ....... 30 1 84 +

Threaded or otherwise advanced:
610.42 Other than alloy steel ............. 0,1 9 125 12,1892 1,884
610.43 Alloy steel .......................... 439 619 490 68Other:

Suitable for use in the manufacture of
ball or roller bearings:

610.45 Other than alloy Iron or steel ........ 9 7
610.46 Alloy Iron or steel.................. *7 2,10 1,080 2,27

Not suitable for use In the manufacture 2,270

of ball or roller bearings:
Other than alloy iron or steel:

010.48 " Hollow bar.................... 244 209 265 227
610.49 Other ........................ . i,853 11,641 10,427 12,975

AlloyIron Or steel:
610.81 Hollow bars ..................... 63 704 558 73
610.52 Other ....................... 4,764 7,688 4,911 7,825

Pipe and tube fittings of ir6n or steel:
Cast-iron fittings, not malleable:

For cast-Iron pipet:. ,.
610. 0 Cast iron, other than alloy astiron... 48i 407 575 485
610.63 Alloy cast iron.... . y.. ........................................

810.65Not for cast4ron pipe:
610.65 Chst Iron other than alloycast Iron ..... 288 418 838 523
610.60 Alloy c iron ..................................... 4 .......... +4ai I o fing, malleable:

otadvanced in condition by operations or
.. .. processes subsequent to the casting

process:
el0.70 Cast iron other than alloy cast iron ..... 43 83 46 67
61. 71 Alloy cast iron ................................... ..........
610.74 Advanced in condition by operations or 1,081 1,47" 1,141 1,60

proesses subsequent to the casting
* * process.

810.80 Other fittings ................................... ,633 6,886 5,910 6,822
M1l1liers' wire and other wire covered with textile or

Otli,)r material not wholly of metal: W
842. 96 Galvanized wire wholly of round iron or steel 107 38 112 378

wire measuring not over 0.20 Inch and not
under 0.075 inch In diameter, if covered with

642.97 Other ........... 1...70....................... 1t0 128 177 133
Base metal foil (whether or not embossed, cut to

shape, perforated, etched, coated, printed, colored
decorated, or backed with paper or eqnlvaleni
backing) not Over 0.006 Inch In thickness (exclud-
lngan coating or backing):
Not bcked and not cut to shape:

x644 22 Otherfoll .................... . 43 +11 +0
Cut to shape, but not backed:

x644. 32 Other fol. .................................... 1 (i) 1 (3)
Articles of, iron or steel, not coated or plated with

precious metal:
Cast-iron articles, not alloyed:

x657. 09 Not malleable ........ .....................................
x857. 10 Malleable ........................... ......................

Other hrtcle: .x657. 20 Other ......... ....... ........ ........... ... .. ....

Iron or steel pipes or tubes prepared and coated or
lined in any manner suitable for use s conduits
for electrical conductors, and iron or steel fittings,
therefor:

x688 30 Pipes or tubes..-.................-..... .... d 228 36 257
1088.35 Fittings .................. ................. 70 12 73 127

Totals..........................----744,174 1,176,445 870,843 1,W 4762
(Overall ratio of estimated c.l.f. to reported value

weighted by trade: 1904, 116.99; 1965, 115.16.)
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ANNEX 2

SEL SEcToRt PRODUCTS

Comparison of Ad Valorem Equivalents of United States Rates of Duty Based on
F.O.B. and C.I.F. Values for Imports

Ad valorem duties applicable to United States imports of steel sector Products
are assessed principally on the "export" value of these products. A few products
are subject to assessment of duty on the "foreign" value if this value is found to be
higher than the "export" value. These values are approximately comparable to
the commercial "f.o.b." value. The values reported in United States import
statistics are those upon which duty was assessed .... ..

Thb ad valorem equivalents of United States import duties on steel sector
products calculated on the basis of values reported in official statistics are shown
in the Attached table as ad valorem equivalents based on the value of Imports
f.o.b. For comparison the correponding ad Valoremn equivalents which would
result from the use of o.i.f. values for the assessment of duty are shown. The c.l.f.
:equivalents have been calculated as follows:

For each general class of steel sector products a representative sample of import
transactions throughprincipal ports of entry was studied to obtain the commercial

C.o.b. value of individual shipments, freight, insurance, and Other ixnporting costs
and the c.i.f. value of each shipment. These data were obtained from commercial
invoices coverin the transactions, from direct interviews with importers, and from
other sources. 'From the data, an average ratio of c.i.f. to' f.o.b. value for eabh
'class of product was derived. This ratio was used as an adjustment factor and

applied to the value reported in official statistics for each TSUS item to obtain an
estimated c.i.f. value of United States imports. Actual duties collected on imports
in the TSUS item were then divided by the estimated 0.i.f. value to obtain an ad
valorem equivalent of these duties based on the value of imports c.i.f.

' "STEEL SECTOR PRODUCTS

Comparison of ad valorem equivalents of U.S. rates of duty
values f6r imports

based on f.o.b. and c.i.f.

Description Rate of duty

Ad valorem equivaent
based on the value of

.164 imports

F.o.
C.i.

__ -I

Iron orsteelwaste and crap:'
Not containing chromium, molyb.

denum tungsten or vanadium in
amotints specified in headnote 4 of
this subpart.

Containing chromium, molybdenum,
tungsten, or vanadium in amounts
specified In headuote 4 of this sub-
part.

Pig iron cast iron, and spiegeieisen; all the
foregoing In pigs, blocks, lumps, and
simlIar forms:

Pig iron and cast iron:
Not contalping chromium, mo-

ybdenum, tungsten, or vana-
dium in amounts specified in
headnote'4 of this subpart.

Containing chromium, molyb'
denum, tungsten or vanadium
In amounts specified in head-
note 4 of this subpart.

Splegeletsen:
Not containing chromium, molyb-

denum tungsten or vanadium in
anounits specified in headnote 4 of
this subpart.

Containing chromium, molybdenum,
tungten, or vanadium ini amounts
specified in headnote 4 of this sub-
part.

37.5 cents per ton..

37.5 cents rer ton
,tonplus additional

duties.

20 cents per ton....

56.25 cents per tonplus additional

duties.

75 cents per ton...

7 cents per ton
lus additional

duties.

1.2

58.4

.4

5.7

1.0

52.5

4.0

.8

.9

Ratio I if
to f.o.b.

ad valorem
equivalent

90.0

See footnotes at end of table, p. 80.

I "Export" value and "foreign" value are defined n secs. 402 and 402(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Item

607.15

607.18

607.20

607.21
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Comparison of ad valorem equivalents of U.S. ratc. of duty based on f.o.b. and c.if.
values for imports--Continiued

Ad valorem equivalent
based ontthe value of

1964 imports

Description

608.02

60&04

608.05

60& 0
608.08

808.10

808.15

608.16

608.1o

60& 25

608.27

680 30
60& 32

6&40

60& 41

08.42

608.45

608.46
608.48

608. 60

Rate of duty

Sponge iron; iron or steel powders:
Sponge iron, including powders

thereof:
Not containing chrorhiuM, molyb-

denum, tungsten, or vanadium
in amounts specified in head-
note 4 of this subpsrt.

Containing chromium, molyb-
denum, tungsten, or vanadium
in amounts specified ih head-
note 4 of this subpart.

Other powders:
Other than alloy Iron or steel.....
Allo¥iron or steel:

* ltarnless steel powders .......
Other .......................

Grit and shot, Including wire pellets, of
iron or steel.

Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, and sheet
bars, all the foregoing of iron or steel:

Other than alloy iron or steel:
Valued not over 6 cents per pound.

Valued over & cents per pound...

Alloy iron or steel ...................

Forgings of iron or steel, not machined
not tooled, and not otherwise processed
after forging:

Other than alloy Iron or steel .......

Alloy Iron or steel .....................

Bars Qf wrought iron:
Other'than alloy wrought iron .....--
Alloy wrought Iron ..................

Bars of steel:
Deformed concrete reinforcing barf:

Other than alloy steel:
Valued not over 6 cents per

potmd.
Valued over 6 cents per pound.

Alloy steel ........................

Other bars:
Other than alloy steel:

Not cold formed:
Not coated or plated with

metal:
Valued not over 5

cents per pound.
Valued over 6 centscoper pound.

Coated or plated with
metal.

Cold formed ..................

F.o.b.

62.5 cents per ton..

62.6 cents per ton
plus additional
duties.

0.3 cent per pound.

0.3 cent per pound.
19 percent ad

valorem.
0.3 cent per pound.

8.6 percent ad
vidorem.

10.6 percent advalorem.
14.5 percent advalorem plus

additional
duties.

10.5 percent ad
vaorema.

14.8 percen tt advalorem plus
additional
duties.

0.S cents'per lb .....
0.5 cents per lb.

plus 4 percent
ad valorem plus
additional
duties.

8.5 percent ad
valorem.

12.6 percent ad,val0reim.
16.5 percen t advalorem plus

additional
duties.

7 percent ad
valorem.

10.5 percent ad
valorem.

0.1 cent perpound
plus 10.6 Ier.
cent ad valorem.

0.0625 cent pdr
pound plus 10.5
percent ad
valorem.

C.I.f.

0.6

1.3

.1.0

.4.
119.0

4.8

10.818.6

10.6

16.9

3.5
37.0

8.5
* 12.6

M186t 16.5

7.0

10.5

11.9

11.4

Ratio .i.f.
to f.o.b.

ad valorem
equivalent

Percent"83.3

92.3

90.0

97.0
88.0

81.2

74.1

88.7

92.3

9L4

92.9

94.3
94.3

0.5

1.2

.9

0.4
16.7

3.9

6.3

9.1

14.4

9.6

M5~7

3.3
6.6

6.9

11.2

14.8

6.9

9.1

10.5

10.0

Se footnotes at end of table, p. 80.

Item

84.3

86.7

88.2

87.7
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COmnpari~on "of ad vaorem e uidento "f .S. ralee of duty
values for imports-Continued

baeed on f.o.b. and e.i.f.

Ad valorem equivalent
based on the value of~1984 Imports

Item Description Rate of duty .........

Ratio c.l.t
F.o.b. C.Lf. to f.o.b.

ad valorem
equivalent

6085o

608 60

60& 81

60& 62

600.70

0& 71

60& 78

CO.75

608.81

81

M. 88

Bars of steel-Conti sued
Other bars-Co itinued

AUoy ge ................

Hollow drill steel:
Other thafi alloy steel:

Valued not over 8 dents per pound.

Valued, vet cents per pound ....

Alloy awl ............................

Wire rods of Iron or steel:
Other than alloy Iron or steel:

Not tempered, not treated, and
not partly manufactured:

Valued hot over, 4 cents per

Valued ~ver 4 cents per poid.
Tempered. treated, or partly

manufactured.
Valued n61 over 4 cents per

pound.
Valued over 4 cents per pouni

ot tmpered, not tr~ted, and
not partly manuitaured.

.Tempered,, tremateds, or- kArtly
,au aetrd.'

Plate and sheets of iron or ste' nct cut,
noti pressed, and not stamped to non-
rectangular 0hape (except as provided,
In Item 609.17):

Not coated or plated with metal and
not clad:

Black plate:
Corrugated or crmped....

Other. ..............

Other
N4L plckled'and not cold

* Other than alloy Iron or
tteel. , -,

Alloy iron or steel.'

"X, Pickled or cold rlle d:

Other than alloy, Ir( ,or
steel.

Alloylronorateel.......

17.7

1.0

10.7

M2

2.7

6.5

7.6

14.5 t ad
vazorem plus
additionalduties .

o'075 cent per
pound plus 10perceent ad
valorem.

10.7Ipercent adva oiem.
14.7 percent advsaom plus

edditionat
duties.

0.1 cent per

cent per
pound.

0.2 cent per

.,onjper

pound.

O.2&cent per
pound pluA ;
pre'cerlt ,,
valoremh plus
additional
duties.

0.376 cent pr
pound Plus t-percent ad tat-
oram plus addi-
tional duties.

ib parent ad .

valorem.
8 percent ad

valorem.

8 pdroent ad
Svalorem.

12 parent ad
valo 1us

dutle&.

0.1 .ent per pound
plts 8 peteent
ad valoftin.

0.1 cent per
" 6dhdplus 12
percent ad
valorem plus
additional duties.

17.0

134

10.1

ie

2.2

4.4

4.2

& 7

7.1

9.0
6.9

M.9

12.7

,II I1 . 1, , IIII; I-I - I

Percent96.0

9K4

81.5

88.3

82.4

87.7

90.0

86.2

97.0

98.9

74

10.0

: 0

1& 3

9.9

1& 1

See footnotes at end of table, p. 80,
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ComparisOn of ad valorem equivalents of U.S. rak of duty based on f.o.b. and c.i.f.

values for imports-Continued

term

608AA

Rate of dutyI

Ad valorenj equivalent
based on the value of

1984 imports

a08 9

t696
6 0

emQ9

609.02
6M9. 03

60.04

600.07

609.08

60. 12

609.13

60g. 15

609.17

609.20

609.21

W9.22

Description

Pitte and sheets of Iron or steel-Con.
Clad .................................

Costed or plated with metal:
TIn plate and thicuated sheets..
'Forne 'plate akd terne, coated

sheets.
Other:

Other than alloy Iron or steel..

Alloy Ir. dr steel........

trip of Iron or steel not cut, not presed,
and not stamped to nonrectangulag
shape (except as provided in item

M0.17):
Other than alloy Iron or steel:

Not over 0.01 inch In thickness....

Over 0.01 but not over 0.05 inch In
thicknoss.

Over 0.05 inch In thicknes.......

Alloy Iron or steel:
Not over 0.01 Inch'in thickness...

Over 001 bu not over 0.05 inch
In thickness.

1 Over 0.08 Inch In thickness-..,---

Plates, sheets, and Atrlp, all the foregoingI
of ron or steel, ut, pressed, or stanned
to nontetanpuar -shape (except as
provided in it.. § 0.17): .

Other than allby iron or steel:
Value not twer 8 cents per

pound.Valued over 8 cents per pound..,

Alibl iron or steel....... ......

1ilates, sheets, asd stip, mi the fo'regoing*
.of iron or steel, whether or not cot,
pres", or stamped to nonrectangular
hape, .4f electrolyttc y, coated or

fla d with base metdl other than tin;
ead or zind.

Wire of Iron or steel:
Flat wire:

Other than alloy Iron or steel:
. Not coated or plated with

metal! .1 '
Not I er 0.01 inch in

OveY 0.01Inch' but not
over 0.05 Inch In thick-
ness.

Over 0.05 inch In thick-
ness.

24 percent ad
valorem.

0.8 c t'per pound.
I ce per pound..

01 cent per pound'
plus 8 percent
ad Valorem.

0.1 cent per pound
plus 12 percent
ad valorem plus
additional
duties.

6 percent ad
valorem.

8.5 percent ad
9.6 percent ad

valorem.

90 percent ad

valonem Plus
additional,duties.

12.5 percent advalorem plus
additional
duties.

l$.85-erent advalorema Plus
additional
duties.

8 percent ad
valorem.

9,5tad

1! percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

1 percent ad
* valorem;

percent ad
' volorem.

8. 5 percent ad
val0rdi.

10 percent ad
valorem.

See footnotes at end of table, p. 80.

68-666-6--e

F.o.b.

24.0

9.4
110.0

9.3

16.1

6.0

8.5

9.5

10.2

13.3

14.6

8.0

9.5

13.9

19.0

8.0

8.5

10.0

0.1.

23.4

8.6
9.0

8.4

15.0(

5.8

7.8

7.7

10.0

12.8

13.9

6.5

8.8

13.5

18. 2

5.8

8.1

Ratio clf.
to f.o.b.

ad valorem
equivalent

Percent
97.5

91.5
9.0

K .3

96.9

96.7

91.8

81.1

98.0

96.2

95.2

81.2

92.6

97.1

95.8

96.7

95.3

95.0
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Comparison of ad valorem eqivalents of U.S. rates of duty based on f.o.b. and c.i.f
values for imports--Continued

Item Description

Wire of Iron or steel-Continued
Flat wire-Continued

Other than alloy iron or steel-
Continued

Coated or plated with metal:
609.25 Not over 0.01 Inch in

thickness. '

609. 26 Over 0.01 Inch but not
over 0.05 Inch In thick-
InsM.

C09. 27 Over 0.05 1dh In thick-
ness.

Alloy Iron or steel:
Not coated or plated with

metal:
609.30 Not over 0.01 Inch in

thickness.

609.31 Over 0.01 inch but not
over 0.05 inch In thick.ness.

609.32 Over 0.05 ich in thick.
ness.

Coated or plated with metal:
69.35 Not over 0.01 inch in

thickness.

09.36 Over 0.01 Inch but not
over 0.05 inch In thick-
neMs

609. 37 Over 0.05 Inch in thick-

Round wire:
Other than alloy iron or steel:

609.40 Under 0.000 inch in diameter..

0.060 inch or more 1.1 diame-
ter:

609. 41 Containing not over 0.25
percent carbon.

609. 43 Containingover 0.25 per.
cent carton.

609.45 Aloy ron or steel ................

Other wire:
Other than alloy iron or steel:

609.70 Not coated or plated with
metal.

09.72 Coated or plated with me3tal..

See footnotes at end of table, p. 80.

Rate of duty

0.1 cent per pound
plus 6 percent
ad valorem,

0.1 cent per pound
plus8.Spercent
ad valorem.

0.1 cent per
pound plus 10
percent ad
valorem

10percent ad
valorom plus
additional
duties.

12.5 percen t advalorem plus
additional
duties.

14 percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

0.1 cent per
pound plus 10
percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

'0.1 cntper pound
plus 12.5 per-
cent ad valorem
Oolu additional
duties.

0.1 cent per pound
plus 14 percent
ad valorem plus
additional
duties.

8.8 percent ad
valorem.

0.3 cent per pound.

8.5 percent ad
valorem.

12.5 percent ad
valoren plus
additional
duties.

12.Sporcen t ad
valorem,

0.1 cent per pound
plus 12.8 per-
cent ad val.
orem.

Ad valorem equivalent
based on the value of

1964 imports

Rato c.uf
F.o~b. C.I.f. to f.o.b.

ad valore
equivalent

6.3

9.4

10.8

10.4

12.8

16.9

'11.0

13.5

.5

&0

85

13.1

13.0

6.1

8.7

10.1

10.2

12.6

16.2

10.5

12.8

14.3

7.9

4, ,

12.7

11.5

12.4

Percent
9168

92.8

90.5

98.4

89.9

95.5

93.3

92.3

88.0
o. 0

M6.9

92.o

95.4
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Comparison of advalorem equivalents of U.S. rates of duty
values for imports--Continued

77

based on f.o.b. and c.i.f.

Ad valorem equivalent
based on the value of

1964 imports

Item Description Rate of duty Ratio

F.o.b. C.i.t. to f.o.b.ad valorem
equivalent

609.75

609.76

609.80
09.82

609.84

609.88

609.88

09.90

609.96

609.98

610.20

610.21

Wire of iron or steel-Continued
Other wire-Continued

Alloy iron or steel:
Not coated or plated with

metal.

Coated or lated with metal..

Angles, shapes, and sections, all the fore
going, of iron or steel, hot rolled, forged$
extruded, or drawn, or cold formed or
cold'fnished, whether or not drilled,
punched or otherwise advanced; sheet
piling of iron or steel:

Angles, shaps, and sections:
Hot rolled; or, cold formed and
- weighing over 0.29 pound per

linear foot:
Not drilled, not punched,

and not otherwise ad-
vanced.

Other than alloy iron and
steel.

Alloy Iron or steel .........

Drilled, punched, or other.
wise advanced:

Other than alloy iron or
steel.

Alloy Iron or steel .........

Cold formed and weighing not
over 0.29 pound per linear foot:

Other than alloy iron or steel.

Alloy Iron or steel ................

Shoot Diing:Other than alloy iron or steel .....

Alloy iron or steel ................

Rails, joint bars, and tie plates, all the
foregoing of steel:

Rails:
Other than alloy steel ............

Alloy steel .......................

16.Sapercent advalorem plus
additional dut-
les.

0.1 cent er
pound plus 16.5
percent ad val-

• orem plus addi-
tional duties.

0.1 cent per lb.

0.1 cent per lb.
plus 4 percent
ad valorem plusadditional du.
ties.

7.5 percent ad
valorem.

11.5 percent advalorem plus
additional du-
ties.

8.5 percent ad va-
lorem.

12.5 percent ad
valorem plus
additional du-
ties.

0.1 cent per
und.0. nt per

pound plus 4
percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

0.05 cents perpound.
0.05 cents pm

pound plus 4
percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

18.0

'17.5

2.2

9.0

7.6

14.2

&5

313.0

1.9

16.0

1.0

1&0

17.0

16.6

J..9

7.0

13.7

7.9

12.4

1.6

4.6

.9

4.5

See footnotes at end of table, p, 80

Percent
94.4

94.9

8t8.4

95.6

93.3

96.5

92.9

95.4

84.2

90.0

90.0

900
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.Oomparfaon an a-d vaorern equfialents of U.H.;rate, ot dut based on f.o.b. att
ot.. value. for imports-Continued

Ad valorem equivalent
based on the value of

1964 imports

Item Description Rate of duty
Ratio C.L.

F.o.b. C.Lf. to f.o.b.
ad valoreni
equivalent

Rails, Joint bars, and tie plates-Con.
Joint bars aud tie plates:

Other than alloy steel ............

Alloy steel .......................

Pipes and tubes and blanks therefore, all
the foregoing of iron (except cast Iron)
or steel:

Welded, Jointed, or seamed, with
uis not thinner than 0.065 tnch,

and of cfrculr oross section:
Other than alloy Iron or steel:

Under 0.25 inch In outside
diameter.

0.26 inch or more but under
0.375 inc In outside diam.
eter.

0.375 Inch or more in outside
diameter.Alloy iron or steel:,under 0.26 Inch In outside d.

ameter.

0.28 Inch or more but under
0.375 inch in outside diam.,
eter.

0.375 inch or more In outside
diameter.'

Other:
Steel pipe corkformtng to the

A. . specifications for oil well
Scasing and steel pipes and tubes

of rectangular crogs section,
whether Welded or seamless,
having sW6l thickness not lessthan;O.156 inch: , t , ,W& threaded and not other-

S wise edtanoed: -
Other than allo* steel....
Alloy steel.... .....

. , . . . . .

Threaded or otherwise ad-
vanced:

610.42 Other than alloy steel....

610.43 . Alloysteel.......

See footnote at end of tpble, p. 80.

610.25

810.26

610.80

610.31

010.32

610.35

610.38

610.37

610.39
610.40

0.125 cents perriO.

0. MA s per.
pound plus 4
percent ad
*aloremi plus
additional
duties.

0.976 cents per

0,e'nts per
pound.

cencts per
pound.

0.875 cents per
pound plus 4
Percent ad va-
lorum plus ad-
ditional duties.

0.626 cents per
pound plus 4
percent ad va-
kwrem plus ad-
/ditlona duties.

0.8 cents per
'pounhd plus 4
percent ad va-
Iprem plus ad.
ditlonal duties.

0.1 cent per pound.
0.1 cent per potnd

plus 4 percent
ad vslorem plus
additional
duties.

7.5 percent ad
valorem.-11.6 1erezn d
valorem plus

* -additional . -
duties.

&0

&0

&2

0.2

4.5

&0

11.7

5.5

1.8
8.8

13.4

Perent
8&3
00.0

K5

90.3

86.7

2.5

&4

8.6

8.9

4.9

11.4

5.8

1.4
7.7

6.6

12.0

97.4

16.4

87.5
87.5

88.0

89.6

f I

, . ; , ; ,
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Comparison of , , valoremn equfvfszentp of US. ratee of duty based on f.o.b. and,

o.f. vqZue8 for. iports- Continued

Item

010.45

010.48

610.48

610.49

610.51

610. 52

810.56

610.58

610.62

610.63

610.65

610.66

Description

Pipes and tubes and blanks-Continued
Other:

Suitable for use in the manu-
facture of ball or rollerbearings:"

Other than aHoy ion or
steel.

Aloy iron or steel ........

Not suitable for use in 'the
manufacture of ball or roller
bearings:

Other than alloy iron or
steel:

Hollow bars ..........

Other' ...............

Alloy iron or steel;
follow bars ..........

Other. ..........

Cast iron pipes and tubes:
Other than alloy cast irn........

Alloy cast frori .......................

Pipe and tubqfi1lngs, of iron or steel:
Cast-iron fittings, not malleable:

For cAt-Iron pipe:' , ...
- Cast iron, other than alloy

cast iron.
Alloy cast iron... .........

Not for cast-iron pipe: '
Cast iron, other than alloy

cast iron.
Alloy cast iron ..............

Cast-iron fittings, malleable:
Not advanced in condition by

operations or processes subse-
sequent to the casting process:

610.70 Cast iron, other than alloy
cast iron.

610.71 Alloy cast iron...............

610.74 Advanced In condition by opera.
tions or processes subsequent
to the casting process.

610.80 Other fittings ......................

642.96 Galvanized wire, 10.075 to 0.20 inch in
diameter, if covered with plastics.

642.97 Milliners' and other wire covered with
textiles or other material.

Bee footnote at end of table, p. 80.

Rate of duty

12 percent ad
v Valorem.

16 percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

11 percent ad
valorem.

10.5 percent advalorem.

15.5 percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

14.5 percent advalorem plus
additional
duties.

10 percent ad
valorem.

14 percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

10 perznt ad
valorem.

14 percent ii
valoreu fius
additional
duties.

3 percent ad
valorem.

.7 percent ad
valorem plus
additional
duties.

8 percent ad
valorem.

12 percent ad
valorom plus
.additional
duties.22.5 percent advalorem.

19 percent ad
valorem.

0.25 cents per
pound.

18 percent ad
valorem.

Ad valorem equivalent
based on the value of

1964 imports

Ratio c.i.f.
F.o.b. C.i.f. to f.o.b.

ad valorem
equivalent

12.0

16.5

11.0

10.5

18.0

14.8

10.0

14.8

:10.0
21.O

3.0

'7.0

8.0

'12.0

22.5

19.0

2.0

15.0

10.7

15.6

10.1

9.4

I14

14.4

8:4

13.1

8.5
.Z 6

12.6

2.7

6.5

7.5

11.4

21.3

17.8

1.9

14.4

Percent
89.2

93.9

91.8

89.5

98.2

97.3

84.O

90.3

85.0

90.0

90.0

92.9

93.8

9& 0

94.7

9&7

95.0

96.0
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Oomparscon of ad valorem equivalents of U.S. rates of duty based on f.o.b. a#4
o.f. values for imports--Conttnued

Ad valorem equivalent
based on the value of1964 imports

Item Description Rare of duty Ratio e.l..
F.o.b. O.Lf. to fo.b.

ad valorem
equivalent

Percent
Ex-64M 22 Steel foil, not backed or cut to shape ...... 18 percent ad 180 17.6 97.8

valorem.
Ez-644. 32 Steel foil, cut to shape, not backed ........ 18 percent ad 18. 0 17.6 97.8

valorem.
Ez-57. 00 Cast Iron articles, not malleable, n.e.s .... 3 percent ad 3.0 2. 88.7

valorem.
Ex-657. 10 Malleable cast iron articles, n.e.s ........ 8 percent ad 8.0 6.8 85. 0

valorem.
Ex-657.20 Iron and steel articles, n.o.s.............. 19 percent ad 19.0 16.4 86.3

valorem.
Iron or steel pipes and tubes suitable for

use as oondults for electrical conductors,
and iron and steel fittings therefor:

Ex-688. 30 Pipes and tubes ...................... 10 percent ad 10. 0 8.9 89,0
I valorem.

Ex-688. 35 Fittings .............................. 19 percent ad 19.0 18.2 95.8
valorem.

IDuty has been suspended by act of Congress almost continuously since March 1912.
2No imports.

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Norwood, are you here?
Mr. NORWOOD. Yes, I am.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD NORWOOD, ACTING SPECIAL REPRE.
SENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS; ACCOMPANIED BY
THEODORE R. GATES, CHIEF ECONOMIST

Senator DIRKSEN. Are you going to testify very long?
Mr. NORWOOD. I can be quite brief, Senator. I believe it depends

on questions you may have.
Senator DIRKSEN. You can be or you will be?
Mfr. NORWOOD. I shall be brief, Senator.
Senator DIRKSE?. -OK. You have got a short statement but I

didn't want to have you come back this afternoon.
Mr. NORWOOD. Thank you very much.
Senator DIRKSEN. You work for my old friend Chris Herter.
Mr. NORWOOD. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator DIRKSEN. Do you see him now and then?
Mr. NORWOOD. Yes, quite frequently.
Senator DIRKSEN. And how is he?
Mr. NORWOOD. He is quite well, sir. He is on leave today. I am

acting in his absence, but he has been as active as ever in this work
looking forward to a busy period this coming fall and winter.

Senator DIRKSEN. When you see him, give him my felicitations.
Mr. NORWOOD. I will, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. And if we are rough on you, you tell him that,

too. [Laughter.]
So you proceed, Mr. Norwood.
Mr. NORWOOD. All right. I am pleased to appear before the com-

mittee, Senator, on behalf of the office of Governor Herter, the
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Special Representative for Trade Negotiations in the Executive Office
of the President.I shall confine my present reinarks tffWi6se aspects of the bill that
are of particularly direct and immediate interest to our office that is
to the aspects related to trade negotiations. In so doing, I shall deai
only with the import data requirements. The data of the type sought
on imports are substantially related to trade negotiations; those
sought on exports, only marginally.

As a matter of convenience, I shall refer to the present U.S. import,
data system as being on an f.o.b. (or free on board) basis and to the
parallel import data system proposed by the bill and generally used by
most foreign countries as being on a c.i.f. (cost, insurance, ocean
freight) basis.

Senator DutKSEN. At that point, you said most foreign countries.
Mr. NoRwooD. Yes.
Senator DIBKSEN. Is it true of all other countries?
Mr. NORWOOD. No, it is not true of all other countries, Senator.

Importantly, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, I believe,
are on the same basis, trade data and tariff basis, as the United States.

Senator DIRKSEN. Oh, ye
Mr. NORWoo .We are -4i ,.he minority, Senator, but I think it

may be appreciated that th: doesn't necessarily mean that we are
wrong.

Both the present U.S. system and most foreign statistical data and
tariff systems vary in many details from a pure f.o.b. or c.i.f. basis.
I do not believe, however, that it is necessary for our present discus-
sion to examine these distinctions in full detail.

For purposes of trade negotiations and the underlying preparations
for which our Office has primary responsibility, it is essential to have
extensive data.

Price data are one necessary element. In arriving at useful price
data, the availability of c.i.f, data rather than f.o.b. data, does not
in itself help us much. While c.i. data do bring us one step closer
to a meaningful price comparison, it excludes significant elements that
normally make up the price of an imported product at that place
in the U.S. market where it actually becomes competitive with a
domestic product. For example, c.i.f. data would not include the
tariff, inland freight, or any costs attributable to repacking, assembly,
and to markups at the distribution levels between the dock and the
ultimate point of sale.

In examining comparative prices, we particularly want to know
the trend of such prices over periods of time. We want to know how
prices of domestic and foreign goods are moving in relation to each
other. In such examination, it is not necessary that the prices be on
the same basis. What is necessary is that the data be available on a
consistent basis and for a sufficiently long period to permit price
trends to be discerned clearly. This is possible whether our data or
foreign data. are f.o.b. or c.i.f.

In preparing for trade negotiations, data 'on a c.i.f. basis are neces-
sary only in determining comparative prices. But particularly in
considering articles on which we may offer tariff concessions, we must
consider many factors in addition to comparative prices-all of which
bear upon the competitiveness of U.S. goods in relation to foreign,
goods in the U.S. market. This involves many elements beyond
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prices: comparative costs, availability, reliability of supply, fashion,
packaging, quality, reputation, consumer buying habits, ad mertising
and other promotion, adequacy of distribution, financing, teims of
sale, servicing, and many other factors.

In the actual conduct of the negotiations and in reaching a Satis-
factory conclusion, our principal attention is on thie bWlpncQ between

the concessions we are offering in exchange for those we tare receiving.
This reciprocity can be measured in many wvays, the Mos, Aignificant
of which is irj terms of the increase in trade that can reasonably be
expected to result from the reduction of, tariffs and the liberalization
of other trade barriers.

This evaluation calls for a, variety of information and judgments
about: the value of trade being covered by the concessions, the depth
of the cuts in tariffs or the significance of the removal of Other.,barriers,
expected changes in supply, demand, prices, and other factors; and in
particular the responsiveness-or, sensitivity--of the prices of the
articles to tariff changes.

In comparing the value of trade covered by United States and other
countries' concession, an adjustment must be made to place the data
of all negotiating partners on the same basis. This has been dorte in
past negotiations and will be done in the present negotiations. Since
most countries are on a c.i.f. basis, an adjustment upward is made in
the f.o.b. figures used for imports into the United States. This is a
recognized operation. It takes place at a point when the negotiating
"package" has begun to take shape.

For the present negotiation, in contrast to past negotiations, there
is an additional need to compare Uni,,d States and foreign data.
This is the need to cope with the so-called tariff disparities issue.

The Ministers of the participating countries agreed that special
attention should be given to situations in which one country has a
high duty on a product whereas another country has a low duty on
the same product. The EEC has been insistent that the high duty
should cut proportionately more than the low duty. Although many
formulas were discussed, no rule was agreed upon.

Since the tariff systems of most countries vary widely, in order to.
make any such comparison of duties, there must be a concordance
between tariff classifications and between trade data to put 'them On
the same basis. Trade statistics are needed to 'deternne the com-
mercial importance of individual articles and to show the incidence of
the individual tafif rates.

According, Iwe have developed a concordance of United States and
EEC tariff cassifications and have Worked up a substantial body of
trade statistics in order to be prepared on tiis issue. Part of these
preparations has included development of c.i.f. adjustments necessary
to put individual comparisons of duty incidence on the same basis.

In order to obtain the c.i.f. data that we need for the above three
purposes-preparing for the negotiations, achieving a balanced result,
and coping with the disparities issue-at our request, the Tariff
Commission, with the assistance of the Bureau of the Census, has
been preparing on a c.i.f. basis information on tariff rates and on trade.
The Tariff Commission has explained to the committee what work is
being done and has submitted the initial results of its work in the iron
and stsel sector. In our judgment, the work which the Commission
has already completed indicates that all of our needs for c.i.f. data will
be sucessfully met.
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We believe, therefore, Senator, that there is no clear need for the
new statutory requirement, as contemplated in Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 115, to- collect and publish U.S. import data on a c.i.f. basis.
We are already obtaining on a c.i.f. basis much more extensive and
detailed data than in any previous trade negotiation. We shall have a
chance to see whether the data being furnished are adequate for the
negotiation. If so, our present opinion will be confirmed that a
comprehensive new requirement is not necessary to meet the needs
of our international trade and tariff negotiations; if present efforts
prove not successful, we can consider the nature and extent of the
deficiencies and propose new requirements. A statutory require-
ment enacted at this time, moreover, would not be of use for our
current negotiations since the negotiations will have terminated
before such requirements could yield any useful body of information.

It is for these reasons Senator, that we believe establishment of
new requirements for c.i.f. data is not warranted.

Senator DIRKSEN. How long have you been negotiating on steel?
Mr. NORWOOD. In the current negotiations at Geneva, Senator,

the active period dates to November 1964. That was the time at
which we submitted so-called industrial exception lists. There was
an examination following that period, and there have been multi-
lateral and bilateral dicussions ever since covering iron and steel
and the full range of industrail commodities.
Senator DIRKSEN. But you didn't have any firm c.i.f. figures while

you were negotiating, did you?
Mr. NORWOOD. No, we did not, Senator. We had some data.

We had approximations at that early period. As we have moved
into the negotiations, we have been preparing the additional data.
such as that introduced by the Tariff Commission. The key period
in the negotiations where the data would be useful will be when there
is the outline of a negotiating package between us and the other
countries.

Also, if there is an invocation by the EEC of disparities, which we
would assume would come, if at all, toward the end of the negotiations,
the c.i.f. data would be of use to us at that time.

Senator DIRKSEN. If you didn't have firm data, would one be
justified in saying that you were doing a little negotiating in the dark?

Mr. NORWOOD. I don't think it would be a serious loss, Senator.
It depends upon how firm and how extensive the data are. The data,
which have been developed have come to us as a result of a sample.
It is fairly detailed in the iron and steel sector. It may prove that
it is for our negotiating needs more detailed than is necessary. In
certain other sectors we may be satisfied with a single figure for an
entire sector. We may be satisfied with even something less.

So it is hard to say at this time, Senator, that there would be any
lack of data at such a time as it might prove useful to us. We have
a fairly good idea of the areas of the tariff where such data might be
useful, and we have in discussions with the Tariff Commission and
the Bureau of the Census and Customs Bureau tried to work with
them on their present sampling technique to provide us what we feel
would be necessary.

Senator DIRKSEN. Does industry agree with you?
Mr. NORwooD. I don't-in what sense, Senator? I am not quite

sure. In terms of whether it meets our own negotiating needs or
whether the data are accurate?
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. Senator DIRKSEN. Well, of course, you are going to negotiate for
the rates, aren't you?

Mr. NoRwOOD. Yes, we are, but when you ask whether the industry
is satisfied, I don't think we are at the point where a negotiating
package is in such shape that there is any critical need to consult
industry on this negotiating factor. I would believe that the agencies
responsible for the collection of statistics and the techniques used are
in a position to determine the accuracy and adequacy of the raw
material which they are using.

Senator DiRsKEN. At the bottom of page 4 of your statement you
s a y :. .. .... ... .. . . . . .

Since most countries are on a c.i.f. basis, an adjustment upward is made in
the f.o.b. figures used for Imports Into the United States. This is a recognized
operation. It takes place at a point when the negotiating "package" has begun
to take shape.

How many of these negotiating packages have begun to take shape?
Mr. NORWOOD. I would say none at this moment, Senator. As you

know, the current negotiations in Geneva have been moving rather
slowly. There have been major problems that have had to be over-
come. The agricultural issues have held up progress in the industrial
field so that at this moment there is no clear shape to any package.
It will not be until sometime in late fall that we will probably see the
outlines of the various settlements or the overall settlement emerging.

Senator DIRKSEN. Yes. That reminds me of the background paper
that was submitted to the Foreign Economic Policy Committee of the
House, that is, a Subcommittee on Foreign Affairs. I think the essen-
tial part is this paragraph:

* An early attempt to get agreement on rules to govern agricultural negotiations
proved futile. For this reason, and because the European Community's offers
were not yet prepared, agric itur.- efers were'not tabled at the same time as
industrial offers, as originally intended. The'EEC took the position it could not
make agricultural offers in the Kenndey Round until its major Common Agri-
cultural Policy regulations were agreed upon, and this work was not yet completed.
On grains, however, the GA TT Ministers had decided that the Cereals Group should
undertake the negotiation of an international grains arrangement. Accordingly in
May 1966 major cereals trading nations exchanged proposals for an international
cereals arrangement. The essential features of such an arrangement, in the United
States view, would be improved access to world markets, equitable sharing among
exporters and importers of the job of adjusting production to demand, and multi-
lateral sharing of food aid. The grains discussions have proceeded intermittently
and have recently gained impetus from new provisions in the EEC negotiating
mandate which appear to recognize the need for the three elements proposed by
the United States.

How far has that gotten? You just mentioned that you weren't
making much progress on agricultural commodities.

Mr.-NORWOOD. When I say we have not made much progress,
Senator, I certainly don't want to indicate that we are overly discour-
aged. The achievements of the negotiation now are, I think, less
than anyone had hoped for several years ago, but we have recognized
that we would have to go close to any deadline before coming to serious
settlements.

With regard to the proposals on grain, proposals have indeed been
made by a number of important countries, but they essentially remain
on the table or are present on the table for the purpose of later dis-
ussion. There has not been enough serious discussion between the

tabling of the proposals and the present data for any significant prog-
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ress to have taken place with regard to a possible international cereals
agreement. There has been only one meeting,. a brief meeting, in
fact, on this matter since the tabling of proposals in May.

Senator DIRSEN. Is there anything else you have for the edifica-
tion of the committee?

Mr. NORWOOD. I think I might just stress, Senator, if you permit
me, that there have been indications noted in the course of today's
hearings that it would be a good idea to have c.i:f. data and that itdid appear that those statements supported the bill. The stress I
would put on the data collection proposals which have been made is
that they have allowed, as I understand them, the use of our present
technique which is a sampling technique. On the basis of the sam-
pling, we so far seem to be obtaining the data which we would find
useful, and in the light of this present work, we feel that we shall
probably get the data which we do need with regard to c.i.f.

I have nothing further, Senator.
Senator DIRKSEN. When does your authority expire?
Mr. NORWOOD. The authority to enter into agreements, Senator,

expires June 30, 1967.
Senator DIRKSEN. That will be June of next year.
Mr. NORWOOD. That is right.
Senator DIRKSEN. That is roughly what-9 months.
Mr. NORWOOD. Some 9 months from now.
Senator DIRKSEN. That isn't very much time, is it?
Mr. NORWOOD. No, it is not very much time, Senator. We

certainly do have a great sense of pressure, and over the next few
weeks I think we shall see the rush that often takes place toward the
end of major negotiations.

Senator DIRKSEN. And, of course, there will be a rush here* next
year to secure an extension of that authority will there not?

Mr. NORWOOD. I have no proposal to make on that, Senator.
Senator DIRKSEN. Well, wouldn't you reasonably guess that some-

body will want to extend this authority?
Mr. NORWOOD. There may very well be that interest, Senator, to

have a proposal made. I think that whether a proposal is made or is
supported would depend to a large extent on what we are able to do
with the remaining period of current negotiation. I think at this
moment I would find it impossible to say what the prospect is of any
proposals emerging from the executive branch or from the Congress,
certainly, or wvat course that proposal would take. Our interest in
our office at the present time is making sure that we use as effectivel
as possible the authority which we do have and the opportunity which
is presented by current negotiations.

Senator DIRKSEN. Now, the only agency in government that could
extend that authority is the Congress, isn't that correct?

Mr. NORWOOD. That is right. It requires congressional au-
thorization.

Senator DIRKSEN. Suppose they are very unhappy about the state
of these figures and say, well, we can't make head or tail out of all
this because we do not have figures on which you can rely. Where
you have developed that doctrine or comparability, that could
jeopardize a trade agreement, couldn't it?

Mr. NORWOOD. We have given a lot of attention, Senator-I am
sure we have given more attention in the current negotiation than has
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been given in any previous negotiation by the United States to the
question of data. We have done so for many reasons.

The present negotiation is the most extensive and perhaps the
most important that we have ever engaged in. We are aware of the
increasing interest of the Congress and the business community in
the details of negotiation. - We have a new administrative arrange-
ment within the Governmeiht for the exercise of the Trade Expansion
Act authority. We do have technical resources, which today are
better and more sophisticated than ever existed before. We have
made use, for example, extensively of comTputers in our data program.
We had in mind the collection and theanalysis of data for the purpose
of preparing for the negotiations, for conducting them, for assessing
our balance, and for explaining to the Congress and the public the
results of our negotiations.

I hope that at such time as we eome to the conclusion, that we will
be able to present an accurate and understandable picture of the
outcome of this enterprise.

Senator DIRKSEN. Is everybody happy with whatever conclusions
you have contrived thus far?

Mr. NORWOOD. With regard to data, Senator?
Senator DIRKSE.N. Data, conclusions on
Mr. NoRwooD. I think we shall never be happy with conclusions

with regard to data, but we certainly are-I think all of us who are
directly involved in this-satisfied that we have done a much more
effective job than ever before and that our needs which we do see are
being met. Whether all those needs will be met, whether everybody
in thm government and outside will be satisfied, of course I cannot say,
Senator.

Senator DiRKSEN. Of course,. if you run somebody out of business
and seek to comfort him by saying, you b~ave been computerized, that
doesn't make hhm any happier.

Mr. NORWOOD. Our experience with computers, Senator, has been
that they are very impressive, have been very useful, but sometimes
you find it necessary to take a pad of paper out and check on a com-
puter. We have a large human element in our data program.

Senator DIRKSEN. It seems to me that Univac-is that a computer,
by the way?

Mr. GATEs. Yes.
Senator DIRKSEN. Didn't it have Truman defeated here some years

ago?
Mr. GATES. You are correct.
Senator DIRKSEN. It didn't turn out that way at all.
Mr. GATES. That is the reason we do not rely solely on computers.
Senator DIRKSEN. Yes. Well, if that is it, that is it:
Mr. NoRwooD. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. I want to get to Mr. Upchurch if he doesn't

take too long so we can send you all home and won't have to come
back later this afternoon.
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STATEMENT OF M. L. UPCHURCH, ADMINISTRATOR, ECONOMIC
RESEARCH SERVICE, AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Upchurch; you are from the Depaitment of
Agriculture?

Mr. UPCHURCH. Yes, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. And you have a brief statement here. Would

you be offended if I suggested to this well-attended committee that
we put it in the record?

Mr. UPcHURCn., No, sir, I would not be offended at all.
Senator DIRKSEN. Let me ask whether there is any objection. I

hear none. , [Laughter.]
Now, since it is a short statement, maybe you can give us a short

interpretation of it.
Mr. UpCoiUR1. ',All right. I will be happy to submit the statement

for the record, Senator Dirksen.
In general it says that the Department of Agriculture sees no advan-

tage in Senate JointResolution 115:
Our statement deals mostly with S. 3522 which calls for the Secre-

tary of Agriculture to make a report annually on comprehensive
statistics relating to foreign trade in agricultural roducts. We see
several problems with respect to the provisions of S. 3522 that one of
which is, 1.t would require substantial additional data collection than
we are nwdoing.

I mig'at add,- Senator Dirksen, that much of the information
requested in S. 3522 is already being published in a series of publica-
tions by the Department of Agriculture put out monthly called U.S.
Foreign Agricultural Trade by Commodities. These publications
carry statistical data and special articles on the agricultural trade.

In a number; of special studies the Department has calculated the
c.i.f. values of agricultural commodities. With that statement,
Senator Dirkson, unless there are questions, I will be happy to rest.

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, there will be no questions, but I have got
one coming. In one, sense, at least, you are a man after my own
hart because you say:

Valuation of imports on c.i.f. basis would more accurately reflect value of
merchandise imported in comparison with domestic prices.

Now, I agree with you. Better yet, you agree witb me, and that is
what we have been trying to find out.

But nowv you depart from character in the next sentence because
you say:
-. Loveveei. suoh reporting would not Improve the accuracy of balance-of-pay-
mefts statistics as' now reported.

I never- asked about the balance-of-payments statistics. So, you
see, your batting average has dropped.

Mr. UPCHURCH. I will let the statement stand as it is, Senator
Dirksen.'

Senator DIRKSEx. You, will let it stand.
Mr. UPCHURCH. Yes, sir.
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Senator DIRKSEN. All right. That is good. I don't believe there
are any questions that I have. You have directed this iiaiily at the
Sparkman bill anyway.

Mr. UPCHURCH. Yes, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. Well, I should feel hurt but I won't. Thank you.

That is it.
Mr. UPCHURCir. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. M. L. Upchurch follows.-)

STATEMENT OF M. L. UpCouHR, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AonIcuI/ruRE

We are grateful for the opportunity to submit our views on SJ i15 and S. 3522.
The Department does not support enactment of S.J. 115, It would not aid In
calculation of balance of payments position of the United States and would be
confusing in its -classification of exports.

S.J. 115, a resolution to require that imports into the United States include
landed value of articles imported, proposes that the Secretary of Commerce shall
include the cost, insurance, and freight (c.i.f.) values Of articles imported as re-
ported by the Secretary of the Treasury in-all reports of import statistics published
by the Department of Commerce. It further states that the Secretary of the
Treasury shall include the cost, insurance, and freight values of imports. These
values are the foreign value plus the insurance and shipping charges Incident to
lainaing th.. Imported articles at the port of entry.

Ou i imp,)! ts, as now reported by the Bureau of the Census, represent the export
valuc of commodities in the country of origin. This method of valuation is pro-
scribed in the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.

Valuation of imports on a c.i.f. basis would more accurately reflect value of
merchandise imported in comparison with domestic prices. However, such report-
ing would not improve the accuracy of balance-of-payment statistics as now re-
ported. The use of c.i.f. value Import data in balance-of-payment statistics would
require adjustments for freight, insurance and other services which often are not
rendered by the country of origin of the imports.

The export proposal in S.J. 115 states that tbe. Pvretary of Commerce shall
classify exports by three categories: (1) total exports, (2) exports of commodities
produced under Government subsidies, and (3) exports under Government-
financed programs. V

At present, the Department of Agriculture is collecting and reporting data on
exports of farm products shipped abroad under Government financed programs.
These data are necessary In the operation of Department programs. we are
striving to improve our method of data collection and analysis and are working
with the Bureau of the Census toward this end. Needed improvements can be
effected within the limits of resources available without the necessity of such
provisions as those in S.J. 115.

S. 3522 specifies that the Secretary of Agriculture shall compile and publish
an "annual standard reference work" containing certain statistical information
with respect to the volume and dollar value of U.S. foreign trade In major agricul-
tural commodities for the preceding calendar year, the trends in United States
exports and imports of such commodities, and the effect of such trade upenn the
balance-of-payments of the United States.

Much of the information sought under S. 3522 is now published by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture although not in the precise form requested. Sum-
maries and analyses of the United States agricultural trade situation for calendar
years are published in a monthly publication, Foreign Agricultural Trade of the
United States, assembled by the U.S. Department of Aculture's Economic
Research Service. For example, a summary and analysis of the principal U.S.
agricultural exports in calendar year 1965 was published in April this year. In
the July 1965 issue and the current September 1966 issue, an analysis of the
contribution of agricultural exports to the balance of payments was published.
More detailed statistics were published in U.S. Foreign Agricultural Trade by
Commodities, Calendar Year, a supplement to the monthly Foreign Agricultural
Trade of the United States.

Certain provisions of S. 3522, if carried out, would require detailed study and
substantial additional expenditures for collection of data. These provisions deal
with (1) costs of transportation, insurance, and other expenses incidental to
handling imports and exports, (2) the determination of the effect that imports
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and exports of all agricultural commodities have on the balance.of.payments
position of the United States, (3) timing of publication of a statistical reference
work, and (4) the examination and certification of it by the Comptroller General
prior to its submission to the Congress. V4

Articles imported into the United States are generally valued in terms of their
foreign export value. Thus, costs attributable to transportation, insurance, and
other expenses incident to. handling incurred between exportation abroad and
importation into the United States, that is, typically ocean freight and insurance
are not available to the'Department of Agriculture from present statistics on each
agricultural commodity. ro obtain such information would require a system of
statistical reporting and facilities to accumulate and summarize data. In.
addition to total freight and insurance costs, information would be needed to
determine what portion of agricultural imports are shipped and insured by foreign
firms.

Articles exported from the United States are valued "f.a.s." (freight alongside
ship), that is, the export value includes actual or estimated inland freight charges
from the interior place of shipment to the seaport or border point of exportation,
and it excludes freight and other charges from the port of departure in the United
States to the place of destination in the foreign country to which shipped.

The contribution of exports of agricultural commodities on the balance.of-
payments of the United States is estimated in research studies of the Department
of Agriculture. The effect of all imports, in the aggregate, on our balance-of-
paymento is now estimated by the Office of Business Economics in the Depart-
ment of Commerce and published annually in .the Survey of Current Business.
To determine what effect agricultural imports have on our balance-of-payments,
it is necessary to know payments made to foreign carriers and insurers of agri-
cultural commodities. Such information for agricultural commodities only
would have limited value without similar information for all imports.

The February 15 deadline as specified in S. 3522 would not be appropriate.
The preliminary unrevised statistical data which the Bureau of the Census, De-
partment of Commerce, furnishes to the Department of Agriculture first become
available about February 15. Only a calendar year aggregate of U.S. foreign
agricultural trade can be compiled from these data. The more detailed trade
statistics become available April 1 at the earliest. The May 1 deadline per-
mitted for the first four annual reports would be more desirable.

The provision relating to examination and certification by the Comptrbller
Genera of a report of the Secretary of Agriculture prior to its submission to the
Congress is most unusual. It would cause a delay in the availability to the Con-
gress and the public-at-large of statistical information. Coordination of informa-
tion-collecting services of all Federal agencies Is under the general supervision
of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget in compliance with the Federal
Reports Act of 1942. Further review by the Comptroller General would seem to
be redundant.

I have sought to give some informal views on S. 3522. The Department of
Agriculture will provide the Committee with a formal report on this bill in the
near future.

Senator DIRKSEN. The hearing is adjourned until the hour of 2:30
p.m. That is post meridian.

(Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2:30 p.m. the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will come to order. Our first witness
this afternoon will be Mr. Frank Masterson, of the Industrial Fasteners
Institute. Is Mr. Masterson here? We are allowing you 5 minutes,
Mr. Masterson, not counting the time that we might want to question
you about your presentation.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK MASTURSON, PRESIDENT, INDUSTRIAL
FASTENERS INSTITUTE, AS PRESENTED BY CHARLES J. WILSON,
SECRETARY AND TREASURER, INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS IN.
STITUTE

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman; my name is Charles J. Wilson. I am
the Secretary and Treasurer of the Industrial Fasteners :nstitute.
Frank Masterson is the President of the Industrial Fasteners Insti
tute, and he asked that I present the following comments in his behalf.

The Industrial Fasteners Institute is an association of U lited
States manufacturers of nuts, bolts, screws, rivets, and special formed
parts.

The Industrial Fasteners Institute strongly supports Senate Joint Re.
solution No. 115. We favor the resolution because we think it essential
that accurate and comparable import-export statistics be established
to measure trade between the United States and other countries.
Uniform and compatible statistics are vital so that our international
trade negotiations may be conducted on a proper basis and so that
our citizens at home will be accurately informed of our trade position.

The official foreign trade statistics currently being published by the
Department of Commerce fail to reflect by a substantial margin the
true value of imports to the United States. Imports are officially
recorded on their foreign value, f.o.b. foreign port of shipment, with
the result that freight and insurance charges incurred in transporting
the goods to this country are excluded. Yet we believe it essential
that transportation and insurance charges be included in order to set
a proper and fair value on the imported goods.

Distortions in our foreign trade statistics also appear in the official
valuation of exports from the Unitca States. The official export
statistics currently being used includeexports not made under com-
petitive conditions, such as nonmilitary shipments under title I
through IV of Public Law 480, and shipments of agricultural products
that are highly subsidized or given away.

The combined effect of both of these practices is that imports are
undervalued by an amount estimated to be in excess of $3 bill ion, and
exports are overvalued by an estimated $3 to $4 billion. If proper
statistical valuation methods were used, we would find that the
United States export trade surplus officially reported since 1960
becomes in fact a trade deficit. We think, therefore, that the asserted
trade surplus cannot properly be used to justify further tariff reduc-
tions under the pending Kennedy round negotiations. And if the
present method of computing our trade statistics is not corrected, false
assumptions will continue to underlie the formulation of our tariff and
trade.policy.

The statistical valuation of our imports and exports was recently
considered by the International Affairs Committee 6f the Institute.
By unanimous vote, that Committee adopted a resolution supporting
Senate Joint Resolution 115. This InstitUte resl1ttinh expressosthe
sentiment of our international affairs experts and I respectfully request
that a copy of the resolution be made a part of the record here.

Finally, I think it would be helpful for the committee to have before
it some figures which show in outline form the size and importance of
the industrial fastener industry. I have with me a brief profile of our
industry and ask that it be included in the record.

go
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I am grateful to the committee for this opportunity to present the

views of the- Institute knd its members.
(Th3; resolution and the profile referred to follow:)

INDUSTmIAtL FAsmNiU INDUsTY RiEsOLUTIO

Whereas, the foreign trade statistics which represent the official computations
of imports Into and exports from the United States should accurately reflect the
competitive standing of U.S. .producers;

Whereas,. the official foreign trade statistics of the department of Commerce
fail to reflect' by a substantial margin the value of in~r, in that imports into
the United States are 'Officially recorded on their foreign value, or f.o.b, foreignport of shipment, thus excluding freight and insurance charges incurred in trans.

porting the goods to thisc'ountry;
Whereas, the official foreign* trade statileics overvalue exports from the UnitedStates by a substantial margin, in thatsuch statistics include exports not made

under competitive conditions, such as nonmilitary -shipments under Titles I
through 1V of Public Law 480, and shipments of agricultural products that arehighly subsidized "or given awvay;

WhereaS, imports are undervalued by the statistical methods referred to above
by an amount estimated in excess of $3 billion, and exports are *overvalued by anestimated $3-4 billion;

Whereas, the officially asserted export trade surplus since 1960 becomes a trade
deficit computed in accordance with the principles herein;Whereas, the assertkd trado surplus cannot properly" be used to justify further

tariff reductions under the pending Kennedy Round negotiations;
Whereas, continuation of the present method of computing our trade statisticswould perpetuate false assumptions for the basing of our tariff and trade policy;

Now, therefore Be It Resolved;
1. That the Industrial Fasteners Institute in its Annual Meeting extend itssupport to S.J. Res. 115 and H.J. 696 which, if enacted, would require the Depart-

ments of Commerce and Treasury to cause their reports on imports to reflect-the
cif. value or landed cost of the merchandise in the future and to report separatelyall exports that arise from AID shipments, governmental agricultural subsidies

and similar transactions;
2. That this support be made known to the members of the Senate FihanceCommittee and the members of the House Committee on Ways and Means, and
3. That this Institute recommend to its members active support of the above.

cited Resolutions and that they communicate their support to their Members in
the House and Senate.

PROFILE OF THD INDUSTRIAL FASTENER INDUSTRY

Government figures from 1063!Census of -Manufactures:
Manufacturing plants -------------------------------- 573

,Number of Ijobs- ---------------------------------- -57,618
Annual commercial shipments ----------------------- $1, 225, 000, 000

Non Government estimate.
Annual captive production.--- ------------- $300, 000, 000

More than 53 percent of the total man hours of production in'13 OEM industries
are uged In the assembly function in the use of nuts, bolts,; sroews, rivets and
assembly methods. This figure is 72 percent in the electronics industry and up to

.90 percent in the automotive industry.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wilson, I did not realize that we were talking

about such a gteat distortion. You claim here that the imports here
are undervalued by $3 billion, and that our exports are overvalued
between $3 hiud $4 billion.

Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. -That is a fantastic adjustment. That would

mean, then-or let me ask you this :question: Would that mean, then,
that you. suspect the figures that Treasury gives and that Commerce
.gives us- on, trade areout of lineby a total of $6 billion?.

68-668--88---J
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S-Mr. wILSON.- Yes, eir,-6 , -
The CHAIRMAN. That is fantastic. So they come and tell us that

we have this big. surplus, 'and if you just, sit and. make the simple
adjustments that are in order it would be off that much.

Why do you'say' the exports are overvalued -by $4 ,billion?
Mr. WILSON. I think, and I certainly do not wish, to quote anyone,

but I believe, this morning it'was brought out that the goods which
are brought in or export under Public Law 480, and essentially are
given away, are shown in the export statistic, and if I am not mistaken
this morning it was indicated that this difference, broken out, mdi.
cated it to be about $3.1 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilson. If that is
the case, we ought to know it.If it mi the case I think we can get
that information for you.

-Mr. WILSON. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Bill Jones of the National Livestock

Feeders Association,
Do you have a prepared statement, Mr. Jones?

STATEMENT OF B. H. (BILL) JONES, NATIONAL LIVESTOCK
FEEDERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. JONES. No, I do not, Mr. Chairman. With your permission, I
would like to utilize this time for a brief summary statement, and then
file a complete statement for the record,

The CHAIRMAN. Fine.. You may do that.
Mr. JONES.- My name is
Mr. CHA'iMAN. If you get it in in time, we will print the statement

in the record. We are going to keep thisrecord open until Friday of
next week because there are quite a f&w other people who have asked
to puttheir statements in the record.'

Go ahead. ,
Mr. JONES. Thank you. My name is B. H. (Bill) "Jones. I am

secretary and trustee of the National Livestock Feeders Association,
with head quarters in OmrnhaNebr.

We firmy support the intent of Senate Joint Resolution 115, and S.
3522.

S. 3522, of course, applies only to agriculture, and is more fully
comprehensive with respect to agriculture, but we do think the entire
foreign trade area needs clarification.

We would like to see the provisions in the bill which provide for
coordination with interested organizations in the administration of 'the
act retained in final form.

When the committee took on the job a couple of years ago of deter-
mining the true situation with respect to meat an animal products,
the chairman, I know, will recall the frustration which existed with
respect to import figures. There were at least four or five sources
of published data, and it was impossible to reconcile these, and it
was impossible also to make meaningful breakdowns.

The committee's work contributed to the solut~bn of this problem
of different sources, and the committee is in a position now, wo feel,
to contribute toward clarifying the U.S. agriculture's competitive
position in foreign trade, and toward bringing about improvement
in the compilation and distribution of trade data and statistics by
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(1) calling for, a clean and distinct separation of exports for dollars
for movements under Government-financed programs and under
export payments, and (2) for calculation of imports on the same basis
as other trading nations... .

We were greatly concerned for some time about the manner in
which the volume and the value of agricultural exports and imports
had been reported to policymakers and for public consumption.
We were encouraged, and heartily endorse the knowledgable com-
ments made by Senators Dirksen and Sparkman with respect to the
need for refinement and clarification of iinport and export figures.
As the members of this committee know, the method used by.the

United States in recording import value differs from that used by other
major trading nations, and since this has been covered to a great
extent this morning,'Mr. Chairman, why, I shall not go further on thatsubject.

With respect to'the use of total export figures, however, I would

like to spend some little time. , The United States position in agri-
cultural trade has. been seriously "distorted through the use of the
figure designated as total exports, and in using this in direct compari-
son to imports to figure agrulture's balance and to indicate, our
competitive position in world trade.

The total figure has been, and still is, widely used and publicized
by the Secretary6f Agricultreand others without any explanation
whatsoever of what it includes.

There have been numerous features and press releases of thisfiature,
a very recent one being a release dated August 19, just this month,
1966, which I shall attach to the statement submitted for the record.

Failure to explain the total export figure has led to false conclusions
that the United States has enjoyed a favorable 'balance of trade for
some years. This and other impressive and easily presented state-
ments, such as the production of 1 acre out of every 4 harvested is
exported, exports account for 16 to 17 percent of the total cash
receipts from foreign marketings, And the like, we feel, are seriously
misleading and inaccurate in the real world of foreign trade.

The CHAIRMAN,. May I just say by way of agreeing with you as
far as our own domestic economy is concerned, this food that we are
giving away, and these other giveaway commodities, would have
about the same impact on our economy as if we just dumped, them
into the ocean. Would you agree with that? It is a fine thing to
do, and I suppose those people are hungry, but we just got through
giving away hundreds of millions of dollars of grain to India.

Now, as far as the American economy is concerned, it would have
had the same effectas if We just dumped it into the ocean, would it not?

Mr. JONES. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The fact of the business is-
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, the Indians need it, I understand that.

But as far as what it does to our economy when somebody comes to
us and says, "Look at the wonderful trade balance we have," and
counts that as trade, he might as well just count it as an item dumped
in the ocean.,

Mr. JONES. We would heartily agree with you, Mr. Chairman, and
we would again say when a businessman gives a gift or something
tosomeone he does not credit it tothe income side of his ledger. This
is what we do on this type of shipment.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. JONES.. When we say as a result" of not leimrihg. this' whole
tirith that agricultural producbra, industry leaders and Gove6rnment
officials have reached a false and favorable conclusion as to the pro-,

ortion of trade, we are not playing it down, but we would like to
ave it accurately portrayed in the public piess, particularly.Now, if *e refer back to the Aigust 19 release which I mentioned, it

announces an iticrease in agricutUral exPorts for the fiscal year- of
1966, andi'ii oitains the usual statements which set f6rth a very
enviable Picture for United Stfat's''a'iculture.

AnyOner a nd taking iel.ease at face value would concludethat 'VaitMStates agriculture; is indeed in 'ail excellent postion.
details are not 'yet aVailable o s'hi tents on'the various forms of

assistancee, but if ve Subtract d'Ut only the commodities which 'nor.
:mally mo've under export payments, we immediately reduce' the total
figure of $6.7 billion quoted in the release to $4.5 billion, which is
the equivalent Of our imports for fiscal 1966.

Then, if we apply a c.if. figure of the global average of 173 percent,
as we have been given, we wind up Vith an $800 million deficit actu-
ally, and this does not include all of the products given away and
donated on the various Government-financed programs.

If we go back to fiscal 1965, for which we dohave more adequate
figures, we see a great disparity in the total export figure.

Let us just look at that, and we can dig out at least complete figures
here. If we subtract the Government-financed programs and the
movement under export payments, and here there might be some
argument as to whether you should subtract these out or not, as to
how much would move without the export payment and how much
Woild not, all we are saying is that it did not move Without the
export payment. We are not arguing about how much it would
have moved if the export payment 'had Aot been applied.

If we do this, we wind up with $621 iiiion as a deficit, a $621
million deficit, in agriculture, rather* than the 'claimed $2 billion
excess or overage.,

Then, if we apply c.i.f. to this of 17% percent, we come up with the
almost unbelievable figure of $1.3 billion'deficit in fiscal 1965 instead
of the claimed $2 billion overage.'

Now, it is true that the Department of Agriculture is not'breaking
down exports, and we commend the men who are working in this area
for what they are doing. But the information is far from* being In the
form readily available and usable by Congress and others, and I
think the Senators would back us up on this. In fact, the layman or
the uninformed .professional will not be able to properly interpret
the figures, and the material supplied to the news media, and this is
our source of great contentiono, is highly misleading from its lack of
comp leteness and proper explanation. I

With resectto livestock and meat specifically,, we would like to see
the Vubiczed breAd6wn include the figures called 'for under the
new'unpott law, Public Law 88-482.

With that, Mr. Chairman, we respectfully urge favorable dobsidera.
tion bY the committee of these proposed measures.

The CHAIIdAN. May I say, Mr. Jones,. when I was a freshman
Senator around here,' before - I came on this committee, I thought' I
would make a speech about foreign trade hnd what a fine'thingitVa&.
After all, we had the port of New Orleans right there in' Iouisiana,
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and all the New, Orleans people who make money out of trade, -of
course e, are strong for it, as they well ohOuld be.

I sent for the figures and I regret to say that if you .o and read that
speiph . made and see allth'ose lovely figures I put in the record, it
wonAd imAy that this Was just lovely. I regret to find h0W erroneous
those figures were based on what you say, because I think you are
right about it. I believe those figures were very, very msleadiig. I
thought enough of that speech to mail it out. , I regret that I am so
badly misinformed publicly about this tremexidous favorable balance
we liad when, in fact, it was subject to all these discounts we were
talking about.

Mr. JONFS. Mr Chairman, we do not wish to play down at all the
importance of trade. We are interested in seeing it expanded, but we
are interested in seeing our policy de-Isions and the industry have
figures that are properly explained so that they know on what basis
these decisions are made.

The CHAIRMAN. You just do not like for people to push you around
and give you a lot of hurrah, which is not correct. You would like to
know what the facts are.

Mr. JONES. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN.'And, frankly, I. think you are right. I believe our

committee needs to know that, andhaving heard your tstimony- and
some others, I am determined that we are going to get the real figures,
and if not the precise figures, we will get an estimate close enough so
we can know about where it is. I will cooperate with you in helping to
clear up the kind of misinformation that I helped to spread around
about 10 years ago myself, not knowing s ny better.

Mr. JONES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are particularly con-
cerned about the information that is made available in the form it is
made ava;';-ble to theb press because this is where, after all, most of us
get the i' -(ormation that we need, and that we-

The CHAIRMAN. Here. is the kind of misinformation people get. r
do not agree with the Wall Street Journal on some of their editorial
policies, but I would say they have very fine reporters down here,
and when they are talking about what is'going on, their reporters are
about as good as any; in fact, I think in some respects they are even
better.,

Here is a Wall Street Journal staff reporter writing a story saying:
The U.S. trade surplus narrowed in July as imports rose .3 per cent while

exports fell one per cent from the preceding month,' the Commerce Department
said.

Imports for July climbed to a seasonally adjusted $2,206,800,000 from June's
$2,114,900,000. Seasonally adjusted exports declined to $2,460,400,000 from
$2,485,800,000.

After building up this committee for what used to be great big
figures, then it says:

For the latest four months, imports have run at an adjusted-annual rate of
$25,590,000,000, about eight per cent above the pace of the preceding four.month
period. The adjusted annual rate of exports in the last four months has been
$28 925,000,000, about one per cent higher than the rate for the earlier period.

Thus the' four.month $3,335,000,000 surplus at an annual rate was down from
the $4,921,(100,000 rate of the four preceding months.

The export figures don't include shipments under the Defense Department's
*Miltary.Assistance Program that amounted to $99,900,000,000 in July.

Well, when they make that statement you would be led to believe
that is taking out this particular thing that should not be considered.
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All you are saying is that, as I take it, you- did not have any surplus
of $3,325 million. If you include 'insurance and you include the
freight, ocean freight, and you take out the giveaways, you might
wind up on the minus side instead of on the plus side. That is what
you are saying.

Mir. JONEs. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And somebody is debating, quarreling with you,

Lbout what the trade policy will be, so you would like to get the
correct figures so that you would not be shot at with a $3 billion
surplus, but with a deficit.

Mr. JONES. We would also like to have our negotiators clearly
informed on this, as well.I The CHAIRMAN. I hope we can get some information. We are
sending one of our Senators over there to consult with those fellows.
We send a Senator over there from time to time, and I would suggest
that some of you fellows make a point to talk to Senator Hartke.
Be sure he understands this, because he is going to make a trip over
there soon. We are going to be sending others, and we would like
for them to know what they are talking about so that when they
negotiate they will come up with the right answer.

Mr. JoNqs. I will be sure to send him a copy of our statement, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Thank you so much, Mr. Jones.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows:)

STATEMENT O THE NATiONAL LIvEsToCK FEEDEnS ASSOCIATION BY B. H. JONES,
ASSOCIATE SECRETARY-TREASURER

The National Livestock Feeders Association is a voluntaryu, non-
profit, non-political trade organization of persons engaged in the
business of feeding and finishing livestock for the slaughter market.
Membership exists in twenty-three states, with major concentration
in the North Central States. There aro nearly one hundred State
and Local Livestock Feeders Associations affiliated with the National
Association.

THE NATIONAL LIVESTOCK FEEDERS ASSOCIATION FIRMLY SUPPORTS THE INTENT
OF S. J. RES. 115 AND S. 3522

S. 3522, in contrast to S. J. Res. 115, applies only to Agriculture, and is, there-
fore, more comprehensive with respect to Agriculture specifically. No doubt, the
entire foreign trade area is in need of clarification. We would like to see the
provisions in the Bill (S. 3522),' which'provide for coordination with interested
organizations in the administration of the Act, retained in the final version.

When this Committee took on the job a couple of years ago of determining the
true situation with respect to meat and meat-product imports, the members of the
Committee will recall the frustration which existed with respect to the import
figures. There were at least four to five sources of published data, which were
Impossible to reconcile, and from which it was difficult to make meaningful
breakdowns.

The Committee's work contributed to4 the solution of the problem of several
different sources of data; and now, the Committee is in f position to contribute
toward the clarification of U.S. Agriculture's competitive position in foreign trade,
and toward bringing about Improvement in the compilation and distribution of
trade data and statistics by calling for:

(1) A clear and distinct separation of exports for dollars from movement
under Government-financed programs and under export payments; and -

(2) Calculation of imports on the same basis as used by most other trading
nations.,

We have been grossly concerned for some time about the manner in Which the
volume and the value of agricultural imports and exports have been reported to
policy-makers and for public consume tion, We were encouraged by, and heartily
endorse, the knowledgeable comments made by Senators Dirksen and Sparkman
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with respect to the need for refinement and clarification of import and export
figures.

There are two main sources of distortion in the data and statistics readily
available to policy-makers to industry, and to the public in general: •

(1) Non-comparability of data which results from the use of a different
method for recording and reporting Import value than that used by most
other major trading nations of the world; and

(2) The unqualified use of the term "exports" to cover all commodity and
product movement from our shores, without adequate explanation as to
what'the total figure Includes-as the sponsors of the measures under con-
sideration have'stated, these figures should not be accepted without qualifi-
cation.

Non-Comparabilily of Import Value.-As the members of this Committee know,
the method used by the United States in recording and reporting import value
differs from that used by most other major trading nations of the world; and,
therefore, 'the United States balance-of-trade figures are not comparable to those
calculated by most other major trading countries. This leads to false conclusions
as to the position of the United States relative to other nations.
I Surely, the c.i.f. data should be made available to the Congress and to others
charged with policy-making in the foreign trade area and for general distribution
to the industries and the public; and a uniform system should be established
among countries to hold misinterpretation "to a minimum, and to give as true a
picture as posible of the relative trading positions of various nations.

Use of Total "Export" Figure.-The position of the United States In agricultural
trade has been seriously'distorted through the use of the figure designated as
total exports-using this in direct comparison to the value of Imports to calculate
Agriculture's balance of trade and to indicate the competitive position of the
United States In agricultural trade.

The total figure has been and still is, widely used and publicized by the Secre-
tary of Agriculture and others without proper explanation of what it includes.
There have been numerous speeches and press releases of this nature; a very,
recent example is the U.S. Department of Agriculture release dated August 19
1966, a copy of which is attached to this statement.

Failure to explain the total export figure has led to the false conclusion that
U.S. Agriculture has enjoyed a favorable balance of (competitive) trade for some
years. This and other impressive and easily-remembered statements, such as:
"the production of one acre out of evmry fotur harvested is produced for export";
"exports account for 17% of the total cash receipts from U.S. farm marketings;
"three-fourths of the U.S. agricultural exports are now dollar-earning commercial

sales"; and the like are seriously nilsleading and highly inaccurate In the "real
world" of foreign trade in"agricultural products. Please note the play on words in
the se of "dollar-earning"-not dollar sales-and the term "commercial sales",
which also includes products moving under export payments. I

When a businessman donates to a charitable cause, he does not enter the
amount of that contribution in the income side of his ledger; yet, this is exactly
what the U.S. Government does in the case of certain agricu tural shipments
abroad. For example, we give away a boatload of wheat, ship it to a foreign
country, and then credit its value to the credit side of the U.S. balance for
Agriculture.

As a result of not being made aware of the "whole truth," agricultural producers,
Industry leaders and Government officials have reached a false and inflated
conclusion of the importance of foreign trade to the health of U.S. Agriculture.

Referring back to the U.S. Department of Agriculture release dated August 19
1960, previously mentioned: the release announced an increase In agricultural
exports for fiscal 1966. It contains, the usual statements setting forth a very
enviable picture for U.S. Agricuilture. Anyone reading and taking the release at
its face value would conclude that we are Indeed in an excellent competitive posi-
tion. In fact, the release would seem to be solely for this purpose, rather than
-'etting-forth in a clear and concise manner the facts as they stand.

Details for fiscal 1966 on shipments under various forms of assistance are not
yet available to us; however, if we subtract the commodities which normally
move under export payments (wheat,. cotton, rice, and dairy), we immediately
reduce the total figure of $6.7 billion, quoted in the release, down to $4.6 billion-
the equivalent of agricultural imports for fiscal 1966. Then, if we proceed to
figure import value by Including coif., as nearly all other major trading nations
do, we end uip with an $800 million deficit,-and this does not allow for all of the
Government-financed movement-rather than the claimed $2.2 billion excess
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under imports., (The estimated overage needed to coyer c.i. was, calculated at
the 17.5% gobal average set forth In the statements which accompanied the intro.
ductlon of W.J. Res. 115.) 4k

To give the Committee an example of the great disparity In the picture painted
for Agriculture by the use of the total export figure, let us look at fiscal 1965, for
which we can search out rather complete (revised) figures. A total export figure
of $6.1 billion was used and published for agricultural exports. This was com-
pared to imports for consumption (not including durable goods made from
agricultural products) of $4 billion. A closer look at the $6.1 billion figure
however, .reveals that nearly $1.7 billion moved- under Governmentflnanced
programs and that over $1 billion f the sales designated as commercia sales for
dollars moved with aid'of export payments'-making a total of $2.7 billion and
leaving only $3.4 billion of exports which moved with no Governroent 'assL tance.
This figure compared to agricultural imports, leaves a deficit of around $600
million.

To go one step further, applying 17.5% c.i.f.to the import figure of. 4 billion,
adds $700 million and leaves a deficit in agricultural trade of $1.3 bflion, rather
thni the claimed $2 billion flivorablo balance for U.S. Agriculture. n rIt can be argued, of course, that at least some of the so-called commercial sales

which moved with the help of export payments would have bion consuinmated
in the absence of such asistance.. We readily concede this; allwe are saying is
that this. volume, . fact,,did wot move without export help and thsshould be
mande clear in any reeience to agricultural exports. nd ts o b

It is true that the Department of, Agriculture is currently breaking down ex-
ports into several categories, and we highly commend those Who were conscien-
tiously engaged in this Work for the job being done. The fact still remains, how-
ever,. that the information Is not being furnished in a readily available and usable
form to Congress and others. The layman and the Uninformed professional will
find it difficult to :properly interpret the published figures.

And the material being supplied to the news media is highly misleading from
lchk of proper explafition and from improper emphasis on the total export figure.

'With respect to llvestock and meat, specifically, we would like to see the pub-
lished breakdown include the figures called for under the Meat Import Law
(Public Law 88-482), or at least the basic figures from which these can be
calculated.

Favorable Committee Acdion.-We respectfully urge the Committeeto favora' .y
consider the proposed measures.

(Exact copyl

-UNITED STATEs DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
Washington, August 19, 1966.

(For release Sunday, Aug. 21)

Agricultural Exports Set Record; Help Balance of Payments:
Secretary. of Agriculture Orville L. Freeman announced today that United

States agricultural exports climbed' to an all-time high of $6.7 billion in the fiscal
year that ended June 30.

The Secretary sid the increase of more than $600 million-all of it in com-
mercial dollar-earning exports-was helpful to the U.S. balance of payments'
Farm exports in fiscal year 1965, at $6,1 billion, also were a record.
,'Commercial agricultural exports In the most recent fiscal, year were twice the

size of competitive agricultural imports. On an over-all basis, total agricultural
exports wore $2.2 billion larger than total agricultural imports..

The 3 U.S. farm products In greatest demand by foreign consumers were wheat,
feed grains, and oilseeds, principally soybeans. Record exports of each in the
1960 fiscal year exceeded $1 billion. Actual exports were:

Wheat and flour, $1,403 million up 13 percent from the previous year.
Feed grains, $1,351 million, up 44 percent..
Oilseeds and produots,'$1,224 million, up 10 percenL
Secretary Freeman cited the teamwork of the Department of Agriculture and

46 private trade cooperators whose sales promotion efforts in 7.1 countries were
an important factor in establishing'the new export record. This promotional
effort showed up not only In Increased sales of wheat; feed grains, and soybeans
but also in larger dollar-earning exports of hides and skins, fruits, vegetables, rice,
poultry meats, and meat and meat products..
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!Three-fourthS of U.S.: agricultural' exports are now dollar-earning commercial,
esies; one-fourth are concessinal type exports under the Food for Peace program.
Comnuercial exports rose iarly ,$700 nli o'h" in the 1960 fiscal year to a, $5.1
billion total. tThe dramatic grotvth in' these exports is shown by comparisons
with previous years: $4.4 billion'in fiscal 1965, $3.5 billion in fiscal 1963, $2.5
billion in fiscal 1959.

Japan continued to be the largest foreign buyer of U.S. farm products--$914
mllliqn lo the year Just.ended. Japan, in recent years, has been increasing such
buying an average of 16 percent a year and soon may become U.S. agriculture's
first billion6dollar customer. .
.Other members of'the Big Ten cash buyers of U.S. farm products in fiscal 1966

were: Netherlands, $515 million; Canada, $482 million; West Germany, $476
m1ion United Kingdom, $435 miilioin Italy, $277 million; Spain, $201 million;
Aelgium-Luxembourg, $183 million; Fince,'$142 million; i5enmark, $85 million.

Food for Peace exports continued in' fiscal 1966 to avert hunger and'support'
(conomio development in a number of lems-developed countries. Such Govern-
ment program shipments totaled $1.6 billion, compared with $1.7 billion the
previous year. Wheat was the leading product shipped, with 'food-short India
alone receiving 262 million bushels.

U.S. agricultural oxpofts have been built to a point where I acre out of every 4
of U.S. -rop!'.nd now, produces for export (78 million acres). American farmers,
are exporting over half their production of wheat, rice, hides and skins, and dried
edible peas; over one-third Of their'soybeans, hops, tallow, grain sorghums nonfat
dry milk, and prunes; one-fourth of their production of tobacco and raisins, and
one-fifth of dried whole milk, cotton and lemons.

U.S. farmers, the Secretary of Agriculture said, have become the world's
biggest exporters. They supply over 20 percent of world agricultural trade.
They get one-sixth of their income from exports.

The impact of this big export movement Is felt both on farms and in cities.
Hundreds of thousands of wage and salary earners 'make their living by back-
stopping U.S. agricultural production and exporting-operations.

ThleChAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. William Stoeffhaas of
the Bicycle Manufacturers Association.
, If youwill wait just a moment, I am going to read your statement,

and Iwill then let you summarize it.
If we cannot get the executive branch to give us the proper figures

to put this thing in perspective, I am going to have this committee do
it. We will just do' it for them if they won't do it, because these
figures ought to be there.

If you want to go ahead and summarize this statement, you may
do so.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. STOEFFHAAS, CHAIRMAN, TARIFF
COMMITTEE, BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

Mr. STO1iFFHAAS. My name is William F. Stoeffhaas. I am chair-
man of the Tariff Committee of the Bicycle Manufacturers Associa-
tion, Inc., and also chairman of the board of Arnold, Schwinn & Co
of Chicago, Ill.

Our association is composed of American bicycle manufacturers
who account for more than 95 percent of the bicycles produced in this
country.

Our industry has been badly hurt by low-priced bicycles imported
from, other countries in the past, and in recent years have yielded over
20 percent of our domestic market to these foreign imports, despite
modernization of our industry and introduction of the latest techniques
of bicycle ranufact ring.

Further, it shOuld be noted that 6.7 percent of bicycles being un-
ported into. the United States are coming in from Iron Cirtain coun-
tries under Communist rule and there is every indication that this
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will increase in the future. Also, if the English pound is devalued
agahn, as maly think it will be, this will have a dict impact on the
American bicycle industry by siibstaitially increasing Imports of'for-'
eign made bicycles into the United Stated as it did the last time the6
pound was devalued.

Therefore;, we are deeply concerned that, statistics compiled by the
US. Department' of Q6rumerce accurately portray 6iir: trade balance. :
This is important to our membership because these statistics Provide
the basis upon which P.,-a executive departments of Government. and
the Congress evaluate the competitive standing 6f the United Statesn world tradeand make policy decisions in thig area,> For example, on-
cessions are more likely to be made by our representatives At inter-
national trade conferences such as GATT if they are led to believe that'
we have, a sa nation, a rosy trade souplUs rather thang'l s" lus'at-all&

The-statistics currently tabulateU by'the U.oS. Dep artmei t"'of Com-merce are misleading in that they,fail to included the cost'of freight
and insurance in evaluating imports and they also fail to separate out
goods shipped abroad under governmental programs in Valuing ex
ports. "

In 1965, the Department of Commerce reported exports of mercnian'-
dise from the United States at $26.56 billion, against imports of $21.36
billion for the same period. This rosy apparent trade surplus of $5
billion, which would be erased by proper reporting; has resulted in
little attention and consideration being given to injurious imports of
various commodities from abroad.
.Our official trade statistics have portrayed a handsome export

surplus ranging annually from $4.5 to $6.7 billion over the, past 4 or
5 years. Much of this trade surplus would be erased except for the
failure of our official statistics to include ocean freight and marine
insurance (cost, insurance, and freight) in calculating the dollar value
of imports into the United states. 4- .... .
The Cost at foreign shipping point, used by oiir, official statistical

reports (f.o.b.)'is not the real cost; and very few, other countries
report their imports on the; basis of foreign*,value 's we do.,.;This
hurts our industry particularly since bicycles are being imported in
large quantities from Japan, West Germany, Great Britain, and other
countries at great distances wherefreight and insurance constitute a
substantial dolar amount.' If freight and insurance were added to
th(e current bMoycle npmort'(d611ar figuie, e-the impact would-be vry
substantial in increasing those figures. We feel that freight and
insurance are a part of the cost of our imports and should behandled
that way statistically. In 1965, for example, this resulted in an
understatement of U.S. imports by some $3.7 billion.

It is suspected that the principal objection to the c.i.f. basis of
reporting lies in the repercussions that might be expected to follow.
The Department of Commerce could no longer issue glowing reports
on the health of this country's foreign tride and its competitive
standing in world markets. Such reports have been used in thepast
in support of arguments that our foreign trade policy has been highly
successful and that our tariffs can safely be further reduced drastically
without fear of serious economic consequences,

There is a second major distortion in our trade statistics because
these statistics presently incluid all'shipments (except military), made
under AIl programs as well as the exports of highly subsidized farm
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products such as wheat Pnd. cotton. If such~ shipments, estimated,
at $3.5 billion, are added to the $3.7 billion cited above to account for.
freight and insurance, a distortion of $7.2 billion in our 1965 trade
picture is introduced.: Thus, instead of A $5.2 billion trade surplus,'
we have a $2 billion trade deficit for 1965.

The obvious remedy is' to report our imports on a c.i.f. basis and
exclude fro: our exports the goods that we ship abroad under govern-
mental pr6granis. We strongly support Setiate Joint Resoltito0n 115
introduced by Senator Dirkien -on October 7 1965, to achieve this
result. The-purpose of the-resolution is not 0 change radically the;
methods of collecting'statistics on Our trade, but to provide industry,.
Government, and the public with statistics Which vill meaningfully
reflect the true competitive 'position of' the United States in inter-
national trade.

We submit' that the present method of reporting statistics results
in significant distorti6wof'our trade balance and competitive position.'
We submit, further,. that these distortions have had the effect of
influencing our national trade policy.

If American industry is shown to not be in a favorable position
either with respect to imports coming into this country or in com-'
peting for markets abroad, the economic feasibility of further tariff,
reductions should be seriously questioned. As we pointed out earlier,.
our industry has relinquished over 20 percent of its domestic market
and we find it extremely difficult to compete abroad against low-priced
foreign bicycles. Our exports of bicycles to foreign countries are
almost nonexistent.We ask that Senate Joint Resolution 115 be'adopted so that realistic
statistics are available to guide our national trade policy in the future.

Thank you for allowing us this opportunity to present our views.
The CHAIRMAtN Thank you very much, sir.
The next witness is Mr. J. O. Hendrickson of the Cast Iron Soil

Pipe Institute".

STATEMENT OF JEROME 0. HENDRICKSON, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, CAST iRON SOIL PIPE INSTITUTE

Mr. HENRIcKsoN. 'Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is, Jerome Hendrickson. I am executive vice president of
the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute, 1824-26 Jefferson Place, NW.,
Washing ton, D.C.
I The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute is a national trade association.
It represents 21 members of which produce about 95 percent of all
the cast iron soil pipe and fittings manufactured in the United States.
Approximately half of its members are classed by Government
standards as small business.

On March 9 and 10 1966, at the Sheraton-Dallas Hotel in Dallas,
Tex., the Cast Iron oil Pipe Institute passed unanimously at its
regularly constituted meeting the following resolution:

Whereas, the foreign trade statistics issued by the Department of Commerce,
which represents the official computations of our imports and exports, fal to
reflect the full cost of our imports by a wide margin, on the one hand, and over-
state our exports by inclusion of Foreign Aid and similar noncompetitive sldp-
ments broad, on the other; t

Whereas, these practices have the0effect of grossly exaggerating the competitive
standing of private American exporters in foreign markets, leading to official
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claims of large annual export surpluses, ranging since 1960 from $4.5 billion to
$6.7 billion; a.hieved th stit. o oraio rect•

Whereas, these surpluses were achieved by the statistical operation recited
above whereby (1) oirn pinorts are officially recoi'ded on their foreign value, or
fUo.b.i, foreign port of shipment; thus excluding freight 'ahd: InMurance charges
incurred In transporting the goods to this country; thus undervaluing imports
some $3 billion, and!(2) our exports Include all non-Mi1itary AID. shipments, sqch
as agricultural products sold for foreign currencies, under, Food for Peace pro-
gram, or given away, and other transactions that do6 not reflect competitive
advantages;I Whereas, the discrepancy is so brohd that proper valuation of our imports
by Inclusion of shipping costs, and stripping our exports of subsidized and giveaway
shipments, would convert the so-called export surplus into a deficit; - • .

Whereas, the proposed 50'per cent tariff reduction under '6ie Kennedy Aound
is, justified by our supposed handsome export surplus, as reflecting a strong
competitive position"In world'markts Whh In fact,'with the exception of very
few products, does not exist;
.Whereas,°continuation of the present method of computing our trade statistics

would perpetuate false assumption for the basing of our tariff and trade policy:
Now, therefore, be It

Resolved, That'the Castd Iron Soil Pipe Institute in' its regular meeting held
March 9 and 10, 1960, in Dallas, Texas extend Its: support to S.J. Res. 115 and
H.J., Res. 696 i-hich, If enacted, would require the Departments of Commerce
and Treasury to cause their reports on Imports to reflect the CIF value or landed
cost of the merchandise In the future and to report separately all exports that
arise from AID shipments, governmental agricultural subsidies and similar trans-
actions.-

In addition,. Mr. Chairman, I wear a second hat. I am the secre-
tar. of the National Conference of the Plumbing-Heating-Cooling
Industry. The national conference is an' organization- of the lead-
ing trade association executives who represent all segments of the
plumbing, heating, 'and cobling industry.

On May 5, 1966, the national conference held its annual meeting

at the Madison iotel in Washington, D.C. At;this meeting, the
following resolution was passed with, no dissent:

Whereas, the official trade statistics published by the Department of Commerce
have produced a false Impression of the competitive strength of flitsCountry in
foreign markets and of the ability of domestic Industries to withstand import, com-
petition within this Country, because, on the one hand, imports have been syste-
inatioally undervalued, and on the other, exports exaggerated by Inclusion of AID
and subsidized shipments to foreign countries;

Whereas, the undervaluation of imports arises from the use f.o.b., foreign points
of shipment, as the basis of Valuation,' Whife ocean freight and Insurance charges
are omitted, thus undervaluing the actual costs of imports some 15 per cent to
20 per cent;"

Whereas, a correct valuation of imports and "the separation of AID 'and other
governmentally assisted exports from competitive exports would reflect our true
competitive situation in' the world, this La ing a deficit rather than a surplus posi-
tion in point of trade balance;

Whereas, S.J. Resolution 115 and H.J. Resolution 696 would correct the mis-
leading reports hereinabove referred to: Now, therefore, be it

'Resolved, That' the National Conference of the Plumbing-Heating-Cooling
Industry i as annual meeting held May 5 1966, in Washington, D.C. declare to
support" S.J. Resolution 115 and H.J. Resolution 696 and make known this support
to the appropriate members of the House and the Senate of the United States.

Speaking both for the Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute and the National
Conference of the Plumbing-Heating-Cooling Industry, I wish to
state that we are vitally interested in the foreign trade policy of this
countTy and particularly in the policy adopted toward tariff reduction.
Our products are subject to strong import competition and the more we
are exposed to it because of further tariff reduction, the more difficult
become our operations on a profitable basis.
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Foreign trade policy is necessarily guided by the present overall
state of our expQrt-import balance.. If this is favorable, the inclination
will be to cut the tariff on the grounds that our industries are in a,
strong competitive position.

If this favorable balance is a false one if it is greatly exaggerated
because .of unsound statistical practices, le policy based oA it will be
misguided. We simply ask that our import-export statistics faith-
fully reflect the actual competitive position of this country, not only
in world markets, but also in this country in the face of imports.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views on Senate:
Joint Resolution 115.15

In summary, I would just 'like to say one thing. We simply ask
that our import-export statistics faithully -reflect the actual com-,
petitive position of this country, in the face of imports.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. HENDRICKSON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. J. H. Hume here? Mr. Hume had asked to

testify, and if he wants to submit a statement we will print it later,
but apparently he is'not here.

Mr. Clark Wilson, is he here?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Just a second, Mr. Chairman. My name is

Strackbein, and I have a telegram from Mir. Hume. I have it with
me, in which he simply asked me to state their support of Senate
Joint Resolution 115 without his actually making a statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Mr. Strackbein, if Mr. Hume wants to
send us a written statement on behalf of his group, wily, we will, of
course be glad to have it. We will print it in the record, and we will
keep dhe record open until Friday of-next week for that purpose.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. lark L. Wilson here?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I read your statement, Mr. Wilson, and I would

appreciate your summari4ng it. It is a good statement.

STATEMENT OF CLARK L. WILSON, CHAIRMAN, LEAD-ZINC
PRODUCERS COMMITTEE

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I appear as the representative of the
domestic Lead-Zinc Producers Committee, representing practically
all of the domestic zinc mining industry in the United States, and in
addition, a good portion of the lead and zinc smelting operations here
in the United States.

We appear in-support of the Resolution 115, as indicated in my
statement. We hope to same day appear before you on a real per-
sonal basis for some work that will be

The CHAIRMAN. I think you might have one error in your statement
and I want to ask you if this is -ot an error. You say here in the
middle of your fifth paragraph that Governor Herter said that:

OUr exports exceed our imports by roughly $5 million which Is persuasive
evidence that our producers, if given access to markets overseas, can successfully
compete to a very healthy degree.

Shouldn't that figure be $5 billion?
Mr. WILSON. That is absolutely correct.
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The CHIAiRMAN. We will correct that, then
Mr. WIIJSON. I appreciate your calling ny attbntorito:it.
In summary, I would say, Mr. Chairfian' thaV bi 4i iidistry has had

long years of trouble with import competition, and .We feel that in.
correct reporting tends to ihcreaso these troubles.

We support 115 because 'We believe it would 7ali the'attention of theGovernmefit, as well, 'as iti stry, to specific problems of specific
industries, 'and' in so doing bring' about a heltbier' domestic industry
and particularly many natural 'resource "indklstfies in the Uniti
~St~ites.

I believe the statement details out particplaxi't~&3tin this, and
unless _u have furtheif questions Twill subniit'it.

The CHAIRMAN. Let nie just get .this straight Withyu in wh.iti you
say over here on yktir second to the lat pagragraph. You say thht, in
the second to the last paragraph, you sa,- thatby leaving oitt the--
that by at least declaring value on f.o.b.: basis -they make these lead,
imports appeart0b be $214'niillion..

Mr. WxIsbN. Again, I should have- thisis million, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me?
Mr. WILSON. $214 million,
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. WILSON. That is the correct figure.
The CHAIRMAN. 'But if you make them add- the-
Mr. WILSON. Ten percent.
The CHAIRMAN (continfling). Ten percent, then it goes up to about

$235 million.
Mr. WILSON. That is, correct.
The CHAIRMAN.' So that that work* out to about $235 a ton.
Mr. WILSON. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, you say that:bur production

cost here is about $280_per ton.
Mr. WILSON. What I meant, Senator, is take our:domestic prices

and compare the same tonnage ac a domesticprice valuation showing
that we also haveThe CHAIRMAo. 'You do not mean $214 million and '$235 million,

you mean $214 a ton,.I take it. I
Mr. WILSON. No, sir. The total imports were $214 million.
The CHAIRMAN. I see, yes.'
Mr. WILSON. And this converts to' about $235 per ton. Since

there was an amount of 1 'million tons of lead and zinc combined
imported _ "V

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. WISON. 'What I am saying is that -by the time you add insur-

ance, freight, duties, the fact lhat these things can be produced more
cheaply in foreign countries, we are up against a real stiff-
• The CHAIRMA N. They can be produced more cheaply, but not

much more cheaply, is that the point? They can produce the lead
and zinc in foreign countries because of their lower wage rate, but
not as much cheaper as they pretend. In other words, the difference
is not nearly as much..

Mr. WILsON. They would like our prices over here, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. I say they like to get our prices in our market.

This is what I boil this down to.
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
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-Thd HItA.;ut~ei tas much di"art *h ro smUhad..ag0 to importin'",'tht i d' a*nd zinc n y ing. it apear, as
,Using those misleadingfi gures,, io.wat you are Saying-.
. Mr. 'WILsON. Yes, sir. ..

The CHAIRMAN'. All 'right. -.:Well, thank you very much; sir.
kb(The.prepared statemen6 of Mr. ,Wilson f611,W)

TATXMtNT o, CiARx L.' WJLBO CHAIRMAN OF THI LEAD-ZINC PRoDUCEBS

I at1C lhk Lt .Wil, Chairman 6f ;tho' Lead-Zinc"Pibdus ' Committee.
Members obf the'C6inhittee I rpresent account for at least 90%'df the'doimstib
mine produetlon of leAd& aid abotit 80% of the domA estic 'mine'proiducti of zinih.
The members of ou' C6mitted also refine led'and zinc ores, producingg refined
lead slab zine and 's'omemanufactured items. ,

vr. Strackbein Chairtna' of th Nation-Wide Committee on ExportImport
-Policy, haM probAy and Orrectly called our attention to 'the fact that'there must
-be a drasti6yeview in the auhalysi of factors that are'basic tothe definitioni of our
bplancoof tretde and ith iir in the formation 'of a national trade p6lcy.

-This was *ell summarized in the conclusions of his discussionn of -this" matter as
printed In the Coi~tisional Record of!'O'ctober 7, 1965 in connection with 'the
introduction of S.J. Resolution 115. The Resolution would 'require -that- the
reports on imports into. the United: Stptes inside thp landed value of articles
imported; consisteiit with ,the current system in reporting airports by nearly all
other countries. ' i' reporting imports b n all

We can'seeno reason whatsoever for "kidding ourselves" that a'favorable com-
mercial trade balance exists, whn the.export-import statistics are not reported
on the-same basis.. ItJs our upterstanding, that the so-called "commercial export
surplus" of 1964.would 'c, u allyr have been a deficit if imports were reported on o-0.i.f.'basi and' siubaidized"g' gricUlture 'products were deleted 'from the list of
commercial exports. I

If this was ".just a statistical exercise," there.might be no cause for concern, but
this subject of an apparent United States surplus balance of commercial' trade
is being used as a reason for our participation in the' current Geneva negotiations
to reduce our import restrictions up to 507. In April, 1963 before the Chamber
of Commerce Governor Herter commented as follows: "Our exports exceed our
imports by roughly $5 billion which is persuasive evidence that our producers if
given access to markets overseas can successfully compete to a very healthy
degree". This certainly is not the case with our industry.

The United States lead-zinc industry is concerned with the general principles
and practice of our foreign trade policy as ours is a prime example of a domestic
business suffering from chronic import problems. I would like to briefly.sum-
marize our import experience as the background for our interest in S.J. Resolution
115.

We have worked for years with the Congress, the Executive Departments and
the Tariff Commission to enact legislation that would provide an import control
program mutually satisfactory to the domestic producer and consumer, and to
the importer. Several members of the Senate Finance Committee are currently
active sponsors of legislation that would provide a lead-zinc minerals policy.

We do require substantial imports each year of lead and zinc ores and metal.
Our experience has been that whenever a world surplus of these metals exists, the
unneeded supplies flood our markets, the prices drop and our mines are forced to
cut-back and close. As the cycle of supply and demand reverses, our industry
cannot physically reactivate swiftly enough to respond to our needs and at the
same time the Imported material seeks foreign markets, causing a further aggrava-
tion to a tight supply situation. This cycle repeats itself with resulting damage to
all facets of the industry. A part of this cycle and the import problem is the
increased entry of manufactured' lead and zinc items as world metal supplies
exceed demand. We know this happens from actual experience, as manufactured
items were imported as an "end-run" around the lead-zinc Import quota limita-
tions during the period 1958-1965. We appeared before the Tariff Commission
and the Trade Information Committee in opposition to Inclusion of any lead-zinc
items on the list for Geneva negotiations, as any reduction in the duty for any
lead-zinc items will be detrimental to our United States industry.

;MREtGN ."T-9A1D'Wt
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In -1965, Imperts of gn m iufaotured and manuf ctured led tOtaled approxf.
lately 385,000 twi a fotitre andro mafy 8700tn.Tsqoiparqs

'with our exportS'of ali products at the rate of 34000 tons tor lead and 18,000 ton
for zinc. The Imports hutd a de cArd f.o.b. value of 'approximately $214 million
and this entry value was understated by approximately. 10% raising the total to
$235 million, Based on this corrected total, the v u of the l6ad and zino imu.portd'Avbraged $285 per ton. Our United States pav qge qobinedmarket price
value for the entry of thesb lead-zin6 prdoduts, is estimated at approximately $280
per ton. From these figures I would empplsize the following two points: (1) the
disparity In production costs between' foreign and domestic operations as llu-
strated, for example, by foreign wage rates that are a small percentage of ours,
does. not permit our Industry to compete in world trade under normal market

conditionss, an~i (2) the statistics of declared entry value do not give the correct
iinportInformation , One fat is quite apparent; using trade balances be they
correct or incorrect~ as an argument to reduce United States import tariffs Wl not
be an 'incentive W6rth considering as far as the lead-zinc, export trade is concerned.
I Mr. Chairman, our Industry hgs been see Hing rea's6nable solution to equitable
sharing of our market since 1950, since we recognize that some imPorts of unmanu-

.acitare'4e~d and zinc ae required to serve the United States consumer. How-
ever, we "AUst have realistic import controls and correct reporting of the imports
that affect our industry, We urge enactment and Implqmentatiog of S.J. Resolu-
tion 1 15,' as an Important step In recording and understanding the correct position
.of our commercial trAde bali4e.

The CHXIPMA!4. We will continue Iihese hearings tomorrow, andMr.
'Strackbetii tll b e one of our fist .vlihesses when we meet tomorrow.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.- The Senate has been very busy
today, and it has been difficult to keep Senators in this committee
room, but we Will see to it- that they. all know about this, and we look
look forward 'to, seeingyou tomorrow at 9 'o'clock. We will bo recessed
until 9 o'clock tomorrow morning.

'(Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the-committee recessed, to meet at 9 a.m.,
on Thursday, September 1, 1966.)
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THURSDAY, SEPTEXHER 1, 1966

U.S. SENATIO,
COMmrrT" o-JFIANC.

Washington, DC
The commitfe ilet, pursuat to notice, at 9:00 am., min room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Oliiton P. Anderson, presiding.
Pre'snt: Senators Long (chair Van), Anderson, and Dirksen.
Senator ANDERSON. Theohearing Will come to order.
Today w conclude hearings on Senate Joint Resolution 115 "and

on S. 3522. These measures would provide ifs with statistical data
relating to imports Which. is notavailable at the preeielit. Yesteirday
ve heard frofii Government itnesses. Some 'of them told us the

present system is satisfactory because that Is the w¢ay. bWaance-of-
p payments statisticsshould bekept. That Is just fine. The bills.be-
fore us would not change balance-ofpa)aents statistics. They eslat
~t balaince-of-trade statistics. There is a gap in the & available mate.-
rial, and we are not being furnished with information which would
close this statistical ap.

iToday we have *itnesse representing both importers and doiestic.interests. Their testimony wil help us view the statistical issue in
proper perspective.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. 0. R. Strackbeinof the Nation-6
Wide Committee on Import-Export Policy.

You- may take a seat and begin your statement, Mr. Strackbein.

STATEMENT O' 0, R. STRACKBEIN, CHAIRMAN, THE NATION-WIDE
COM3tITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement, a part of
which I would like to read into the record.

Senator ANDERSON. The rest of it Will be carried in full.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. And the remainder I would like to have in the

record.
Senator ANDERSON. You may have your full statement in the rec-

oid,
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes, but I would like to summarize it and go over

it.
Senator ANDERSON. Go right ahead.
Mr. STRACKDEIN. First I want to say that this statement is in su

polft of Seniate Joint Resoluti6n '115 which calls for modification of te
official export and import Statistics released periodically by the De-
partment of Commerce.
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The need for the proposed changes is most urgent if the Congress
and the public are to be property informed of the competitive status
of American industry andakrieulture in world trade.

Present practices in reporting both exports and imports serve to con-
ceal rather than to.illunuate the tending of s' cntrys industries
and agricultural ptrsuitsi 'in woild .markets Iand ;ithin this country
vis-a-vis imports.

The misleading character of tihese statistics arises from two principal
sources: .

1. Our official export statistics include shipments under AID,
Public Law 480, as well as so-called commercial exports of wheat,
wheat flour, raw cotton and other subsidized agricultural products.

, .Our official import statistics are based on f.o.b. values,
foreign point of shipment. Therefore they. do not include ocean
freigh And marine mst ance.

The magnitude'by which this practice u'dervalues our imports, is
under dispute; but it is substantial. Tabulations of trade betweentis country and Japan, and this country' and the Uiited Kingdom
indicate a heavy distortion of 'the balance if 'the freighfand insurance
Chi~.ges on inport are omitted from our statistics; and they are
omitted. I should like to present for inclusion in' the record an analy-
sis of this trade to show the distord effect produced by failure of this
country to include freight and insurance charges, while both countries
do include these charges in their official import statistics.

So at this point if I may, I would like to introduce into the record to
follow this statement an analysis of our import and export trade with
the two countries mentioned; namely, the United Kingdom and
Japan, and the purpose of this is to illustrate what happensas a result
of our practice of collecting import and.export statistics on on6 hand
and the practice followed by those 'two 'countries, I mean, just to
illustrate.

When we ship to Japan let us say a billion dollars, just in round
numbers,. that. is our export figure, Japan, when they report their
imports from the United States this comes out at about $1,230
million by virtue of the fact that they do include freight and insurance
'incurred in shipping from the ports of this country to the-ports of
entry in Japan.

Now, on the other hand, when Japan ships to us a billion dollars,
the same amount as we shipped over there, let us say, just for purposes
of illustration, we record the import from Japan at a billion dollars,
that is to say, we do not add this ocean freight and iusurance. .So
that on the face of it, it would appear that we had enjoyed a favorable
balance of trade with Japan of about 23 percent or some $230 million.
Japan has over the years, until 1965, apparently enjoyed-let me put
it the other way: the United States has apparently on the basis of these
statistics been enjoying an export surplus in our trade with Japan in
recent years until 1965 when even on the basis of current f.o.b. compu-
tation, that is, not including the c.i.f. figures on our imports from
Japan, we ran a deficit of some $400 million in our trade with Japan.

Now, had the insurance and freight been included in our figures on
Japan, this deficit would have been more like $750 million rather than
$400 million. But up to last year, it appeared from our statistics and
the Japanese statistics that we had been enjoying an export surplus
in our trade with Japan, whereas in fact, if we tabudated imports from
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JhI-aiA 6n a c.i.f, basis We would have incMurred'a deficit over a period of
3'or 4 years.
,Senator ANDERSON.' The co~itiLtee will be glad to receive those

because Senator Dirksen was asking yesterday; if we just took a
couple of 'countries, or one country, ybu'have done a fairly exhaustive
job with Japan,.'
• Mr. STRACXBEIN. And I have tho same thing with re~peet to the

United Kingdom.
Swaint to make this further 'observation.. According to the repre-

sentative of the Department of Commerce who appeared yesterday
as a witness, their estimate was that the'difference betWeen f.o.b-, and
c.i.f. range from 8 to 10 percent, and I have concluded it would be
nearer 17% percent, taking these two countries as an example, and
arriving at a global figure by giving a weight of zero to'Canada and
Mexico.

NowA; thers is'quite a difference between 8 to 10' percent and 17%
percent. - .. nf. n

I would like to-have al explanatin from the Departments concerned
in this why the differential between f.o.b. and c.f. as noted here in
our trade with England andJapan.. In the case of Japan' it was about
22 percent. In the case of England it' was about 23percent.

What else would the British Government or the Japanese Govern-
ment im computing'their imports from the United States, what else
would they put in there, what other items besides freight and insur-
ance, that w ould swell that difference from 10 percent to 22 or 23 per-
cent? There is no explanation that I caisee other than that they add
freight and insurance and other charges incidential to shipping.
Mind you, these statistics that I quote from Japan and Englaid-
these statistics are from the officiAl publications of ,those two countries.

Senator ANDERSON. My attention %4as'just 'called to the'fact the
Tariff Commission did list the steel situation as, 17 percent which
agrees with your figure.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. That comes much closer to my figure. I was
going to refer later to a tabulation presented yesterday by the Tariff
Commission in which they showed the differential there between fUo.b.
and c.i.f. around 16 percent which does come near, buit that related
only to steel.

Senator ANDERSON. We appreciate your suggestion and there are
many questions I assume that will need further answers and the staff
Awll prepare those. Thank you very much for that suggestion.

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Now, then as I say here, the magnitude by
which this practice undervalues our imports is Under dispute but it is
substantial. Tabulations of trade between this country and Japan
and this country and the'United Kingdom indicate a heavy distortion
of the balance if the freight and insurance charges on imports are
omitted from our statistics and they are omitted.

Most countries, it should be added, follow the British and Japanese
practice.

Now, comments on the two foregoing points mentioned follow:
First, as to the exaggerative effect on our exports produced by inclu-
sion of foreign aid shipments and agricultural exports generated by
governmental subsidies extended to certttain crops, such as wheat and
and cotton, a few comments are in order.
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As a measure of competitive standing the need of subsidizing in:
order to export is a direct demonstration of our inability to compete
on the basis of the prevailing domestic prices. Otherwise there would.
be no need of a subsidy.

With respect to agricultural products--you as a former Secretary of
Agriculture, Senator, are certainly familiar with the extent of the
subsidization of wheat and cotton to make it possible to meet the
world prices on exports from this country-with respect to aricul-
tural products, to repeat, two breakdowns are necessary to arrive at
what might be called straight private competitive exports.
-First, exports under Public Law 480, food for peace, et cetera,

represent one element that should be stripped from the total. When i
say should be stripped' from the total I mean in order to arrive at thecommerciall competitive exports. -

These exports, that is, those under Public Law 480, and so forth,
are paid for wholly or in great part by this country. Second, large
volumes of wheat wheat flour, and cotton are exported through
commercial channels, which is to say, outside of forein aid; but theyare subsidized to the point of meeting world prices. Therefore they-
should not be includeUin export statistics if t ese, that is, the export.
statistics, are to reflect our true competitive standing in world markets
for these products.

The fact is that the export figures as presently reported have been
used and continue to be used as evidence of our favorable competitive
standing. It is this practice that is objectionable; and it cannot be.
halted so long as the present statistical practices in this field remain
unchanged.
- Officiad statistics. that lend themselves to misleading public use.
without the possibility or likelihood- of' rebuttal because there is no
ready access to the underlying facts, are an invitation to misrepresenta-.
tion. When the statictics are safely used in this fashion to sub-
stantiate public policy, or employed advantageously, but unjustifiably,
in shaping of great issues, the importance of having at hand statistics.
that reflect the realities in the case is readily appreciated. The
Congress is entitled to them without having to go behind the statistics
to test their integrity and validity by time-consuming researches.
Official statistics should be above suspicion. The public is even more
helpless than the Congress in this respect, I may say the public has
no legislative reference service at its beck and call such as the Members
of Congress do have. .

The public must receive official statistics on faith. Moreover, if
the taint of unreliability infects official statistics in a field as important
as foreign trade, public confidence in all, official statistics will stiffer.
Without such confidence, good government itself wilLbreak down.

We now proceed with an analysis of our export statistics.
Agricultural exports in the year ended June 30, 1965, totaled $6.09'

billion. Of this total $1.6 billion were exports under Government-
financed programs. Beyond that exports of $1 billion were made
P",with export payments." The total of these two types of trans-
actions was therefore $2.6 billion. This left $3.5 billion exports in
the form of private commercial sales without subsidy. In the same
period imports of agricultural products amounted to $3.9 billion, or-
some $400 million more than our private competitive exports.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that the Department
of Agriculture in their publicity Jay claim to a rather handsome export.
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urplusbut when it is analyzed in this fashion, we see what the surplus
consists of. It shrinks.'

It is sometimes said that other countries also subsidize their exports.'
No doubt this is true to a degree, but as for their subsidizing their
exports to penetrate this market with coffee or bananas, or with tea
spices, cocoa beans, cane sugar, leaf tobacco, which represent well
over half of our a"icultural imports the contention is Without sub-
stance.. I give a citation here as to the source of the statistics I have,
quoted above and they are found in the "Foreign Agricultural Trade
of the United States" published by the U.S. Department -of Agri-
-Culture; June 1966, table 1, page 7) in the event that anyone wishes to
'verify the statement.

Exports under AID are, however, not confined to agricultural
products. In 1964 nonagricultural merchandise exports financed,
yU.S. Government grants and capital totaled $1.4 billion. That

again is taken from sources of the -Department of Agriculture and
cited here.

Added to the $2.6 billion of agricultural products that move out
under governmental assistance and foreign aid, the total of assisted
.exports, including the nonagricultural, comes to $4 billion.

It should be said here 'that the Department of. Agriculture has at
least produced the statistics necessary to arrive at the foregoing con-
clusions. The professional staff is to be commended for its integrity.
However, once produced, these statistics seem to be carefully dis-
regarded and left buried in obscure publications that for some reason
the newspapers also leave unexplored. Official statements emanating
from the top officers of the Department are unsullied by the unsavory
fact that our competitive commercial exports of agricultural products
are at a deficit-even when imports are reported not on their landed
value but on their foreign f.o.b. value. Instead, great claims are
made about the success of the export efforts of the Department. The
public .is not sufficiently versed in the underlying facts to question
the validity of the exaggerated claims. Therefore false notions about
our status in world agricultural trade abound, unjustifiably optimistic
and complacent.

Now we may turn to the import side of the equation.
The, failure to include freight and insurance in our official tabulation

of import values distorts our trade balance by minimizing the cost of
imports and therefore swelling our export balance unjustifiably.

To repeat, nearly all other countries do report their imports on the
.i.f. basis; and this serves a better purpose in reflecting the true

state of affairs. An example, purely hypothetical, will help to explain
this statement. I will not read this, Mr. Chairman, because I covered
that verbally at the outset. a

&3nator ANDERSON. You commented on that previously.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. So we turn to the middle of page 6. Because of

this odd practice of ours, Japan is able to say that she imported $230
million more from us than we imported from her; and she can prove
it by our official statistics. That $230 million, of course, represents
tho difference between the $1 billion of our exports to Japan and the
weby that she computes her imports by including insurance and freight
which amount to $200 million.

Senator ANDERSON. If this were properly reported, do you think
the million dollars would about balance on both sides?
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* Mr. STRACKBEIN. No. Actually. our expQrts to Japan lastyear
were $2 billion point some fraction and -ur imports were $2.4 billion.
That is on our basis of ornputation. As I said before, while that
shows a. deficit on our part of $409 million, if we included insurance
and freight from Japan to the United States,! this. deficit would be
wore in tho neighborhood of $630 million rather than $400 million.

We are showa as enjoying an export surplus in our trade, with
Japan. That is up until 1965 it was so shown, even though do facto
we were incurring a deficit. .  .

Needless to say such. unfounded claims have been made repeatedly
not only by Japan in the past but by England and other countries,
to whose interest it was to cast this country in the role of an unrecon.
structed* high tariff offender, as a means of obtaining onesided tariff
concessions, from us in GATT, conferences. Our State Department
not once toAthe knowledge of this witness publicly called attention
those many years to such statistical sleights of hand.

In 1965 we imported more from Japan than she bought from us
even on the distorted basis just explained. Imports from Japan
were $2.401 billion while our exports to Japan were $2.041 billion,
leaving a deficit, of nearly $400 million. Had our imports been
reported on a c.i.f. basis, as it should if the actual cost of the im-
ports had been reported, the deficit would have been nearer $760
million I said a minute ago, $630 million. Depending on what
figure you use, you see, what percentage you use attributable to freight
and insurance. Here I used 15 percent, whereas, actually, I think,
according to the statistics that I have offered for the record, it was
actually 23 percent. But since that is under dispute, it probably
would be better to take the conservative view of it and say it was
something along this magnitude.

There are those who say that there is no distort-ion because we also
report our exports on an f.o.b. basis; point of shipment. We do;
and it is the proper basis, since the exporters are paid on that basis.
By the same token, importers pay on the c.i.. basis. Their bill, the
bill the importer pays, is the landed - cost. It is not the f.o.b. price
foreign port of shipment. Transportation and insurance companies,
foreign or domestic, collect the charges incurred in moving the goods
to or from the other countries. However, our exporters do not pay
these charges unless they happen to quote a delivered price, but then
their net is still the value of the goods at the port of shipment. If the
exporter elects to quote a delivered price, that does not enhance his
net return on the goods.

However, exporters do not pay these charges while importers do
pay these charges as a part of the cost of the goods.

N ow, yesterday, one of the witnesses, I think it was from the De-
partment of Commerce, said that if we insist on computing our imports
on a c.i.f. basis while we compute our exports on an f.o. b. asis, port of
shipment, this would result in an asymmetrical result, unsymmetrical,
asymmetrical, meaning the same thing, I presume.

Now, as I see it, that is not the case. We are concerned with
establishing the competitive standing of American producers, Ameri-
can manufacturers, in world markets on the one hand, and their
standing in the face of imports within this market. Now, when weimport goods, the goods do not cost f.o.b. Liverpool or f.o.b. Yoko-
hama. They cost the importer what it takes to lay those goods down
in this country. That is what he is out of pocket.
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.NoW, whonwe ship abroad, the exsporter; even. though-ho may quote
a delivered price, ;and I. think that, is a rather rare practice, his com
pany receives,as payment for the goods' the price laidd own at the port
of export.

Senator ANDEXISON, Mr. Strackboin, the problem is we have. got
about seven or eight _witnesses. I hope you ill more or less sum-.
marizd:the rest of your paper,
.Mr. STRACKBEIN. . Right.. Now, as for the freight and insurance

charges, these do show in the balance of payments, of course, and
there as to whether they are a, credit to us or a debit to us depends on
who carries and who insures these imports and exports, and-in the
transportation, we are running a deficit of about $200 million a year.
As you probably are aware, our merchant marine carries only slightly
over 8 percent of, our total international trade. So in the balance 'of
payments, this figure will show, but we are talking about the balance
of trade and trying to arrive at the competitive position of our pro-
ducers in this country.

Senator ANDERSON.' Just summarize if you will.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. Yes, I am looking through here now to see just

where I can pick up again.
I arrive at a figure-one was the exaggeration of our exports. by.

inclusion of certain items such as AID which we feel should not be
included. We do not say, they should not be reported. Of course
they should be reported. But there should be a separate report which
shows a net, commercial competitive trade. So by subtracting from
the exports this figure, I think it was $4 billion, and then adding to
the imports to bring them to a c.i.f. basis, we reach the conclusion
that the discrepancy is about $7.2 billion instead of an export surplus
of $5.2 billion. That is to say there was a deficit of $2 billion, the
difference between the $5.2 billion claimed as a surplus on' the one
hand and the $7.2 billion distortion in the statistics. So instead of
having u surplus in 1965 in our exports of $5.2 billion, we ran a deficit
of $2 billion on the basis of private commercial competitive trade.

In 1966 it would ap pear that the deficit, computed on this basis,
would be about $3 billion.

That this country is in fact in a weak competitive position is' evi-
denced by two phenomena.

1. The U.S. share of world exports of manufactured goods has
shrunk 20 percent in the past 10 to 12 years. Half of the shrinkage
has occurred since 1960. This does not mean an absolute shrinkage;
rather it means that other countries have been gaining relentlessly at
our expense. Half of the shrinkage has occurred since 1960 and still
continues.

2. American investments in other countries have been running at
an unprecedented level. This phenomenon of itself is an indication
of the strenuous efforts of industry to become competitive in foreign
markets by operating from within those countries rather than shipping
from this country.

The great exception to our recession as an exporter of manufactured
products is found in industrial and electrical machinery and equip-
ment. This is to be expected because our foreign plants draw heavily
on American machinery. If machinery were excluded from the
statistical calculation our weakness in foreign markets would be
greatly accented. In nearly all classifications of finished consumer
goods we are in a weak position.

1!3
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Mt. Chairman, our official trade statistics run' :the perilous .,isk 'of
inducing not otly ,complacency and -blindness in a matter of great
national implcato6s, but' lead to the notion that our tariff can safely
and beneficially be further reduced under the Kennedy round. This
follows from' the deeptiVe' nboti' that we enjoy a handsome export
surplus and can well afford a generous, sharing of our bounty.

it i au indefensible statistical practice that produces the. blinding.
and misleading effects that'are so clearly and obtrusively visible in
our official foreign trade reports.

Senate Joint Resolution 115, perhaps modified iW some of its aspects
to avoid undue cost and labor would- make: it possible to readour
foreign trade reports without becoming -drunk with optimism and
beinrg-misled onto unfortunate policy trails. No legislative - pro-
poas could-have a much better reason for early enactment. - ,

That concludes the statement, Mr; 'Chairman. I thank you for
th6 opportunity tW tetifSenator ANDERSO .. Thank you. Be sure to give us that pamphlet
on the calculations.,

Mr. STRAOKBEiN. yes. May I point out that just now, August
1966, the Office of Overseas Reports, U.S. Department of Commerce,
OBR 66-09, - table 1, page 3, is an account of the U.S. merchandise
trade from 1958 to 1965 and shows export surpluses 1963, of $5.3

billion, 1965 of $5.2 billion; and no mention whatsoever is made of
the basis upon which these surpluses are calculated. In'other words,
the practicee continued in spite of the fact that the Commerce Depart-
ment ha- been on notice and has been made aware' of the complaints
about this kind of report.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement and material submitted by Mr. 0. R.

Strackbein follows:)

PRtPARED STATBMENT Ov 0. R. STRACKBEIN, CHAIRMAN, THE NATION-WIDE
COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY

This statement is in support of S.J. Res. 115 which calls for modification of the
official export and import statistics released periodically by the Department o'
Commerce.

The need for the proposed changes ismost urgent If the Congress and the public
are to be properly informed of the competitive status of American industry and
agrfIulture in world trade.

Present practices in reporting both exports and imports serve to conceal rather
than to illuminate the standing of this country's industries and agricultural pur.
suits in world markets and within this country vis-a-vis Imports.

This misleading character of these statistics, arises from two prince pal sources:
1. Our official export statistics Include shipments under AID, Public Law 480,*

as well as so-called commercial exports of wheat, wheat flour, raw cotton and other
subsidized agricultural products.

2. Our ofii al uinport statistics are based on f.o.b. values, foreign point of ship.
ment. Therefore they do not include ocean freight and marine' insurance.

The magnitude by which this practice undervalues our Imports is under dispute'
but it is substantial. Tabulations of grade between this country and Japan and
this country and the United Kingdom indicate a heavy distortion of the balance
if the freight and insurance charges on imports are omitted from our statistics;
and they are' omitted. I should like to present for inclusion in the record an
analysis of this trade to show the distorted effect produced by failure of this
country to include freight and insurance charges, while both countries do include
these charges in their official import statistics.

Most countries, it should be added, follow the British and Japanese practice.
Comments on the two foregoing points will follow.
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First, as to the exaggerative effect on our exports produced by Inclusion of

Foreign -Aid -shipments and. agricultural exports generated by governmental
subsidies extended to certain crops; such, as wheat and cotton,. a few comments
are in order.

As a measure of competitive standing the need of subsidizing in order to export.
is a direct demonstration of our inability to compete on the basis of the prevailing
domestic prices. Otherwise there would be no need of a subsidy.

With respect to agricultural products two breakdowns are necessary to arrive at
what might.be called straight private. competitive exports. First, exports under
P.L. 480, Food for Peace, eto., represent one element thatshould be stripped from
the total. These exports are paid for wholly or in great part by this country.
Second,.. largo V'olmes of wheoot, wheat flour 'and cotton are exported through
commercial channels, which is to say, outside of foreign aid; but they are subsidized.
to the point of meeting world prices. Therefore they should not be included in.
export statistics if these are to reflect our true competitive standing in world
markets for these products..

The fact is that the export figures as presently reported have been used and,
continue to be used as evidence of our favorable competitive standing. It Is this-
practice that is objectionable; and it cannot be halted so long as the present,
statistical practices in this field remain unchanged.Official statistic's that lend themselves to :misleading public use without the
possibility or likelihood of rebuttal because there is no ready access to the under-
lyin facts, are an invitation to misrepresentation. When the statistics are safely.
usedin this fashion. to substantiate public policy, or employed advantageously but
unjustifiably in ahaping of great issues, the importance of, having at hand statistic*.
that reflect the realities in the case, is readily appreciated. The Congress is
entitled to them without having to go behind the statistics to test their integrity
and validify by time-consuming researches. Official statistics should be above
suspicion. The public is even more helpless than the Congress in this respect.
It must receive official statistics on faith. Moreover, if the taint of unreliability
infects official statistics In a field as important as foreign trade, public confidence
in all official statistics will suffer. Without such confidence good governmenL
itself will break down.

We now proceed with an analysis of our export statistics.
Agricultural exports in the year ended June 30, 1965, totaled $6.09 billion..

Of th is total, $1.6 billion were exports under "Government-financed programs."
Beyond that exports of $1.0 billion were made "with export payments." The
total of these two types of transactions was therefore $2.6 billion. This left
$3.5 billion exports in the form of private commercial sales without subsidy. In
6he same period imports of agricultural products amounted to $3.9 billion or some
$400 million more than our. private competitive exports.

It is sometimes said that other countries also subsidize their exports. No-
doubt this Is true to a degree, but as for their subsidizin& their exports to pene-
trate this market with coffee or bananas, or with tea, spices, cocoa beans, cane-
sugar, leaf tobacco, which represent well over half of our agricultural imports,
the contention is without substance. (Foreign Agricultural Trade of the Unite&
States, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, June 1966, Table 1, p. 7.)

Exports under AID are however, not confined to a cultural products. Im
1964 nonagricultural merchandise exports financed by U.S. Government grants.
and capital totaled $1.4 billion (Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States,.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, July 1965 -Table 1, p. 8.)

Added to the $2.6 billion of agricultural products that move out under rovern--
mental assistance and foreign aid, the total of assisted exports, including the,
nonagricultural, comes to $4 billion.,

It should be said here that the Department of Agriculture has at least proluced.
the statistics necessary to arrive at-the foregoing conclusions. The professional
staff is to be commended for its integrity. However, once produced, these
statistics seem to be carefully disregarded and left buried in obscure publications
that for some reason the newspapers alno leave unexplored. Official statements
emanating from the top offices of the Department are unsullied by the unsavory
fact that our competitive commercial exports of agricultural products are at a
deficlt-even when imports are reported not on their landed value but on their
foreign f.o.b. value. Instead, great claims are made about the success of the
export efforts of the Department. The public is not sufficiently versed in the
underlying facts to question the validity of the exaggerated claims. Therefore
false notions about our status in world agricultural trade abound, unjustifiably
optimistic and complacent.
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Now we may turn to'the import side of the equation.
The failure to include freight and insurance in our official tabulation of import

values distorts our trade valance by minimizing the cost of imports and therefore
swelling our export balance unjustifiably.

To repeat, nearly all other counties do report their imports on the e.l.f. basis;
and this serves a better purpose In reflecting the true state of affairs. An ex-
ample. purely hypothetical, will help to explain this statement.

Aet us say that we sell to Japan $1 billion* in goods of all kinds. This is the
urnount of money our exporters will receive for their sales to Japan. Our exports
to Japan will then show up as $1 billion In our official trade statistics.

When these goods reach Japan their cost to Japanese Importers will not be
$1 billion but more nearly $1,230,000,000 indicating an enhancement of $230
million which would represent shipping, insurance, and handling costs. Japan
will then report imports at $1.23 billion from the United. States.

When on the other hand Japan exports to us $1 billion she records her exports
to us that sum, f.o.b. point of shipment, such as Yokohama. We, however,
unlike Japan, also record our imports of these goods-at $1 billion, although they
obviously cost us, not $1 billion, but something in the magnitude of what our
exports of a billion dollars to Japan cost her importers, which is to say, about
$1.230 billion.Because of this odd practice of ours, Japan is able to say that she imported
$230 million more from us than we imported from her; and She can prove it by our
official statistics. We are shown as enjoying an export surplus in our trade with
Japant N.:edless to say such unfounded claims have been made repeatedly not
only by Japan in the past but by England and other countries, to whose interest
it was toast this country in the role of an unreconstructed high tariff offender, as
a means of obtaining onesided tariff concessions from us In GATT conferences.
Orew State Deprtment not once *t the knowledge of this witness publicly called
attention these many years to such statistical sleights of hand.

In 1965 we imported more from Japan than she bought from us even on the
distorted basiz just explained. Imports from Japan were '82.401 billion. Our
exports to Japan were %2.041 billion, leaving a deficit of nearly $400 million.
Had our imports been reported on a c.i.f. basis, as it should if the actual cost of
the imports had been reported, the deficit would have been nearer $750 million.
: There are those who say that there is no distortion because we also report our

exports on an f.o.b. basis, point of shipment. We do; and it is the proper basis,
since the exporters are paid on that basis. By the same token, Importers pay
on the c.i.f. basis. Their bill is the landed cost. Transportation and insurance
companies, foreign or domestic, collect the charges incurred in moving the goods
to or from the other countries. However, our exporters do not pay these charges
-while importers do pay them as a part of the cost of the goods.

In point of fact this country has incurred a deficit in international trans-
portation since 1958. (Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1965, Table
1222, p. 856.) This is not surprising since American flag vessels carry only about
$4% of our total trade. However, the balance of trade is not concerned with
who collects the freight and insurance. This is a matter that pertains to the
balance of payments and not the balance of trade. While trade is the predomi-
nant item in the balance of payments, It is a separate operation. We are con-
cerned about the competitive standing of our industries and agriculture in the
field of foreign competition. The items in the balance of payments that consist
of services, transportation, investment flow, tourist trade, etc., are not a part
of the balance of trade. This has to do with exports and imports of merchandise.
Competitiveness is a question of what we get for exports and wht we pay for
imports in comparison with other countries. The balance of payments has other
,ncerns.

The undervaluation of our imports, to repeat, is substantial. I believe that
the percentage is at least 15%. Indications are that it is higher, if we explore
the difference between Japanese and British reports of our exports to those
countries, which to them are imports from us, on the one hand, and our exports
to them, as reported by us, on the other. This difference over a period of three
years, has averaged between 20% and 25%. This is to say when these countries
report our exports to them as their import from us they come out with a figure
over 20% higher than our exports. If there are other elements of cost in those
official foreign trade reports of Japan and England to explain the wide differential
on grounds other than freight, insurance and other shipping costs, these should be
isolated and exposed to view.
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Until that is done, the estimate of 15% as representing a global average per-

centage applicable to our imports to bring them to the true cost level, seems
reasonable.

If we use that percentage our total 1065 imports, instead of being at the level
of $21.3 billion should have been recorded as $24.5 billion or $3.2 billion above the
officially reported level.

If we add this undervaluation of our imports to the overvaluation of our exports
($4 billion) we come to a discrepancy of $7.2 billion. Instead of an export surplus
of $5.2 billion as reported for 1965, there was a deficit of $2 billion. In 1966 the
deficit, at the present indicated level of imports and exports, will be well over
$3 billion on the basis ado pted here instead of a surplus of $3.9 billion, as recently
estimated on the basis of Department of Commerce reports.

That this country is in fact in a weak competitive position in world markets is
evidenced by two phenomena:

1. The U.S. share of world exports of manufactured goods has shrunk 20%
in the past ten to twelve years. Half of the shrinkage has occurred since 1960.
This does not mean an absolute shrinkage; rather it uieans that other countries
have been gaining relentlessly at our expense. Half of the shrinkage has occurred
since 1960 and still continues.

2. American investments in other countries have been running' at an un-
precedented level. This phenomenon of itself Is an indication of the strenuous
efforts of industry to become competitive in foreign markets by operating from
within rather than shipping from this country.

The great exception to our recession as an exporter of manufactured products
is found in industrial and electrical machinery and equipment. This is to be
expected because our foreign plants draw heavily on American machinery. If
machinery were excluded from the statistical calculation our weakness in foreign
markets would be greatly accented. In nearly all classifications of finished
consumer goods we are in a weak position.

Mr. Chairman, our official trade statistics run the perilous risk of inducing not
only complacency and blindness in a matter of great national implications, but
lead to the notion that our tariff can safely and beneficially be further redticed
under the Kennedy Round. This follows from the deceptive notion that we
enjoy a handsome export surplus and can well afford a generous sharing of our
bounty.

It is an indefensible statistical practice that produces the blinding and misleading
effects that are so clearly and obtrusively visible in our official foreign trade re-
ports.

S.J. Res. 115, perhaps modified in some of its aspects to avoid undue cost and
labor, would make it possible to read our foreign trade reports without becoming
drunk with optimism and being misled onto unfortunate policy trails. No legisla-
tive proposal could have a much better reason for early enactment.

CONCEALMENT OF U.S. GLOBAL COMPETITIVE LAG

By 0. Rl. Straokbein, Chairman, The Nation-Wide Committee on Import-Export
Policy, September 15, 1965

The international competitive position of the United States has been the sub-
ject of controversy in recent years. The predominant theme has been that this
country is indeed competitive as shown by the continuing high surplus in our
merchandise export-import account. In 1964 this surplus was $6.9 billion
higher than in 1963 when it was nevertheless a very comfortable $5 billion'and
in 1962, when it stood at $4.3 billion. There was a "healthy" growth, it was
said, from year to year; and, on the face of it, that was true. Hence the easy
conclusion that all was well in our foreign trade merchandise account.

Only those who are familiar with the make-up of our balance of payments
account were in a position to question the validity of the glib assumption that
an export surplus in our merchandise account automatically was cause for exuber-
ance.

The question is of concern because the status of the U.S. competitive capacity
in international trade has a vital bearing on our trade policy, among other aspects
of foreign economic policy, and on the employment problem of this country.

In order to test this status several aspects of our trade balance will be examined
here:

1. The make-up of the export surplus;
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2. The basis of import-tabulation used by this country compared to that
of other countries, and the distortion caused by it;

3. The balance in receipts and payments in export and import transpor-
tation (shipping)

4. The declining share of world exports enjoyed by this country in recent.
years;

5. The trend In our exports and imports of manufactured products.
These five headings will be examined in the order of their appearance.

I. THE MAKE-UP OF OUR EXPORT SURPLUS

As mentioned above, our export surplusages of the past three years have ranged
from $4.3 billion to $6.9 billion (the 1964 surplus). The year 1964 may therefore
be selected for examination because that surplus was the highest of recent year,.

While the surplus does not include military aid shipments, it does.include AID
and Public Law 480 shipments plus the so-called "commercial" exports of wheat,
wheat flour, raw cotton, rice, dairy products, etc., that although not a part of
AID or P.L. 480 shipments, were nonetheless subsidized shipments, and cannot
therefore be considered as evidence of the positive competitive capacity of either-
our industry or agriculture.

In 1964 (fiscal year ended June 30) exports of agicultural products "under
Government-financed programs" amounted to $913 million. Those exported
"with export payments" but recorded as "commercial sales for dollars" amounted
to an additional $1,380 million: wheat and wheat flour $604 million, cotton $530
million milled rice $132 million, and smaller amounts In dairy products, tobacco,
oil seeds and products, and peanuts.

The two combined, i.e., exports under "Government.financed programs" and
"commercial sales for dollars" ."with export payments", were $2.293 billion.
(See Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, May 1965, U.S. Dept. of
of Agriculture, p. 7.)

Turning now to our exports of nonagricultural products, the 1964 (calendar
year) exports "financed by U.S. Government grants and capital" were $1.407
billion. (Foreign Agricultural Trade of the United States, July 1965, U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, p. 8.)

* If the two are combined we find that $3.7 billion of our exports agricultural and
nonagricultural (the first category during the fiscal year 1963-64 and the second
for the calendar year 1964), were not private commercial unsubsidized transac.
tons, as they must be If they were to represent competitive sales. (The lack of
dovetailing of the two sets of statistics, with an overlap of six months is not
regarded as serious. If agricultural exports bulked larger In 1964 because of sales
of wheat to Russia, so did total 1964 exports.)

If the $3.7 billion of exports are subtracted from the total surplus of $6.9
billion, the latter is reduced to $3.2 billion. No doubt our export surplus could
be increased beyond the $6.9 billion if we elected to subsidize yet more exports.

2. THE BASIS OF IMPORT-TABULATION USED BY U.S. COMPARED WITH OTHER
COUNTRIES

The United States tabulates its imports on the basis of f.o.b. value, foreign
port of shipment, or, in any case without addition of insurance and shipping
charges to U.S. port of entry. Nearly all other countries on the contrary, do
compute their imports on the basis of cost, plus insurance and freight, or o.l.f.
• The difference is appreciable. With the exception of Canada and Mexico, the
cost of insurance and shipping charges range from some 15% to 25%. Of total
imports some 20% come from these two countries. Therefore an average global
percentage would need to be reduced by 20% in order to reflect the omission of
these two countries.

Two other leading countries among our trading partners by which a test may
be run are Japan and England. Each of these records its imports on a c.i.f.
basis.

Our exports to Japan, of course, are the same as the Japanese imports from us.
Therefore if we set down our exports to Japan over a three-year perioO, such as
1962-64, and match these exports with the Japanese imports from us during the
same years, the difference between the f.o.b., our port of export., and the c.i.f.
value, Japanese port of entry, can be calculated. By covering three years the
distortion caused by goods in transit in either direction at year s end and year's
beginning, will be minimized. The following table will show the value of U.S.
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exports to Japan as computed by the United Stites and
imports from this country- as tabulated by Japan,

iDollars In thousands]

the value of Japanese

.. . -Japanese Difference
Year exports to imports (percent)

JapanI from U.S. I

190 ..........................-.-----......................... $1, 415,000 $1,800,000 +27.8
1963 .............. 63..........................---------------- 1,714,000 2,077,0000 +21.2
146 ........................................ ---------------- 1,908,000 2, 3 8000 +22 4

3-year total ............................................. 5,037, 000" 6,222,000 +23.5

1 U.S. official tabulation.
I As tabulated by Japan on o.1f. basis.

From this table We see that our exports to Japan were enhanced in value an
average of 23.5% during the three-year period of 1962-64 as a result of Japanese
tabulation of her imports on a c.i.f. basis rather than f.o.b. U.S. port of export.

According to this tabulation Japan imported $1.185 billion more from us
during the three-year period than our statistics show as U.S. exports to Japan
during the 1962-64 period.

If we now examine our imports from Japan, first as reported by our official
import statistics and then by adding to those figures a percentage equal to the
Japanese addition to our exports to them, i.e., by adding constructed shipping
insurance and shipping costs, we will arrive at a proper basis for striking a trade
balance between the two countries. The next table will show U.S. imports from
Japan as tabulated by U.S., together with what the values would be laid down
at U.k. port of entry if the insurance and shipping charges westward were the
same as eastward to Japan from the U.S. The same percentages of increment or
increase resulting from the calculation in the first table will be used. Thus will
the cost of U.S. imports from Japan approximate the c.i.f. value, U.S. port of
entry. This will place our imports on the same basis as Japanese imports from
this country.

(Dollars in thousands]

Year United States im- Same import If Amount of increase
ports from Japon I enhanced to lf. (percent)

1062 --------------------------------------- $1,357,000 $1,734,000 27.8
1963 -------------------------------------- 1, 498, 000 1,815,000 21.2
1964 --------------------------------------- 1,769,000 2,165,000 22.4

3-year total --------------------------- 4,624,000 5,714,000 23.5

I As recorded by United States on f.o.b., foreign point 0A exportation.
2 By same percentage as Japanese imports exceeded our exports.

If next we show U.S. exports to Japan as computed by U.S., as already shown
in the first table, and match them with U.S. imports from Japan on the con-
structed e.i.f. basis as shown In the Immediately preceding table, we may strike
our trade balance with Japan in the same manner as Japan and most other coun-
tries strike their trade balances:

[In thousands] .

United States United States
Year exports imports United 8 ttes

to Japan from Japan deficit(c.i. I.)

1962...... ............. ------------------------ $1,41,000 $1,734,000 $310,000
1963 ................. ------------------------------------------ 1,714, 000 1,816,000 101,000
1964 ............................................... ----------- 1.908,000 2,165,000 267,000

8-year total ............................................. 5,07,000 5,714,000 677,000

119
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The next table will show the balance of trade between United States and Japan
as computed by United States and disseminated as the official trade statistics by
the U.S. Department of Commerce.

(In thousands of dollars]

United States United States Apparent
Year exports imports United States

to Japan from Japan surplus

192 ................................................ 414, 000 1 ,57, 000 %000
19 ......................................................... 1,714,000 1,49 ,000 2161 00o
1964---------------------------------------------- 1, WS, 000 10769,000 139,O0t)

3-yeartotal............................................. ,4,6 000 413,

Our official three-year export surplus in our trade with Japan in the amount ot
$413 million is thus converted into a deficit of $677 million. The 1962 surplus of
$58 million becomes a deficit of $319 million; the surplus of $216 million in 1963
becomes a deficit of $101 million, and the 1964 surplus of $139 million is changed
into a deficit of $257 million.

Yet, all this time our national policy has been based on the erroneous notion
that Japan, struggling as she was, was somehow unable to overcome the deficit
in her trade with us. We were evidently on the face of it more competitive in the
Japanese market than Japan was in the U.S. market.

If we keep in mind, further, that Japanese imports of U.S. raw cotton was
highly subsidized by this country as a means of selling abroad and that the same
was true of our exports of wheat and wheat flour to Japan-not indeed as a matter
of foreign aid, but as a matter of being competitive in world markets--the deficit
in our trade with Japan assumes even greater proportions. In 1964, for example.
we exportcd, to Japan $130 million of cotton and $110 million of wheat. (See FlT
410, 1964, U.S. Exports, Dept. of Commerce.) These exports are recorded as.
commerciall sales" by the Department of Agriculture, and no doubt correctly
so, but they were not sales that demonstrated our economic competitiveness.

Added to our constructed deficit of $257 million in our merchandise trade with,
Japan in 1964, the total deficit rises to $497 million so far as private commercial
unsubsidized exports are concerned.

With respect to our merchandise trade with the United Kingdom the situation
is quite similar. First we shall again show U.S. exports, as reported by the U.S.
Department of Commerce and United Kingdom imports from us as reported by
official U.K. sources. We shall again use the three-year perioA of 1962-64 so.
that the year-end and year-beginning distortions caused by goods in transit in
both directions will be minimized:

[Dollars in thousands]

United United
States Kingdom

Year exports imports Difference
to the from (percent)

United United
Kingdom I States I

1962 ........................................................... 1, 074,000 1,333,000 +24.1
1963 ........................................................... 1,161,000 1,395,000 +20.0,
194 ........................................................... 1,46 ,000 1, 790, 000 +2.0"

3-year total ............................................. 3,703,000 4,818,000 +22.0"

2 United States official tabulation.
I As tabulated by the United Kingdom.

From this table we see that the value of the U.K. imports from the U.S. in.
creased in value by an average of 22.0% during the three-year period as a result of
the c.l.f. tabulation base used by the U.K. According to this tabulation the U.K.
imported $815 million more from us during this period than we exported to her,
f.o.b. U.S. port of export.

Next we shall examine our imports from the U.K., first as reported by our official
import statistics and then by adding the percentages by which the U.K. imports.
exceeded our exports (representing the cost of Insurance and shipping charges)..
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This will give us an equal base for determining export surpluses or deficits in the
two-way trade. The assumption is that the charges for shipping from the U.K. to
the U. S. is virtually the same as in the reverse direction. We will add to cur
import figures from the U.K., which are f.o.b. U.K., the same charges the U.K.
adds to our exports in order to arrive at the o.i.f. basis:

jDollfz amounts In thousands]

U. S. Same Inports Amount of
YearImorts from the raised to c.i.f. increase (percent)Year United Kingdom, 1

1962 --------------------------------------- $1, 005, 000 $1, 247,000 24.1
1963 ---------------------------------------- 1,079,000 1,294,000 20.0
1964 -------------------------------------------- 1,141,000 1,396, 000 22.0

I As reported by United States on f.o.b. basis, foreign point of exportation.
2 Placed on ci.f basis, U.S. port of entry, by use of percentages shown in preceding table.

Next we set our exports to the U.K., as computed by the U.S. for the same pe-
riod against the calculated U.S. imports from the U.K. as shown In the immediately
preceding table. It will then be possible to draw a balance in our trade on a
roughly even basis with the U.K. method and that of nearly all other countries.

[In thousands of dollars)

United States United States
Year exports to the imports from the U.S. deficits

United Kingdom I United Kingdom,

1962 ---------------------------------------- 1,074, 000 1,247,000 173,000
1963 ---------------------------------------- 1,1010,000 1,294,000 133, 000
1964 ---------------------------------------- 1,468,000 1,396,000 372,000

Total -------------------------------- 3,703,000 3,937,000 234,000

1 According to U.S. tabulation.
2As constructed and previously explained.
I Surplus.

The final table shows the apparent surplus in merchandise exports enjoyed by
the U.S. during the years 1962-64 according to official U.S. statistics as published
to the world, to Congress and the American people:

[In thousands of dollars]

United States United States
Year exports from Imports from Apparent

United the United Surplus
Kingdom I Kingdom 2

962 ....................................... -------------- 1,074,000 1,005,000 69,000
1963 ---------------------------------------------------- 1,161,000 1,079,000 82,000
1964--------------------------------------------------- 1,468,000 1,141,000 327,000

Total ............................................. 3,703,000 3,225,000 478,000

I Omcial U.S. exports (exclusive of "special categories" or military supplies).
SOfficial U.S. imports. (Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1964, table 1129; and Overseas Busi-

ness, OBR 65-20, U.S. Department of Commerce, April 195.)

Here we see an apparent three-year surplus of $478 million converted into a
deficit of $234 million. Yet, again, the world has been allowed to believe that we
have been enjoying a comfortable surplus in our trade with the United Kingdom,
thus demonstrating a competitive prowess we do not possess.

As in the case of Japan, among our exports to the United Kingdom are subsi-
dized items such as cotton, wheat and rice, much lower, however, than our exports
of these items to Japan. In 1964 the total for the three products was some $60
million, and these should not be counted as demonstrating our ability to compete
commercially in the U.K. market.
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It Is difficdlt to obtain reliable Impot -expo t Atatist for purposes of 'mdasuri g
U;8. trade with Western European coUntries 0ther than the U.K, because desti.
nations are -ot always known. Shipments to Internal countries With no seaports

-are often c&edit'd to the countries where the goods are landed. Goods 'may then
be transshipped, thus maximatifgi'oxports to soiie countries While'Understating
those to other countries. Trade with Japan and the U.K. is not as subject to such

.aberrations.
The contiguity of the United States to Canada and Mexico also offers a problem

in any endeavor to reach . global mark-up that would bring our import statistics
onto a par with those of other countries. About 20% of our imports come from
these two sources. While some shipping charges are incurred on-shipments from
Canada and Mexico to this country, they are small compared with those incurred
from countries lying farther away. In arriving at a global factor or percentage of
'inflation to be applied to our total Imports a reduction of 20% should be made to
account for our imports from Canada and Mexico.

If we calculate an average of the two countries we have tabulated, i.e., a mark-
up of 23.5% oh our imports from Japan and 22% on those from the United King-
dom over the 1962-64 period, we arrive at 22.75%. If we subtract 20% from this
22.75%, to account for Canada and Mexico, we arrive at 18.20%.

It would seem safe to saythen that a global percentage of I7 % should be a-fair
approximation to the actual difference between the U.S. import figures and what
they would be if we converted to a cif. basis.

It must be kept In mind that some European countries use a lower percentage
when converting their own imports from f.o.b. to c.l.f. France is reported to use
10%. Such lower conversion factors are justified in those instances in which
most of the trade comes from near rather than far countries. For example, in
1963 of Wastern Europe's $63.2 billion of total exports, $40.4 billion went to
Western Europe, or very nearly two-thirds. In the EEC countries $25.8 billion
In exports of a total of $37.5 billion also went to Western Europe. Therefore
the conversion factors used by the European countries to convert from f.o.b. to
o.i.f. do not apply to the United States. Our factor must be appreciably higher
because, with the two exceptions mentioned, all other import& come from farther
away. Some 80% of our imports come by ocean transportation, over half of it
from Europe, Asia and Africa in 1963 thus Incurring heavy shipping costs.

We may now with reasonable confidence apply a global conversion factor to
our total imports.

In 1964 total imports by the United States, for consumption, were 18.6 billion.
If the conversion factor of 17)4% is used, this total will be increased by $3.25
billion, bringing the total to $21.85 billion.

Our total 1964 merchandise exports were $25.3 billion. (Survey of Curren
Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, July 1965, p. S-2.) Thus our export
surplus would fall to $3.5 billion from $6.7 billion.

If we now bring forward the calculation that showed that of our total 1964
exports the $3.7 billion that moved under the various categories of Governmental
assistance, we are left with a global deficit of $200 million in our private unsubsidized
commercial merchandise export account.

3. THE BALANCE IN RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS FROM SHIPPING CHARGES

It might be thought that this deficit might be overcome by the earnings of
our merchant marine in carrying our trade and that of other nations.

The day of such surpluses disappeared in 1958 when it shifted from a surplus
of a bare $2 million to a growing deficit. This reached $113 million in 1959 and
after some zigzagging rose to $300 million in 1963. In 1950 receipts exceeded
payments by $215 million; in 1955, by $102 million. (Statistical Abstract of the
United States, 1964, Table 827.) This decline has occurred despite shipping
subsidies that have grown from $133 million in 1959 to $226 million in 1963.
(Ibid., Table 524.)

These accumulations bring the trade deficit to some $725 million in 1963.

4. U.S. DECLINING SHARE IN WORLD EXPORT TRADE

The share of the United States in World Exports has declined markedly In
recent years. With two principal exceptions this shrinkage has been borne pre-
dominantly by manufactured products. Because of the high degree of sub-
sidization in one form or another, the exports of agricultural products have ex-
panded, thus demonstrating that our exports respond to the foreign aid and other
methods by which this country pays for or helps pay for the exports. 1955
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gricultural exports were $3.2 billion; in 1964 they bd doubld to $6.3 billion.
In the same period imports went only from $3.9 billion to $4.0 billion.

By volume total U.S. exports rose from an index of 100 In 1958 to 126 in 1963.
World exports in the same period moved from 100 to. 141. Our agricultural
exports rose to 165 during the same period in value.

The following table shows the extent to which exports by volume have In-
creased more (the United Kingdom among the leading trading nations excepted)
from other countries than from the United States:

[Index: 158=100 1]

OutrV 19M Country low
United States ----------------- 126 France ---------------------- 162
United Kingdom -------------- 120 Belg-Lux -------------------- 173
Netherlands ------------------ 149 Japan ----------------------- 198
Sweden ---------------------- 151 Italy ------------------------ 206
West 'Germany ---------------- 156 Canada ---------------------- 133

"Statistical Yearbook, United Nations, 1964, p. 487 ft.

In the same period our Imports went from 100 to 133 or 7 points higher than
our exports.

From 1,953 to 1963 the U.S. share of total world exports declined from 19.0%
to 15.0% or by 20%. From 1958 to 1963 it declined from 18.3% to 15% or by
18.2%. This means that our lag began in the late 1950's.

6. TRENDS IN EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS

With respect to exports of manufactured goods the United States did less well
even than with exports as a whole. The next table will show the trends in exports
of manufactured goods from 1958 to 1963, where 1958= 100:

(Index: 1958=100']

Exports of Manufactured Goods

Country 165 Country 196$
United States ----------------- 117 France ---------------------- 165
United Kingdom -------------- 118 Beig-Lux -------------------- 161
Netherlands ------------------ 162 Japan ----------------------- 209
Sweden ---------------------- 163 Italy ----------------------- 235
West Germany ---------------- 155 Canada ---------------------- 134

1 Statistical Yearbook, United Nations, 1964, p. 496.

Here again the United States lagged spectacularly behind all the other leading
industrial countries (except the United Kingdom) in exports of manufactured
products. Whereas our total exports had increased to 126, our exports of manu-
actured goods rose only to 117, and both lagged far behind Europe and Japan.

If we turn to exports of manufactured products other than machinery and trails-
port equipment (mostly automobiles), we find that the U.S. share between 1958
and 1962 declined from 19.1% of the world's total to 15.4%. Total world exports
of such manufactures increased 37%, that of the United States, only 10.7%.
(See Statistical Yearbook of the U.N., 1963, p. 468. The 1964 Yearbook dropped
this table.) In these statistics Canada was combined with the United States,
but this fact could be regarded as producing only a minuscule effect.

Even though U.S. exports of chemicals increased from $1.438 billion in the
1956-60 period to $1.922 billion in 1963, our share in world chemical exports
dropped by 17% from 1955 to 1962. (Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1963 and
'64, and Statistical Yearbook of the U.N., 1963.)

With respect to machinery and transport equipment tile decline was from 34%
of the world's total exports in 1955 to 26% in 1962, a decline of 23.5%. This
group includes automobiles. The U.S. share has fadlen sharply in the exportation
of automobiles in the past decade. However, our machinery exports have pros-
pered in recent years in response to heavy direct foreign investments. (See below.)

If further evidence is needed to demonstrate the U.S. lag in international trade
in manufactured goods by volume, it may be found in the trend of both our
exports and imports compiled by the Bureau of International Commerce, U.S.
Department of Commerce. By 'an index in wh,.h 1957-59= 100, our exports of
crude foodstuffs rose from 104 in the 1956-60 period to 158 in 1963 (prel.). This

68-666--6-----9
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represented the upward swing of our exports of subsidized agricultural products
and Public Law 4B0 shipments.

During the same period our exports offinished goods rose from 101 to only
113-a marked contrast. The one rose 58%; the other only 13%.

The opposite trend was visible in our Imports. Crude foodstuffs rose from 98
to only 107. By contrast imports of finished goods rose from 100 to 152. (See
Statistical Abstract of the United States 1964, Table 1230.) Imports of semi.
manufactures went from 100 to 132. Crude material imports virtually stood
still moving from 99 to only 101.

IV these trends are translated into employment it will be appreciated that they
are very adverse to this country. Trading of unprocessed goods for finished goos
as represented by the recent trend, is not productive of employment, but quite
the opposite.

There can be no doubt about the unenviable status of the competitive prowess
of the United States in world markets. If we examine export trends a little more
closely the deplorable position of most of our manufactured products, exclusive
of machinery other than automobiles, will become apparent.

Machinery exports have boomed because of our heavy investments in foreign
productive facilities. In 1964 we enjoyed a "favorable" export balance in machin.
cry to the extent of $4.7 billion. Exports of machinery exclusive of automotive
and aircraft rose by $2.34 billion from 1959 to 1963.

The only other item showing a large surplus was in chemicals, one of $1.6
billion, a large part of which consists of raw material or semimanuftictures. If
these two items, in which our export surplus was $4 billion, are removed from our
calculation it follows that our trade in virtually all other nonagricultural items
must have left us with a higher deficit and a much greater lag in relation to
world exports than might be guessed from the total balance.

According to detailed export-import statistics for 1962 (U.S. Statistical Ab-
stract, 1964, Tables 1222 and 1223), our exports recorded a deficit over imports
with respect, to a long list of broad categories. The total of this deficit was $4.6
billion. The greater part of these deficits were recorded by petroleum ($1.3
billion), nonferrous metals (copper, lead and zinc etc.) ($560 million and paper
and manufacturers ($516 mill ion). If subtracted from the $.4.6 billion deficit,
this nevertheless left $2.1 billion in our trade deficit in exports of a long list of
items including rubber and manufactures, cotton and wool manufacl;ures, saw-
mill products, wood manufactures, steel mill products, beverages Pnd related
products, leather manufactures, meat and products, fish and products, silk
and manufactures, toys, athletic and sportng goods, precious metals, jewelry
etc., leather, and stone, cement and lime--all of which recorded export deficits
in 1962, even by U.S. tabulation.

That the deficit has grown in recent years may be seen from a comparison
with the 1956-60 period. At that time the deficit was $3.3 billion averaged over
the five-year period, compared with the $4.6 billion deficit of 1962.

If we again eliminate the three leading deficit items, i.e., petroleum nonferrous
metals and paper and manufactures, the 1956-60 deficit drops to 41.3 billion.
It rose to $2.1 billion in 1962.

A change in statistical compilation by the Department of Commerce pre-
vents comparison of the preceding statistics with those of 1903 and 1964. How-
ever, the excess of imports of "other manufactured goods" not including machin-
ery, automobiles, petroleums and chemicals, rose from a mere $57 million deficit
in 1958 to $1.68 billion in 1964. This confirms the trend. Nevertheless we went
into another tariff-cutting round in 1960.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing analysis must lead to drastic revision of several factors that are
basic to policy formation of a national trade policy.

1. The United States has been running and continues to run a deficit Instead of
enjoying a massive export surplus, as generally believed, in its merchanditie export-
import account in terms of private commercial unsubsidized exports.

2. We are in a growing deficit position in the exportation ol many of our broad
product classifications, other than machinery and transport equipment, foods,
crude materials and minerals. In some of these we are also running a sharp
deficit: petroleum and nonferrous metals.

3. Our imports have been shifting from raw materials toward finished goods
and semi-finishpd goods to the detriment of industrial employment in this country.

4. Our exports have been shifting toward agricultural products and raw mate.
rials, plus machinery in the field of manufactured goods. Machinery exports have
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been stimulated by our heavy foreign investment's, which in turn reflect the
reaction of our industries to our noncompetitive status at home and abroad
vis.a.vis foreign competition.

5. Our exports have become increasingly dependent on governmental assistance
of one kind or another.

6. Further tariff reductions should be shelved until our industries regain their
one-time competitive status at home and abroad.

Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Steinberg.

STATEMENT OF DAVID J. STEINBERG, SECRETARY AND CHIEF
ECONOMIST, COMMITTEE FOR A NATIONAL TRADE POLICY,
INC.

Mr. STEINBERG. Good morning, gentlemen. My statement is brief
and I do not expect to need, for the formal presentation, the 15 minutes
which the committee has graciously allocated to me.

I am David J. Steinberg, chief economist for the Committee for a.
National Trade Policy. The committee speaks for no special interest,
concerned with any particular sector of U.S. production or trade.
Our sole concern is tile developmentt and preservation of a trade policy
diat advances the national interest of the United States. Our testi-
inony in thishearing deals only with trade policy considerations, and
reflects our belief in freer international trade.

We are in opposition to this'proposed resolution for many reasons,
including the following:

(a) The proposed changes in the recording of U.S-trade data are
not only of no significant. value in determining the U.S.-trade balance,
the international competitiveness of U.S. goods, or the effect of im-
ports on the American economy; the additional information required
in recording imports of specific products would involve significant
burdens on American importers and consequently generate obstacles
to trade expansion.

(b) We question the clear purpose of the many economic interests
supporting this proposed resolution; namely, to get the Government
to record import and export, statistics in ways that serve their ill-
conceived attempts to prove that the United States is in a Weak
competitive position and consequently not able to offer significant
trade concessions in international negotiations.

Aside from the burden which this resolution would tend to impose on
U.S. importers, there would appear to be little reason, on trade policy
grounds, to oppose the requirement of additional data in the official
recording of U.S. imports and exports-that is, if it were not for the
predictable, egregious misuse of such trade data by those who have
consistently opposed our Government's efforts to achieve new goals
of trade liberalization in this country's total national interest.

If your committee should report out this proposed resolution, we
believe you would have a responsibility to make clear the many pit-
falls which should be avoided in usi'h;g such adjusted trade statistics t(>
support arguments on the competitiveness of the American economy.

There is obviously a need to keep this country's international
competitive position under careful review and to devise the best
techniques to achieve this purpose. Tile proposed Senate resolution
does not serve this need. It would, in fact, we believe, do the op-
posite. Designed to correct what its 'supporters regard as deception
in the way U.S. trade data, as now reported, are used for assessing
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this country's competitive position, it would itself lead to serious
deception.

At best, those who advocate the proposed resolution as a 'device for
their efforts to prove weaknesses in the U.S. competitive position
Overlook many important points in their efforts to adapt trade data
to fit their analytical needs. These points that they tend to overlook
including the following:

(a) U.S. imports, regardless of how recorded, include substantial
amounts of products which are'either not produced in this country-
for example, tea, natural rubber, bananas-or,aro required by Amer-
ican industries to supplement inadequate supplies available from our
own resources-for example, wool and a large assortment of min.
erals. Something in the neighborhood of perhaps half the imports of
the United States may be said to be noncompetitive. Precision in
such delineations is blunted by huge difficulties of definition. But a
large percentage of our imports is without question noncompetitive
with American production. People with propensities for adapting
U.S. trade data in attempts to prove declining competitiveness in
this country's foreign trade position should make such adjustments in
the import data alongside their steps-which the proposed resolution
would assist--to magnify the value of imports and reduce the value
of exports.

(b) Although large amounts of U.S. exports are products shipped
to U.S.-owned plants abroad, such shipments in most cases reflect
choices between procurement in the United States and procurement
abroad, ana are not necessarily tied to U.S. goods.

(c) Most shipments of U.S. goods under the foreign-aid program
involve purchases which would be made in the United States in any
case, if the importing country had (i) the necessary foreign exchange
without foreign aid, or (ii) using US. funds, the freedom to buy
wherever it could make the most advantageous purchases.

(d) U.S. export subsidies do not reflect U.S. competitive weakness;
they enable U.S. agricultural products covered by price-support
programs to move into world markets at world prices. American
products for which export subsidies have been provided-for example,
cotton, wheat, rice, tobacco-can compqte anywhere under free-
market conditions.

(e) Determining the competitiveness of U.S. goods in the world
economy is a highly complex exercise requiring careful analysis on a
product-by-product, basis, and data far more elaborate than even
those which the proposed resolution would provide.

The widespread use of the U.S. trade balance-as now formulated-
to indicate the impressive international competitiveness of American
goods is itself vulnerable to criticism when it reveals no recognition of
the various factors on both imports and exports which should be taken
into account in judgments regarding international competition. How-
ever, the antidote to such arbitrary use of the overall trade figures is
certainly not what is now proposed in the subject resolution, and par-
ticularly at the price of incresaed burdens on U.S. importers and the
seriously erroneous deductions certain to be made from such changes
in the recording of U.S. trade data. The Senate has every reason to
concern itself with the adequacy of our trade figures, the suitability of
balance-of-trade calculations, and the competitiveness of American
goods and the American economy as a whole in international corn-
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juerco. However, it would fall seriously short of its responsibility in
these respects if it adopted the proposed resolution, even if th6 legisla-
tive history indicated the caveats to which we have referred. If this
resolution should pass your conmittee, we cannot overemphasize the
importance of such caveats. We are confident the Senate does not
%ish to encourage a new round of deceptive arguments by opponents
of freer international trade in their continuing efforts to change the
course of the highly successful trade policy which the Congress set in
motion more than 30 years ago and so impressively reaffirmed as re-
cently as 1962 in enacting the Trade Expansion Act.

In conclusion, gentlemen, freer international trade is forward motion
in the service of the free enterrise system and the highest objectives
of American policy both at home and abroad. It is disconcerting,
indeed, to find ourselves faced even today with strong, highly effective
pressures either to stop the clock or to turn it back. Those respon-
sible for such pressures, and those who yield to them, reveal a less
than adequate appreciation of the principles of free enterprise, the
responsibilities of entrepreneurs in such a system and of the impo ra-
tives of U.S. policy in a rapidly changing world. Thank you very
much.

Senator DIRKSEN. That last big mouthful was your opinion, wias it
not?

Mr. STEINBERG. Yes, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. It has taken us 30 years to get our eyes open.
Mr. STEINBERG. I did not hear that, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. I say it has taken us 30 years to get our eves

open to the deception that you refer to in these trade figures and at
long last come to grips with reftlity and find out where we really are.

Mr. STEINBERG. Well as my statement indicated, sir, I hold no
brief for the way in which people use this trade balance-the $5
billion, $6 billion, whatever it may be--as an arbitrary indication of the
competitiveness of the American economy. In fact, I myself do not
recall any time that I have used such a figure, because just using the
figure obscures so much in terms of what is ln the export data and what
is in the import data that, ule syou explain what you mean by the
trade balance, I think the use of that balance is misleading. But I do
affirm, sir, that in my judgment, in spite of these difficulties regarding
the use of data, the American economy is strongly competitive today.

The CHAIRMAN (presiding). You know, this morning there was an
editorial in the Washington Post, advancing some ridiculous argu-
ments about why we should not do something about the 1 million
Americans living over in Europe at taxpayers' expense. Oddly
enough, in talking about whether we should or should not move them
out, it discussed neither the best reason for keeping them there nor
the best reason for bringing them home. It just proceeded to give
a lot of ridiculous ideas, such as if we keep those troops over there it
might help Erhard win the election against Willy Brandt, and various
and sundry reasons why we should not do that because Erhard might
come to visit us sometime and pay us a call. Reasons of that gort.

But the resolution that we put in yesterday stated very clearly
that some of us think we ought to bring some of those people back.
One thing, De Gaulle has asked us to get out of France and we have
to leave. We either have to go to war with France or get out of there
and so those troops will have to leave France. Since nobody else did
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what they were supposed to do under the NATO agreement, some of
us think at least if we perform as well as the best performer they have
got over there, that we will be doing all right. We said in our resolu.
tion that the big reason for doing this is our fiscal and monetary
problems. We are running out of gold; we are going broke. Those
people over there have enough credits to empty Fort Knox, Ky.,
the way it is right now.

One of the reasons we are led to believe that we can continue to
follow these policies that cost us tremendous outlays of our inter-
national monetary stock is that we have this $5 billion favorable
trade surplus. When you check into that you find out that is not
true either. Instead of having a surplus yon have a deficit. When
you check it out, 'you find, just as we said in the resolution, that the
reason we have to do this is not that we are mad because Germany
did not keep her word, not that wo are mad because De Gaulle did
not keep his word, not that we are mad because Britain did not do
their part. It is just, that we are broke. As Senator Syington likes
to say about this matter, there were two little boys trying to get
another little boy to play craps with them and he said, I cannot play
craps with you for six reasons. What are the six reasons? Well, in
the first place I do not. have iny money. Just forget about the other
five reasons. [Laughter.] And that is the basis of what we said in
our resolution yesterday.

Now, what you say here is relevant to that problem. We are asked
to go for a trale policy where we give away advantages to people who
want to put more things in this country, perhaps without getting
something equal in return. The easiest way to make a bad agree-
ment is to be under a misapprehension of the facts when you start
out. I think we had better get the right figures and tell about this
deficit instead of surplus so we will know what we are trying to do.

Mr. STEINi jRG. But, Senator Long; I am not saying that we have
a trade deficit. And I am not saying that the way in which the U.S.
Government records its export data and import data is a fallacious
method.

What I am saying here, in order to show a balanced judgment of
this, is that while I oppose Senate Joint Resolution 115 for various
reasons, I also hold no brief for the arbitrary use of this $5 billion,
or whatever is the trade balance figure, as an indication all by itself
that the American economy is highly competitive in the world and
can afford anything in terms of the scope of our relationships with the
world.

Senator DIIKSEN. But, Mr. Steinberg, yesterday we approved a
Food For Peace bill, so we will be giving away another $5 billion,
and, or course, it has got to be shipped and it has to be evaluated at
least because we take it from Commodity Credit Corporation. Every
year they are up here to repair their capital stock which is a mandate
of the Corporation, and so it takes money out of the trade movement.
But it wil show up in the trade balance. So if we have a $5 billion
surplus now, give them another $5 billion in Food For Peace, we will
have a $10 billion surplus. Then when we start bargaining around
or do this, they say, oh, we can afi'ord to be compassionate and gen-
erous. We can afford to lower the bars now because, lool, we have
got a $10 billion surplus and international trade is a two-way street,
when, as a matter of fact, it will be a colossal deception. You cannot
do business on the kind of figures we have been using.
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And now you have one other thing you say in the statement on
which I have to comment. You said-
it Is disconcerting indeed to find ourselves faced even today with strong, highly
effective pressures either to stop the clock or to turn it back.

I do not know of a soul in this universe who has pressured me to
introduce Senate Resolution 115. Why, Mr. Strackbein was here a
moment ago. He is more or less a professional. I do not think Mr.
Strackbein has been in my office in the last 4 years or maybe longer.

So you speak about pressures. I do not know of anybody that has
put any pressure on me. I put some pressure on myself in the interest
of the integrity of our figures because when Government does this
and sends them out broadcast, it is a deception and after a while there
is a complete loss of confidence in Government statistics, and it'is
about time we are beginning to question a lot of these statistics,
like the gross national product, where you get $60 billion with
inflation right off. Nobody talks about and nobody talks about the
duplications in that figure but hail this great thing. Seven or eight
hundred billion dollars of gross national product. We can afford
any old thing.

When we finally ascertain the truth, and this is the only iWay to
ascertain it, then for the first time we can render a balance sheet on
this country and see where we are. And it has not been done in 180-
odd years and it is time we have a balance sheet and show where we
are, liabilitywise and assetwise. And that includes our foreign trade.

Mr. STEINBERG. Sir, nothing I have said should be interpreted as
implying any pressures on the distinguished Senator from Illinois.

Senator DIRSEN. Oh, I am sure of that.
Mr. STEINBERG. I know, sir. I do not want to impute any un-

savory motives to what you have introduced in this resolution. I can
understand the reasons you have given. I fully agree that the data,
whether it be GNP or whether it is trade data, should be as clear as
possible and tell the American people the complete truth and not try
to deceive anybody. Sometimes what some may regard as deception
or deceptiveness is not intentional on the part of the people who use it.
They are doing the best job they can.

I can see the point you are making but I think sir, that the real
need is not Resolution 115. The reaT need is on the part of govern-
ment people in this instance, and others who use these figures, to
make more responsible use of the figures that are available. When
they do discuss the competitive position of the United States, I think
they are at fault if they say "Look at our huge export surplus,"
without bothering to explain some of the refinements that one has to
understand for a proper interpretation of that export surplus.

So the need, sir, is I think better analysis and better public usage
and more explanations of these figures rather than the kind of require-
ment of additional data that you refer to.

Senator DIRKSEN. Where you get with an analysis of a mistaken
figure, you wind up with a larger mistake.

Mr. STEINBERG. No. Sometimes there is too much quest here for
very simple answers. There is no simple answer. There is no simple
figure that describes the competitive position of the United States.
People ought to be more responsible, that is really what I am saying,
in their choice of figures to show whether we are competitive, and not
try t o search for one figure.
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Now, I dare say that whether 'or not 115passes the Senate, I fully
expect in the years ahead that my opponents in the trade policy vine-
yard will make every effort to show the American people a very simple
figure to indicate what they regard .as a measure of the competitive
position of the United States. And the figure that they will find, that
they will calculate, will be one that will unsoundly increase the im-
ports and unsoundly decrease the exports and then they will say
"Look, we have no trade balance at all."

So that anyone who really'searches for a simple figure to measure
American competitiveness is at fault. This is a highly complex sub.
ject and this is really the point I am making. ,

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Chairman, I think this little statement from
the Wall Street Journal ought to be incorporated in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. So ordered.
(The article referred to follows:)

[From the Wall Street Journal, Aug. 25, 196]

U.S. TRADE SURPLUS NARROWED DURING JULY AS IMPORTS RosE
4.3 PERCENT

Exports Declined by 1 Percent From June to an Adjusted $2,460,400,000; 4-Month
Excess Total Also Fell

(By a Wall Street Journal Staff Reporter)

WASHINGTON.-The U.S. trade surplus narrowed in July as imports rose 4.3
p percent while exports fell 1 percent from the preceding month, the Commerce
Department said.

Imports for July climbed to a seasonally adjusted $2,206,800,000 from June's
$2,114,900,000. Seasonally adjusted exports declined to $2,460,400,000 from
$2 485,800,000.
The department's Census Bureau cautioned as usual, though, that one month's

movement in the trade statistics Isn't necessarily significant.
The trade surplus is the major favorable factor in the U.S. balance of payments.

Other transactions in recent periods have combined to cause a payments deficit,
which occurs when foreigners acquire more U.S. dollars than they return to
the U.S.

For the latest four months, imports have run at an adjusted annual rate of
$25,590,000,000, about 8 percent above the pace of the preceding four-month
period. The adjusted annual rate of exports in the last four months has been
$28 925,000,000, about I percent higher than the rate for the earlier period.

TYhus the four-month $3,335,000,000 surplus at an annual rate was down from
the $4,921,000,000 rate of the four preceding months.

The export figures don't include shipments under the Defense Department's
military-assistance program that amounted to $99,900,000 in July.

Senator DIRKSEN. What he says, I will just skeletonize:
July imports rose 4.3 percent, exports fell 1 percent. For the latest 4 months,

imports have run at an adjusted annual rate of $25.5 billion, and export for the
last 4 months at an annual rate of $28.9 billion.

So we are in a beautiful position for the 4 months, a surplus of
$3.3 billion.

I do not believe it and it is not true, and that is the deception that
is in this thing, and it has got to be cured.

Now, what do you think would have happened when Henry Eiffel,
the great Belgian engineer, went to the Board of Commissioners in
Paris and said, I want to build the Eiffel Tower and they said no.
Winds up from the Atlantic will blow it over. I will tell you what I
will do to show you my confidence in my engineering data. I will put
a platform up 550 feet and I will live there for 6 months.
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He had a hard time with them but he built it-. The people in Paris
expected it to blow down. It has been there I think for 65 years.
,'He knew his stuff. His engineering data was sound.
Now, that is all I ask. I want the trade data to 1)e pound and

accurate and, true.
Mr. STEINBERG. I say hear hear.
Sentor DIRKSEN. How in the world are you ever going to cure

your problems unless you do, and no engineer in this town would
undertake to build one of these many buildings that go up unless he
takes his soundings and he knows all about stresses and strains and
he builds accordingly and they stand.

Now, if we are going to hew out a proper trade policy it is going to
be done only on the basis of factual data that will stand up in the
sunlight.

I have nothing more to say.
Mr. STEINBERG. Sir, the data that we need, most of the data we

need for this p~lrpose, are available. The Government people ought
to be presenting it to the American people -

Senator DIRKSEN. Oh, they ought to.
Mr. STEINBERG (continuing). In highly intelligent fashion but that

does not mean-that-that does not justify the enactment of 115,
it. seems to me.

Senator DIRKSEN. Oh, is that so?
Mr. STEINBERG. That is my belief, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. That is one man's opinion.
Mr. STEINBERG. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you hear the example I gave yesterday about

the fellow running a little air service, the airplane business?
Mr. STEINBERG. No, sir.
The Chairman. Well, some friends of mine bought a little airplane

and they were working their way through college teaching kids how
to fly. The two older brothers signed up to go away to war just
before we got into war. They were ferrying planes to Britain.

The younger brother took over and ran the business on a cash-in,
cash-out basis. At the end of every day he had more money than he
started out with, but after a year he was broke. He went down and
hired an accountant to help him figure it out and the reason was he
had no reserve for depreciation. He was not setting aside anything
to replace capital.

So when the year was gone, he found the depreciation expense--
the plane was pretty well worn out, and the lease had expired and
those two big items fell due and he was just out of business.

Now, that is why you hire an accountant, so you will think about
overhead and you will think about depreciation and depletion. It
seems to me all we are talking about here is that we would just like
to know what the whole picture is, not just part of it. We do not
want to pick out the bright part and omit the gloomy.

MIr. STEINBERG. I cold not agree more. The question is, how
do you get it and I must say that when I first read 115 many months
ago, and was trying to figure out what I would say about it if hearings
ever took place, my feeling was that perhaps we could not oppose
this absolutely. After all, how can one oppose a requirement for
additional data on anything? The more data available the better.
But we had one proviso, at least I did, and that was I could not oppose
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it absolutely unless the Senate Finance Committee in its report to
the Senate, reporting this out, spelled out some of the caveats the
people who use such additional data ought to keep very much in
mind so as to avoid misinterpretation of the data.

But then as time went on I thought about this some more and it
occurred to me that this requirement of c.i.f. data, in addition to the
f.o.b. data now required, would tend to impose additional burdens on
American importers because of the kinds of additional statistics of
freight and insurance that they would have to work out for individual
products under specific tariff schedules, and I sounded out some bus-
iness people on this, spoke to some people in Government about it
who are more familiar with the operation of the import trade than I am.

I asked, "Would it tend to impose burdens on U.S. importers?"
And without exception they said that it would. And therefore it was
after this kind of reflection that we came before you today with the
hind of judgments you see in the statement.

Senator DIRKSEN. Did somebody have a chance to put in the other
side of the case to your business friends or was it an ex parte proceeding?

Mr. STEINBERG. The other side being what, sir? The point you
have been making thigh morning? Well, I understand fully the other
side. You see, my feeling is, sir, that if you are going tomake changes
in the trade figures in order to come up with a trade-balance figure
that adequately measures the competitiveness of the American
economy, I think you ought to take out half the American imports
because they are noncompetitive with American production, roughly.

Senator DIRKSEN. By the way, before we conclude, I have got to
admit of one pressure on this. It is 40 years old because it is 40 years
ago this year that I was elected to take over the finances of this city.
The man who preceded me was old enough to be my father. He was
elected term after term. He was glorified, lionized to the skies.

We had a municipal streetcar system, six rides for a quarter.
Everything was ducky. So I march into the clerk's office when I took
over and I said, "Let me see your streetcar account." He said, "Well,
it is very simple. We keep it all in one book. Ou this page what we
take in every day, what the motormen turn in, combination motor-
men-conductors. On this page what w pay in repairs, et cetera. At
the end of the month, we draw a line, we have got a surplus."

I said, "Let me see your depreciation account." He said, "Depre-
ciation account?" I said, "Yes." He said, "Well, we have none."
"Well", I said, "Have you looked at these streetcars? They are
ready to fall over-collapse." I said, "How are you going to buy
new streetcars"?

"Well," he said, "You cannot buy 'them unless they levy and
appropriate out of the city treasury." "Well," I said, "I got the
impression that six rides for a quarter, this was a self-sustaining busi-
ness," and here I was going to wind up needing a hundred thousand
dollars to buy new streetcars and no money, not a nickel. I said,
"This is a great way to run a railroad."

Now, we installed a system and we got rid of those cars and went to
buses and it is still municipally owned, but at least it is on a basis
where the figures accurately reflect what the condition is.

That is the thing I inherited 40 years ago. So you can see this is
nothing new with me. This has just been building up. Where are
the facts?
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Mr. STEINBERG. Well, I am
Senator DIRKSEN. The real facts?
Mr. STEINPERG. I am all for the facts and I am all for the real facts.
May I just make a very brief comment. 1 know there is no time

to discuss the balance-of-payments situations but, if I may, I would
like to say that I do not think we are going broke and I do not think
that the American balance-of-payments problem, much as we should
be concerned with it, is as serious as it has been painted to be and
here again, sir, there is the question, How do you measure the balance,
the total balance of payments? There are many views as to what is
a proper balance. But I do not think we are going broke. I thought
I would say thatr-

SenatorDiRKSEN. Did you find anything about balance of pay-
ments in Senate Resolution 115?

Mr. STEINBERo. No, sir; nothing at all. I am just responding to a
comment that was made from the other side of this table.

Senator DIRKSEN. Thank you.
The CHAIRWAN. Well, you will find a lot of differences of opinion

about that balance of payments.
Mr. STEINBERG. I know that.
The CHAIRMAN. And we have a bill in this committee right now

that we think we are planning to pass which is trying to do something
about that. The Secretary of the Treasury thinks that the situation
requires action and that we had better start protecting our balance
of payments. There are a lot of Senators and a lot of Congressmen
and a lot of people in the Bureau of the Budget and a lot of people in
business who think it has gotten to the point that we have to start
getting our house in order. It is not good, and something has to be
done about it.

Mr. STEINBERG. I iust think, sir, that much as I believe we should
economize on all sort, of things-both at home and in our payments
to the rest of the world-I am very much concerned about the kinds
of proposals that hav3 been made wxith respect to economy, because
I think that they ia'we not really been thought through. Some of
these proposals on how to solve the balance-of-payments problem, I
think, would only tend to hurt our balance-of-payments position.

The CHAIRMAN. Thanks very much.
Mr. Leonard Shayne.

STATEMENT OF LEONARD SHAYNE, CHAIRMAN OF THE CUSTOMS
COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IM-
PORTERS, INC.

Mr. SHAYNE. Sir, because I am a stranger in these Halls, I would
like to take a moment to introduce myself. My name is Leonard
Shayne. I am chairman of the customs committee of the American
Importers, on whose behalf I here appear. For 12 years, I lectured
on foreign trade at the Baruch School of Business Administration in
the City College of New York. For 20 years I have been a foreign
freight forwarder and a customs broker and in the latter capacity
during this time I have prepared or supervised the preparation of
more than 300,000 customs entry documents and shippers' export
declarations which are the directors of U.S. Government import and
export statistics.
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The National Couhcil of American Importers' has previously sub-
mitted a statement to be incorporated in the record, and this morning
I submitted ahnadditional statement which I would -appreciate having
incorporated. i But I ilhall, . if I may, make a few remarks entirely
aside from both of these statements and tr, if,1-I may, to address
myself directly tothe matters which you, an the Honorable Senator
Dirksen have raised this'morning.

I must, however, take moment to state ourpolicy position regard-
ing bill S. 3522. We welcome the assembly and publication of data
which will be of help to theICon 'ess and to interested persons.
However, it is to be hoped that this can be accomplished by the
Secretary of Agriculture with the use of data already. available to
him and without imposing additional'burdens Of tedtape and reporting
on exporters and importers. We trust that this will be incorporated
in the bill.

Reporting requirements can be very costly to us and in these times
we and, indeed, the Nation, can little afford additional nonproductive
expenses.

We note with approval the requirements in this bill that the reports
be reviewed by the Comptroller General; for him to certify whether
or not such reports are in conformity with generally accepted ac-
counting principles. As far as Senate Joint Resolution 115 is concerned,
we ,note that there is no requirement in this resolution that such
reports be in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Sir, we are not surprised at this omission as we deem it impossible
for such reports to conform, to those principles or to principles of
good statistical practice if they are to include something described
as landed value. ',We are interested in the truth. , We agree .with
Senator Dirksen that what is wanted is data which is accurate, true,
and sound. We also agree with his comnuent, where do you get with
an, analysis of mistaken figures? You end 'up with a bigger mistake.

Sir, when I was a boy,, my father once put a question to me that
went like this: "Son, if you have five apples of unequal size, how,
would' you divide them equally amdng seven boys?" I looked at
him with a look of puzzlement on my face, and his answer. to me was
"Make applesauce."

I am very much afraid that the approach to the statistical problem
which we all face in analyzing our foreign trade, which is proposed
by this resolution, is one which will make applesauce of our trade
statistics. I do not think that.we will learn anything from it.

' Let mepoint out, if I may, just, some of the com lications that arise.
Out statistics at present are based on something described as-and it
is an idealization---foreign value. They are not exactly 'that, sir.
They are said to be that,- but they are not. _Those import statistics
come from the customs entry,. They, are the values shown on the
customs entry.': But the Congivss in its' wisdom order to arrive t
entered values, has prescribednin formulas. even of these form-
ulas are alternates. Two- of them are special formulas to apply to
special price .

An importer must analyze the circumstances of trade surrounding
his purchase or import in order to decide which of these formulas ap-
ply. i The Customs must -eanalyze It to see if the importer has done
the right job and: then. the importer must calculate his duties based
upon the entered value which he calculates.
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This A a long, laborious, difficult problem. The proponents of this
bill'come along and'in'n very feavr Words in a very simple way, .they
say, and I put-simply, in quotations "*ell; now, let-us' add.to that
fori gn valu6 t costt 'of transporting the goods to- the United, States
and the cost of insUrance."•

Sir, if we must calculate one valuefor-entry purposes and another
for the"purposes of arriving at'landed values, we are going to be'in a
very difficult situation becausethere afe'namy problems and complica-
tions surrounding landed values. For example, sir, if you were to
import something at the port of New Orleans by vessel and import the
same thing at the port of Los Angeles by vessel, you would arrive at
two different landed values. If you were6to import them by airfreight -
you arrive at still another landed value. There is a countless multi-
plicity of landed values which would apply to the same article from
the same source at the same foreign n value but imported at different
ports by different means. llnmp , roblem.

There are others aml not going to Wa our time by going
into them because t if in our statement. Iwo like to plunge tothe heart of thnatter Which is to alyze the su that havethe hsuggt ofnstthat holl
been made by r. Strackbein whic in to that land values would
give a true picture of o eign trade we do no agree. To
begin witl sir, wlo upon he cited Stes as a fam If my
wife sen my sOn illy dooe to t e co er grocery store which- rJ
consider o be forei bri gofg e es cpstin $5, and
she pay my son Billy a oc it)'th co t, to my mily of
that ba of groceries is $5, 0, ecau. sh paid illy a do ar and
Bill i part of ' fmilt

If, o the oth ha si s t e roe nan th dollar to deliver
the gr . ories to s, then at es c family. 6.

I qui e. agree i tha e value is the real cos to the
United States. ut insta tw the goods are, -ow to
switch-s iles, im ort on eri v 9 an sured by erican
company, lande ues'as a he erlecan people a a false
picture a sincoewe have tra o g on both wsiif properly
account fo our import we ar going to h e a mixt e of these
two kinds o statistics. will n hay r sonable o meaningful
answers. "t

Sir' let us ca the situation a stop further. It' been said we
should value expo at the net export price at the mt ofe ort and
that we should Value orts at the landed pri the p__int o import.

Doing a little arithmeti% , and real thata the
world's exports are all the Wo imports, we woul, up roughly
speaking with total world exports of $135 billion but a e same time
with statistics showing total world imports at $150 billion.*,

Now, according to the principles of acco~inting which I learned,
debits equal credits. Credits equal debits.: Ani import is an -export.
AA export is an import. They are equal but not when you have some
form of statistics which end up inlaking imports always higher thanexports.. ,

Mr. Strackbein submitted 'a report; It -is .part of the resolution
which Senator Dirksen .submitted to the Senafte.. This report had
some figures in it .which purported to show that whereas the Depar-
ment. of Commerce inaccurately,; he'says,'reported our -trade forth
.3 years1962, 1963;i and 1964 with Japan asan 'xp rtsurplUs the real
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fact, he says, is that we had an import deficit. Senator Dirksen
viewed these figures with some alarm, and well he might. If we had
an export deficit, I would not be happy about it, and if these figures
showed incorrectly what was happening, that is, if the Department of
Commerce figures showed incorrectly what was happening, I would not
be happy about that either.

But I submit to you, sir, that the figures that I think are incorrect
and would show incorrectly what happened are the figures that Mr.
Strackbein has submitted because of the methods that he has used to
aualyze them.

Mr. Strackbein says, sir, that we should take U.S. imports and
value them at the landed values in the United States, that we should
take U.S. exports and value them at the value, at the points of ex-
portation from the United States, and that when we compare these,
we end up with a U.S. deficit for the 1962, 1963, and 1964 figures of
$677 million.

The Department of Commerce said, on the other hand, if we take
exports and imports valuedat their point of export from the respective
countries, we end up with a U.S. surplus of $413 million.

The question is who is right? We certainly have two opposite
points of view.

Well, what I did was to submit this to analysis on the basis of
using Mr. Strackbein's figures from the opposite point of view. Let
us look at the Japanese trade figures, take a trip to their country,
look at Mr. Strackbein's figures, see what it shows about Japanese
trade with the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me just one moment. I wil be right back.
(There was a short recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Sorry to keep you waiting. Let us see. Could

you summarize this?
Mr. SHAYNE. Yes, sir. I am about tomake my closing remarks.
I was pointing out thot according to the proposed method in

Senate Joint Resolution 115 of valuing our imports at the landed
values in the United States and valuing our exports onl at the value
at the point of export, that according to this method, ifone analyzed
our trade from 1962 to 1964 and accepted those figures, one would
end up with a U.S. deficit with Japan of $677 million.

So Isay, well let us take the same figures. Lot us see what it does
to the Japanese analysis of the trade on the other side. We would
expect an equal reaction, left to right reversal, but otherwise equal as
good accounting methods would bring about. But when we do that
and we use the Japanese export figures at their port of export and use
their import figures as c.i.f. landed figures in Japan, lo and behold, we
end up with a Japanese deficit also. So both countries trading with
each other show deficit figures.

Now, I submit that that kind of accounting is not very good
accounting. It is not very illuminating. It is not going to shed a
lot of light on the subject. It is not going to help any one of us to
understand what is going on.

That is the sum and substance of our arguments.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I have heard it said many times that figures

do not lie but liars figure. When I try to make a case, or when any-
body tries to make one, we get whatever information we can and we
use it the way we think we ought to, to buttress our case, or to lead to
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a conclusion, My thought about the thing is that if somebody would
like to have certain information and it is not too difficult to get, I
just want to get it and seewhat it shows.

I notice here that Commerce said yesterday that'they are sufficiently
far ahead on this project that in perhaps 2 months they will be in posi-
tion to publish for the public c.i.f. information for the first 6 months of
1966 and they will continue this project for the second 6 months of
1966, at the conclusion of this calendar year, and they will publish for
the two half-years as well as the whole year what the c.i.f. adjustments
would be.

They will do that, we think on a reasonable estimate basis.
Now, I have some doubt whether it would serve the point to spend a

million dollars to got one-tenth of 1 percent closer to something you
can get with a good estimate. It might be that some of the additional
information that we might be interested in could also be summarized.
A lot of that, I understand, is published already.

Mr. SHAYNE. Sir, we go along with that. We are just extremely
.worried about the amount of burden that might be thrown on us if
we are asked to calculate a separate c.i.f. value for every article that
we import. This would be veiy costly to us, very burdensome And
very costly to the Government as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we might be close enough just arriving at a
good intelligent guess. So far as I am concerned, if you are within
one-tenth of 1 percent of what you want to know, spending another
million dollars perhaps serves no particular purpose. So we will try to
find a way to work it out not to be too burdensome on you or others.

Mr. SHAYNE. Thank you.
(The statements of Mr. Shayne follow:)

STATEMENT BY LEONARID M. SIIAYNE, REPRESENTING NATIONAL COUNCIL OF

AMERICAN IMPORTERS

POLICY POSITION

NCAI is strongly opposed to the Joint Resolution (S.J. Res. 115 and H.J. Res.
696) presented to the House and Senate in October 1965. This resolution, under
the guise of proposing more accurate statistics of the U.S. foreign trade accounts,
actually proposes one-sided changes that would create an erroneous impression
about the role of imports in the overall U.S. balance of payments. The purpose
appears to be to lay the groundwork for further moves to restrict imports. We
find the resolution to be factually incorrect, theoretically unsound, and inter-
nationally provocative and self-defeating. NCAI considers the joint resolution
to be a purely protectionist measure which is against the interest, of American
consumers and the U.S. import industry, obstructive of U.S. international trade
policy and devoid of statistical or theoretical virtue. NCAI recognizes the need
for continuous effort's to improve our international trade statistics, and to negotiate
statistical procedures that will improve international comparability. Unfor-
tunately, the proposed changes do not lead in this direction. For all these reasons,
NCAT opposes both the spirit and the letter of the joint Resolution.

BACKGROUND

At the present time, import statistics compiled by the Bureau of the Census of
the U.S. Department of Commerce, report the dollar value of imports on the basis
of their market value packed and ready for shipment at the port of exportation in
the country of origin. It may be said, therefore, that import statistics are based
on the FOB value. In export statistics, value reported Is based on the value of
exports at the United States seaport, border point, or airport of exportation.
This value also may bi said to be the FOB value of articles exported from the
United States. In other words, FOB is the basis for reporting both imports and
exports. The United States has always reported value of imports and exports
on this basis.
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In effect, these resolutions would direct the Secretary of Commerce to report
imports on the basis of CIF value, but do not require him to report exports on the
same CIF basis. They would not require the Secretary to discontinue the present
system of reporting imports and exports.

According to the sponsors of these resolutions, reporting imports on the basis of
their CIF value is required In order that a more accurate appraisal may be made
of their efect on United States economy. They claim that FOB value results In
an appreciable undervaluation of the cost of imported goods, thus making imports
look small in relation to exports. This overstates the size of the export surplus
and in turn exaggerates the Importance of the export surplus as a plus factor in the
calculation of U.S. international balance of payments.

On the basis of the present method of compiling statistics, an export surplus of
$6.9 billion was reported in 1964. But the sponsors claim that on an FOB basis,
imports are undervalued by 174%. Adding this 17,4% to the $18.6 billionof
1964 imports to put them on a CIF basis would result in an Increase of $3.25
billion, bringing the total value of 1964 imports to $21.85 billion on a CIF basis.
This would cut the trade surplus of $6.9 billion for 1964 to $3.65 billion, or almost
in half. (This on the basis of reporting exports on FOB and Imports on CIF.)
In the same way, if imports are reported on a CIF basis, the large export surplus
shown in U.S. trade with individual countries will diminish, or disappear. For
instance, instead of an export surplus of $139 million in trade with Japan in 1964,
the U.S. would have an import surplus of $257 million.

There can be only one explanation for the demand that imports be reported on
a CIF basis, and to identify those exports whose production is "subsidized" by
the Government, i.e., military assistance supplies, grant-in-aid supplies, surplus
agricultural commodities sold to certain countries for their currency and not for
dollars under P.L. 480, etc. This is to show that imports are larger than they are
reported to be; and that actual commercial exports for which the U.S. obtains
dollars are not as large as we Lave been led to believe. This situation has two
consequences: (1) The claim cun be made that imports worsen the balance of
payments situation; and (2) the claim can also be made that the U.S. boast of
being able to compete in woTld markets is exaggerated because the large export
volume is bloated by including in it goods given away, or for which worthless
foreign currer'cies are accepted.

By pressiiu6  these views, imports can be shown to be the villain in the piece.
Then it would be easy to agitate all kinds of restrictions on them and for tor-
pedoing the Kennedy Rounik, since if the U.S. cannot compete, it cannot afford
to participate in any inove which would require reduced rates of duty and other
non-tariff barriers to international trade.

In speeches in the Congress, the sponsors attributed all the information and
reasons for introducing their resolutions to 0. M. Strackbein, the high priest of
protectionism. For this reason, there is very good ground for believing that the
reason for these resolutions is not the U.S. balance of payments position or its
competitive position in world markets, but to create another protectionist device
for the restriction of imports, including eventually, assessment of duty on the
CIF value, with the cow'sequent increase in the amount of duty importers must
pay. FACTS WHICH DESTROY SPONSORS ARGUMENTS

Freight & Insurance
The sponsors of the resolution have claimed that freight and insurance constitute

some 17% of the landed value of imports. The Department of Commerce obtains
from Customs, data on the transportation costs of imports, and provides this
information to the International Monetary Fund and other international agencies
which use CIF import figures for international comparison. Data on insurance
are not available in sufficient detail to measure their share of the landed value of
imports, but the IMF makes reasonable estimates of the insurance costs, and is
thus able to compute U.S. imports CIF. Their CIF import data for the United
States, published in their monthly bulletin, have run about 10% above the FOB
figure-a little more than half the amount quoted by supporters of the resolution.
Even this is too high. The relevant figure for balance of payments purposes
should exclude payments to U.S. shipping and insurance companies, since such
payments do not involve a dollar out flow. If this adjustment were made, the
CIF Import numbers would probably be no more than 6 or 7% higher than the
FOB import numbers. It would be useful for analytical reasons, though costly,
to obtain the direct foreIgn exchange cost of U.S. imports, to be reported in the
balance of payments tables as a memorandum within the service Import account.
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This is not what is recommended in the Resolution, and it would yield a much
smaller figure than the Resolution's sponsors seem to desire.

U.S. shipping and insurance companies earn from foreigners not only in con-
nection with U.S. exports, but In connection with trade between third countries.
The total of such foreign earnings (a service export on our balance. of payments)
has been almost equal to the total shipping and insurance expenditures mad) by
U.S. companies to foreigners. Therefore, if U.S. exports of merchandise, insurance
and transportation services were balanced against imports of merchandise, in-
surance and transportation services, the balance would not look much different
than the merchandise trade balance as presently calculated.
Government Subsidized Exports

The Resolution proposes that the Department of Commerce in all its publica-
tions of trade figures show exports, the production of which has been Government
subsidized, as well as exports otherwise financed by the U.S. Government. It
should be noted that Commerce now provides separate data on exports financed
by Government programs. Two comments should be made on the proposed
statistics: First, if all exports which contain any Government subsidy were in-
cluded, precious little would be left. What is intended, of course, is to classify
primarily farm exports in a way that would suggest that. the exports would not
have been made In the absence of the subsidy. Such classificttion would be most
misleading, since it can be argued or, economic grounds that in the absence of all
Government subsidies, U.S. farm exports would be at least as large as they have
actually been. Second, to subtract from our exports those directly financed by
the U.S. Government under U.S. aid programs (as can be done with currently
available statistics) is an ambiguous procedure. '.Most trade experts would agree
that some part of exports under U.S. aid programs would have been made com-
mercially in the absence of the aid program. These are difficult problems, not
solved by simple statistical tricks such as the proposed export classification.
Services

Although it is reasonable to include the import of services as a part of imports,
and even to isolate those service imports connected with merchandise imports,
it is important to treat exports in a symmetrical manner when striking a trade
balance. The two commonly uied measures in U.S. statistics are the merchandise
trade balance, in which both exports and imports are measured FOB, and the
balance on goods and services, which includes tourist travel, military expenditures,
and numerous other items as well as freight and insurance connected with trade.
If a third balance, including freight and insurance, is to be added, the logic of
international accounting would suggest that imports, plus the foreign exchange
cost of freight and insurance against the imports, be balanced against exports,
plus payment to U.S. companies for freight anld insurance costs that may be
involved. Since freight and insurance costs of iniports are somewhat greater than
freight and insurance earnings by U.S. companies from U.S. exports, the U.S.
surplus on this basis would be somewhat smaller than as presently calculated.
The underlying trends in our trade balance would not be significantly modified,
however.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT BY LEONARD M. SIIAYNE, REPRESENTING NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IMPORTERS

QUALIFICATIONS OF WITNESS

My name is Leonard M. Shayne, Chairman of the Customs Committee of the
National Council of American Importers, on whose behalf I here appear.. For
twelve years I lectured on foreign trade at the Baruch School of Business Adminis-
tration of City College of New York. For twenty years I have been a foreign
freight forwarder and a Customs broker. In the latter capacity during this time
I have prepared or supervised the preparation of more than 300,000 Customs
entry documents and Shippers Export Declarations which are the direct source
of U.S. Government import and export statistics.

It is obvious from the foregoing that I have a personal interest in the growing
foreign trade of the U.S., but I also have strong beliefs in its contribution to the
well being of the people of the United States.

The National Council of American Importers has submitted a written policy
statement on the S.J. Res. 115 and I submit for your further consideration an
additional written statement herewith. I appreciate this opportunity to amplify
these written statements by a few remarks.

68-666-66 -- 10
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POLICY POSITION BEOARDINO BILL 8. 3522

With regard to S. 3522 requiring the Secretary of Agriculture to report each
year certain information relating to the import and export of Agricultural com-
moditis the National Council of American Importers welcomes the assembly
and publication of data which will be of help to the Congress and to interested
persons. However, it is to be hoped that this can be accomplished by the Score-
tar of A riculture with the use of data already available to him without imposing
addtional burdens of red tape and reporting on exporters and importers, and we
trust this will be Incorporated in the bill. Reporting requirements can be very
costly to us, and in these times we, and indeed the nation, can little afford addi-
tional non-productive expenses. We note with approval the requirement that
the reports be reviewed by the Comptroller General for him to certify whether
or not such reports are in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.

POLICY POSITION REOARDINO S.J. RES. 115

NCAI is strongly opposed to S.J. Res. 115 which would require reports on
imports into the United States to include the landed value of articles imported.
We note no requirement in this resolution that such reports be in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles. We are not surprised at tis
omission as we deem it impossible for such reports to conform to those principles
or to principles of good statistical practice.

Reasonable men interested irn the truth should be interested in additional
facts and figures to shed some light on the breadth and dimensions of our foreign
trade. However we question the validity of the evidence based on the figures
it is proposed to have importers submit and government agencies tabulate, and
we do not think it would be worth the cost and effort involved.

PRESENT IMPORT STATISTICS

May we briefly review the kind of import statistics we have at present and
their .source. They are defined as "generally the market value in the foreign
country . ... reported on import entries in accordance with Sec. 402 and 402a
of the T ariff Act . *" M~ore precisely, the import values presently shown
in Dept. of Commerce publications are the "taxable" value (in tariff parlance,
the "dutiable values") which are indicated by Importers on the tax returns (known
as "Customs entries") which are filed on each import shipment at the time of
Its arrival. These values are calculated by applying to each imported article
the proper one of seven alternate formulae (or two additional formulae for special
merchandise) which Congress deemed necessary to legislate in order to arrive at
a fair approximation of the "market value in the foreign country". The formulae
are extremely complex and have been subject to continual litigation in the Cus-
toms Courts in order to determine the meaning of every sentence, clause, word
and comma therein. Needless to say the calculations are difficult and laborious
and must be reviewed and audited by Customs Appraisers.

It is the "dutiable" values which are then used for our import statistics, for
you see gentlemen, we Customs brokers and importers are filing tax returns and
calculating taxes. The Import statistics are a by-product.

Some characteristics of these figures are worth noting:
1) They do not coincide exactly with commercial reality, that Is, the

money actually paid for the Imports in the markets of foreign countries do
not equal the figures shown as the value of the imports. The various valua-
tion methods prescribed In our Tariff make some import figures appear
higher than the actual purchase prices. For example, goods dutiable on
American Selling Price such as "sneakers" (rubber soled shoes with canvas
uppers) or Coal Tar chemicals and pharmaceuticals will show generally
much higher import values. Perfumes from France- valued at "Cost of
Production" (a mis-nomer in that it means something else) will often show
higher import values. There are many other articles similarly valued which
only a very knowledgeable person will be aware of.

2) For a particular commodity from. one foreign supplier there will be but
one import value regardless of variations in the size of the shipment, the
method of shipment, or the port of the U.S. to which shipped. The one
value is fixed at the moment of, and at the point of exportation.

3) The import statistics as the U.S. collects them are a grab-bag of
dollar amounts without regard to the methods of valuation used. Notwith.
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standing this they probably approximate roughly and generally the market
values in the foreign countries at the ports of export.

4) The present impoft values, like the present dutuable values, have the
merit of being the same for everyone regardless of the port of importation.
(Landed values will be found to differ for various ports of importation.)

PROBLEMS AND SHORTCOMINGS OF PIRQPOSED STATISTICS ON IMPORT VALUES

The proposal before you is to amass additional statistics which will include in
the value of imports the costs of delivery to this country from each foreign source.
To the commercial reality of the cost of actual merchandise, and to the tariff
methods of determining import values of merchandise, is to be added the addi.
tional task of establishing import values including insurance and shipping charges
incident to landing the articles at the port of entry. But, gentlemen, the proposed
method for establishing import values in this now category is but poorly defined,
and no matter what detail you may add there will be substantial problems-and
we importers are the ones who will bear the brunt of it.

As an example of one type of problem if we evaluate and calculate "con.
structed value' (only one of the 9 U.S. methods) as the basis for entry tinder Sec.
402 of the Tariff Act, the proposal states that we must add landed costs to "foreign
value". Are we therefore to evaluate and calculate "foreign value" (another of
the 9 U.S. methods) also under Sec. 402a, to which we must then add shipping
charges? and insurance charges?

Our present system has the merit of arriving at b'ut one import value for all
imports of the same article from the same source at 'the same time. Under the
proposed method there will be many different landed values for the same imported
article. Many factors will affect landed values such as size of shipment, method
of shipment, distance, preferences of buyers, or commercial necessities. As an
example, for the same article with the same foreign value, from the same source,
we will have many landed values-one for shipment to New York and another for
Chicago, and a third for Los Angeles. At this point we have 3 possible landed
values. If air freight is used, we increase to 6 possible landed values. The
number of landed values multiply as there are variations in air freight rates as
shipments get larger or smaller or bulkier. The possibilities continue to multiply
again due to the many variations in ocean freight rates depending upon whether
one has chartered, uaed conference or non-conference lines, or has a contract
with the conference or not.

Now add the variations of insurance costs which result from various rates
applicable to different modes of shipment, different methods of packing, different
risks to be covered, and different rates applied by different underwriters. At
this point we are In a jungle of figures and are staggered by the multiplicity of
possible landed costs. Under S.J. Res. 115 all these differing figures will be
merged in the statistical compilations but the burden of calculation and report
by importers and of verification by customs officials will be enormous. And if
you merge a mass of such dis-similar figures, are the results of any real nieaning?
We submit that the calculation of these additional statistics would be very
burdensome and very costly to importers and government agencies alike, and
that these statistics would be of doubtful value. The information desired by
this resolution does not exist in a data processing computer, gentlemen, requiring
merely the pressing of a button. It will require real hard old-fashioned pencil
and paper work and will impose a real hardship in the processing of millions of
import shipments annually.

ANALYSIS OF LANDED VALUES OF IMPORTS AS A NATIONAL COST

Let us see what the proposed landed value import figures are supposed to yield.
It appears that what is sought is the cost to the U.S. of imports in dollars which
affect our balance of payments. If the imports are brought to this country in
U.S. vessels and insured with U.S. insurance companies, then we are paying these
dollars to ourselves as a nation and the landed value import statistic is an over-
statement and gives a false picture of national dollar costs. It is a false picture
of the effect on the balance of payments.

It is a fundamental error for balance of payment purposes to add all shipping
and insurance costs to foreign merchandise costs in order to arrive at landed
values. Shipping costs and insurance costs are costs necessarily incurred, but
should not be accounted for as merchandise costs. They are separate and
distinct and do not inure to the benefit of the foreign seller. They inure to the
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benefit of the provider of these services who may be foreign or may be American,
but rarely is the same party as the foreign seller.

If we make a purchase abroad, and it is shipped to the U.S. in an American
vessel and insured by an American underwriter, then Its not cost to the U.S. is
the foreign cost of the merchandise-not its landed value.

If we make the same purchase abroad and pay foreigners to transport and
insure it, then its cost to the U.S. is indeed the landed cost.

However, precisely the same rules must then apply to foreigners who buy from
us, and their purch ses from us should be similarly measured if we want to fairly
represent the situation. Accordingly our export statistics would have to be
similarly "enhanced" to show "delivered" values instead of the values at port
of export which we now show.

But these statistical procedures lead to difficult and confusing statistics with
some imports of an article being properly valued at net cost to the nation and
other imports of the same article bel g differently valued because imported on
foreign flag vessels. The proponents' error is in treating shipping and insurance
costs as merchandise costs by including all as part of the landed value of the
merchandise. Breaking such figures down on a national basis, as an example, one
importation of Japanese cameras on a Norwegian Flag vessel, insured by an
English insurance company, requires the following treatment in order to be
properly tabulated: the foreign value of the cameras to be shown as part of the
total merchandise imports from Japan. The freight component must then be
tabulated as part of the merchandise imports from Norway even though it is
freight. The insurance component must be similarly tabulated as merchandise
imports from England even though it is insurance cost. We begin to see how
formidable accurate statistical analysis becomes in this kind of accounting.

Our present method avoids this complication by treating merchandise costs as
merchandise costs, and shipping costs as shipping costs, and insurance costs as
insurance costs. Each is tabulated and each is properly accounted for in our
balance of payment statements according to what it is, under present U.S. Govern-
ment procedures.

ERRORS IN ACCOUNTING METHODS APPLIED BY PROPONENTS

Lastly we musG question the method of accounting used by proponents of this
proposal which led them to declare that a more accurate appraisal of the effects
on the United States economy of imports into the U.S. would be obtained if such
reports also show landed values of imports. The question has been raised as to
how truly our present statistics reflect our real balance of trade and it has been
suggested that valuing Imports at landed cost value would more accurately reflect
the balance and might indeed reflect a deficit or close to a deficit at the present
time. They suggest that all nations (and the U.S. particularly) should account
for imports at landed values, and exports at values at the point of export.

In the method of accounting which I have learned every debit is balanced by
an equal credit, every sale matched by an equal purchase. If all nations were to
account for their imports at landed costs, and account for all their exports at the
costs at the point op export, then total world imports would exceed total world
exports.

Using rough estimates as to trade totals for the purposes of illustration, but
usinF the same methods of accounting and analysis as used by 0. R. Strackbein
in his analysis submitted to the Hon. Senator Dirksen, we find the following.
Total exports of the world (valued at point of export) would equal say 135 billion
dollars. But, on the other side of the coin, the same amount of goods valued at
total imports enhanced by landed costs, would equal perhaps 150 billion dollars.

If every nations' exports are every other nations imports, the two amounts
should be equal. 135 billion dollars in exports does not equal 150 bllion dollars in
imports-the debits and credits do not balance.

If we agree that this does not seem to be in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, then does accounting for exports at delivered costs abroad
solve the problem? To do so we must add shipping and insurance costs to the
export figures of 135 bilUon dollars in merchandise exports (thus adding the same
amount as we added to merchandise imports in order to arrive at landed values)
and we get 150 billion dollars in exports. However, although our accounts are
now in balance, what we have (lone is to double the shipping and insurance costs.
We have counted them once as part of the exporters' delivery costs and on the
same items expressed as imports we have counted them a second time as landed
costs. Worldwide shipping costs and insurance costs will be represented as twice
what they actually are.
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However, the proponents of the resolution do not propose the above procedure.
They do not propose adding delivery costs to export figures-they only wish to
add landed costs to import figures. The effect of this, as has been illustrated
above, is to reflect a continual worldwide net deficit in merchandise trade. This
seems somewhat ridiculous to me. Perhaps it does to you also.

The proper method of accounting is to evaluate merchandise at the point of
export for both exports and imports-then export and import values will be equal
and in balance worldwide.

To repeat, the shipping costs and insurance costs on the same goods are landed
costs to the Importer, but the very same costs are delivery expenses to the exporter
of those goods. To avoid counting them falsely as one or the other, and thus
falsifying the figures as to surplus or deficit in trade accounting, it is proper to
account for them separately and allot them in the balance of payments according
to whether they are national earnings or expenses.

Examples of the peculiar, and we believe incorrect, results brought about by
the accounting and statistics favored by the proponents of this bill can be found
in the charts submitted by 0. R. Strackbcin and appended to the statement of the
Hon. Senator Dirksen upon presenting J.R. 115 to the Senate.

Totals 19G2,1933 and 134 (per O.RStiackbein)

U,S.REPO!ITS US.EXPORTS TO JAPAN
(1) 1 5 037 000 000 FOB Port U,S.

U.3,REL0RTS iZORTS 1R.JAPAN

(2) $ 4 624 000 000 F03 PORT JAPo

JAPAN REPORTS IMPORTS FROiI U.S.
$ 6 222 000 000 CIF

US*ItL0RTS F1NOLI JAPAN
(enhanced to CIF)
$5 714 000 000

According to Stiackbointrade analysis of U.S.trode:

U.S, EXIPORTS TO JtAAN
(3) $ 5 037 000 000 FCB PORT U*S,

U.SI'%0lTS FROM JAPAN
$ 5 714 000 000 CIF

70.S0DEFICIT
$ 677 000 000

According to U,S. Department of Commerce method of analysis of U,S, Trade:

U,S.EXPORTS TO JAPAN
(4) $ 5 037 000 000 FOB PORT U,S,

USIPOT3 FROJ JAPAN U.S, SURPLUS
$ 4 G24 COO 000 FO; POfRT JAPAN $ 413 000 000

Using; Strackbeln method of tradoanalysis, but applying as an anlysis of Jaanose trade:

JAPA;NESE EXPORTS TO U'S.
(5) $ 4 a24 000 000 FlJD JaP°Port

JAPANESE IMOkITS FFOM U.S.
$ 6 222 000 000 CIF

JAPANESE DEFICIT
$ 1,503,000 000 *

Balancing proof of U.S, Department of Commerce mothod, by an accounting of Japanose trade:

I..') JAPANESE EXPORTS TO U,S,
(6) $ 4 624 000 000 FOS PORT JAP,

JAPANESE I.LLORTS FROU U.S.
$ 5 037 000 000 FOB POAT U.S.

JAPANESE DEFICIT
413 000 000
(as above)

* D01.' COUNTIES SHOW TRADE DEFICIT BY TRADING WIHT EACH OTHER AND
USING STRACKBEIN METHOD OF ACCOUNTING

FOD (Cost of merchandise)
FOL U.S. PORT (Cost of morchandiso at US, Port)
CIF landedd value - Cost of Goods, Insurance and Freight)
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ANALYSIS (of UoS. * Japanese trade for the years 1962 - 1964)
(for Me purpose of this analysis# we use Mr, Strackbein's figures)

CART LINE

(1) The U.S* reports exports valued at point
of export from the US, (FOB U.S. PORT) at

The Japanese report these purchases as imports
from the U.S. but they include landed costs
*(23 ) (CIF Values)

(The difference muot be shipping costs and
Insurance between the U.S. and Japan)

(2) The U.S. reports" imports from Japan valued
at point of export from Japan JFOB JAP. PORT)

Proponents say the U.S. should report U.S.
imports from Jaoan at landed costa which
they estimate at (CIF)

(The difference must be shipping and insurance
costs on the imports from Japan to U.S.)

(3) The U.S. reports exports to Japan valued at
polht of export from the U.S.(FOB U.S. Port)

Proponents say the U.S. should report imports
from Japan at landed costs (includir.g shipping
and insurance costs (CIF) which they estimate at

This shows an actual trade
DEFICIT (say the proponents) of

(.) The U.S. reports exports to Japan valued at
point of expor.t from the U.S. (FOB U.S. Port)

The U.S. reports imports from Japan valued at
point of export from Japan (Japanese foreign
value - FOB Japan Port)

This is the merchandise surplus shown now in
U.S. Trade sEaists and balance of payments
accounting. Shipping costs and insurance costs
are allocated as costs in the balance of
payments if they are paid to foreign oountriesD
and as Income If they are furnished by us to
foreign countries.

$ 5 037 000 000

$ 6 222 000 000

1 . 185 o0o ooo

$4 624 000 000

$ 5 714 000 OCO

$ 1 090 000 000

5 037 000 000

5 714 000 000

677 000 000
CLAIMED US.DEFICU'

5 037 000 000

4 624 ooo ooo

413 000 000
U.S. TRADE SURPLUS
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(5) This chart does not appear in the Strackbeinj exhibit. It is
constructed from-the figures included therein. It uses the
same figures hut applies them from the other aide of the
accounts to see if the proponents are right. If the U.S.
really has a trade deficit with Japan, then from the Japanese
side the figures should yield a Japanese surplus.

Japanese exports to the U.S. valued at
Japanese point of export (FOB Port Japan) $ I 624 000 000

Japanese imports from the U.S. valued at
landed costs (CIP) according to the
proponentbt methods $6 222 000 000

The difference * 1 598 000 000
JAPANESE TRADE DEFICIT

What an amazing result based on the Strackbein. formula:
JAPAN HAS A EFICIT IN ITS TRADE WITH THE U.S.
THE U.S. HAS A EFICIT IN ITS TRADE WITH JAPANS (see (3) above)

EVERYBODY HAS A DEFICIT

(6) Proof thAt U°S. Department of Commerce method is correct.
(Value merchandise exports at FOB point of export.
Value merchandise imports at FOB foreign point of export)

Japanese trade iith*U.S. from Japanese point of view:
Japanese exports to the J.S, valued at

Japanese point of export (FOB JapePort) $ 4 624 000 000
Japanese imports from the U.S. valued at

U.S. point of export (FOB U.S. Port) $ 5 037 000 000

$ 413 000 COO
JAPANESE DEFICIT

Japanese deficit matches (T.S. surplus (see chart (4) )

Accepted account principles and accepted statistical principles
follow the equal debit/credit double entry method of bookkeeping. Like
Messrs. Newton and Einstein's principles of physics, each action has equal
reaction - the mirror reflects the equal image, only reversed, left to
right, right to left, export. to import, import to export. The accounting
methods explored herein use the looking glass of Lewis Carroll, beyond
which lies Alice in Wonderland, and her strange world.

The CHAIRMAN. The next, witness is Mr. Michael P. Daniels,
United States-Japan Trade Council. We have Mr. Daniels scheduled
for 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL P. DANIELS, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL,
UNITED STATES-JAPAN TRADE COUNCIL

Mr. DANIELS. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of conserving the
time of the committee I will summarize my statement and ask that
it be included in full in the record.

My name is Michael P. Daniels. I ap ear before the committee
on behalf of the United States-Japan Trase Council in my capacity
as legislative counsel for that organization.

We are hesitant to characterize our position on the bills before the
committee as one of opposition. Generally, we favor the most
complete statistical data possible on United States import, and export
trade. It appears doubtful to us, however, that the additional data
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collection and reporting required by these bills would materially
assist analysis of movements or problems in international trade.
It also appears to us that these proposals could obscure and confuse.
The present system is satisfactory, and at best, no improvement
would flow from the adoption of these proposals. As pointed out by
the previous witness, the administration of the bills, if enacted, would
invoke substantial additional costs 'and difficulties for Government
agencies and for those engaged in international trade.

I think the main point ,MXr. Chairman, is that statistics must always
be properly qualified. Any basis of reporting is arbitrary under any
system that either is existent or might be proposed. That. is tle
nature of statistics. As long as we do know what is included and on
what basis the statistics are reported, we find the present system
acceptable.

We also feel, and I think we had a good demonstration of this in the
testimony of Mr. Stirackbein, that the dangers of distortion, and mis-
representation would be much greater under the proposed additional
statistical reporting proposed by the bills.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, one thought that does occur to me is
that depending upon the purpose, you might want to break your ocean
freight down to see who it was that carried that in terms of trade.

Mr. DANIELS. I think that is important.
The CHAIRMAN. If you are hauling something on an American

bottom, that is some of our business. It helps our balance of pay-
ments if it is balance of payments you are thinking about. For
example, if you are hauling it in somebody else's bottom, it goes to his
account for balance of payments, and on the freight part of it it might
be well to look and see just who the carrier is. lt does make a differ-
once on balance of payments.

Mr. DANIELS. I think that this is true. I think there are such
statistics and I think when one realizes the insurance side of the picture,
it is hard to distinguish between insurance related directly to com-
niodity movements and to individuals, and this is perhaps where we
could have more refined statistics.

I think another point that the remarks of the chairman bring out is
that there are many purposes for using import and export statistics.
If you want to use them for balance-of-payments purposes, then I
think you want to chart the dollar flow. If you want to use them
to compare commodity trade, we believe you want to approximate the
value of those commodities and the value of those commodities qua
commodities, not the other services added on; and have a separate
account for ocean rate, insurance, and these other costs. We do
believe that computing both exports and imports on an f.o.b. basis
brings you much closer to that commodity value, as elusive as that
might be, and we do think that is always a proper concept.

Now, we have appeared before congressional committees, before the
Tariff Commission, before the Trode Information Committee, where
the question was the impact of particular imports on domestic prodUc-
tion of like or directly competitive products.

Mr. Chairman, we have never, never used gross dollar figures.
You cannot (t it. You would be laughed out of court because you
are not comparing like with like. If we want to say there is so much
imports of commodity X, we do it in pounds or in yards or in units of
measure. If we want to use figures, values, we usually use it to com-

146
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pare price and there we have to add costs of freight, insurance, duties.
We have to include the U.S. duty as part of the cost. Commissions,
brokerage, financing charges, and so on must also be included to
bring it up to a wholesale landed duty paid cost. So .then we can
compare it against the wholesale price of a similar commodity in the
American market. But I do not think anybody could get away with
sang to the Tariff Commission there are so many millions of dollars
of that and the domestic industry shipped so many millions of dollars
of that. They are just not comparable.

So I think the other important point we have to make is what are
you using it for?

Now, just skipping through, this is also true when we talk about our
agricultural exports. If you want to talk about dollars, if you are
talking about balance of payments, then you want to compute only
those agricultural exports which were paid for in dollars, and if some-
body paid rupees for them they should be excluded. But suppose
you want to find out what is the total disappearance of wheat from the
United States because you want to gage the effects on the American
farmer of his market for wheat. Well, quite obviously if we get rid
of so many millions of bushels of wheat to India, this is of great
significance to the American farmer, there is absolutely no significance
in terms of our balance of payments. But the only point we are really
making is that let us have as refined a breakdown of all of our imports
and exports as possible and know what we are talking about.

Now, just for the information of the committee, and I must apologize
I was not here through the testimony yesterday,. we note that the
Department of Agriculture does in quite some detail report the move-
ment of agricultural commodities by program and by shipments in
dollar amounts, and it is quite a refined breakdown. It appears in
the publication entitled "U.S. Agricultural Exports to European Eco-
nomic Communities, 1962-65," published by the Department of
Agriculture. These figures are available.

Now, I might, perhaps with too great pessimism, say that no matter
what basis we have statistics on, there will be people who will try to
use them to their maximum advantage and that includes our side as
well as other sides of the trade issue. I do not think you are going to
stop anybody from taking the kind of look at these statistics that they
wish to take. I think it is important, however, that in official statis-
tics of the U.S. Government that insofar as possible, the basis and
the inclusion of the figures be made very, very clear, and then a
body such as the Senate Finance Committee and others can make
their own judgments as to what correct balances should be.

I would also in conclusion not like the committee to be left with the
impression which might have been gained from previous Witnesses
that there is a deficit in the U.S. trade account except by the grossest
kind of distortion. We do enjoy a substantial surplus and I think that
in terms of our overall balance of payments, foreign trade has had a
significant positive effect on our position in the world.

I would like to thank the committee for its time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Mr. Daniel's prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL P.'-DANIELS, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, UNITED STATES-
JAPAN TRADE COUNOM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name Is Michael P. Daniels.
I appear before the Committee on behalf of the United States-Japan Trade'
Council in my capacity as Legislative Counsel for that organization.

We are hesitant to characterize our position on the bills before the Committee
as one of opposition. Generally, we favor the most complete statistical data
possible on United States import and export trade. It appears doubtful to us,
however, that the additional data collection and reporting required by these bills
would materially assist analysis of movements or problems in international trade.
It also appears to us that these proposals could obscure and confuse. The present
system is satisfactory and at best, no improvement would flow from the adoption
of these proposals. The administration of the bills, if enacted would involve sub-
stantial additional costs and difficulties for government agencies and for these en-
gaged in international trade.

tatistics must always be properly qualified. Any basis of reporting is es-
sentially arbitrary. So long as we know what ia included, and on what basis the
statistics are reported, however, the present system Is perfectly acceptable. The
opportunities for distortion and misrepresentation of the actual significance of the
statistics would appear to be greater under the proposed modifications.

We wish to make it quite clear that the problem of valuation on a ct-f. basis
rather than the current system (which roughly speaking is an f.o.b. system of
valuation) is not taken up here. As the Jommittee knows, the United States
Tariff Commission, pursuant to a resolution originating in this Committee, is
undertaking a study of alternative bases of valuation. What is under considera-
tion here is the question of whether statistical reporting, apart from valuation,
should include a series on a elf. basis for imports.
S.J. Res. 115, Section 1

Turning to Senate Joint Resolution 115, we shall first comment upon Sccti6i
1, which i essence proposes an additionalset of reports and statistics of import
transactions on a c.i.f. basis.

The principal utilization of import Mnd export statistics is to provide information
on the balance, of the commodity trade' of the United States. Under the present
system of reporting, a more accurate compaison of imports and exports is possible.
Present U.S. statistics compare the value of comnmbdities on a'f.o.b. basis, both for
imports and for exports. Thus, like is compared Nith like. To report on a
c.i.f, basis for imports and continue with the f.o,b. basis for exports would introduce
a fundamental distortion in any comparison of import and export figures.

Under present practices, if we wish to ascektaiin a figure reflecting both com-
modity movements and the cost for ocean" transportation and marine insurance,
we can do so 13y adding figures from the invisible account of: U.S. international
balance-of-payments statistics.

The second important reason for compiling import and export statistics is to
ascertain the significance of commodity trade In overall balance-of-payments
statistics. It appears to us that adoption of these proposals would tend to obscure
the actual position. Included in our import statistics would be payments which
may or may not be made to foreign sources. For example, if a shipment of goods
were imported from Japan In an American bottom and Insured by an American
company, the entire transaction would appear in* the proposed statistics as part
of the import value, whereas in realty the freight and insurance payments would
be made to Americans and involve no foreign exchange loss. As statistics are now
compiled for the balance of payments, the Invisible account reflects such payments
but properly ascribes them as debits or credits.

Another reason for import and export statistics is to provide material to gauge
the impact of particular commodity imports. We have appeared many times
before the United States Tariff Commission, Trade Information Committee, and
Committees of the Congress, where the question was the impact of particular
imports upon United States production of like'or directly competitive commool-
ties. Raw import data on the basis of value have never been acceptable in
making such comparisons. The most significant set of figures involves quantita-
tive measurements (yards, pounds, units, eto.). To the extent that value is
used as a basis of comparison, it has always been necessary to ;xdd factors for
freight, insurance, duty and other charges of importation and to calihilate a
duty-paid, landed, who esale price. This exercise would still be necessary under
the proposed system, which would be of little help in arriving at figures reflecting
total costs and values in particular trades.

Another reason for import and export statistics is to compare our balance of
trade with the balance of trade of other nations. Since many of these countries
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are on a different basis, it Is somewhat difficult to make comparisons of the U.S.
trade balance with their trade balances. This also, however, can be largely
corrected by reference to reporting by other countries or by the United States of
invisible transactions.

Finally, import statistics are used as a basis for tariff negotiations. Certainly
if the importance of U.S. tariff reductions were judged on the basis of volume of
f.o.b. values and the importance of reductions of other nations on the basis of
c..f, values distortions would be introduced in the relative value of duty con-
cessions. We are informed, however, that these factors are definitely taken into
account by U.S. negotiators.
S.J. Ree. 116, Section 8, and 8. 3688

Both Section 2 of the Dirksen Resolution (S.J. *Res. 115) and the provisions
of the Sparkman Bill (S. 3522) would require reporting of exports so as to reflect
government subsidization and financing. Our information is that these data are
readily available from official sources.

There are a number of difficulties involved. A broad range of measures sup-
ported directly or Indirectly by the United States Government is used to encour-
age exports, including assistance in financing. What Is or what is not a "subsidy"
may be difficult to ascertain. Many "subsidies" have little relationship to
export considerations but are designed primarily to make agricultural price
support programs, workable. Their primary aim is to support the income of
American farmers. ,

What gives us most pause is the use to which such statistics would probably
be put. Undoubtedly the enemies of a liberal trade policy would seek to exclude
all 'subsidized" exports from consideration in the U.S. commodity balance or in
its balance of payments statistics. This would be unjustified in many cases,
especially where governrnett financing (rather than subsidization) is involved.

On the whole, however, we have no objection to additional reporting ot exports,
including agricultural exports, so as to make clear the role of subsidization or
financing by government. ' (Japan, as the Committee is probably aware, is the
biggest cash dollar market for American agricultural commodities). We think
the determining factors should be the present availability of such data and the
cost and added difficulties for the government agencies involved.

We would like to thank the Committee for this opportunity of presenting our
views.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. George P. Byrne.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE P. BYRNE, JR., U.S. WOOD SCREW SERVICE
BUREAU

Mr. BYRNE. With your permission, we would like to put some
charts right here so you. can look at them.

The CHAIRMAN. Put them. over here, then those in the hearing
room can see as well.

Mr. BYRNE. Mr. Chairman, my name is George P. Byrne, Jr. I*
am secretary and counsel for the U.S. Wood Screw Service Bureau,
New York City.

I would like to request that my statement be included in the record.
I will summarize briefly, if I may.

I am referring to our own industry statistics because they reflect
what has happened to a domestic industry that has been hit by imports
since the early 1950's.

The reason that I refer to our specific industry is that I think the
same principles of statistics can apply to our overall national economy,
and stressing the importance of adoption of this Senate resolution
here for clarification of the figures.

In the '&se of wood screws, which is an industry that was affected
by imports years ago, we have fairly definite figures compiled by the
Census Bureau, so that we are alerted to the injuries which are
occurring to our industry here. In other branches of this industry,
however, machine screws socket screws, each of which accounts for
anywhere from a $20 million to $40 million to $50 million per-year
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industry, have no such 'specific figures. Therefore we don't know,
although the imports so far as we can tell are increasing every year,
we don't know the figures. We don't have the figures. They are
not broken out, available, in these industries.

But here in wood screws we do have the figures. There on the
important figures, they are the iron and steel only, and our domestic
shipment figure, which is the black line there, includes nonferrous
as well as iron and steel, which amounts to about 20 percent. So
that when we think of comparing the import statistics of iron and
steel with the d imestic figures of iron and steel plus nonferrous, we
have to be careful that we don't underestimate the impact of the
imports by approximately 20 percent.

ow, in this industry today, as you can see from the chart, the
green line, the solid green line, and the black line-the green line
is imports. The black line is domestic shipments. They are approx-
imately equal. The imports today equal the domestic shipments.

Now, we think so far as knowing what is going on in this industry,
and we need to know more about what is going on in some of our
other industries which are being similarly inundated by imports,
that it is doubly important that we as a country know what the figures
actually mean in our overall exports and imports, and I have made
points similar to Mr. Strackbein's about the fact that some of our
exports are, of course, generated by our own dollars, and we just
happen to see this in wood screws right now where demands are being
made on the domestic industry for shipments to southeast Asia.

I make a point in my statement that one of these days we are
going to wake up perhaps in a national defense situation and need
these materials and not be able to produce them domestically because
this is the kind of an industry where the machines don't appear
overnight. Wood screw making machinery is not made in this
country anymore and to start from scratch and produce a wood
screw industry takes years.

The CHAIRMAN. Where is it made?
Mr. BYRNE. Beg pardon?
The CnAIRAN. Where is it made?
Mr. BYRNE. Wood-screw-making machinery? Mostly abroad.

Japan, England, perhaps, now. We used to be a strong maker of
wood-screw-making machinery in this country, but no more, and, of
course, if we don't have the machinery to make wood screws, we
can't make wood screws here. We can't make wood screws if we
are unable to compete with foreign trade. And this is happening
in other branches of the screw, nut, bolt, and rivet industry.

So, Mr. Chairman, I point to this only to emphasize the importance
of knowing what is happening here, and I think this is true in our
national picture and I make a point about the ocean freight and
insurance and the fact that these figures are not directly comparable,
and while we may be laboring under the apprehension that we have
some kind of surpluses here, we in domestic industry don't believe
it at the moment.

So I make this point, Mr. Chairman, to emphasize the importance
of going ahead to clarify these figures. We don't agree that a little
more cost isn't desirable in order to get them as correct as possible.
And, finally, we feel that the overall figures are enough in balance or
that maybe we are on a deficit situation today so that there is no
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justification for further cuts in duties in this present round of tariff
negotiations.

Thank you very much, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You are very welcome. And if you will have those

charts prepared in a different form and just on a sheet of paper,
we can have that put in the record for you.

Mr. BYRNE. Yes, sir. We will see that that is done.
(The prepared statement with attachment of Mr. Byrne, Jr.,

follows:)

STATEMENT BY GE ORGE P. BYRNE, JR., SECRETARY AND LEGAL COUNSEL, U.S.
WOOD SCRE W SERVICE BUREAU, NEw YORK CITY, N.Y.

My name is George P. Byrne, Jr. I am Secretary and Legal Counsel of the
U.S. Wood Screw Service Bureau, 331 Madison Avenue, in New York, N.Y.,
consisting of domestic manufacturers of wood screws. It has been the concern
of the companies I represent that statistics on imports as well as exports, both in
general totals and for speciflo industries, are not sufficiently clear to reflect fully
the severe impact of imports on domestic industry. We attach, hereto, a summary
of what has happened to the domestic wood screw industry as a result of low wage
cost imports. Parenthetically, I might say that there is a shortage of wood
screws in the United States today because of the tendency of imports to dry up
in periods of national emergency. While the situation is not critical and will
depend on the future of the Viet Nam War, this country could find itself In a
difficult position in a war emergency confronted with shortages of many products
which are imported in times of peace but become unattainable In war.

COMPARABLE STATISTICS ESSENTIAL

As you can see, the import statistics on wood screws do reflect what has hap-
pened in this particular Industry. However, in other branches of the fastener
industry, i.e., machine screws, tapping screws, cap screws, socket screws, etc.,
the statistics on imports are not segregated by product classes and do not reflect
information in any form that can enable either the industry or the public to
determine the impact of imports.

It is our experience, and we have had long training in collecting sales and ship-
ment statistics for domestic manufacturers through trade associations, that it is
important that clear and understandable definitions be used for the reporting
company and likewise that these definitions or descriptions of particular industries
or groups of imports must be sufficiently clear to be understood by readers of the
statistics. This obviously applies to statistics reflecting sales among nations.

Referring to total exports of all classes of commodities, according to currently
issued government statistics of $26 billion in 1q65, it is clear that at least $3 billion
of these exports Were due to purchases as a result of forei n aid, military
programs, or other transactions which were supported by funds rom the United
states Government. These $26 billion of exports did not all represent effective

demand by foreign countries. We are merely receiving back dollars that were
spent in another way abroad. For example, it frequently occurs that imports
of wood screws from abroad compete directly with USA manufacturers in the
market in this country, while our sales of wood'screws abroad are stimulated not
by effective buying by the country abroad, but really arise from U.S. funds being
used to finance purchases of foreign users. We know this is happening -now in
some unusually high demands from Viet Nam and southeast Asia. This is not
trade. It Is "give away" economics and such sales in export should not be com-
pared statistically with low wage cost Imports now undermining our domestic
industry. This, of course, is true of many other commodities.

FOREIGN VALUE SHOULD INCLUDE OCEAN FREIGHT AND INSURANCE

Further, when import values are based on foreign value, without insurance and
ocean freight, such values do not accurately reflect the value of merchandise being
shipped into the United States in competition with domestic products. It has
been estimated that ocean freight and insurance amount to from 10 to 15% of the
total cost of shipping products from abroad to the USA. If the total imports in
1965 were $20 billion, 15% of this vmount, including ocean freight and insurance,
would be $3 billion or a total of $23 billion Imports Instead of $20 billion.

When these adjustments are made in the overall statistics, it becomes evident
that the balance of the trade in 1965 was. approximately.equal and. that USA
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imports approximate exports. Since our trade Is apparently in balance is there
any justification for further tariff reductions in the present "Kennedy hound"?
We think not.

In this connection, I speak on behalf of the Screw Manufacturing Industry of
which the Wood Screw Industry Is a part. It Is most essential that government
statistics, on which key doeIslons are made, reflect clearly and accurately the
adverse Impact of low wage cost imports on both domestic industry and labor.

Comparison of wood screw orders received and shipments made by U.S. manufacturers
to domestic consumers compared with importations of wood scrCws (reports from 14
U.S. manufacturers)

Domestle monthly average JPercent imports of
Imports of domestic-

wood srews
into U.S.A.

Orders Shipmeats Orders bhlpments

( MoUPV
a rtrage

(Oros#) (Oos) Groj,) (Pereent) (Percent)
Year: % I I

1IM4 ............................. A, 37 4,7 9%024 7,879 0 17 0. 18
1929 ............................. 4,651,367 4,70, M 29,204 .63 .62
1930 ............................. 3,128,982 3. 0A 209 17,696 .56 .68
1931 ............................. 2,2, 745 2, 339, 854 12, 23 .6 .65
1932 ............................. ,670, 668 1,627,670 6, 342 .34 .33
1933 ............................. 2,397,476 2,303,708 10,671 .4 .46
1934............................. 2,2,689 2,277,835 14, 491 .64 .84
1935..........................3140806 2,891,017 .27.185 .86 .94
1936 ......................... 3.0*9,763, 3,031,882 4,~ 1.4 1.45
1937........................2,344,171 2654,333 48,782 2.08 1.84
193 ....................... 1, 925,929 1, 93, 490 3,918 .72 .72
I .9. ...................... 2,749,412 2,621,773 12,042 .4 .4
1940 ............................. 2,8A 477 2,668,931 2,229 .08 .08
1941...........................4,640,936OW .861,861 11 ..... ...........
1912 ............................. 3,810, 778 3,812, None........................
1943 .............. i .............. 3,744, 3,791,818 None....................
1944 ............................ 3,114, 3,247,862 None.........................
1945 ............................. 3,37,249 ,199,669 ............ ........
10 ............................. , 263, 600 3,938,848 41............ .......
1947 .......................... 3,874,916 4,210,695 160....................
1948.......................... 3,029,845 3,637,110 67 .....................19.2, 674, 422 2,64030 776 03i
1949............................ 776.03
190 ............................. 4, 99, 249 4,239,438 143,689 2.94 & 46
1961.......................... 4,03358 4.365,027 628,214 13. 03 12.10
1952 .......................... 3,238,101 3,301,706 394,448 12,18 11.95
1953 .......................... 3,630,049 8,678,088 400,141 1 33 12.86
19M .......................... 3,40,468 3.2300 38,89 9.89 10.02
19 .......................... 3,25,423 3,147,015 744, ,22.88 23.84
19 0..........................2. M, 462 2,80732, 816,558 2&.86 29.09
1957 ............................. 2,393, 6M 0 4 o, i06489 2& 30 2. 14
1958...........................2,290,339 2201,109 M,1836 28.36 27.43
lg .......................... 2,4 429 2,45, 731 965,437 40.17 40M7
1960 ......................... .1,014,86 1,922,138 W2,422 60.78 6069
1961 ............................. 1,2,043 M1,,188 804,8A2 42.31 41.70
1962............................. ,61901 1,20,5 1,198,476 74.21 M. 20
1963 ......................... 1,: 717 1,419,7 1 146,422 79.63 8 076
164r......................... 1,436 817 1,428,761 1,41M,88 918. 9& 74
196 ......................... ., 21,497 l 4896, 0 1,69W,144 10.82 10.88

By months:
194-July ..................... 199,01 1,576 2,171,877 181.10 180.08

August................... 1,840, 1 1,368,876 1,625,268 113.31 112.24
September ................. 1,426,600 476,632 1 6,474 18.85 114.90
October ................... 1,52,8, 1,496,007 1,3,336 107.13 10&98
November ................. 1,454,308 1,3 ,85 , 1,,39 114.77 127.23
December ................. 1,428,801 1,38,799 1,4,463 102.31 105.23

1965-anuary ................... . , 8303 1,349,496 833,126 61.88 61.74
February .................. 1880,660 1,481,817 1,37824 73.32 93.05
March .................... , 2,6 138 18W,6,05 2, 185,690 143.42 17062
April ................... 1,8, 004 1,623, 352 1,40,94 121.08 127.81
May..................... 1,437,80 1,49,743 1,222,203 8.00 81.71
June. .................... 1,494,094 ,539,033 1,852,702 124.00 120.8
July..................... 11,18 MR, 10 4,012 2,019,569 160.46 170.57
August. .................. 1,83,204 1, ,5 1,44,1 79.77 89.6eptemnber ................. 1,6,505 1,6,921 1,3,600 87.34 80.37
October...................1I 2Q588 1 1 ,6554, 304 1, 487,325 123.36 95.609
November----------------.. 1:31 1377,407 1,70,812 119.14 114.04
December ................. 1,689,6888 ,466,216 1,7M0,671 112.65 123.05

1966-January .................. 1,360,260 ,385,864 1,46,839 112.90 113.20
February .................. 1,474,8;1 1,345,100 1,431,919 97.09 10645
March ..................... 1,668,633 1,08,172 1,38, 935 92.23 90.62
April ............. 1,486,054 1,479,047 1,422,844 95.76 90.20

y .................... 1,461,050 1,412,083 1,699,461 118.32] 120.35
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Lewe Martin of the Cycle Parts & Acces-
sories Association. We have alloted you 5 minutes to explain your
position.

STATEMENT OF LEWE B. MARTIN, GENERAL COUNSEL, CYCLE
PARTS & ACCESSORIES ASSOCIATION

Mr. MARTIN. Mr. Chairman, I am an attorney with offices here in
Washington, D.C., and for the record may I say that three of my
other clients have authorized me to advise the committee that they
urge the adoption of Senate Resolution 115, namely, the Anti-Friction
Bearings Manufacturers Association, Stainless Steel Flatware Ma nu-
facturers Association, and the American Mushroom Canners Com-
mittee. They are particularly interested in the bill which has been
introduced by Senator Sparkman.

I appear as general counsel of the Cycle Parts & Accessories
Association, a trade association organized some 41 years ago. We
make many items which form an'integral part of the bicycle itself or
are used exclusively in conjunction with bicycles.

This industry is painfully familiar with the trade programs of the
United States and the increased imports of bicycles and bicycle parts
and accessories that have resulted therefrom. It is the context of
the use of o.i.f. data in relating increasing ti ports and their economic
effect on domestic industries that I speak today. In our industry
imports have already absorbed more than 50 percent of the market
and forced the demise of such giants as the New Departure Division
of General Motors, the Cycle Division of Diamond Chain Co., and
the Cycle Parts Division of thb Torrington Co. We submit that our
negotiate's should be more fully apprised of the effect on the U.S.
economy of' imports, which is one of the purposes of Senate Resolu-
tion 115.

I have had the opportunity since 1951 to represent various domestic
producers in tariff matters including the hearings held in preparation
for negotiations under the trade agreement and trade expansion
legislation. These hearings were before the Tariff Commission and
the Committee for Reciprocity' Information and, more recently,
before the Trade Information Committee.

The most important; comparisons that domestic producers could
present to thee two'groups were the relative trade data and economic
effect that the market price of imports would have on the industries
involved.' In ill ai!Aes, particularly bicycle accessories, which are
classified in basket 'tariff items, even the f.o.b. value of imports was
difficult' to develop from published statistics. May I say that if the
c.i.f., data hA been" av'elable, domestic industry' could have been
vastly more helpful to the Government agencies investigating the list
of items to be negotiated.

It has been a cause for concern in the past that the preparation for
any negotiation of tradb agreements by Government agencies has.
been .conducted in such secrecy. To be sure, certain of the trade
negotiations tnust of 'necessity be conducted in private, but all the
supporting statistical information need not be accorded this immunity
from public',View. Senate Resolution 115, if nothing else has en-
couraged the Treasury and Commerce Departments and the Tariff
Commission to provide the Special Trade Representative with com-
parison of f.o.b. and c.i.f. import statistics for 1964 and 1965.
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Apparently this data is to be made public, as Mr. Paul Kaplowitz,
Chairman of the Tariff Commission, included a table on "steel sector
products" in his memorandum to the committee. The domestic
industries I represent sincerely hope that these studies will be ex-
panded rapidly to all other items to be negotiated and made available
to the Special Trade Representative in time for his uso in the Kennedy
round negotiations. N ot only will this c.i.f. data provide a more
meaningful price comparison for sports with U.S. products statistics
more comparable with those of the EEC-our most important
trading partner-but is the only logical basis for examining and
negotiating the tariff disparities issue.

1 have said that import statistics, based on a c.i.f. valuation, would
have been extremely valuable in past tariff negotiations and the
present Kennedy round, but I must emphasize that such data will be
absolutely vital to future investigations and negotiations. Par-
ticularly is this so if concessions up to 50 percent are agreed to in the
present round. There is very little meat left on the bone of most
present duties and any further reduction must be carefully con-
sidered.

So far the testimony we have heard in this hearing leads us to believe
that in past negotiations foreign countries have used the U.S. export
data, which is inflated by Public Law 480, AID and other Govern-
ment-financed exports, and U.S. import data deflated by an estimated
17% percent for ocean freight and insurance, as a basis for determining
a balance of concessions. This we submit has put the United States
at a disadvantageous position and has lead to inequities in concessions.

Some witnesses have estimated the difference in f.o.b. and c.i.f. to
be more in the neighborhood of 8 to 10 percent, but the Tariff Com-
mission has stated that for the steel sector products the difference
was for 1964 about 17 percent, and 15 percent for 1965. Perhaps the
difference is lower in EEC trade where their trade partners are close
together but freight for these countries and Japan to the United
States is a substantial factor and we believe the 17j-2-percent difference
to be closer to the actual difference. Anyhow, why not find out what
it really is?

It has been stated that it would be highly inaccurate to include all
payments of ocean freight and insurance charges in the balance of
payment because a part of these services may be supplied by the
importing country itself and to that extent such payments do not
represent international financial transactions.

We certainly agree with this, although regretfully. The Statistical
Abstract of the United States reports that for 1964 U.S. operating
ships carried 14 percent of our exports and 7 percent of our imports.
This is truly a sad situation, especially when it is noted that the ex-
ports are high only because of cargo preference laws. Preliminary
1965 Maritime Administration reports are even lower, averaging only
7.6 percent for all trade movements. But the balance-of-payments
problem is not affected by Senate Resolution 115 and we do not under-
stand why it would not be possible to collect the freight and insurance
data from the importer on a regular Customs invoice. Certainly the
importer will know to whom he is paying freight and insurance and
could note payments to U.S. companies if this would provide a more
accurate appraisal of the balance of trade.
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There has been a suggestion that Resolution 115 would require a
reporting of imports on the basis of the Brussels Convention. 1t was
stated by the witness for the Treasury Department that.this would be
complicated indeed for the Bureau of Customs. As we understand
tile resolution, no complicated new data is required. Very simply,
the Bureau of Customs will be asked to add to the foreign value or
export value, a figure already required under present law, the insur-
ance and shipper charges incident to landing the imported articles
at the port of entry into the United States. After the Tariff Com-
mission makes its report in response to the Finance Committee's
resolution requesting suggestions and recommendations for improve-
nient of the customs valuation laws, it may be found desirable to
adopt the Brussels definition of value. That action does not appear
to be required by the resolution, however.

We strongly endorse the adoption of Senate Joint Resolution 115,
which would provide much-needed statistical data to the U.S. Gov-
ernment and business community. Surely the additional cost esti-
mated at between $1 and $1% million is a small price to )ay when
A elated to an export-import business of some $43 billion.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Next we will hear from Mr. T. E. Veltfort of the Copper & BraS3

Fabricators.

STATEMENT OF T. E. VELTFORT, MANAGING DIRECTOR, COPPER
& BRASS FABRICATORS COUNCIL, INC.

Mr. VELTFORT. Mr. Chairman, I am managing director of the
Copper & Brass Fabricators Council. The council represents domes-
tic copper and brass fabricators on industrywide problems which
arise in the course of foreign trade in copper- and brass-mill products.

It, therefore, is directly concerned with complete, accurate, and
reliable Government statistics on imports and exports. Senate Joint
Resolution 115 would direct the Secretary of the Treasury and the
Secretary of Commerce to provide more complete and meaningful
statistical information so that a domestic industry can better evaluate
the significance of imports and exports.

As imports are now reported by the Government, their value is
stated in terms of their foreign.value. This value does not include
charges for ocean freight and insurance, which must be added to
determine their true landed value here. The result is that the Gov-
ernment's statistics understate the value of our imports as compared
with our exports, and thus present, a misleading picture of our 'foreign
trade. This unfortunate distortion is to the disadvantage of our
domestic industries and should be corrected.

We therefore, strongly support Senate Joint Resolution 115.
The gap between the foreign value of our imports and their landed

value is substantial. This gap is not directly ascertainable by
industry in view of the Government's method of reporting and in this
is to be found one of the principal faults which Senate Joint Resolution
116 would correct. It has been estimated on various occasions by
reliable sources that the gap may run from 10 percent to as high as

e8-ooe-------1
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25 percent, depending on the product involved. In statistical reports
of the International Monetary Fund, it is estimated at 10 percent.'

Mr. 0. R. Strackbein, a close student of international trade has
computed a differential of 17J2 percent, based on applicable statistics
available for certain countries.

It appears resonable to assume that this gap may well average 15
percent in arriving at the quantitative monetary effect. If we take
the nonmilitary imports for 1965 at $21,492 million as reported by
the Governent-that is foreign value basis-and subtract this from
the Government's figure on nonmilitary exports of $26,285 million,
we obtain an ostensible balance in our favor of $4,793 million. If
however, we add 15 percent-or $3,224 million-to cover the cost of
freight and insurance to the reported value of our imports, the apparent
favorable balance in 1965 is reduced to $1,569 million.

While the cost of transporting our imports is included in the item
of transportation in the Government's balance-of-payments state-
ments, our present interest lies not in the balance between or pay-
ments and our receipts for international transportation-w I cl
incidentally resulted in a deficit in 19065-but in that part of the trans-
portation payments which should have been reported as an addition
to the reported value of imports, in order truly to indicate the cost, of
the imports as landed here.

But that is not all. The nonmilitary exports in 1965 were reported
by the Government as $26,185 million. This includes a substantial
aniount of exports financed by Government grants and capital.
Such exports should not be included in any measure of our commercial
competitive position. Tile Department of Conimnerce indicates that
this amounted to $2,714 million in 1965. MorCover, the Government
has subsidized exports of certain agricultural products in amounts not
incidated in the Departmient of Commerce figures. Such information
as is available indicates that these exports are substantial, and require
a further reduction in the true commercial value of our exports. If
these adjustments are made, as we submit they should be, they vould
change the apparent surplus in our foreign trade in 1965 into an actual
sizable deficit. A similar deflation of our apparent favorable balance
occurs also in previous years. Instead of the surface indication that
our private economy is holding its own in foreign trade on a competi-
tive basis, appropriate adjustment of the data presented by the
Government shows a considerably less favorable situation.

To an industry like ours whose imports substantially exceed its ex-
ports, primarily because of lower labor and related costs abroad, the
overall com etitive position of our country in foreign trade is im-
portant. Obviously we are not in a unique position, if the overall
result of our national foreign trade policies has been an actual deficit.
There must be a significantly large number of other industries, in a
position similar to our own, to result in such a situation. This is an
important fact for us to be able to establish, when remedial measures
are proposed in connection with problems arising from the inability of
our industry to compete with imports.

Senate Joint Resolution 115 is simple and direct. It would require
us to value our imports in the same way that other countries value im-
ports coming to them. It would have our Government's statistics on

I Congressional Record, June 23 1966; pp. 13,492 and 13,493.
1 Congressional Record, Oct. 7, 1965; exhibit 2, pp. 25,25-25,267.
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imports and exports include the values which must be known to draw
reliable conclusions on the competitive position of our private economy
in foreign trade. Thus the resolution would require tiat the Govern-
ment's reports on imports include the value of such imports that the
cost of insurance and freiFht added-that is, .i.f.-as is the common
practice abroad. It would require, further, that the export statistics
state not only the total exports which have been subsidized by the
Government and the amount of the exports under Government-
financed programs. Only if this additional information is given in our
Government's statistics on foreign trade, can we arrive at a true ineas-
ure of our Nation's competitive position and relate to it our own in-
dustry situation.

It is for these reasons that we urge that Senate Joint Resolution 115
be adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
I am going to have to call a recess here for a few minutes to keep

another commitment. Senator Dirksen is on his way here. I will
be back here in 10 minutes.

(Brief recess.)
Senator DiRKSEN (presiding). Is Mr. Golden here?
Mr. Golden?
Is Mr. Garstang here?
Mr. GARSTANO. Yes.
Senator DIRKSEN. Will you come up to the table, please.
Mr. Garstang, will you identify yourself?

STATEMENT OF M. R. GARSTANG, NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS
FEDERATION

Mr. GARSTANO. My name is M. R. Garstang. I am general counsel
for the National Milk Producers Federation.

Senator DIRKSEN. For the what?
Mr. GARSTANO. National Milk Producers Federation.
Senator DJiRKSEN. Oh, yes.
Mr. GARSTANG. Mr. Chairman, I will summarize my statement in

just a couple of minutes.
The federation represents dairy farmers and dairy cooperative

associations through which they manufacture and process the produce
that they raise on their farms. We were organized in 1916. We are
celebrating our 50th anniversary this year.

Foreign trade policies have been of very much concern to the miilk
producers in this country because they have- a tremendous impact on
the domestic production of milk and also on marketing of domestically
produced dairy-pr ducts. -They have a potential to destroy the
American industry as we now know it unless there are some controls
applied.

The reason we have this problem is because of the very great
difference in price between our domestic products and the world
prices. Our domestic butter is supported at the present time at
67Y cents a pound. At New York the market is about 74 to 75
cents a pound. That is the wholesale price. In comparison butter
has recently been priced-in Holland as low as 18 to 19 cents a pound for
export and a reasonably rounded figure for world prices of butter for
export would be around 25 to 30 cents.
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o 'we are in a position where world prices of butter are about one-
third of the price at which our own product is sold and at which it is
supported.

It might'be very easy to say, well we ought to bring our own prices
down. They have been lower for about 5 years. They have been at
75 percent of parity for about 5 years and prices are higher now as a
result of a very serious decline in production, so serious that the
Secretary very recently had to increase the price support to about 89
percent of parity. So we can't produce milk in this country for much
lss than the present price, and you can't compote with foreign
imports at 20 to 25 and 30 cents a pound.

Tariffs on these products amount to only a few cents. The ocean
freight and insurance is about 3 to 4 cents a pound. So you can see
what a tremendous problem there is in bringing the imported products
into this country.

We have some controls which we have had to fight every year to
maintain and as I have indicated before, without them the dairy
industry in this country as we know it cannot continue to exist.
What we need to do is to approach this thing realistically. Is this an
essential industry or not? If it is essential, and dairy products and
milk are essential, what are you going to do for supplies if you let
your domestic industry go down and you have to depend on overseas
supplies in the event of a war or emergency when you can't get them
here?

With respect to the bills that are before the committee, the only
thing that we want to say there is that anything that this committee,
can do which would bring about a more realistic appraisal of the actual
situation that exists would be most welcome to the dairy farmers of
this country.

One of the things that we would like to see would be comparison of
wage rates, not because we are directly interested inwagesbut
because they give you a sort of a measuring stick as between different
countries, and also prices as between different countries. We are
not on an equality basis with these other countries and we have to
be honest with ourselves and recognize it.

Those are the only comments I care to make.
Senator DIRKSEN. That Dutch price of 18 cents must be a dumping

price, isn't it?
Mr. GAIIBTANG. Practically all exports from foreign countries are

subsidized Practically all of them.
Senator DIRKSEN. Surely they can't produce butter for 18 cents a

pound over there.
• Mr. GARSTANG. They have got a tremendous surplus of it over

there this last year or so.
Senator DIRKSEN. So it is a case of dumping.
Mr. GARSTANG. Yes.
Senator DinKSEN. Well, Mr. Garstang, thank you.
(The prepared statement of M. R. Garstang follows:)

StATEMENT OF M. It. GAMSTANO ON BEALF OF THI NATIONAL MILK PRODucE m

FEDERATION

SUMMARY

1. The National Milk Producers Federation represents dairy farmers and their
dairy cooperative associations. It, is coieerned with the effect of foreign trade
policies on domestic milk production and the marketing of domestic dairy products.
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2. The dairy industry has a most serious problem with respect to foreign trade
policies because of the great differences between domestic and world price levels
for dairy products.

3. We are in favor of legislation that would provide better statistics and lead
to a more realistic understanding of the foreign trade picture, particularly as
applied to American agriculture.

THE FEDERATION

The National Milk Producers Federation is a national farm organization. It
represents dairy farmers and the dairy cooperative associations which they own
and operate and through which they act together to process and market, on a cost
basis, the milk and butterfat produced on their farms.

The Federation was organized in 1916 and is celebrating its 50th Anniversary
this year.

Practically every form of dairy product produced in the United States in any
substantial volume is produced and marketed by dairy farmers in dairy cooperative
plants represented through the Federation.

Foreign trade policies, particularly with respect to Imports and exports of
dairy products, have a tremendous impact on the domestic production of milk
and on the marketing of domestically produced dairy products, and they hold a
potential power to destroy the American dairy Industry as we now know it.

We are, therefore, interested in legislation, or administrative action, which will
give to the public, and to the makers of our foreign trade policies a more realistic
and practical understanding of the problems of Americafn agriculture.

DOMESTIC PRICE LEVELS

Prices for milk and butterfat are supported under a program authorized by
Congress in the Agricultural Act of 1940 (7 U.S.C. Sec. 1446).

For the past several years the support price has been maintained at 75 percent
of parity. Prices below parity mean that farmers are not receiving a fair return
for their produce.

As a result of these low prices, production began to decline, slowly at first, but
now at a dangerously rapid pace.

To avert a serious emergency, the support level was raised recently by the
Secretary of Agriculture to $4.00 per hundredweight for manufacturing milk and
68 cents per pound for butterfat. These prices reflect 89 percent of the parity
equivalent price for manufacturing milk and 8.2 percent of parity for butterfat.

Th--Innt -tipport price for Grade A butter in New York is 67.25 cents per
pound.

WORLD PRICE LEVELS

The problem that confronts us with respect to foreign trade is, of course, the
very great differences that exist between world prices and our domestic prices.

We are informed that butter for export in Holland has been priced recently as
low as 18-19 cents per pound and that a reasonably-rounded figure for the world
price of butter for export would be 25-30 cents per pound. Thus world prices in
general terms are little more than one-third of the domestic prices.

During the time when support prices were at 75 percent of parity and world
prices were somewhat higher, the government's buying price for butter under the
support program was roughly double the price at which the Commodity Credit
Corporation sold butter for export into world markets.

Ocean freight and insurance on dairy products run in the general area of 3 to
4 cents per pound.

The above prices are given In terms of butter for easy comparison. Butter
imports are under quota, but the quotas are readily evaded by importing a
butterfat-sugar mixture consisting of 44 percent butterfat and 55 percent sugar
with a trace of moisture. There is a substantial profit in importing sugar in
addition to the profit on the butterfat.

The duty on this product is 20 percent ad valorem, which amounts to only
a few cents per pound.

Other imports threatening serious injury to the domestic industry are Colby
cheese and fresh cream.

A recent order of the Secretary of Agricdlture limiting imports of butterfat-
sugar mixtures containing 25 percent or more of sugar is not expected to have
any material effect on these imports as it is subject to easy evasion by substituting
dextrose for a part of the sugar content.
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SUBSIDIZED TRADE

A substantial portion of woild trade In dairy products is subsidized in one way
or another.

We have received only recently Itformation in the trade that the French are
subsidizing exports of Colby cheese to the United States. This indicates the
extent to which foreign countries will go to get dairy products into the United
States. Z

Colby cheese is not a normal historical import. It began coming into this
country several years ago as an evasion of the import controls on cheddar cheese,
which It closely resembles. New Zealand was the principal country sending
Colby to the United States. Australia and Ireland also got Into the picture,
and now France i, trying to take over a part of the market that should belong
to New Zealand if we are to have imports of Colby.

REALISTIC APPIMSAL NEEDED

One of the things urgently needed is a realistic and practical understanding
and apprlsal of the problems which foreign trade policies present to American
agriculture.

We do not purport to be experts on foreign trade statistics nor on the effect
of the specific bills before the Committee at this hearing.

-So we simply say, In conclusion, that we do have a very serious problem, and
we would be most grateful for any legislation the Committee may report which
would give the public, and the makers of our foreign trade policies, a more realistic
picture of our foreign trade, particularly in the agricultural field.

Senator DIRKSEN. Is Mr. James E. Mack here? I believe he is.
Jimmy, how are you?

STATEMENT OF JAMES E. MACK, GENERAL COUNSEL, ROLLED
ZINC MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. MACK. Mr. Chairman-
Senator DIRKSEN. You are still in the zinc business, I see.
Mr. MACK. I was this morning and hopefully I will be when I

finish the statement, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. Good.
Mr. MACK. Mr. Chairman, my name is James H. Mack and I

appear as general counsel and in behalf of the Rolled Zinc Manu-
facturers Association to urge favorable action by this committee on
Senate Joint Resolution 115.

Rolled zinc, which includes zinc sheet, strip, rod, wire, and engraver
plates, is manufactured for sale in the United States by ony six
companies. It is a small industry and not all of the companies
manufacture all of the products. The six member companies of the
Rolled Zinc Manufacturers Association are responsible for 100 percent
of the United States rolled zinc produced for sale.

The United States rolled zinc industry has suffered tremendously
because of unfair import competition. Imports first commenced in
significant quantity in the early 1950's and then only in the case of
zinc sheet. Zinc sheet imports have increased tremendously, pri-
marily from Communist Yugoslavia which, even though it is a
Communist country, receives most favored-nation treatment. Today,
only two U.S. companies still manufacture zinc sheet; and these
com panies produce it only in very small quantities. The market
has been almost completely taken over by Communist Yugoslavia.

Imports of zinc wire, commenced several years ago and now are
at a very substantial level. Within the past year, zinc strip imports
have commenced at a very significant rate.
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Tho cost of zinc metal in most of the foreign' countries shipping
rolled zinc to the United States is lower than the U.S. price. For
example, the average foreign declared value of zinc sheet shipped to
the United States from Communist Yugoslavia is very little more than
the price which our manufacturers must pay for the base metal with
which to commence the manufacturing operation. Also, rolled zinc
products are high labor content products; and, therefore, t~ie much
lower wages prevailing in other countries contribute heavily to the
unfair competitive situation of foreign produced rolled zinc in the
U.S. market.

I have presented this brief summary to indicate the situation of the
domestic rolled zinc industry, and now I would like to explain our
interest in Senate Joint Resolution 115 in relation to our industry.

In addition, Mr. Chairman, I am counsel for the National Con-
fectioners Association and the National Association of Mirror Manu-
facturers, and both of these associations subscribe fully to the remain-
der of my statement, and it is made in behalf of tile three associations.

The National Confectioners Association is the organization of
candy manufacturers. The National Association of Mirror Manu-
facturers is the trade association of the U.S. mirror manufacturers.

We understand that national .trade policy must be developed in the
interest of the general welfare, even though we as an industry might
suffer. If our current policy produces a genuine export surplus on
net private commercial exports free of subsidy and grants in contrast
to the landed value of imports, then perhaps we do have a good
national trade policy, even though it is harmful to any individual
industry. We suspect, however, that what is bad for us is actually
bad for the country; and all we are seeking in advocating approval of
Senate Joint Resolution 115 is the attainment of a representative and
fair statistical picture to determine whether we actually do have the
substantial export surplus of at least several billion dollars which we
are told that we possess or whether in fact we have a deficit.

What we need are statistics which show our net private com-
mercial import-export situation free of subsidy and grants. Only in
this way may we obtain a clear view of our competitive standing.
If we have to give away or subsidize in order to export, we are not
competitive. Particularly this is so if our program includes importing
products which ruin domestic industries.

Approval of Senate Joint Resolution 115 is important because, in
our opinion, if we do not enjoy the healthy surplus which we are told
we possess, then our Government should not proceed to further reduce
import duties. Foreign aid and subsidized agricultural exports should
not be included along with regular commercial exports in statistical
compilations. Likewise inport values should include cost, insurance,
and freight rate rather than just declared foreign value.

Therefore, overvaluation of our exports and undervaluation of
our imports produces what we" consider to be a distortion to the
extent of several billion dollars annually and more than enough
to eliminate our so-called export surplus. Certainly, there should
be no objection to presenting to the public and to Congress our
trade statistics in such a form that they will truly reflect our position
in world trade and our true competitive standing both at home
and abroad. That is the objective of Senate Joint Resolution 115
and we urge your approval of it.
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Mr. Chairman I would like to make one other comment. I was
present during the testimony 6f Mr. Michael P. Daniels in behalf
of the United States-Japan Trade Counuil. He seemed to ridicule
this proposal and if I understood correctly, he suggested that it
just would not be good business.

If my understanding is correct, it is a system which Japan itself
uses, and I would like to suggest to this committee that they ask
of him and the United Statesapan Trade Council if they have spent
as much time trying to get Japan to terminate this system that
he thinks is unsound as they have been spending trying to get the
United States not to adopt it.

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, I think you make an excellent point,
but I thought you capsulized this whole matter very. nicely.

Mr. MACK. Thank you.
Senator DIRKSEN. And you put your finger on the problem.
Thank you, Mr. Mack.
Now, do we have anyone else?
I am advised that the chairman will keep the record open until

Friday of next week, so if there is anybody present who would like
to submit a statement, or if you know of anybody who wants to sub-
mit a statement, the record will be open. And in-the absence of any
other witnesses for the moment, I could either recess or adjourn.
I believe I will just recess the hearing. Who knows? Somebody
else may show up sometime and also on the theory that there is
optimism around the corner. The hearing is recessed subject to
the call of the Chair. Gentlemen, thank you all.

(Whereupon at 12 noon, the committee was recessed to reconvene
at the call of the Chair.)

(By direction of the chairman, the following communications are
made a part of the record:)
STATEMENT OF C. W. QUSTKEY, PRESIDENT, 'IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION,

BELLAIRE, O11O

S.J. RESOLUTION .15--IMPORT-EXPORT STATISTICS

Gentlemen, this statement is In support of S.J. Resolution 115 which would
modify official import and export statistics prepared and released by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.

It is my considered judgment that the changes proposed by S.J. 115 are vltally
necessary and long overdue.

The competitive position of American industry and agriculture in world markets
has not, and is not, being properly presented to our Congress nor to the public.
Statistics which our Congress and the public have every right to depend upon as an
accurate reflection of this country's relative position are misleading to say the
least. This is so for two primary reasons:

No. 1-Oficial Import statistics reflect f.o.b. values, foreign point of ship-
ment. They do not include ocean freight and marine insurance. Hence,
a perusal of the official figures does not reveal the true cost of Imports.

No. 2-Official export statistics include shipments of products sent abroad
under Public Law 480 (A.I.D.) as well as shipments of agricultural products
that are sent abroad under government subsidy.

This latter point is worthy of close scrutiny for the obvious reason that if, as
export statistics have tended to indicate, we are truly competitive in the marketing
of wheat, flour, raw cotton, etc., there would be no need for such products to be
subsidized.

With respect to point No. 1 government statistics, as currently reported, are
misleading because they tend to undervalue our imports to a very considerable
degree and to create the false impression that the United States now, enjoys a
substantial export surplus.
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It is our firm belief that ouir Congress and the American public are entitled to
statistics upon which they can rely. Statistics issued by any department of our
government should be above suspicion lest public confidence in all official reports be
undermined.

The present method of reporting has, according to our best information, re-
sulted in a discrepancy of more than 7 billions of dollars (undervaluation of our
imports plus overvaluation of our exports).

I urge this committee to seek early enactment of S.J. Res. 115.

PHELPS DODGE CORP.,
New York, N.Y., June 20, 1066.lion. RUSSELL LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance CommiUee,
Washington, D.C.

M DEAR SENATOR: This letter concerns S.J. Res. 115, on which your Com-
mittee has scheduled public hearings for June 28 and 29.

I believe that S.J. Res. 115 will help to provide Congress with the kind of
factual information it must have to develop sound national policies in the area
of foreign trade.

The ability of American industry to compete with foreign industry in foreign
markets, as well as in the U.S. market, lies at the heart of such matters as the
balance of payments problem, the expansion of our exports, and other areas of
concern in our international trade.

The measure of our competitive position in these markets is found in trade
statistics, especially import and export trade statistics, which must be accurate,
free from distortion and readily available to Congress.

The purpose of S.J. Res. 115 is to provide Congress with certain statistical
facts, not hitherto available, that are vital to our public and private interests
in the area of foreign trade. These are (i) the landed valte of imports into this
country and (ii) a breakdown of our exports to show those produced with the
benefit of Government subsidies or exported under Government-financed pro-
grams.

This Corporation, which is the second largest domestic producer of copper and
a major factor in copper manufacturing, has a vital Interest in Congresional
legislation in this area, and we fully support the objectives of S.J. Res. 115.

It will be appreciated if you will include this letter in the record of your hearings.
Very truly yours, ROBERT G. PAGE, President.

TIlE NATIONAL INDEPENDENT MIEAT PACKERS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., July 20, 1966.Senator Russmmt B. LONe,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR LONO: Last June 10, a bill (S.3522) was introduced in the

Senate by your colleague Senator John Sparkman of Alabama and subsequently
was referred to your Committee on Finance.

The bill, which is entitled the "agricultural Trade Statistics Reporting Act
of 1966," would require the Secretary of Agriculture to compile and submit to
the Congress each year an annual report showing "in simple businesslike terms.,
the effects of our agricultural trade on the Nation's balance of payments."

Such a report would be of direct benefit to the meat packing industry since
it would provide us-as well as all segments of the agricultural economy-with
an annual statistical report, under one cover, of the status of our Nation's import-
export trade. As Senator Sparkman stated on the floor of the Senate at, the time
hie introduced 5. 3522, "It must be viewedl as one of the phenomena of our Gov-
ernment, that, although our Agricultutre Department has existed for over 100
years, it has not. yet undertaken to prepare a systematic annual report, of the
Nation's export and import business which would be available to Congress and
the peope.'

The National Independent Meat Packers Association fully supports and en-
dorses the objectives which Senator Sparkman seeks to accomplish through
S. 3522 and urges you, as Chairman of the Senate Committee on Finance, to give
speedy action and approval of this bill.Sincerely yours, JOHN A. KILLICK,

68-666--60-12 
Executwite Secretary.
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STATEMENT OF SEYMOUR GRAUBARD, SUBMITTED IN BEHALF OF THE'AMERICAN
INSTITUTE FOR IMPORTED STEEL, INC.

Mr. Chairman, 'Members of the Committee, I am Seymour Graubard a
member of the firm of Graubard & Moskovitz. We hAve offices at 40 Wall
Street, Now York, New York, and in the Shoreham Building In Washington, D.C.

This statement is submitted in behalf of the American Institute for Imported
Steel, Inc., (A.I.LS.), 40 Wall Street, Now York City, New York. The A.I.I.S.
is a non-profit trade association of United States firms engaged in Importing and
exporting steel, steel prozbucts, and other articles. Our association stands firmly
behind the liberal trade policies of the present Administration because our mem-
bers arc convinced of the wisdom of our country's continued pursuit of a course
in matters of international trade which comports with our role as the leader of
the nations of the Free World and the focus of hope for most of their peop le.

Our convictions prompt this statement. 'We realize that lotwithstan)ding
the prevalent belief among most experts that a liberal trade policy is generally the
better course for all nations to follow, such a non-restrictive trade policy Is more
palatable politically in nations which enjoy a favorable balance of trade. We
candidly admit that passage of our present trade charter legislation-the Trade
Expansion Act of 1062-would have been difficult indeed If the United States
had not been selling considerably more goods abroad than it was buying prior
to and, at the time, such legislation was being considered by Congress.

S.J. lies. 115 Implies that the balance-of-trade data which have served to give
direction and guidance to U.S. trade policy over the past three decades are
inaccurate and have resulted in grossly overstating our favorable balance of trade.
It proposes certain additional entries to our present trade account which it is
maintained will make our trade data more reliable. The resolution would:

. 1. Require the Secretaries of Treasury and of Commerce to Include in all
their reports of imports into the United States the value of such imports on
a cost. insurance, and freight (e.l.f.) basis.

2. Require the Secretary of Commerce to classify U.S. exports In his
reports in terms of

a) Total exports,
b) Exports of articles the production of which has been subsidized

by the U.S., and
c) Exports made under U.S.-financed programs.

Before discussing these proposed additional statistical requirements, I wish
to state what Is really obvious: Foreign trade statistics must be compiled as
accurately as is possible. Because of the underlying importance of these data
to decisions concerning U.S. foreign trade, and indeed international economic
policy, it is imperative that they be reliable. Thus our concern regarding the
need for accurate trade data Is no different from that of the proponents of S.J. Res.
115. Our poInt of departure is the resolution's assumption that present trade
data are deficient and that the proposed statistical changes will remedy such de-
ficiency. We respectfully submit that such assumption is not valid.

The United States has been recording its trade on an f.o.b. basis for over a
century-since 1832 to be precise. Our exports, valued at the U.S. port of ex-
l)ort, are compared with our imports, valued at their foreign ports of export.
Transportation and international Insurance charges historically have not been
considered proper entries in our trade account. These charges, of course, are
reflected in our balance of payments account.

It seems to us that, if this system of recording our trade data were as deficient
as is claimed by the proponents of S.J. Res. 115, such fact would have come to
light long before this time. Certainly a system in effect for almost 135 years,
accepted by generations of American government officials and businessmen,
cannot have produced results such as those apparently claimed by the proponents
of S.J. Res. 115. We find no evidence that our century-long practice has produced
erroneous or misleading conclusions. But even if this were the case, I think It is
easily demonstrated that the system of reporting trade data proposed by S.J.
Res. 115 will not remedy this situation.

As I have Indicated, S.J. Iles. 115 would require that U.S. imports be reported
on a c.i.f. basis. Transportation and insurance charges would be added to the
f.o.b. values of our imports. The effect, of course, would be to inflate artificially
our present Import valujs-perliaps by as much as 8 to 10 percent.

It must be noted that under the resolution only U.S. imports are to be
valued on the now c.I.f. basis, while U.S. exports are to continue to be valued on
the present f.o.b. U.S. port basis. We fail to see how such a one-sided exclusion
of transportation and insurance charges on exports contributes to accuracy. On
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the contrary, if freight and insurance charges are added to import values, in logic
they must also be added to our export values.

Moreover, the resolution seems to be based on the theory that all transportation
and insurance charges on imports are paid to foreign carriers and insurance com-
panies. This is not so. We understand, for instance, that a major Part of such
insurance is placed with U.S. firms. In these circumstances, it would be mani-
festly wrong, and unquestionably would produce invalid data, to include these
payments as debits in our trade account. Such a practice would result, of course,
in a distortion in our balance of payments accounts and would lead to erroneous
conclusions concerning that account.

As I have noted previously, S.J. Res. 115 would also require the "refinement" of
U.S. export statistics in terms of exports of U.S.-made goods which were produced
with benefit of a subsidy or whose export was government financed. The refine-
ment of U.S. export figures in terms of separation of government subsidized and
financed sales from other sales assumes that such exports are not "true" exports.
When d farmer sells wheat abroad for dollars, what difference does it make, in a
trade balance context, if his wheat-growing operation was government subsidized?
Of course, P.L. 480 shipments of food, sold abroad for soft currencies, are already
reported separately from total U.S. exports. But where dollars are received, we
see no reason to exclude such transactions from the trade account or to give such
transactions a separate status. The same considerations apply to Agency for
International Development (A.I.D.) financed sales. A.I.D. grants of course show
up as minus figures in the U.S. balance-of-payments account. To the extent that
these dollars return to the U.S. in the form of payments to a U.S. supplier of
A.I.D.-financed goods, they constitute a plus entry. The logical place to show
this plus entry is in our balance of trade figures.

We believe it is clear that the statistical innovations proposed by S.3. Res. 115
will not result in U.S. trade data being reported more accurately than they are
today. On the contrary, we see some glaring deficiencies in the reliability of data
which would result from the adoption of the resolution's statistical format.

We believe one final, quite important factor must be considered by the Com-
mittee in making its judgment on S.J. Res. 115. Last February, this Committee
directed the Tariff Commission to make a thorough and definitive study of the
laws of the United States having to do with the valuation of imports. An interim
report on this study was filed with the Committee a few weeks ago.

There are great expectations in the importing commuaaty of the United States,
and perhaps within this Committee, that the Commission will, early next year,
suggest meaningful and significant changes in our value statutes. We expect
that at that time there will be many who will seek legislative implementation of
the Commission's suggestions.

Thus, in a few short months, the question of U.S. value laws will be under active
discussion and consideration in the Congress. The significance of this imminent
development is apparent. U.S. valuation statistics reflect, indeed are a derivative
of, our valuation statutes. Our value laws are the "horse" the statistics the
"cart'-and the laws and statistics are now in their proper places vis-a-vis each
other. So with a review of our value laws just around the corner, and with a
good chance that such laws may be changed, I suggest that this Committee defer
construction of a new statistical "cart" until after the shape of the new valuation
"horse" is determined.

May I take opportunity to thank the Committee for permitting us to record
our views on this matter.

WASHINGTON, D.C., September 9, 1966.
To: U.S. Senate Committee on Finance.
Attention: Statisticians.
References: (1) S.J. Res. 116 (Senator Dirksen) (2) S. 3 22 (Senator Sparkman).
Subject: Currency valuation of imports. World concenaus is C.I.F.

GENTLEMEN: A. As I did on July 22, 1962, and on February 24, 1965, I confirm
again now, on September 9, 1966, my 155-word letter to you of July 3, 1958,
published on page 1517 of your 1958 hearings on H. R. 12591 (Trade-Agreements-
Act extension), the Honorable Harry Flood Byrd being then your chairman.
Indeed, additional world-wide data assembled by continuous ad hoc research
during the intervening eight (8) years actually fortify the statements in that
letter, including the deplorable one second-rating our U.S. "authorities" on
international trade (not to be co fused with international payments) from our
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U.S. population (now %a of earth's peoples) to the non-U.S. "authorities" from
the 'i% of earth's peoples outside our U.S.A.

B. One reason for the non-superiority of our U.S. "authorities": Those U.S.
texts on economics studied in our U.S. universities do not have even an entry for
C.I.F. In their indexes Thus, U.S. students are not taught the meaning of the
international triad C.I.F. and, lacking Intimate commercial experience in inter-
national-trade auditing, they reach the rating of "U.S. authorities" without
suspecting the de facto world-wide significance of C.I.F. (President Eisenhower's
specialist is included in the above, his name being available! And, I can add other
names.)

C. The "professors" err. One example: On page 136 of his 197-page, 1945,
$2.50 book, "America's Role in The World Economy", the then "Littauer Pro-
fessor of Political Economy" at Harvard University, U.S.A., and, also, "Special
Economic Adviser, Board of Governors of the U.S. Federal Reserve System", Dr.
Alvin H. Hansen, lists five products In which, he says, "American producers . . .
can undersell any competitor." For each one of his astutely selected five items,
both U.S. and non-U.S. statistics now prove the professor wrong Nor is C.I.F.
in the index of his bookil Nor balance-of-trade!!, although there are 16 refer-
ences to balance-of-payments. Nor does he make appraisals of even one of the
many foreign devaluations on the U.S. socio-economy I (Ana, to tell the "whole
truth," a pedagogue's first duty, on his page 188, after his sentence, "American
imports did not rise", he should have stated that the U.S.A. was forced to de-
value--on January 31, 1934-our dollar. That devaluation made (1) U.S. prod-
ucts cost foreigners 41.06% Iess, but made (2) foreign products, i.e., imports, cost
Americans 69% more. Naturally our imports "did not rise 'H) The disaster
which the professor generates Is that those whomn he ta ght grow uip to be inlu-
ential U.S . "thinkers '1 Even helped formulate U.S. policies! And sonmc of the
opinions voiced to your Committee are proliferation of the professor's errors.

D. For an honest dedication to pro-U.S.A. and pro-world analyses of inter-
national TRADE, Mr. 0. R. Strackbein has achieved both U.S. and non-U.S.
applause. Our Country for its and the world's guidance, needs more philosophers
oi mite national trade/ os realism like him. His 193-page, mid-1965, $3.75 book,
"American Enterprie and Foreign Trade", mostly well reviewed and commended,
Is a compact sample of his decades of his productive thinking pro- U.S.A. and pro-
world.

E. At the Committee's hearings on August 31st and September ist, opponents
of Senator DrkPen's and Senator Sparkman's bills called the requirements in
them too "burdensome" and/or too "costly". Those witnesses' provincialism
could not have gone farther, since 133 out of 154 nations-this Is my later count;
in my letter of July 3, 1958, 1 said '89 out of 104"; but compile your own list,
ther) being three easy sources-officially tabulate their imports C.I.F., which
uniformity makes C.I.F. the world consensus.

If the C.IF. procedure is so burdensome pnd so costly why don't at, least somne
of those 133 countries switch to the U.S.A. base, viz., F.0.. countries-of-origins
of the Imports? I insist that these home-grown, bleeding-hearts alarmists confer
posthaste with little-smaller than Vermont, U.S.A.-Israel ( vhich made an
ad hoo study before electing to tabulate its imports .I.F.), with U.K. (which
tabulates F.O.B. for BOP and C.I.F. for BOT), with Japan, and with Aof te-
ofd trading countries on our Earth pius the newly emer ing African Countries,
even via teir embanssies here in Our Nation's capital. 'The opponents of these
bills must cure their provincialism,-as non-U.S. experts well know.

F. During the hcarlngs, the outstanding bleeding hearts were: (1) The Assistant
Secretary for Interniati onal Affairs from the U.S. Treasury Departmecnt. (2)
Counsel for the U.S.-Japan Trade Council, who failed to tell Seniatec Finance
Committee the "whole truth, viz., that his employer, Japan, tabulates its imports
C.I.F.I (3) The representative for the "National Council of American Importers,
Inc." who really goofcd detailss available).

G. T1he guiding perspective on international trade (not payments) is the "ware-
house" concept of nations, including Our Country. An emiigrant and n export
from that warehouse are analogous; an immigrant. and an import are analaigous.
The formulas to compute the czce.,s of immigrants over emigrants (and vice versa)
and the excess of exports over imports (and vice versa) are . . . . identical.
They derive from the 'inventory" concept of peCople (as in a census) and of mier-
chandise. That is, when a U.S resident emigrates lie decreases by one human
thle total U.S. "population mix"; when an immigrant enters the U.S.A. lie adds one
human to the total U.S. populationn mix"-and our Bureau of the Censtis so
counts. In identical manner, when a product is exported from the U.S.A. it
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decreases the total "U.S. product mix" in the warehouse known as U.S.A.;
when an Import enters the UJ.S.A. it adds to the total "U.S. product mix" In terms
of its Inventory value, which Is C.I.F., as the experts of 133 nations can confirm.

ff. Lacking an official U.S. C.I.F. import figure, U.S. policy-makers and U.S.
students of international trade (not payments) cannot compute essential data,
two of which are:

(1) Per capita imports (check with 133 countries).
(2) Export/import surplus (check with 133 countries).

Not even the Department of State can operate vis-a-vis other nations, either
taken as groups (e.g. Common Market, GATT, etc., etc.) or as individual trading
partners of the U.S.A. without these essential guides to trends. Also, it is incon-
ceivable that the (staff of the) President's own "Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations" can honestly overcome this hurdle of no() C.I.F. statistics for
U.S. imports in confrontations with the delegates whose countries have, for
decades, tabulated their own imports C.I.F. I believe these countries total 133,
and have Mo of Earth's people as their populations.

Respectfully, . A, CASTLE.

COLLIER, SHANNON AND RILL,
Washington, D.C., September 8, 1966.

lie: Support of Senate Joint Resolution' 115.
lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, United States Senate Committee on Finance,
lVashington, D.C.

DER MR. CHAIRMAN: I am w, Ating in support of Senate Joint Resolution 115 on
behalf of the National Footwear Manufacturers Association. Its members in-
clude over 400 United States manufacturers of footwear, who account for 85 per-
cent of the $2.5 billion footwear manufacturing industry.

The Association fully supports Senate Joint Resolution 115. The resolution
would express the sense of Congress that statistics of imports into the United
States should include the cost of freight and insurance as well as the value of the
article at the foreign point of shipment. It would also require that reports of
A l), Public Law 480, and subsidized agricultural exports be separated from those
of non-military, competitive shipments.

As currently reported, trade statistics fail to furnish meaningful information for
ute in developing legislation and assessing our trade position. The official 1905
trade statistics present a pertinent exam ple. As reported, imports totaled ap-
proximately $21.3 billion, exports totaled $26.5 billion, and the United States en-
J oyed a trade surplus of about $5.2 billion. If imports and exports had been re-
ported as proposed in the resolution, however, the picture would have been quite
different. Assuming that freight and insurance costs are a conservative 15 er-
cent, the revised import total would have been approximately $24.5 billion. Lke-
wise, if the approximately $4 billion worth of government-financed and govern-
ment-subsidized exports had been separately reported non-military competitive
export shipments would have totaled $22.5 billion. The net result of these two
changes would have been a 1965 United States trade deficit in the neighborhood
of $2 billion.

The inaccuracy of the current method of reporting is of particular concern to
the members of the National Footwear Manufacturers Association. The shoo
manufacturing industry, consisting primarily of small manufacturers, is a hi hly
competitive industry. The individual corporations are progressive in their
improvement of plant and process, with the result, that the efficiency in American
shoo plants is greater, than anywhere else in the world. Nevertheless, shoo
imports have increased at an arming rate, particularly from such low wagre
countries asItaly and Japan. Total footwear imports as a percent of domesio
production have increased from 1.2 percent in 1955 to 17 percent in the first half
of 1906. The latter flgare in turn represents a 30 percent increase over the com-
parable figure for 1965. Wcmen's casuals have been particularly effected, with
cheap-labor imports now occupying 83 percent of that market. Foreign imports
likewise account for 18 percent of women's dress shoes and 17 percent of men's
oxfords, and these percentages are rapidly increasing.

While these statistics Indicate that the American shoe manufacturing industry
is being injured by an increasing flow of foreign imports, the full extent of this
i injury cannot be ascertained until the full price ot the imported merchandise can
be calculated. Senate Joint Resolution 115 will enable this calculation. It will
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allow an accurate *analysis of our country's trade position and will ensure knowl-
edgeable participation nn such areas as the current Kennedy Round of negotiations
In Geneva.

For these reasons the National Footwear Manufacturers Association strongly
urges the adoption of Senate Joint Resolution 115. I respectfully request that
this statement be made a part of the Record of hearings conducted by the Com.
mittee on Finance with respect to Senate Joint Resolution 115.

Respectfully submitted.
• THOMAS F. SHANNON,

Counsel for National Footwear Manufacturers Association, Inc.

COLLIER, SHANNON & RILL,
Washington, D.C., September 8, 1966.

Re: Support of Senate Joint Resolution 115.
lion. RuSsELL'B. LoNe,
Chairman, U.S. Senate
Corn nittee on Finance,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN I am writing in support of Senate Joint Resolution 115
on behalf of the Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee. The committee
is an association of seventeen United States producers of specialty steel. -

The specialty steel industry has good reason to be vitally interested in the area of
international trade. Under oven the current method of reporting imports and
exports, the balance of trade position of the specialty steel industry has suffere d
considerably in the past six years. Between 1959 and 1065 the quantity of
specialty steel imports has increased on an average of 65 percent a year, as opposed
to only a 7 percent yearly increase in domestic shipments. This trend has been
reflected in recent balance of trade figures. Thus, in 19064 statistics showed an
export surplus in identifiable tool and stainless steel of $29 million; in 1965, the
surplus fpl to $13 million; and in the first hal tof 1966, figures show an export
deficit of well over $11 million. Considering tool steel alone, imports have exceeded
exports in both tonnage and dollar, value for over four years.

The United States specialty steel industry Is thus feeling the inlact of increas-
ing steel imports. Uifortuately, however, the full extent of this impact is not
accurately recorded under the current method of valuing imports and exports
for balance of trade purposes.

The figures recited above were based upon statistics made available by the
Department of Commerce, . A reported by the Department, import statistics
were based upon the value of the foreign product at, the forcing point of shipment,
I.e f.o.b. The export statistics include the value of shipments made under AID
and Public Law 480.

Neither method of reporting truly reflects our balance of trade position. On
the one hand, imports are undervalued because the f.o.b. figure Includes neither
the cost of shipping the article from the foreign port to the United States nor the
cost of insurance for that portion of the journey. On the other hand, exports
are overvalued because the statistics fail to distinguish AID and Public Law 480
exports from exports which are truly competitive in nature. The false impression
created by this method is evident upon examination of the official trade statistics
for 1965. As reported, the United States enjoyed a trade surplus of $5.2 billion,
with imports at approximately $21.3 billion and exports at $26.5 billion. If,
however, it is assumed that freight Insurance and other shipping costs total 15
percent of the f.o.b. value of foreign imports, and this amount is added to the f.o.b.
figure, the total value of importsbecomes $24.5 billion. Likewise, if the approxi-
mately $4 billion worth of government-financed and government-subsidized
shipments are substracted from the export figure, the revised non-military com-
petitive export total becomes only $22.5 billion. The net result is that the United
States actually suffered a competitive trade deficit of approximately $2 billion
in 1965.

The specialty steel industry is particularly concerned about the inaccuracy of
the current method of reporting. The present system already shows that the
specialty steel Industry is being adversely affected by foreign imports at a rate
which is increasing yearly. This, coupled with the fact that an estimated 76
percent of all specialty steel exports are under AID programs, make a true reflec-
tion of our industry's worldwide competitive standing greatly desirable.
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The present system precludes immediate and accurate appraisal of the competi-
tie position of this industry. Without immediate and accurate information,

"n imports will continue to receive favored treatment and they will continue
to make inroads on our domestic specialty steel industry. The growth and stability
of this vital industry will consequently be impaired, and our dependency upon
foreign suppliers will become a dangerous fact of life.

Senate Joint Resolution 115 would express the sense of Congress that statistics
of imports Into the United States should include the value of freight and insurance-
as well as the cost of the imported item. It would also require that United States
exports which are government-subsidized or government-financed be reported
separately for statistical purposes.

The Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee fully supports Senate Joint
Resolution 115 and its objectives. I respectfully request that this statement
be made a part of the record of hearings conductedby the Committee on Finance
with respect to Senate Joint Resolution 115.

Respectfully submitted.
THOMAs F. SHANNON,

Counsel, Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Cornziittee.

STATEMENT OF TIlE TRADE RELATIONS COUNCIL OF THE UNITED STATES, INC.,
SUBMITTED BY EUGENE L. STEWART

The Trade Relations Council Is a national multlindustry trade association
with a specific Interest in the foreign trade of the United States. Because of the
very important relationship between the substance of S.J. Res. 115 and the Trade
Relation Council's own objectives, the Council is pleased to voice its support of
the proposed legi station.

The Principal program of the'Trado Relations Council now consists of the
blishment, maintenance, and use of a computerized data processing facility

for the compilation and analysis of public data relative to the economic growth
and foreign trade of U.S. manufacturing industries.

The data.collection, programinhig, and statistical examination functions con-
nected with the establishment and use of this data bank are accomplished by
members of the Department of Economics, Georgetown University, Washington,
D.C., under contract between the University and the Trade Relations Council.

The data matrix built into this computerized facility Is essentially based upon
the Standard Industrial Classiflcation. Import and export data as reported by
the United States under differing classification systems are correlated to the
Standard Industrial Classifloation in accordance with' correlation tables prepared
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

In total, the Council's data bank now includes employment, output, and foreign
trade data for 274 of the 425 U.S. manufacturing industries identified at the four.
digit level of the Standard Industrial Classification.

The Council is concerned in the area of foreign trade data with the presentation
of data in a manner which will indicate, at least partially, the relationship of the
Nation's in ports and exports of manufactured products competitive with each
of the industries included in the data bank in comparison with domestic shipments
and domestic consumption of such products.

If one is to undertake an examination of the relative impact or contribution of
foreign trade to the economic activity of American manufacturing industries, it Is
desirable to present both the import'and export data in terms as close as possible
to the value of the merchandise within the United States market.

The present import and export statistical concepts used by the United States
Government in Its compilation and publication 6f official foreign trade statistics
impose severe limitations upon an analysis of the type we have described. The
reporting of imports on an f.o.b. origin basis rather than on a c.i.f. or "landed cost"
basis results in a considerable understatement of the value of the imported mr.
chandise in the United States market.

On the-other hand, the reporting by the United States of exports on an
basis (that is, including transportation charges to the port) overstates the value of
U.S. exports in relation to the above.described type of analysis.

Thus, in attempting to serve industry and the Government through the type
of data program described above, the Trade Relations Council finds itself handi-
capped and obliged to use estimating factors in converting the import data to a
c.i.f. basis and tte export data to an f.o.b. origin basis.
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The Council is not alone in its realiation that such conversion needs to be
made in many of the important uses to which the Nation's foreign trade data are
put, Thus, the witness for the Department of Agriculture acknowledged in these
hearings that,

aIValuation of imports on a c.I.f. basis would more accurately reflect value of
merchandise imported in comparison with domestic prices." I

Similarly, the memorandum submitted by the United States Tariff Commission
to the Committee in connection with these hearings also acknowledged that,

"Statistical information showing the landed value of U.S. imports would be use-
ftil for a number of purposes. Such Information would aid in the computation of
the share of U.S. Imports in domestic consumption; 3.,

The Commission further noted that,
"Statistical information which would also aid in comparing U.S. trade with that

of its trading partners would often be helpful. * * * This information Is particu.
lady important in discussions on the 'rato disparity' issue raised by the Common
Market negotiations." 3

Finally, the spokesman foi the Office of the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations acknowledged to this Committee that the import data system
proposed by S.J. Res. 115 is "generally used by most foreign countries." The
Special Representative also acknowledged that for purposes of trade negotiations
it is essential to have extensive data not now supplied by official U.S. fore-gn
trade statistics.4

The Special Representative readily admitted that "c.i.f. data do bring us one
step closer to a meaningful price comparison" & between foreign and domestic
products though even with this improvement in the data, limitations would still
remain because the actual value of foreign merchandise in the U.S. market would
Include other costs and markups which are not encompassed within the c.i.f. value.

Nevertheless, the significance of the Special Representative's testimony is
that it preparing for trade negotiations the United States indeed does find it
necessary to convert U.S.import statistics for- the involved product categories
to a 0.i.f. basis.

The Trade Relations Council submits that it is not a sufficient answer to this
acknowledged need to state, as did the Special Representative, that the necessary
adjustment "has been done in past negotiations and will be done in the present
negotiations. * * * [And tat] this is a recognized operation."

The adjustment of official U.S. import data accomplished by our trade nego-
tiators is not made public by the Excoutlve Branch of the Government, nor,
indeed, are the factors used In making 'such adjustments made public. It Is not
possible for the business community to judge whether the adjustment Is made
accurately: nor does the business community have the benefit in its own data
needs of the infoamation produced by buir trade negotiators in such an exercise.

Evidently even the Executive Branch feels handicapped in deriving usable
c.i.f, import statistics for the Kennedy Round. The witness for the Office of the
Special Representative Informed your Committee that,

"In order to obtain the c.i.f. data that we need for the above three purposes-
preparing for the negotiations, achieving a balanced result, and coping with the
disparities issue-at our request the Tariff Commission, with the assistance of
the Bureau of the Census, has been preparing on a c.i.f. basis information on
tarff rates and on trade." "

This Information suggests that the type of conversion of Import data to a c.i.f.
basis accomplished heretofore in connection with the Kennedy Round is under-
stood not to be sufficiently reliable to be of real help to the United States, and
this necessarily casts some cloud over'the similar conversions evidently accom-
plished In connection with earlier negotiations.

Nor does it appear that the Tariff Commission Itself has been able to complete
the task of converting the data, tholigh the Kennedy Round negotiations have
dragged on for two years. Thus, the Special Representative refers to "the work
which the Commission has already completed" as indicating that his needs for
c.1.f, data "will be successfully met." S

f Statement of M. Ls. Upchurch, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, to the Senate Finance Committee on 8.I. Res.
115 and 8. 3622, August 81. 1966.3Memorandum of U.S. Tariff Commission, August 19, 1966. to the Senate Finance Committee on 8.7.
Ree. 115.
SoIbld.
I Statement of Bernard Norwood or the Office of the Special Repreentative for Trade Negotiations before

the Senate Committee on Finance on 8.J. Res. 115, August 31, 1966.
I Ibid.
# Ibid.
7 Ibid.
I Ibid.
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We are particularly disturbed by the statement. contained in the conclusion of

the testimony of the Special Representative that in the Kennedy Round not-
Withstanding the fact that the Tariff Commission has not yet completed its job of
converting import statistics to a c.i.f. basis, the Executive Branch is "already
obtaining on a oic. basis much more extensive and detailed data than in any
previous trade negotiation." Such a statement reinforces our concern about the

andicaps which may have been imposed upon the United States negotiators and
the effects upon the results achieved in the negotiations in the preceding trade
agreement negotiations in which such data were not readily available.

It seems to the Council that this description by the Special Representative of
the necessity for a major study by the Tariff Commission to convert import data
to a c.I.f. basis for a limited period of time for use In the Kennedy Round is the best
evidence supplied so far of the wisdom of the proposed legislation in calling for U.S.
import statistics uniformly and systematically to-be reported on a c.i.f. basis.

.The Tariff Commission memorandum refers to difficulties inherent in compiling
import statistics on a c.i.f. basis. The inference which might be'drawn fHom these
statements is that S.J. Res. 115 ought not to be adopted because It will b6 difficult
for the United States to report its imports on a c.i.f. basis. Such an inference e and
the suggestions which give rise to it seem unrealistic in the face of the acknowl-
edged fact that most foreign countries are able now, and have been able for iome
years, to report their import statistics on ac.i.f, basis.

If the majority of our trading partners are able to compile and report their
data on such a basis, what rational basis is there for believing that the United
States, usually more sophisticated and resourceful in governmental 'Attistical
programs that other nations, would be seriously handicapped in matching their
performance?

In constructing the TRC data bank, members of the Economics Department of
Georgetown University converted U.S. import statistics from an f.o.b. io a c.i.f.
basis utilizing ocean freight and insurance factors compiled by the Department of
Commerce, Office of Business Economics, from the 1958 Input-Output Study of the
United States (October 1904 and September 1965). Export statistics were
adjusted from an f.a.s. to an f.o.b. mill basis by uniformly deducting 10 percent of
the reported f.a.s. value for the cost of export packing and Inland transportation
to the port.

The following tabulation illustrates the difference in foreign trade statistics as
reported now by the Bureau of the Census on an import f.o.b.-export f.a.s, basis In
comparison with such data reported Import c.i.f. and export f.6.b. mill. The
following tabulation represents the aggregate foreign trade of the 274 U.S. manu-
facturing industries at the four-digit level of the Standard Industrial Classifica-
ion for which data were available from Government sources. These industries

accounted for 67 percent of total employment in all U.S. manufacturing industries
in 1904.

U.S. foreign trade in products competitive with the output of 874 U.S. manafacturing
industries (4-digit S.I.C.), 1958-1965

iDollar amounts In millions)

As reported by the Bureau of the As adjusted by the Trade Relations Difference
Census Council In balance

- _ __ Of trade
adjusted

Imports, Exports, Baiane of Imports, Exports, Balanv of vrsus
f.o.b. fa.s. trade C.I.f. f.o.b. trade 'unadjusted

Percent
,95........... $8,184.1 $107.4 $2,92.3 $8,300.9 $ ,K 7 $1,8a".8 -3.1

191........... ,033.1 9,111.3 1, 078.2 8,231.0 8,200.2 (80.8) -102.9
1960............. 7891.4 10,38.9 2,45&.8 8,082.4 9,312.2 1,229.8 -49.9
1981.............7.6558 10,380.9 2,825.1 7,736.1 9,342.8 1,607.7 -43.1
1962............ 8,77&1 10,991.6 2,216.5 8, 999 9,892.4 893.6 -69.7
19M ............. 9,41.0 11,783.8 2,242.8 9,799.5 10,60.4 805.9 .-M.
1964 ............. 9,9.7 13.645.4 3, 89.7 10,223.8 12,190.9 1,967.1 -41.2
1965 .............. 12,707.0 () ........... 12, Oft 8 () ............ ............

I Not available.
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'~ ~ ~~1 Plhhptepi'ttbn"Wi~h ig, from' the,,'statem'rit 6f, 'It~~or ~~titlc-6n a-f.oXJ'br~gM basis in' contrast tOtho Pttctice ot 61ot othenatfona of using c~if. valuation arises in conjiinctiorl'with trade agreement nego-tft I~ M66t f'nort Vddties y dVAoe A perc6it;%go rate'i 15 et forth inthq',b 1t01ial tM ;r. "Wl'iAtldns bnter 'Anto'hiekotiatonhs f6r 'an"xchtige'of1t4'd~e4 a, rrlci stie MA is Iip~uod differences Jn tho apparent level- of'bY ,tedilrei ' -t5' Where' the' U.S.iad valorer i ' isb& t.tl~r-6t ! flft valhue; and ,th~othet, nri'tons to the; 'nbgotftiona : base't ter it'or th I. Ifi' value,' he-effleetie 'rateof duties- InVolvet will diffei ceon-IIddI&MM 'Wthb~kh'the aaaal r~th may N the ssme. 'A'20%;duv pied toan import valuation to which 10%, for freight and insurance charges haid 'beenadded would rer i~t an effective duty of 22% based oni the flb. oIgin value.re ce 6Ail~ htinjpifcai'- rates isdiapussed,-; th'e'ideldiffering signiflianc Y1e-''ut6 -aeI e~ the'other in detrminng theamount of duties to be collected may well be overlooked.; In any event thatdifference Is not qimantifled-and' It isn't-the negotiations, for reciprocal con-cesq r a cpe with the Vnited States being at the disadvantage.T(51l ustfttetsprobfom Mtentfon ii InvAtd140t the followitig excerpt from abackgoundpaper prepae] t) the Office of the 8pechal Rlepresentative for TradeNegotiations for the 1 ubcommltteQ on Foreign Econo zlic Policy of the HouseCo Mlte dh',ForeIg Affairs, Mgust 10O, 1 0t6"A problem 'that evoked considerable debate early' n the Kennedy houn wIthe fsgueof disparities. "The European Commu~nity Insisted that t~hcr~o tariff rateswW th4an~e itcln were at, wide variance, the country iaping the. high rate -should clttthore than -tAe 'COUUry wilt/ e low rate. ,N6 formula for'cdeng with such d18-parities 'cool .! be agreed, upon, TeIu ean n(o1vcJ' EpaiItd~C. eei'S Thovols 6iinO roanthelv "(Epai* tsem bvos fro th ovc- that the U It4,Staies a' d o ther countriesIn the Kennody Rlound mfay have indeed fastened their attention on the publishedrates of -duty, Without adjiistmept for the differing impact'of ("those rates -whtin'applied to- the different- valuation bases for their respective 'ad valorem duties.if adjustment were made, one is prompted to Inquire concerning the data usedfor the adjustment. On the United States side, te absence of Import statisticsr ,gularly collected on a citf. basis would seem to preclude careful ndju8tinent ofthe rates used In the disparities discussion.
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To Illustrato fh- w very ifgli~aVimpqto t . valuatioi bas"~ he
determnatign of d0lt6s In con)p'r1sq '"with thi) f.6.b., base used IyThefc
States, attentiq'pla ip'vt, dt tlJ LIq ~owing digoussaion of'thelmniAcf qf the, yo(ro
pcan isyste~m oi-'U, exports of mai-made fiber to EXEC. con~c.Thfs'dh -
cussion to taken' "rmthe brief sqbmkitted. by thI&s4valo ot'Ofieo
Special11 Rere.ntat li Janulary A964.'

bD1VV1ki4CZt3 IN AD VALORtE; 'DU'T1X' liL 1, T 8HQ9 DISPARITIES Itt TH1E* ThUt
8ZE 0~ tBTOMS bHA 1O9-UtNiTE A 1

As a result of the use of c.i.f. value based for ad valorem duties and the impo ,si-
tion of a variety of taxes on the of f.-plus-qu ty cotsfUieattsgosi
foreign countdreg , the "disparity" oi diife rinee between United -States an d foreign
rates of duty cannot be. measured by a comparison of the tariff rates alone.

In the Uniited States, ftdvaloremi dutie^ pro atppI ed'agafinst the f.o.b. (orliff)
price ,of the imported merchandise. 'Unli e the United States, 72% of the
prfinopal trading nations of -the world asseas ad valoremn duties against the tot4l
an1 cotodh mo including, ocean fref ht, and insuran-ce.In'addition a varlet argesin the or takes Ii Impose against the value1

of the) goods, ut r before entry into the corn ree of the imotin country.
Thus, int man oigcondinligmebrf the EEC thpIpoAto

of these not only adds to the monetay charge! 'rden, whei'khown as
duties or y any other name, bu has a pyramidi effect in tha t each is
oucoeSSI ly apple tot to of costs precedin it.

T6~ ustrate these ba o di rences in ig duy-t systems compared
with e §Imple q tat ouIst ma uro e oIposin a, igle monetary
char e .ag a nst. e, o6I,., ale,. ng iformnation concerning West
.a any i''0of ed:M''

eat Gemany Iexpor to the UItoe States of an-madep staple
fl Therefore, th6 illu s in erms the treatment ceorded by the

U IedStte t Ipor, et fbr ro Wes~cray I contrast with
system, HhAres, y Wet c any o Untd. t-es exports of

0U14ii StA 1 0 t R fies 15 %th of Gekimany
1 l% a In$' c tii aren In t vel -of - Jni States n

rMdut '.Thi ok~an c ever,, contrary to the f ot for the fol-

1), The 0 mani ty I pf ii th al eUnited Sta if.o.b. price plus
th cost 6f .oc eight A insur e. Te; Un States d ty is applied to
the Germi hor~e nt ' 'r Ithot any addi oh for q ean freight and

(2) Getmaiy' tv a 'tax f 4% ich Is, a cable to'the total
coos, eluding 6c fe t14.n anco Inld' istoms, dut . Therefctre, Ger-
mnany's onetakrychar wheth er kno dutyt" or Iax" or both) IS 15.9%

UNI SIrATV§7 AcRYLiC STAPLE FIBER E OwRs TO GERMiANY

Inras vr Unite fee market price a8 a r of Gei n tarif and turnover tax

Stable Mfarket Pricc In -United States -------- %w ------- 10
Ocean Freight, Insurance, etc. to Germany-------------------------13.

* Total, A------------------ --------- --------------- 103.
German Duty of 11% Applicable to, Total A -------------- -------- 11. 3

Total B------------------------------- ------ 114.3
Geman Turnover Tax of 4% Applicable toTtlB---------4.6

Total C --------------------- ------------ 118.9
Less United'States elngPiePuOcaFrghtc -------- 103. 0

InTcreoxe Over UnitoiStates Price as aflesiqlt of German Tariff
and' . fur~kverTax,_- 4' 9 1.

137o only when figured as percentage of price of ncryllo staple fiber. In theaseof rayon staple fiber the'
prentageattributable to ocean freight rates, insurance, etc. would be 10 percent and all calcuilat ions should
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in contrast to its system of internal charges which builds up the true effective
level of the "duties" on imported goods, Germany has a complementary system
of tax remissions designed to lower the rate of duty imposed by other countries on
German exports. In the case of man-made stable fiber, Germany remits the
4% turnover tax. Therefore, German man-made staple fiber is offered for export
at 96.2% of the German home market price. When such goods are exported to
the United States, the United States duty of 15% is applied to the pre-tax price.
Thus, the United States rate of dut' of 15% is, in effect, reduced to 10.0% by
the German practice of remitting 4% of the value of the goods after exportation.
The effect of this practice on man-made staple fiber is illustrated in the following
table:

GERMAN ACRYLIC STAPLE FIBER EXPORTS TO UNITED STATES

Increase over German market price as a result of United States tariff offset by
remission of turnover taxrPercent

Staple' Market Price in Germany -------- ------------------------ 100.
Remission of 4% Turnover Tax for Export ------------------------- 3. 8

Total A --------------------- - ---------------------- 96.2
United States Duty of 15% Applicable to Total A ------------------- 14. 4

Total B ---------------------------------------------- 110.6
Less Germany Market Price ------------------------------------ 100. 0

Increase Over Germany Market Price as a Result of United States
Duty of 15% Applicable After Remission of 'German Turnover
Tax ------------------------------------------------ 10. 6

It is the position of the Man-Made 1Inber Producers Association, Inc. that
United States duties on man-made fibers should not be included in the forth.
coming tariff negotiations for the reasons elsewhere developed in this brief.
Should such rates of duty, however, be considered at any time In comparison with
West Germany's duties on man-made fiber, it is essential that the effect of the
foregoing charges and remi&$ion be considered .a the true !'disparity" in effectiverates of duty. Unless the additional monetary charges resulting from ermany's
use of cif. value, turnover taxes and other internal charges are taken into ac-
count as applied to United States exports on the one hand and Germany's practice
of remitting turnover taxes on its exports as a means of reducing the United States
duty, on the other hand, the comparison will be misleading to the detriment of the
United States. Any acceptance by the United States of a "disparity" between
United States and West German duties on man-made fibers, which ignores these
considerations, would be based upon a fiction. As long as these German practices
remain in effect, the present German tariff on man-made staple fiber should be
reduced from 11 % to 6% to equate with the present United States tariff of 15%.

To equate with the United States duty of 15%, the German duty should be 6%

Percent
Staple Market Price in United States ---------------------------- 100.
Ocean Freight, Insurance, etc ------------------------------------ 3.

Total A ------------------ ---------------------------- 103.
German Duty of 6% Applicable to Total A -------------------------- 6. 2

Total B ---------------------------------------------- 109. 2

German Turnover Tax of 4% Applicable to Total B ------------------- 4. 4

Total C --------------------------------------- 113. 6
Less United States Selling Price Plus Ocean Freight, etc --------------- 103. 0

Increase Over United States Price as a Result of 6% German Tariff,
Plus Turnover Tax ------------------------------------- 10. 6

The following table shows, for the principal categories of man-made fiber
articles, the extent to which the German practice of remitting the turnover tax
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in respect to goods exported to the United States has already reduced the effec-
tive rate of United States duty when compared with German market prices:

Effective
U.S. duty- Percent

Stated U.S. percent of reduction In
duty German effective

market U.S. duty
prices

Yarn ------------------------------------------------------- 223 17.8 21
Group filaments --------------------------------------------- 21 1M.4 2
Stable fiber -------------------------------------------------- 15 10.6 29
Waste ......................................................... 5 1.1 78

In contrast to the effect on United States duties shown in the above table,
the following tabulation indicates the extent to which the variety of taxes of
West Germany, followed in regard to United States exports, increases the effec-
tive level of German monetary charges applicable to the principal categories of
man-made fiber products over and above the stated percentage of German
customs duties.

(In percent]

Stated Aggregate of Increame
German duty and over stated

duty turnover tax German duty

Yarn (synthetic) I --------------------------------------------- - 13.2 18.3 39
Grouped filaments (tow) ...................................... 12.6 17.6 40
Staple fiber --------------------------------------------------- 11.0 15.9 45
Waste -------------------------------------------------------- 11.0 15.9 45

I In :he case of cellulosic yam the German duty is 11.2 percent, 2 percentage points lower than the duty
on synthetic (noncellulostc) yarn. -However, the turnover tax on this item is 6 percent Instead of 4 percent
or 2 percentage points above that of yarn. This situation shows clearly how a seemingly lower duty Is
directly offset by a higher turnover tax to give an equivalent aggregate penalty on U.S. imports.

The Final effect of German practices on United States and West German duties
on man-made fiber products is shown by the following table:

Effect of German turnover tax on stated United States and German duties

tin percent)

Reduction in Increase over
effective stated
U.S. duty German

duty

Yarn ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 21 39
Grouped filaments --------------------------------------------------------- 22 40
Staple fiber ---------------------------------------------------------------- 29 45
Waste ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 78 45

From the data preo-nterl in the tables, it is evident that a uniform reduction in
United States and West German charges on rnan-mnde fiber articles will serve
only to increase the great "disparity" presently existing as a result of Germany's
tax practices.

This "disparity" is not localized on man-made fiber products but also
penalizes the end .products made from man-made fibers, as well as the products
of other United States induhstries.

Apart from the disparities question, it would seem to be necessary to have a
common basis of valuing the trade in relation to which concessions are exchanged.
Is the United States being systematically short, changed in the concessions by
virtue of the fact that its import statistics understate the value of im porls ill
comparison with the c.i.f. reporting base of European countries? It is understood
for example, that the United States made an attempt to adjust to this problem in
the Dillon Round of trade agreement negotiations by arbitrarily adjustij)g all
import statistics by a factor of 10%. It, would seem v'nstly preferable to have the
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authentic record of the ocean freight and insurance cost portion of the Incoming
merchandise than attempiting to use such a rough rule of thumb in trade negotia-
tions where the Congress expeets the U.S. negotiators to get a balance of advan-
tags measure for measure in exchange for those give.

The misleading nature of our import statistics results from the use which is made
of them in trade negotiations, either without adjustment)i comparison with
trade data of other countries which are on a c.l.f. basis, where the data are
adjusted through the use of arbitrary factors which rtofy produce statistics in
some product categories just as misleading as those they were designed to correct.

The provisions of paragraphs (a) and (b) of S.J. Res. 115, if adopted, would
provide basic data on imports in a manner which would correct the distortion
described above.

DISTORTION IN PRESENT BALANCE OF TRADE STATISTICS

.The next major deficiency in our nation's foreign trade statistics occurs In the
statement of U.S. exports. Presently these data include withoutC distinction U.S.
Government financed exports tinder a variety of grant, loan, and subsidy programs.
These export statistics are used in a seemingly definitive manner in a variety of
contexts, Including balance of payments, tade policy determinations, and trade
agrement negotiations. This Association submits'that It is a positive disservice
to our nation s fiscal programs to indulge the fiction that all of the exports in.
eluded in our statistics are' commercial, dollar.producing trade transactions.
Government financed exports should be separately stated, apart from the bona
fide commercial transactions.

Even man-made fiber exports are not Immune from such distortions. In 1965,
the United States Government expended $20,176,000 in the United States for
man.made fibers and yarns to be exported under the nation's A.I.D. program.
This Association does not protest the expenditure of public funds for its members
products, if such are genuinely needed In valid foreign aid programs. It would
also seem preferable that such expenditures be made in the United States than
abroad. 13ut the increments of our exports financed under such programs do
not earn dollar exchange from other countries, do not indicate the relative com.
petitive strength of the U.S. industry In world export trade, and do not fairly
provide a gauge for determinations that export balances inflated by such transac.
tions reflect an ability on the _part of the, domestic Industry to compete with
foreign products in the United States market without tariff protection. Yet our
export balances are seemingly used uncritically for such purposes without the
benefit which a separate statement of government financed exports in each
product category would provide.

S.J. Res. 115 Is clearly a step in the right direction In the amelioration of the
types of problems described above, and this Association supports its enactment.
It should be made more specific by the amendment of Section 2, second sentence,
to describe more precisely the various types of Government financed exports
which are to be separately stated by product category In the nation's official
export statistics. The present language of Section 2 by its generality may Invite
less than thoroughgoing compliance.

NORTHERN TEXTILE ASSOCIATION,
Boston, a6ss., September 9, 1968.

Re Senate Joint Resolution 115.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: This Is in reference to Senate Joint Resolution 115 on
which the Finance Committee is holding hearings concerning the requirements
of C.I.F. reporting of U.S. Import statistics and separate reporting of Govern-
ment subsidized or financed exports.

The American Textile Manufacturers Institute which represents U.S. cotton
and man-made fiber textile mills and is the largest textile association in the
country, and the Northern Textile Association, representing New England cotton,
man-made fiber textiles, woolen and worsted mills, respectfully urge the speedy
adoption of Senate Joint Resolution 115 In order that the seriously deteriorating
balance of trade in textiles can be put in proper perspective.

Of all U.S. imports and exports, textile mill products, apparel and other finished
textile products have shown perhaps the most startling reversal since the end of
World War II. From a favorable balance of trade of 1.1 billion dollars in 1947,
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the balance has plunged to a deficit of 772 million dollars in 1965 or a net loss of
1.87 billion dollars.

If these imports were reported on a C.I.F. basis, the net loss would be in the
area of 2 billion dollars.

In 1966 this trend continues. Based on January-May data, textile imports
are running at a rate of 1.6 billion dollars with exports at a 560 million dollar rate
or aprojected deficit of over 980 million dollars. If imports were reported on a
C.I.F. basis, the deficit would be well over one billion dollars.

Another critical reason for changing to a C.I.F. reporting basis is that alI other
major trading nations report their Imports on a C.I.F. basis. Itis apparent that
country to country comparisons on trade are seriously qualified when the country
with the greatest amount of trade reports its imports on an F.O.B. basis.

On the other requirement of Senate Joint Resolution 115-to require separate
reports on Government subsidized or financed exports-we would urge that these
be broken down by product so that such textiles and textile products could be
made known. It is probable that considerable quantities of textiles are shipped
on this basis and would have to be subtracted from the above export figures in
order to present the fairest picture of the worsening textile balance of trade.

As you know, the textile industry is the nation's second largest industry em-
ployin'g over 2 million workers with another 2 million employed in producing
fibers used principally by the industry. It is second only to steel in defense
essentiality and is of vital importance in peacetime having a direct effect upon our
total economy.

It is, therefore, urgent that the flood of Imports which threatens the health of
this industry be shown for what It really is and not seriously understated.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.Sincerely, R. BUFORD BRANDIS,
Foreign Trade Director, American Textile Manufacturers Institute.

DANIEL D. GORDON)
Secretary, Northern Textile As8ociation.


